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FOREWORD

By its resolution 1814 (XVII) of 18 December 1962, the General Assembly requested the
Secretary-General to publish a Juridical Yearbook which would include certain documentary
materials of a legal character concerning the United Nations and related intergovernmental
organizations, and by its resolution 3006 (XXVII) of 18 December 1972 the General Assembly
made certain changes in the outline of the Yearbook.

Chapters I and II of the present volume—the twelfth of the series—contain legislative
texts and treaty provisions relating to the legal status of the United Nations and related
intergovernmental organizations. With a few exceptions, the legislative texts and treaty
provisions which are included in these two chapters entered into force in 1974. Decisions given
by international and national tribunals relating to the legal status of the various organizations
are found in chapters VII and VIII.

Chapter III contains a general review of the legal activities of the United Nations and
related intergovernmental organizations; each organization has prepared the section which
relates to it.

Chapter IV is devoted to treaties concerning international law concluded under the
auspices of the organizations concerned during the year in question, whether or not they
entered into force in that year. This criterion has been used in order to reduce in some measure
the difficulty created by the sometimes considerable time-lag between the conclusion of treaties
and their publication in the United Nations Treaty Series following upon entry into force.

Finally, the bibliography lists works and articles of a legal character published in 1974
regardless of the period to which they refer. Some works and articles which were not included
in the bibliographies of the Juridical Yearbook for previous years have also been listed.

All documents published in the Juridical Yearbook were supplied by the organizations
concerned, with the exception of the legislative texts and judicial decisions in chapters I and
VIII which, unless otherwise indicated, were communicated by Governments at the"request of
the Secretary-General.

Xlll
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Part One

LEGAL STATUS OF THE UNITED NATIONS
AND RELATED INTERGOVERNMENTAL

ORGANIZATIONS





Chapter I

LEGISLATIVE TEXTS CONCERNING THE LEGAL STATUS OF THE
UNITED NATIONS AND RELATED INTERGOVERNMENTAL
ORGANIZATIONS

1. Ireland

INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY (DESIGNATION
AND IMMUNITIES) ORDER, 1972'

WHEREAS it is enacted by subsection (1) of section 40 of the Diplomatic Relations and
Immunities Act, 1967 (No. 8 of 1967),2 that the Government may by order designate an
international organisation, community or body of which the State or the Government is or
intends to become a member to be an organisation to which Part V I I I of that Act applies and
may, by the order, make provision for the purposes of section 42 of that Act, as respects certain
matters specified in that subsection:

AND W H E R E A S the State is a member of the International Atomic Energy Agency:
Now the Government, in exercise of the powers conferred on them by section 40 of the

Diplomatic Relations and Immunities Act, 1967, hereby order as follows:
1. This order may be cited as the International Atomic Energy Agency (Designation and

Immunities) Order, 1972.
2. In this Order—

"the Act" means the Diplomatic Relations and Immunities Act, 1967;
"the scheduled agreement" means the agreement on the privileges and immunities

of the International Atomic Energy Agency of which a copy is set out in the Schedule

hereto;
"the proposed provision" means the provision as respects matters specified in

subsection (1) of section 40 of the Act which is proposed for acceptance in the
scheduled agreement.

3. The International Atomic Energy Agency is hereby designated to be an organisation
to which Part V I I I of the Act applies.

4. The proposed revision is hereby made for the purposes of section 42 of the Act.

SCHEDULE

AGREEMENT ON THE PRIVILEGES AND I M M U N I T I E S OF THE
INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

[Not reproduced]*

'S.I. No. 26 of 1972. Notice of the making of this Statutory Instrument was published in "Iris
Oifigiûil" of 21 January 1972.

2See Juridical Yearbook, 1967, p. 37.
3See United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 374, p. 147.



2. United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland

(a) THE INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY ( IMMUNITIES AND PRIVILEGES)
ORDER 19744

Laid before Parliament in draft

Made 25th July 1974
Coming into Operation 1st August 1974

At the Court at Buckingham Palace, the 25th day of July 1974

Present,

The Queen's Most Excellent Majesty in Council

Whereas a draft of this Order has been laid before Parliament in accordance with section
10 of the International Organisations Act 1968*5 (hereinafter referred to as the Act) and has
been approved by a resolution of each House of Parliament:

Now, therefore. Her Majesty, by virtue and in exercise of the powers conferred on Her by
sections 1 and 12(6) of the Act or otherwise in Her Majesty vested, is pleased, by and with the
advice of Her Privy Council, to order, and it is hereby ordered, as follows: —

PART I

GENERAL

1. This Order may be cited as the International Atomic Energy Agency (Immunities and
Privileges) Order 1974 and shall come into operation on 1st August 1974.

2.—(1) In this Order "the 1961 Convention Articles" means the Articles (being certain
Articles of the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations signed in 1961 ) which are set out in
Schedule 1 to the Diplomatic Privileges Act 1964.**

(2) The Interpretation Act 1889*** shall apply for the interpretation of this Order as it
applies for the interpretation of an Act of Parliament, and as if this Order and the Order
hereby revoked were Acts of Parliament.

3. The International Atomic Energy Agency (Immunities and Privileges) Order
1961**** is hereby revoked.

PART II

THE AGENCY

4. The International Atomic Energy Agency (hereinafter referred to as the Agency) is an
organisation of which the United Kingdom and foreign sovereign Powers are members.

5. The Agency shall have the legal capacities of a body corporate.
6. Except in so far as in any particular case it has expressly waived its immunity, the

Agency shall have immunity from suit and legal process. No waiver of immunity shall be
deemed to extend to any measure of execution.

7. The Agency shall have the like inviolability of officiai archives and premises as in
accordance with the 1961 Convention Articles is accorded in respect of the official archives and
premises of a diplomatic mission.

4 Statutory Instruments, No. 1256, 1974.
*1968 c. 48.
5See Juridical Yearbook, 1968, p. 20.
**!964c. 81.

***1889c. 63.
****S.I. 1961/65 (1961 1 p. 132).



8. The Agency shall have the like exemption or relief from taxes, other than customs
duties and taxes on the importation of goods, as is accorded to a foreign sovereign Power.

9. The Agency shall have the like relief from rates as in accordance with Article 23 of the
1961 Convention Articles is accorded in respect of the premises of a diplomatic mission.

10. The Agency shall have exemption from customs duties and taxes on the importation
of goods imported by the Agency for its official use in the United Kingdom and on the
importation of publications of the Agency imported by it, such exemption to be subject to
compliance with such conditions as the Commissioners of Customs and Excise may prescribe
for the protection of the Revenue.

11. The Agency shall have exemption from prohibitions and restrictions on importation
or exportation in the case of goods imported or exported by the Agency for its official use and
in the case of any publications of the Agency imported or exported by it.

12. The Agency shall have relief, under arrangements made by the Commissioners of
Customs and Excise, by way of refund of customs duty paid on any hydrocarbon oil (within
the meaning of the Hydrocarbon Oil (Customs and Excise) Act 1971* which is bought in the
United Kingdom and used for the official purposes of the Agency, such relief to be subject to
compliance with such conditions as may be imposed in accordance with the arrangements.

13. The Agency shall have relief, under arrangements made by the Secretary of State, by
way of refund of car tax paid on any vehicles and value added tax paid on the supply of any
goods which are used for the official purposes of the Agency, such relief to be subject to
compliance with such conditions as may be imposed in accordance with the arrangements.

PART 111

REPRESENTATIVES

14.—(I) Except in so far as in any particular case any privilege or immunity is waived by
the Government of the member which they represent, representatives of members on the Board
of Governors and at meetings of the General Conference and on any organ, committee or other
subordinate body of the Agency (including any sub-committee or other subordinate body of a
subordinate body) shall enjoy:—

(a) immunity from suit and legal process in respect of things done or omitted to be done
by them in their official capacity;

(b) while exercising their functions and during their journeys to and from the place of

meeting, the like immunity from personal arrest or detention and from seizure of their
personal baggage and the like inviolability for all papers and documents as is
accorded to a diplomatic agent; and

(c) while exercising their functions and during their journeys to and from the place of
meeting, the like exemptions and privileges in respect of their personal baggage as in
accordance with Article 36 of the 1961 Convention Articles are accorded to a
diplomatic agent.

(2) Where the incidence of any form of taxation depends upon residence, a representative
shall not be deemed to be resident in the United Kingdom during any period when he is present
in the United Kingdom for the discharge of his duties.

(3) Part IV of Schedule 1 to the Act shall not operate so as to confer any privilege or
immunity on:—

(a) the official staff of a representative other than alternates, advisers, technical experts
and secretaries of delegations, or

(b) the family of a representative or of a member of the official staff of a representative.
(4) Neither this Article nor Part IV of Schedule 1 to the Act shall operate so as to confer

any privilege or immunity on any person as the representative of the United Kingdom or as a

*1971 c. 12.



member of the official staff of such a representative or on any person who is a citizen of the
United Kingdom and Colonies.

PART IV

OFFICERS

High Officers

15.—(1) Except in so far as in any particular case any privilege or immunity is waived by
the Agency, and subject to the provisions of paragraph (2) of this Article, the Director-General
of the Agency, including any officer acting on his behalf during his absence from duty, and any
Deputy Director-General or officer of equivalent rank shall enjoy:

(a) the like immunity from suit and legal process, the like inviolability of residence and
the like exemption or relief from taxes, other than customs duties and taxes on the
importation of goods, and rates as are accorded to or in respect of a diplomatic agent;

(b) the like exemption from customs duties and taxes on the importation of articles
imported for his personal use or the use of members of his family forming part of his
household, including articles intended for his establishment, as in accordance with
paragraph 1 of Article 36 of the 1961 Convention Articles is accorded to a diplomatic
agent;

(t1) the like exemption and privileges in respect of his personal baggage as in accordance
with paragraph 2 of Article 36 of the 1961 Convention Articles are accorded to a
diplomatic agent;

(d) relief, under arrangements made by the Commissioners of Customs and Excise, by
way of refund of customs duty paid on any hydrocarbon oil (within the meaning of
the Hydrocarbon Oil (Customs & Excise) Act 1971) which is bought in the United
Kingdom by him or on his behalf, such relief to be subject to compliance with such
conditions as may be imposed in accordance with the arrangements; and

(e) exemptions whereby, for the purposes of the enactments relating to national insur-
ance and social security, including enactments in force in Northern Ireland,—
(i) services rendered for the Agency by the officer shall be deemed to be excepted

from any class of employment in respect of which contributions of premiums
under those enactments are payable, but

(ii) no person shall be rendered liable to pay any contribution or premium which he
would not be required to pay if those services were not deemed to be so excepted;

provided that until the day appointed for the coming into force of section 2 of the
Social Security Act 1973* the following shall apply in substitution for the foregoing
provisions of this sub-paragraph—

"exemptions whereby for the purposes of the National Insurance Acts 1965 to
1973, the National Insurance (Industrial Injuries) Acts 1965 to 1973, any enactment
for the time being in force amending any of those Acts, and any enactment of the
Parliament of Northern Ireland corresponding to any of those Acts or to any
enactment amending any of those Acts,—

(i) services rendered for the Agency by the officer shall be deemed to be excepted
from any class of employment which is insurable employment, or in respect of
which contributions are required to be paid, but

(ii) no person shall be rendered liable to pay any contribution which he would not be
required to pay if those services were not deemed to be so excepted."

(2) This Article shall not apply to any person who is a citizen of the United Kingdom and
Colonies or a permanent resident of the United Kingdom.

*1973 c. 38.



(3) Part IV of Schedule 1 to the Act shall not operate so as to confer any privilege or
immunity on any member of the family of any officer to whom this Article applies other than
his spouse and minor children.

All Officers

16. Except in so far as in any particular case any privilege or immunity is waived by the
Agency, officers of the Agency (other than those who are locally recruited and assigned to
hourly rates of pay) shall enjoy:—

(a) immunity from suit and legal process in respect of things done or omitted to be done
by them in their official capacity;

(b) exemption from income tax in respect of emoluments received by them as officers of
the Agency; and

(c) the like exemption from customs duties and taxes on the importation of articles
which—
(i) at or about the time when they first enter the United Kingdom to take up their

posts as officers of the Agency are imported for their personal use or that of
members of their families forming part of their households, including articles
intended for their establishment, and

(ii) are articles which were in their ownership or possession or that of such members
of their families or which they or such members of their families were under
contract to purchase, immediately before they so entered the United Kingdom,

as in accordance with paragraph 1 of Article 36 of the 1961 Convention Articles is
accorded to a diplomatic agent.

PART V

EXPERTS

17. Except in so far as in any particular case any immunity or privilege is waived by the
Agency, experts (other than officers of the Agency) serving on committees of the Agency or
performing missions for the Agency, including missions as inspectors under Article XII of the
Statute of the Agency*6 or as project examiners under Article X I thereof shall enjoy:—

(a) immunity from suit and legal process in respect of things done or omitted to be done
by them in the performance of their official functions;

(b) while exercising their functions and during their journeys in connection with service
on such committees or missions, the like immunity from personal arrest or detention
and from seizure of their personal baggage and the like inviolability for all papers and
documents as is accorded to a diplomatic agent; and

(c) while exercising their functions and during their journeys in connection with service
on such committees or missions, the like exemptions and privileges in respect of their
personal baggage as in accordance with Article 36 of the 1961 Convention Articles are
accorded to a diplomatic agent.

(b) THE SPECIALIZED AGENCIES OF THE UNITED NATIONS (IMMUNITIES AND
PRIVILEGES) ORDER 1974

Laid before Parliament in draft

Made 25th July 1974
Coming into Operation ,.. 1st August 1974

*Cmnd. 450.
6 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 276, p. 3.



At the Court at Buckingham Palace, the 25th day of July 1974

Present,

The Queen's Most Excellent Majesty in Council

Whereas a draft of this Order has been laid before Parliament in accordance with section
10 of the International Organisations Act 1968* (hereinafter referred to as the Act) and has
been approved by a resolution of each House of Parliament:

Now, therefore, Her Majesty, by virtue and in exercise of the powers conferred on Her by
sections 1 and 12(6) of the Act or otherwise in Her Majesty vested, is pleased, by and with the
advice of Her Privy Council, to order, and it is hereby ordered, as follows: —

PART I

GENERAL

1. This Order may be cited as the Specialized Agencies of the United Nations (Immuni-
ties and Privileges) Order 1974 and shall come into operation on 1st August 1974.

2.—(1) In this Order "the 1961 Convention Articles" means the Articles (being certain
Articles of the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations signed in 1961) which are set out in
Schedule 1 to the Diplomatic Privileges Act 1964.**

(2) The Interpretation Act 1889*** shall apply for the interpretation of this Order as it
applies for the interpretation of an Act of Parliament and as if this Order and the Orders
hereby revoked were Acts of Parliament.

3. The Orders listed in Schedule 3 to this Order are hereby revoked.

PART II

THE ORGANISATION

4. The organisations listed in Schedule 1 to this Order (each of which is hereinafter
referred to as the Organisation) are organisations of which the United Kingdom and foreign
sovereign Powers are members.
[Paragraphs 5 to 13 are identical, mutatis mutandis, to paragraphs 5 to 13 of the International
Atomic Energy Agency (Immunities and Privileges) Order 1974 reproduced above under (a).]

PART III

REPRESENTATIVES AND OTHER PERSONS

14.—(1) Except in so far as in any particular case any privilege or immunity is waived by
the Government of the member which they represent, representatives of members of the
Organisation (and representatives of Associate Members of the Food and Agriculture
Organization and of the World Health Organization) at the meetings of any organ, committee
or other subordinate body of the Organisation (including any sub-committee or other
subordinate body of a subordinate body) shall enjoy:—

(a) immunity from suit and legal process in respect of things done or omitted to be done
by them in their official capacity;

(b) while exercising their functions and during their journeys to and from the place of
meeting, the like immunity from personal arrest or detention and from seizure of their
personal baggage and the like inviolability for all papers and documents as is
accorded to a diplomatic agent; and

*1968 c. 48.
** 1964c. 81.
***1889c. 63.



(c) while exercising their functions and during their journeys to and from the place of
meeting, the like exemptions and privileges in respect of their personal baggage as in
accordance with Article 36 of the 1961 Convention Articles are accorded to a
diplomatic agent.

[Subparagraphs 2, 3 and 4 are identical to subparagraphs 2, 3 and 4 of paragraph 14 of the
International Atomic Energy Agency (Immunities and Privileges) Order 1974, reproduced
above under (a).]

(5) Except in so far as in any particular case any privilege or immunity is waived by the
organ indicated in Schedule 2 to this Order, the additional persons specified in that Schedule
shall, unless they are representatives of the United Kingdom or citizens of the United Kingdom
and Colonies, enjoy the privileges and immunities provided for in paragraphs ( 1 ) and (2) of this
Article.

(6) Part IV of Schedule 1 to the Act shall not operate so as to confer any privilege or
immunity on the officiai staffs or families of any person to whom paragraph (5) of this Article
applies.

PART IV

OFFICERS

High Officers

15.—( 1 ) Except in so far as in any particular case any privilege or immunity is waived by
or on behalf of the Organisation, and subject to the provisions of paragraph (2) of this Article,
any person mentioned in Schedule 1 to this Order shall enjoy: —

(a) the like immunity from suit and legal process, the like inviolability of residence and
the like exemption or relief from taxes, other than customs duties and taxes on the
importation of goods, and rates as are accorded to or in respect of the head of a
diplomatic mission;

[The remainder of paragraph 15 is identical, mutatis mutandis, to the corresponding provisions
in paragraph 15 of the International Atomic Energy Agency (Immunit ies and Privileges) Order
1974, reproduced above under (a).]

All Officers

16. Except in so far as in any particular case any privilege or immuni ty is waived by or
on behalf of the Organisation, officers of the Organisation (other than those who are locally
recruited and assigned to hourly rates of pay) shall enjoy: —
[The remainder of paragraph 16 is identical, mutatis mutandis, to the corresponding provisions
in paragraph 16 of the International Atomic Energy Agency (Immunit ies and Privileges) Order
1974, reproduced above under (a).]

PART V

EXPERTS

17. Except in so far as in any particular case any privilege or immunity is waived by or
on behalf of the Organisation, experts (other than officers of the Organisation) serving on
committees of, or performing missions for, the Organisation shall enjoy: —

(a) immunity from suit and legal process in respect of things done or omitted to be done
by them in the exercise of their functions;

(b) during the period of their service on committees or missions, including the time spent
on journeys in connection with service on such committees or missions, the like
immunity from personal arrest or detention and from seizure of their personal
baggage and the like inviolability for all papers and documents as is accorded to a
diplomatic agent; and



(c) during the period of their service on committees or missions, including the time spent
on journeys in connection with service on such committees or missions, the like
exemptions and privileges in respect of their personal baggage as in accordance with
Article 36 of the 1961 Convention Articles are accorded to a diplomatic agent.

Provided that this Article shall not apply to experts serving on committees of, or
performing missions for, the Universal Postal Union, the International Telecommunication
Union or the World Meteorological Organization.

SCHEDULE 1

I N T E R N A T I O N A L ORGANISATIONS TO WHICH THIS ORDER APPLIES, AND H I G H OFFICERS OF SUCH
ORGANISATIONS ENJOYING PRIVILEGES AND I M M U N I T I E S U N D E R ARTICLE 15 OF THIS ORDER

Food and Agriculture Organization

The Director-General
The Deputy Director-General
Any Assistant Director-General
Any official acting on behalf of the Director-General during his absence from duty

International Civil Aviation Organization

The Secretary-General
The President of the Council
Any official acting on behalf of the Secretary-General during his absence from duty

International Labour Organisation

The Director-General
Any Deputy Director-General
Any Assistant Director-General
Any official acting on behalf of the Director-General during his absence from duty

International Telecommunication Union

The Secretary-General
Any official acting on behalf of the Secretary-General during his absence from duty

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization

The Director-General
The Deputy Director-General
Any official acting on behalf of the Director-General during his absence from duty

Universal Postal Union

The Director of the International Bureau
Any official acting on behalf of the Director during his absence from duty

World Health Organization

The Director-General
Any Deputy Director-General
Any Assistant Director-General
Any Regional Director
Any official acting on behalf of the Director-General during his absence from duty
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World Meteorological Organization

The Secretary-General
Any official acting on behalf of the Secretary-General during his absence from duty

SCHEDULE 2

ADDITIONAL PERSONS ENJOYING PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES
UNDER ARTICLE 14 OF THIS ORDER

Organisation Additional Persons
Organ with power

to waive

International Labour
Organisation

Food and Agriculture
Organization

United Nations Educa-
tional, Scientific and
Cultural Organiza-
tion

World Health Organi-

The employers' and workers' mem-
bers and deputy members of the
Governing Body and their
substitutes

The Chairman of the Council

The President of the Conference
and members of the Executive
Board, their substitutes and
advisers

Persons designated to serve on the
Executive Board, their alternates
and advisers

The Governing Body

The Council

The Executive Board

The Executive Board

SCHEDULE 3

Orders Revoked

[Not reproduced}

(c) THE UNITED NATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE (IMMUNITIES AND
PRIVILEGES) ORDER 1974

Laid before Parliament in draft

Made 25th July 1974
Coming into Operation 1st August 1974

At the Court at Buckingham Palace, the 25th day of July 1974

Present,

The Queen's Most Excellent Majesty in Council

Whereas a draft of this Order has been laid before Parliament in accordance with section
10 of the International Organisations Act 1968* (hereinafter referred to as the Act) and has
been approved by a resolution of each House of Parliament:

Now, therefore, Her Majesty, by virtue and in exercise of the powers conferred on Her by
sections 1, 5 and 12(6) of the Act or otherwise in Her Majesty vested, is pleased, by and with
the advice of Her Privy Council, to order, and it is hereby ordered, as follows:—

*1968 c. 48.
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PART I

GENERAL

1. This Order may be cited as the United Nations and International Court of Justice
(Immunities and Privileges) Order 1974 and shall come into operation on 1st August 1974.

2.—(1) In this Order "the 1961 Convention Articles" means the Articles (being certain
Articles of the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations signed in 1961) which are set out in
Schedule 1 to the Diplomatic Privileges Act 1964.**

(2) The Interpretation Act 1889*** shall apply for the interpretation of this Order as it
applies for the interpretation of an Act of Parliament, and as if this Order and the Orders
hereby revoked were Acts of Parliament.

3. The Diplomatic Privileges (United Nations and International Court of Justice) Order
in Council 1947**** the Diplomatic Privileges (United Nations and International Court of
Justice) (Amendment) Order in Council 1949***** and the Diplomatic Privileges (General
Amendment) Order in Council 1950****** are hereby revoked.

PART I I

THE UNITED NATIONS

The United Nations

[Paragraphs 4 to 13 are identical, mutatis mutandis, to paragraphs 4 to 13 of the International
Atomic Energy Agency Act (Immunities and Privileges) Order 1974 reproduced above under
(a).]

Representatives

14.—(1) Except in so far as in any particular case any privilege or immunity is waived by
the Government of the member which they represent, representatives of members to any organ,
committee or other subordinate body of the United Nations (including any sub-committee or
other subordinate body of a subordinate body of the United Nations) shall enjoy:—

(a) immunity from suit and legal process in respect of things done or omitted to be done
by them in their capacity as representatives;

(b) while exercising their functions and during their journeys to and from the place of
meeting, the like inviolability of residence, the like immunity from personal arrest or
detention and from seizure of their personal baggage, the like inviolability of all
papers and documents and the like exemption or relief from taxes (other than
customs and excise duties, car tax and value added tax) and rates as is accorded to the
head of a diplomatic mission;

(c) while exercising their functions and during their journeys to and from the place of
meeting, the like exemptions and privileges in respect of their personal baggage as in
accordance with Article 36 of the 1961 Convention Articles are accorded to a
diplomatic agent; and

(d) while exercising their functions and during their journeys to and from the place of
meeting, exemptions whereby, for the purposes of the enactments relating to national
insurance and social security, including enactments in force in Northern Ireland,—

**1964c. 81.
***1889 c. 63.
****S.R. & O. 1947/1772 (Rev. V, p. 882: 1947-1, p. 520).
*****S.I. 1949/1428 (1949-1, p. 1488).
******S.E. 1950/515 (1950-1, p. 541).
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(i) services rendered for the United Nations by them shall be deemed to be excepted
from any class of employment in respect of which contributions or premiums
under those enactments are payable, but

(ii) no person shall be rendered liable to pay any contribution or premium which he
would not be required to pay if those services were not deemed to be so excepted;

provided that until the day appointed for the coming into force of section 2 of the
Social Security Act 1973* the following shall apply in substitution for the foregoing
provisions of this subparagraph—

"while exercising their functions and during their journeys to and from the
place of meeting, exemptions whereby for the purposes of the National Insurance
Acts 1965 to 1973, the National Insurance (Industrial Injuries) Acts 1965 to 1973,
any enactment for the time being in force amending any of those Acts, and any
enactment of the Parliament of Northern Ireland corresponding to any of those
Acts or to any enactment amending any of those Acts,—

(i) services rendered for the United Nations by them shall be deemed to be excepted
from any class of employment which is insurable employment, or in respect of
which contributions are required to be paid, but

(ii) no person shall be rendered liable to pay any contribution which he would not be
required to pay if those services were not deemed to be so excepted."

[Subparagraphs 2, 3 and 4 are identical to subparagraphs 2, 3 and 4 of paragraph 14 of the
International Atomic Energy Agency (Immunities and Privileges) Order 1974, reproduced
above under (a).]

High Officers

15.—(1) Except in so far as in any particular case any privilege or immunity is waived in
the case of the Secretary-General by the Security Council and in the case of an Assistant
Secretary-General by the Secretary-General, and subject to the provisions of paragraph (2) of
this Article, the Secretary-General of the United Nations and any" Assistant Secretary-General
shall enjoy:—
[The remainder of the paragraph is identical, mutatis mutandis, to the corresponding
provisions in paragraph 15 of the International Atomic Energy Agency (Immunities and
Privileges) Order 1974, reproduced above under (a).]

All Officers

16. Except in so far as in any particular case any privilege or immunity is waived by the
Secretary-General, officers of the United Nations (other than those who are locally recruited
and assigned to hourly rates of pay) shall enjoy:—
[The remainder of the paragraph is identical, mutatis mutandis, to the corresponding
provisions in paragraph 16 of the International Atomic Energy Agency (Immunities and
Privileges) Order 1974, reproduced above under (a).]

Experts

17. Except in so far as in any particular case any privilege or immunity is waived by the
Secretary-General, experts (other than officers of the United Nations) performing missions on
behalf of the United Nations shall enjoy:—

(a) immunity from suit and legal process in respect of things done or omitted to be done
by them in the course of the performance of their missions;

*1973c. 38.
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(b ) during the period of their missions, including the time spent on journeys in connection
with service on such missions, the like immunity from personal arrest or detention
and the like inviolability for all papers and documents as is accorded to a diplomatic
agent; and

(c) during the period of their missions, including the time spent on journeys in connection
with service on such missions, the like exemptions and privileges in respect of their
personal baggage as in accordance with Article 36 of the 1961 Convention Articles are
accorded to a diplomatic agent.

PART III

THE INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE

Judges and Registrar

18. Except in so far as in any particular case any privilege or immunity is waived by the
Court, the judges and Registrar of the Court and any officer of the Court acting as Registrar
shall enjoy, when engaged on the business of the Court and on journeys in connection with the
exercise of their functions and, in the case of judges who are not citizens of the United
Kingdom and Colonies, when residing in the United Kingdom for the purpose of holding
themselves permanently at the disposal of the Court, the like privileges and immunities as in
accordance with the 1961 Convention Articles are accorded to the head of a diplomatic
mission.

19. The judges and Registrar shall have exemption from income tax in respect of
emoluments received by them as judges or Registrar.

All Officers

20. Except in so far as in any particular case any privilege or immunity is waived by the
Registrar of the Court with the approval of the President of the Court, officers of the Court
shall enjoy:—

(a) immunity from suit and legal process in respect of things done or omitted to be done
by them in the exercise of their functions; and

(b) exemption from income tax in respect of emoluments received by them as officers of
the Court.

Agents, counsel and advocates

21.—(1) Except in so far as in any particular case any privilege or immunity is waived, in
the case of persons representing States by the government of the State which they represent
and in the case of persons representing international organisations by the organisation which
they represent, the agents, counsel and advocates appearing before the Court shall enjoy:—

(a) immunity from suit and legal process in respect of things done or omitted to be done
by them in their capacity as agents, counsel or advocates;

(b) during the period of their missions, including the time spent on journeys in connection
with their missions, the like inviolability of residence, the like immunity from personal
arrest or detention, the like inviolability for all papers and documents and the like
exemption or relief from taxes (other than customs and excise duties, car tax and
value added tax) and rates as are accorded to the head of a diplomatic mission; and

(c) during the period of their missions, including the time spent on journeys in connection
with their missions, the like exemptions and privileges in respect of their personal
baggage as in accordance with Article 36 of the 1961 Convention Articles are
accorded to a diplomatic agent.

(2) Where the incidence of any form of taxation depends upon residence, an agent,
counsel or advocate shall not be deemed to be resident in the United Kingdom during any
period when he is present in the United Kingdom for the discharge of his duties.
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(3) This Article shall not apply to any agent, counsel or advocate representing the United
Kingdom or to any person who is a citizen of the United Kingdom and Colonies.

Assessors, witnesses, experts and persons performing missions

22. Except in so far as in any particular case any privilege or immunity is waived by the
Court or, when the Court is not sitting, by the President of the Court, assessors, witnesses,
experts and persons performing missions by order of the Court shall enjoy:—

(a) immunity from suit and legal process in respect of things done or omitted to be done
by them in the course of the performance of their missions;

(b) during the period of their missions, including the time spent on journeys in connection
with their missions, the like immunity from personal arrest or detention and from
seizure of their personal baggage and the like inviolability for all papers and
documents as are accorded to a diplomatic agent; and

(c) during the period of their missions, including the time spent on journeys in connection
with their missions, the like exemptions and privileges in respect of their personal
baggage as in accordance with Article 36 of the 1961 Convention Articles are
accorded to a diplomatic agent.
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Chapter II

TREATY PROVISIONS CONCERNING THE LEGAL STATUS OF
THE UNITED NATIONS AND RELATED INTERGOVERNMENTAL
ORGANIZATIONS

A. Treaty provisions concerning the legal status of the United Nations

1. CONVENTION ON THE PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES OF THE
UNITED NATIONS.1 APPROVED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF
THE UNITED NATIONS ON 13 FEBRUARY 1946

The following States acceded to the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
United Nations in 1974:2

Dale of receipt
of instrument

State of accession

Colombia 6 August 1974
Spain 31 July 1974

This brought up to 110 the number of States parties to the Convention.-1

2. AGREEMENTS RELATING TO MEETINGS AND INSTALLATIONS

(a) Agreement between the United Nations and the Netherlands regarding the
arrangements for the Symposium on Population and Human Rights to be held
at Amsterdam from 21 to 29 January 1974.4 Signed at New York on 17 January
1974

ARTICLE VI

Facilities, privileges and immunities

1. For the purposes of the Symposium, the Convention of 13 February 1946 on the
Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations, to which the Kingdom of the Netherlands is
a party, shall apply.

'United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. I, p. 15.
2The Convention is in force with regard to each State which deposited an instrument of accession with

the Secretary-General of the United Nations as from the date of its deposit.
3 For the-list of those States, see Multilateral treaties in respect of which the Secretary-General

Performs Depositary Functions (ST/LEG/SER.D/8, United Nations publication. Sales No. E.75.V.9),
p. 35.

"Came into force on the date of signature.
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2. The Government shall impose no impediment to transmit to and from meetings of any
persons whose presence at the Symposium is authorized by the United Nations and shall grant
any visas required for such persons promptly and without charge.

ARTICLE V I I

Liability

The Government shall be responsible for dealing with any actions, claims or other
demands arising out of (a) injury or damage to person or properly in the premises referred to
in Article IV, section 4 (a) and (b) above; (b) injury or damage to person or property caused or
incurred in using transportation referred to in Article IV, section 4 ( / ) and (/) ; (c) the
employment for the Symposium of the personnel referred to in Article IV, sections 2, 3 and 4
(e), (/) and (g), and 5, and the Government shall hold the United Nations and its personnel
harmless in respect of any such actions, claims and other demands.

(b) Memorandum of understanding between the United Nations and Japan on the
United Nations Panel Meeting on a Satellite Broadcasting System for Educa-
tion.5 Signed at New York on 8 February 1974

7. Privileges and immunities

(1) The Conventions on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations and of the
specialized agencies, to which Japan is a party, will be applicable with respect to the Panel, the
participants defined in paragraph 2, the officials of the United Nations and the officials of the
specialized agencies.

(2) Any visa required for the persons referred to in paragraph 2 above will be granted
promptly and without charge.

8. Liability for claims

In relation to any activity connected with the Panel, the Government will, as necessary,
secure appropriate insurance or take other measures available under the laws and regulations
in force in Japan, to cover any damage that might occur in Japan to any participant and any
claim that might be made against the United Nations or its officials.

(c) Agreement between the United Nations and Venezuela regarding the arrange-
ments for the second session of the Third United Nations Conference on the
Law of the Sea, 1974.6 Signed at Caracas on 23 May 1974

ARTICLE XIV

Privileges and immunities

1. The Convention on the Privileges and Immunit ies of the United Nations shall be
applicable with respect to the Conference. Accordingly, the Conference, the Representatives of
States invited to attend the Conference, officials of the United Nations performing functions in
connexion with the Conference and experts on mission for the United Nations at the
Conference, shall enjoy the privileges and immunities provided in the said Convention,
respectively, for the United Nations, representatives of Members, officials, and experts on
mission for the United Nations.

2. The representatives of the specialized agencies, the International Atomic Energy
Agency and other intergovernmental organizations attending the Conference shall enjoy the
same privileges and immunities as accorded to officials of comparable rank of the United
Nations.

5Came into force on the date of signature.
6Came into force on the date of signature.
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3. Personnel provided by the Government under Article XI of this Agreement shall
enjoy immunity from legal process in respect of words spoken or written and any act
performed by them in their official capacity in connexion with the Conference with the
exception of those who are assigned to hourly rates.

4. Without prejudice to the preceding paragraphs in this Article, all other persons
performing functions in connexion with the Conference, including representatives of non-
governmental organizations, representatives of the information media, and other persons
invited to the Conference by the United Nations, shall enjoy immunity from legal process in
respect of words spoken or written or any act performed by them in the exercise of their
functions in connexion with the Conference, and such facilities and courtesies as are necessary
for the independent exercise of their functions in connexion therewith.

5. The Government shall ensure that no impediment is imposed on transit to and from
the Conference of the following categories of persons attending the Conference: representatives
of Governments and their immediate families; officials and experts of the United Nations and
their immediate families; representatives of the specialized agencies, the International Atomic
Energy Agency and intergovernmental organizations and their immediate families; observers
of non-governmental organizations invited to the Conference; representatives of the Press or of
radio, television, film or other information agencies accredited by the United Nations in its
discretion after consultation with the Government; and other persons officially invited to the
Conference by the United Nations.

6. All persons referred to in this Article, with the exception of those referred to in
paragraph three above, shall have the right of entry into and exit from Venezuela. They shall
be granted facilities for speedy travel. Visas and entry permits, where required, shall be granted
free of charge, as speedily as possible, and when applications are received at least two and a
half weeks before the opening of the Conference, not later than two weeks before the date of
the Conference. If the application for the visa is not made at least two and a half weeks before
the opening of the Conference, the visa shall be granted not later than three days from the
receipt of the application. Exit permits, where required, shall be granted free of charge and as
speedily as possible, in any case not later than three days before the closing of the Conference.

7. During the Conference, including the preparatory and final stage of the Conference,
the buildings and areas referred to in Article I shall be deemed to constitute United Nations
premises and access thereto shall be subject to the authority and control of the United Nations.

8. The Government shall allow the temporary importation of, and waive import duties
and taxes for all equipment and supplies necessary for the Conference, including those needed
for the official requirements and for the entertainment schedule of the Conference and such
personal effects as would be reasonably required in the exercise of responsibilities and
functions in connexion with the Conference. It shall issue without delay to the United Nations
any necessary import and export permits.

ARTICLE XV

Liability for injury, property loss or damage

1. The Government shall be responsible for dealing with any actions, claims or other
demands arising out of:

(a) injury to person or damage or loss of property (whether United Nations property or
otherwise) in the premises, including damage to the premises, referred to in Articles I through
IV of this Agreement;

(b) injury to person or property loss or damage caused by, or incurred in using, the
transportation referred to in Article X of this Agreement; and the Government shall indemnify
and hold the United Nations and its personnel harmless in respect of any such actions, claims
or other demands except when it is agreed by the parties hereto that such injury, loss or
damage was caused by the gross negligence or wilful misconduct of United Nations personnel.
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2. The Government shall secure adequate insurance coverage to discharge any financial
obligations which may arise under paragraph 1 of this article. The United Nations shall
provide the Government as required all information pertinent to the determination of such
insurance coverage for United Nations.

3. The Government shall also be responsible for dealing with, and shall indemnify and
hold the United Nations and its personnel harmless in respect of any actions, claims or other
demands arising out of the employment for the Conference of the personnel referred to in
Article XI of this Agreement.

(d) Agreement between the United Nations and Mexico regarding the arrange-
ments for the UNCTAD Working Group on the Charter of the Economic
Rights and Duties of States.7 Signed at Geneva on 20 May 1974 and at New
York on 24 May 1974

VII . Privileges and immunities

[Similar to article XIV of the agreement referred to under (<•) above except that para-
graph 3 reads as follows:

"Without prejudice to the application of the Convention as provided above, the local
staff provided by the Government under Section I, paragraph 2, of this Agreement shall
enjoy the privileges and immunities necessary for the independent exercise of their
functions in connexion with the Meeting."

and that the words "and such personal effects as would reasonably be required in the exercise
of responsibilities and functions in connexion with the Conference" do not appear in
paragraph 8.]

IX. Liability

1. The Government shall be responsible for dealing with any claim, action, or proceed-
ing arising out of,

(a) damages or loss to the land or premises within the Meeting area referred to in Section
II, paragraph 1, or in respect of any injury to the person or property suffered within such area.

(b) damages or loss to property or in respect of injury to the person caused or incurred in
using transportation for the purpose of the Meeting referred to in Section I I I , paragraph 4.

2. The Government shall hold the United Nations and its personnel harmless in respect
to any actions, claims or demands referred to above, except where it is agreed by the parties
hereto that such damage, loss or injury is caused by the gross negligence or wilful misconduct
of United Nations personnel.

3. The Government agrees to indemnify and save harmless the United Nations from any
and all actions, causes of action, claims or other demands arising out of the employment for
the United Nations of the personnel referred to in Section I, paragraph 2.

(e) Agreement between the United Nations and the Philippines regarding the
arrangements for the eighteenth session of the Governing Council of the United
Nations Development Programme.8 Signed at New York on 24 May 1974

ARTICLE XI

Privileges and immunities

1. The Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations of 13
February 1946 and the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the Specialized

'Came into force on 24 May 1974.
sCame into force on the date of signature.
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Agencies of 21 November 1947, to which the Government is a party, shall be applicable in
respect of the Session.

2. Representatives of States Members of the United Nations and representatives of
States not members of the United Nations attending the Session shall enjoy the privileges and
immunities accorded to representatives of States Members of the United Nations by Article IV
of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations.

3. Officials of the Secretariat of the Session shall enjoy the privileges and immunities
provided by Articles V, VI and VII of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
United Nations. The local personnel provided by the Government to perform functions in
connexion with the Session shall enjoy only immunity from legal process in respect of words
spoken or written and all acts performed by them in their official capacity in connexion with
the Session.

4. Officials of the specialized agencies and of the International Atomic Energy Agency
and representatives of other intergovernmental organizations participating in the Session shall
enjoy the privileges and immunities accorded to officials of the specialized agencies under the
Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the Specialized Agencies.

5. Without prejudice to the preceding paragraphs of this article, all persons performing
functions in connexion with the Session and all those invited to the Session shall enjoy the
necessary privileges, immunities and facilities in connexion with their participation in the
Session.

6. The Government shall impose no impediment to transit to and from the Session of
any persons whose presence at the Session is authorized by the United Nations and of any
member of their immediate families. Any entry or exit visa required for such persons shall be
granted immediately on application and without charge.

7. For the purpose of the application of the Convention on the Privileges and Immuni-
ties of the United Nations, the conference premises referred to in article III above shall be
deemed to constitute premises of the United Nations and access thereto shall be under the
control and authority of the United Nations.

8. The participants in the Session, representatives of information media and officials of
the Secretariat of the Session shall have the right to take out of the Philippines at the time of
their departure, without any restrictions, any unexpended portions of the funds they brought
into the Philippines in connexion with the Session, or which they received during their
presence at the Session, at the United Nations operational rate of exchange.

ARTICLE XII

Import duties and tax

1. The Government shall allow the temporary importation tax and duty-free of all
equipment, including technical equipment accompanying representatives of information
media, and shall waive import duties and taxes on supplies necessary for the Session. It shall
issue without delay any necessary import and export permits for this purpose.

2. The Government hereby waives import and export permits for the supplies needed for
the Session and which the United Nations certifies are required for official use at the Session.

(/) Exchange of letters constituting an agreement between the United Nations and
the Federal Republic of Germany regarding arrangements for the United
Nations Interregional Seminar on Cadastral Surveying and Urban Mapping to
be held in Berlin (West) from 24 June to 12 July 1974.9 New York, 20 June 1974

9Came into force on 20 June 1974.
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(3) (a) Representatives of Member States, officials and experts of the United Nations
participating in or performing functions in connection with the Seminar shall enjoy the same
privileges and immunities as are accorded by the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities
of the United Nations adopted on 13 February 1946.

(b) Officials of the specialized agencies participating in the Seminar shall be accorded
the privileges and immunities provided under the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities
of the Specialized Agencies.

(c) The persons mentioned under (3)(a) and (b) shall have the right of unimpeded
entry to and exit from the place of the Seminar.

The Government of the Federal Republic of Germany shall be responsible for dealing with
any actions, claims or other demands (a) which may be brought against the United Nations for
damage to facilities or premises used in the course of the meeting, (b) or which arise out of
injury or damage to persons or property caused or incurred in using the premises, facilities or
transportation referred to under (1), (c) or which arise out of the employment of local
personnel by the Government, and the Government shall indemnify and hold harmless the
United Nations and its personnel in respect of any such actions, claims or other demands,
except where it is agreed by the United Nations and the Government that the injury or damage
is attributable to gross negligence or wilful misconduct on the part of the United Nations or its
officials.

II

I wish to express agreement with the arrangements set forth in your letter and to confirm
that our exchange of letters shall be deemed to constitute an agreement between the United
Nations and the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany.

(g) Agreement between the United Nations and Austria for the establishment of the
European Centre for Social Welfare Training and Research.10 Signed at New
York on 24 July 1974

ARTICLE II

Legal status of the Centre

1. The host Government shall take the necessary steps to establish the Centre as an
autonomous, non-profitmaking entity, having legal personality under Austrian law. . .

(h) Exchange of letters constituting an agreement between the United Nations and
Austria regarding privileges and immunities of United Nations officials being
members of the European Centre for Social Welfare Training and Research.11

New York, 23 December 1974

(1) Officials of the United Nations as defined in Article V of the Convention on the
Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations of 13 February 1946 being members of the

'°Came into force on 7 August 1974.
"Came into force, retroactively, on 7 August 1974.
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European Centre for Social Welfare Training and Research shall enjoy mutatis mutandis such
privileges and immunities as granted to officials of the United Nations Industrial Development
Organization in Article XII of the Agreement between the United Nations and the Republic of
Austria regarding the Headquarters of the United Nations Industrial Development Organiza-
tion of 13 April 1967.'2

I have the honour to inform you that the Republic of Austria agrees to the text of your
letter and that therefore your letter and my answer constitute an Agreement between the
United Nations and the Republic of Austria. . .

(0 Agreement between the United Nations and Italy regarding the arrangements
for the World Food Conference 1974.13 Signed at Rome on 4 November 1974

ARTICLE VII

Privileges and immunities

1. Representatives of States Members of the United Nations invited to the Conference
shall enjoy the privileges and immunities specified in Article IV of the Convention on the
Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations (hereinafter referred to as "the United
Nations Convention"). Representatives of other States invited to the Conference shall enjoy
the privileges and immunities specified in Article XII , Section 25 of the Agreement of 31
October 1950 between the Government of the Italian Republic and FAO regarding the
Headquarters of FAO (hereinafter referred to as "the Headquarters Agreement").

2. Officials of the United Nations shall enjoy the privileges and immunities specified in
Articles V and V I I of the United Nations Convention.

3. Officials of FAO shall enjoy the privileges and immunities specified in Article XIII of
the Headquarters Agreement. Officials of other specialized agencies of the United Nations and
the International Atomic Energy Agency shall enjoy the privileges and immunities specified in
Articles VI and V I I I of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the Specialized
Agencies (hereinafter referred to as "the Specialized Agencies Convention"), and in Articles VI
and IX of the Agreement on the Privileges and Immunities of the International Atomic Energy
Agency (hereinafter referred to as the "IAEA Convention"), respectively.

4. Officials and experts of other intergovernmental organizations invited to the Confer-
ence shall enjoy the privileges and immunities provided in the corresponding Convention in
force.

5. All persons performing functions relating to the Conference and all those invited to
the Conference shall enjoy the necessary privileges, immunities and facilities in connection with
their participation in the Conference.

6. Taking into account the provisions of the United Nations Convention, the Specialized
Agencies Convention, the IAEA Convention and the Headquarters Agreement, the Govern-
ment shall impose no impediment to transit to and from the Conference of the following
categories of persons, and shall afford them any necessary protection in transit:

(a) representatives of states and of entities invited to the Conference pursuant to
Economic and Social Council Resolution 1840 (LVI);

(b) officials of the United Nations performing functions in connection with or otherwise
attending the Conference;

12 Reproduced in the Juridical Yearbook, 1967, p. 44.
13 Came into force on the date of signature.
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(c) representatives of the press or of other information media accredited by the United
Nations, at its discretion after consultation with the Government;

(d) other persons whose presence at the Conference is authorized by the United Nations;
(e) members of the families of persons specified in subparagraphs (a) and ( b ) .
Any visas required for such persons shall be granted promptly and without charge.
7. For the purpose of the application of the Convention, the premises of the Conference

as specified in the exchange of letters to be concluded pursuant to Article I of this Agreement
shall be deemed to constitute premises of the United Nations and access thereto shall be under
the control and authority of the United Nations for the entire duration of the Conference.

ARTICLE V I I I

Liability

The Government shall secure appropriate insurance, in relation to all activities connected
with the Conference, covering any damage that might occur to the United Nations or to any of
its officials or to any participant in the Conference on the premises of the Conference. The
Government undertakes to provide, if requested, all appropriate legal assistance in the event
that the United Nations or any of its officials or a participant in the Conference should be a
plaintiff or defendant before an Italian court for injuries or damage to persons or property.

ARTICLE IX

Import duties and tax

1. The Government shall grant, in response to an appropriate request by the United
Nations and on its behalf by the Secretary-General of the Conference;

(a) the temporary importation, free of duties and all other levies and taxes, of the
equipment needed for the organization and conduct of the Conference, subject to the
obligation to re-export said equipment;

(b) the exemption from duties and all other levies and taxes on the importation of
supplies and expendable goods, including those for protocol purposes, intended for the official
and exclusive use of the Conference, and subject to the prohibition on the diversion thereof for
other purposes, pursuant to Article II, Section 7 (b) of the United Nations Convention;

(c) the right to import, subject to no financial restriction whatever, the materials and
products referred to in (a) and (b) above.

2. The Government shall further grant exemption from duties for the temporary
importation by representatives of the information media of the equipment brought by them
into Italy for the performance of their functions on the occasion and for the purposes of the
Conference, subject to the obligation to re-export said equipment.

(j) Agreement between the United Nations and Yugoslavia regarding the arrange-
ments for the Seminar on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights of
National, Ethnic and other Minorities, to be held in Ohrid, Yugoslavia, from 25
June to 8 July 1974.14 Signed at New York on 21 January 1974

This agreement contains provisions similar to articles V and VI of an agreement between
the United Nations and Yugoslavia, reproduced on p. 28 of the Juridical Yearbook, 1970.

14Came into force on the date of signature.
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(k) Agreement between the United Nations and Egypt regarding arrangements for
the United Nations and the Food and Agriculture Organization's Regional
Seminar on Remote Sensing of Earth Resources and the Environment, to be
held at Cairo from 4 to 13 September 1974.15 Signed at New York on 2 August
1974

This agreement contains provisions similar to articles V and VI of the agreement between
the United Nations and Yugoslavia referred to under (j) above, except that

(i) An additional paragraph reading as follows appears between paragraphs 2 and 3 of
Article V:

"3. Participants attending the seminar in pursuance of Article II (a) of this
Agreement shall enjoy the privileges and immunities of exports on mission under Article
VI of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations.";

(ii) The following text is substituted for the last three sentences of paragraph 5 of
Article V:

"Entry visas shall be granted free of charge, as speedily as possible and within five
days of an application being made. Exit permits, when required, shall be granted free of
charge and without delay, in any case not later than three days before the closing of the
seminar."

(/) Agreement between the United Nations and Israel regarding arrangements for
the Expert Group Meeting on the Achievement of Efficiency in the Use and Re-
Use of Water, to be held at Tel Aviv from 11 to 22 November 1974.16

This agreement contains provisions similar to Articles V and VI of the agreement between
the United Nations and Yugoslavia referred to under ( /) above, except that the following text
is substituted for the last three sentences of Article V.

"Visas, entry and exit permits, where required, shall be granted not later than three
days before the closing of the Meeting."

(m) Understanding between the United Nations and Canada regarding the arrange-
ments for the Seminar on National Machinery to Accelerate the Integration of
Women in Development and to Eliminate Discrimination on Grounds of Sex,
to be held at Ottawa from 4 to 17 September 1974.17

This understanding contains provisions similar to Articles V and VI of the agreement
between the United Nations and Yugoslavia referred to under (j) above, except that:

(i) Paragraph 1, of Article V reads as follows:
"1. The Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations shall be

applicable in respect of the seminar. Accordingly, the participants and alternates referred
to in Article II (a) and the officials of the United Nations performing functions in
connexion with the seminar shall enjoy the privileges and immunities provided under
Articles IV and V, respectively, and Article Vll of the said Convention.";
(ii) the last sentence of paragraph 4 of Article V does not appear;
(iii) Article VI includes two additional paragraphs reading as follows:

"2. Canada shall be subrogated to the rights and remedies of the United Nations in
respect of any action, causes of action, claims or other demands referred to in Article VI . 1

15 Came into force on the date of signature.
16Came into force on the date of signature.
17 Came into force on 4 September 1974.
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of this Understanding, except that it is understood that Canada shall not be subrogated to
immunity from legal process enjoyed by the United Nations.

"3. The United Nations and Canada shall cooperate in procurement of evidence for
a fair hearing and disposal of actions, causes of action, claims and other demands referred
to in Article VI. 1 of this Understanding."

(n) Agreement between the United Nations and Brazil regarding the arrangements
for the Interregional Seminar on Remote Sensing for Cartography (Surveying
and Mapping), to be held in Sao Jose dos Campos, Brazil, from 4 to 15
November 1974.18 Signed at New York on 21 October 1974

This agreement contains provisions similar to Articles V and VI of the agreement between
the United Nations and Yugoslavia referred to under (./) above, except that:

(i) An additional paragraph similar to the paragraphs quoted under (k ) (i) above appears
between paragraphs 2 and 3 of Article V;

(ii) An additional paragraph reading as follows appears between paragraphs 3 and 4 of
Article V:

"4. Without prejudice to the provisions of the Convention on the Privileges and
Immunities of the United Nations, all participants and all persons performing functions in
connexion with the seminar shall enjoy such privileges and immunities, facilities and
courtesies as are necessary for the independent exercise of their functions in connexion
with the seminar.";
(iii) The last three sentences of paragraph 5 of Article V have been replaced by a text

similar to that appearing under (k) (ii) above.

(o) Agreement between the United Nations and Romania regarding the arrange-
ments for the twenty-ninth session of the Economic Commission for Europe, to
be held at Bucharest in April 1974.19. Signed at Geneva on 4 April 1974

This agreement contains provisions similar to articles XI I I , XIV and XV of an agreement
between the United Nations and Romania reproduced on pp. 17 and 18 of the Juridical
Yearbook, 1973.

(p) Agreement between the United Nations and Romania relating to the establish-
ment of a demographic centre in Bucharest.20 Signed at Bucharest on 28 August
1974

ARTICLE I

Objectives and activities of the Centre

5. The Centre shall have a legal personality distinct from that of the Parties and shall
not be considered as a body of the United Nations or of the Government. The Government
shall publish statutory orders concerning the legal status of the Centre.*

l8Came into force on the date of signature.
l9Came into force on the date of signature.
20Came into force on 31 October 1974.

*Provisional translation.
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ARTICLE VI

Participation of the Government

2. The Government will grant the Centre all the assistance it might need in order to deal
with any claims concerning the affairs of the Centre which might be brought by third parties
residing within the territory of the Socialist Republic of Romania against the United Nations
and its personnel and in order to hold the United Nations and its personnel harmless in case of
such claims; the Government will exempt the United Nations and its personnel from any
liabilities resulting from operations under this Agreement, except where it is agreed by the
parties that such claims or liabilities arise from gross negligence or the wilful misconduct of
such personnel.*

ARTICLE V I I

Facilities, privileges and immunities

[Similar to article VII of an agreement between the United Nations and the United Arab
Republic, reproduced on pp. 41 and 42 of the Juridical Yearbook, 1968, except that the
following text is substituted for paragraph 4:

"All holders of United Nations fellowships at the Centre shall have the right of entry
into and exit from the Socialist Republic of Romania, and of sojourn there for the period
necessary for their training. All persons referred to in this Article shall enjoy facilities for
speedy travel, and visas shall be granted to them promptly and free of charge."*]

3. AGREEMENTS RELATING TO THE UNITED NATIONS CHILDREN'S
FUND: REVISED MODEL AGREEMENT CONCERNING THE ACTIV-
ITIES OF UNICEF2 1

ARTICLE VI

Claims against UNICEF

[See Juridical Yearbook, 1965, pp. 31 and 32.]

ARTICLE VII

Privileges and immunities

[See Juridical Yearbook, 1965, p. 32.]

AGREEMENT BETWEEN UNICEF AND BHUTAN CONCERNING THE
ACTIVITIES OF UNICEF.2 2 SIGNED AT NEW DELHI ON 24 SEPTEMBER 1974

This agreement contains articles similar to articles VI and V I I of the revised model
agreement.

*Provisional translation.
21 UNICEF, Field Manual, vol. 11, part IV-2, Appendix A (1 October 1964).
-Came into force on the date of signature.
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4. AGREEMENTS RELATING TO THE UNITED NATIONS DEVELOP-
MENT PROGRAMME: STANDARD BASIC AGREEMENT CONCERN-
ING ASSISTANCE BY THE UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME2 3

ARTICLE I I I

Execution of Projects

5. [See Juridical Yearbook, 1973, p. 24.]

ARTICLE IX

Privileges and Immunities

[See Juridical Yearbook, 1973, p. 25.]

ARTICLE X

Facilities for execution of UNDP assistance

[See Juridical Yearbook, 1973, pp. 25 and 26.]

ARTICLE X I I I

General provisions

4. ... [See Juridical Yearbook, 1973, p. 26.]

(a) Agreements between the United Nations (United Nations Development Pro-
gramme) and the Government of Haiti, Benin,* Oman, the Republic of Viet-
Nam, Colombia, Cyprus, the Dominican Republic, Mauritius, Barbados and
Gabon, concerning assistance by the United Nations Development Pro-
gramme.24 Signed, respectively, at Port-au-Prince on 28 June 1973, at Coto-
nou on 18 January 1974, Muscat on 19 January 1974, Saigon on 7 May 1974,
Bogota on 29 May 1974, Nicosia on 10 June 1974, Santo Domingo on 11 June
1974, Port Louis on 29 August 1974, Bridgetown on 21 October 1974, Libreville
on 11 November 1974

These agreements contain provisions similar to articles I I I , 5, (IX), X and XII I , 4 of the
standard basic agreement.

"Document U N D P / A D M / L E G / 3 4 of 6 March 1973. The standard basic agreement, prepared by
the Bureau of Administration and Finance in consultation with the Executing Agencies of UNDP,
represent a consolidation of the standard Special Fund, Technical Assistance, Operational Assistance and
Office Agreements of the UNDP, which it is designed to replace.

*Then Dahomey.
24Came into force respectively on 28 June 1973, 18 January 1974, 19 January 1974, 7 May 1974, 29

May 1974 (provisionally), 10 June 1974, 11 June 1974 (provisionally), 29 August 1974, 21 October 1974
and 1 1 November 1974
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(6) Agreement between the United Nations (United Nations Development Pro-
gramme) and the United States of America concerning assistance by the United
Nations Development Programme to the Trust Territory of the Pacific Is-
lands.25 Signed at New York on 10 June 1974

This agreement contains provisions similar to articles III , 5, IX, X and XII I , 4 of the
standard basic agreement.

It is accompanied with the following exchange of letters:

1

This letter is to confirm our understanding that the United States, as Administering
Authority for the TTPI, will assume international responsibility for the performance of the
obligations set forth in Article X only to the extent of its authority under the Trusteeship
Agreement for Former Japanese Mandated Islands and applicable United States law. 1 would
appreciate your confirmation of this understanding.

I have the honour to inform you that the UNDP has taken note of the contents of your
letter and hereby confirms the understanding reflected in it.

5. AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED NATIONS CAPITAL DEVEL-
OPMENT FUND AND BOLIVIA CONCERNING ASSISTANCE FROM
THE UNITED NATIONS CAPITAL FUND.26 SIGNED AT LA PAZ ON
13 DECEMBER 1973

ARTICLE I I I

Liability to third Parties

The UNCDF assistance under this Agreement being provided for the benefit of the
Government, the latter shall bear all risks of use of the equipment. The Government shall be
responsible for dealing with any claims which may be brought by third Parties against the
UNCDF, its officials or other persons performing services on its behalf and shall hold it
harmless in respect of claims and liabilities arising from the use of such equipment. The
foregoing provision shall not apply where the Parties are agreed that a claim or liability
arises from the gross negligence or wilful misconduct of such officials of UNCDF or other
persons performing services on its behalf.

25 Came into force on the date of signature.
26Came into force on the date of signature.
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B. Treaty provisions concerning the legal status of intergovernmental
organizations related to the United Nations

1. CONVENTION ON THE PRIVILEGES AND I M M U N I T I E S OF THE
SPECIALIZED AGENCIES.27 APPROVED BY THE GENERAL ASSEM-
BLY OF THE UNITED NATIONS ON 21 NOVEMBER 1947

In 1974, the following States acceded to the Convention or, if already parties, undertook
by a subsequent notification to apply the provisions of the Convention, in respect of the
specialized agencies indicated below:28

State
German

Democratic
Republic

Iran

Accession

Accession

Date of receipt
of instrument
of accession

or notification
4 October 1974

16 May 1974

Mongolia

Romania
Spain

Notification 20 September 1974

Notification
Accession

23 August 1974
26 September 1974

Specialized
agencies

ILO, UNESCO, WHO
(third revised
text of Annex Vll).
U P U , ITU, WMO, IMCO
(revised text of Annex XII ) 2 y

ILO, FAO (second
revised text of Annex II),-10

ICAO, UNESCO, IMF, IBRD,
WHO (third revised text of
Annex V l l ) , U P U , ITU,
WMO, IMCO (revised text of
Annex XII),29 1FC, IDA
FAO (second revised
text of Annex II)-1"
IMF, I B R D
ILO, FAO (second
revised text of Annex 11),'°
ICAO, UNESCO, IMF,
IBRD, WHO (third
revised text of
Annex VII) , UPU,
ITU, WMO, IMCO
(revised text of
Annex XI I ) , ^ IFC, IDA

As of 31 December 1974, 81 States were parties to the Convention."

27 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 33, p. 261.
2sThe Convention is in force with regard to each State which deposited an ins t rument of accession and

in respect of speciali/ed agencies indicated therein or in a subsequent not i f icat ion as from the date of
deposit of such instrument or receipt of such notification.

29 See Juridical Yearbook, 1968, p. 66.
10See Juridical Yearbook, 1965, p. 43.
"For the list of those States, see Multilateral Treaties in respect of which the Secretary-General

Performs Depositarv Functions (ST/LEG/SER. D/8—United Nations publication, Sales No. E.75.V.9),
p. 40.
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2. FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION
OF THE UNITED NATIONS

(a) Agreements based on the standard "Memorandum of Responsibilities" in
respect of FAO sessions

Agreements concerning specific sessions held outside FAO Headquarters and containing
provisions on privileges and immunities of FAO and participants similar to the standard text
(published in the Juridical Yearbook, 1972, p. 32)32 were concluded in 1974 with the
governments of the following countries acting as hosts to such sessions:

Colombia, Cyprus, Greece, India, Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Japan,33 Jordan, Kenya,
Lebanon, Malaysia, Mali, Mauritius, Panama, Philippines*, Senegal, Switzerland,33 Thai-
land,33 United Kingdom,33 United States of America, Venezuela.

(6) Agreements based on the standard "Memorandum of Responsibilities" in
respect of group seminars, training courses, study tours or workshops

Agreements concerning specific training courses, etc., and containing provisions on
privileges and immunities of FAO and participants similar to the standard text (published in
the Juridical Yearbook, 1972, p. 33), were concluded in 1974 with the governments of the
following countries acting as hosts to such training courses, etc.:

Austria, Ecuador, Egypt, Gabon, Hungary, India, Iran,33 Jamaica, Lebanon, Mexico,33

Nigeria, Peru, Romania, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Thailand, Tunisia, United States of Amer-
ica,33 Uruguay,33 Zambia.

3. UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND
CULTURAL ORGANIZATION

Agreements relating to meetings and installations

(a) Agreement between the Arab Republic of Egypt and the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization concerning the establishment
and operation of a Centre for Social Science Research and Documentation for
the Arab Region.34 Signed at Paris on 23 October 1974

12 Due to re-numbering of the provisions of the General Rules of the Organization, reference is now
made in paragraph 9 of the standard text of the agreement to Rule XXXV1-4 (rather than XXXIV-4).

31 Certain exceptions to or amendments of the standard text were introduced at the request of the Host
Government.

34 Came into force upon its signature.
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ARTICLE 10

1. The Centre shall enjoy on the territory of the Arab Republic of Egypt the personality
and legal capacity necessary for the exercise of its functions.

2. The Government shall apply to the Organization and its officials and experts,
including those who are made available to the centre, and to the representatives of Arab
Member States attending the sessions of the Governing Board or the Standing Committee, the
provisions of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the Specialized Agencies to
which it has been party since 25 September 1954.

3. The members of the Centre's Governing Board and its Director shall enjoy, during
their stay in the Arab Republic of Egypt and while exercising their duties, the privileges,
facilities and immunities accorded to members of foreign diplomatic missions accredited to the
Government.

4. The agents made available to the Centre under the UN ESCOPAS programme or any
other equivalent programme shall enjoy the status, privileges, facilities and immunities set out
in the agreement concluded to this effect.

5. The Government shall authorize the entry, free of visa charges, the sojourn.on its
territory and the exit of any person invited to attend the sessions of the Governing Board on
proceeding to the Centre on official business.

6. The goods, assets and income of the Centre shall be exempt from all direct taxes.
Further, the Centre shall be exempt from the payment of any fees or taxes with respect to
equipment, supplies and material imported or exported for its official use.

7. The Centre may have accounts in any currency, hold funds and foreign exchange of
any kind and transfer them freely.

8. The Government shall be responsible for dealing with any claims which may be
brought by third persons against the Organization, against members of its staff or against other
persons employed by the Centre and shall hold the Organization and the above-mentioned
persons harmless from any claims or liabilities resulting from operations of the Centre under
this agreement, except where it is agreed by the Organization and the Government that such
claims or liabilities arise from the gross negligence or wilful misconduct of such persons.

(b) Agreement between the Government of Mexico and the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization on the establishment and
functioning of a regional centre of adult education and functional literacy for
Latin America.35 Done at Paris on 21 October 1974

This Agreement contains provisions similar to article X of the Agreement referred to
under (a) above, except that paragraph 4 is omitted.

(c) Agreement between the National Executive Council of the Republic of Zaire
and the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization on
the establishment of a centre for the co-ordination of social science, research
and documentation covering Africa South of the Sahara.36 Signed at Paris on
23 September 1974

This agreement contains provisions similar to article X of the agreement referred to under
(a) above except that the word "freely" at the end of paragraph 7 is replaced by the words "in
accordance with the regulations in force concerning currency exchange".

35Came into force upon its signature.
36Came into force upon its signature.
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(d} Agreements were also concluded between UNESCO and the Governments of
Argentina, Belgium, Benin,* Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark, Egypt,
Indonesia, Iran, Malaysia, Mali, Mauritania, Mexico, Monaco, Nepal, New
Zealand, Niger, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Singapore, Sri Lanka, the USSR,
the United Republic of Tanzania and Venezuela relating to meetings scheduled
to be held in their respective territories.

These agreements contain a provision similar to that reproduced on page 25 of the
Juridical Yearbook, 1971, in paragraph (2).

4. INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

(a) Agreement on the Privileges and Immunities of the International Atomic
Energy Agency.37 Approved by the Board of Governors of the Agency on 1 July
1959

( 1 ) Deposit of Instruments of Acceptance

The following Member States accepted the Agreement on the Privileges and Immunities
of the International Atomic Energy Agency in 1974, on the dates as indicated:"

Iran 21 May 1974
German Democratic Republic ™ 30 October 1974

This brought up to 44 the number of States parties to this Agreement.

Then Dahomey.
37 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 374, p. 147.
"The Agreement enters into force as between the Agency and the accepting State on the date of

deposit of the Instrument of Acceptance.
19 With the following reservation:

"The German Democratic Republic does not consider itself bound by the provisions of Sections
26 and 34 of the Agreement, under which there is an obligation to submit to the jurisdiction of the
International Court of Justice. With regard to the competence of the International Court of Justice in
respect of disputes arising out of the interpretation or application of the Agreement, the German
Democratic Republic holds the view that the consent of all parties involved in a dispute must be
obtained in each individual case before the dispute can be referred to the International Court of
Justice for settlement.

"This reservation applies equally to the provision in Section 34, that the opinion delivered by the
International Court of Justice shall be accepted as decisive."
The German Democratic also appended the following declaration to its Instrument of Acceptance:

"As regards the application of the Agreement to West Berlin, the German Democratic Republic
maintains, in accordance with the Quadripartite Agreement of 3 September 1971 between the
Governments of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republic, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, the United States of America and the French Republic, that West Berlin is not a
part of the Federal Republic of Germany and may not be governed by it. The declaration of the
Federal Republic of Germany to the effect that the Agreement on the Privileges and Immunit ies of the
International Atomic Energy Agency should apply also to West Berlin conflicts with the Quadripar-
tite Agreement, in which it is established that treaties concerning questions of security and status may
not be extended to West Berlin by the Federal Republic of Germany".
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(2) Incorporation of provisions of the Agreement on the Privileges and Immunities of the
International Atomic Energy Agency by reference in other Agreements

(i) Article 10 of the Agreement between the Republic of Viet-Nam and the Interna-
tional Atomic Energy Agency for the application of safeguards in connection with
the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons; entry into force: 9
January 1974 (INFCIRC/219).

(ii) Article 10 of the Agreement between Iran and the International Atomic Energy
Agency for the application of safeguards in connection with the Treaty on the Non-
Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons; entry into force: 15 May 1974 ( INFCIRC/214) .

(iii) Article 10 of the Agreement between the Government of the Kingdom of Thailand
and the International Atomic Energy Agency for the application of safeguards in
connection with the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons; entry
into force: 16 May 1974.

(iv) Article V.2 of the Agreement between the International Atomic Energy Agency and
the Government of Turkey for assistance by the Agency to Turkey in continuing a
sub-critical assembly project; entry into force: 17 May 1974 (1NFCIRC/212).

(v) Article 10 of the Agreement between Australia and the International Atomic Energy
Agency for the application of safeguards in connection with the Treaty on the Non-
Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons; entry into force: 10 July 1974 ( INFCIRC 1 / 217).

(vi) Article 10 of the Agreement between the Government of Iceland and the
International Atomic Energy Agency for the application of safeguards in connection
with the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons; entry into force: 16
October 1974 (INFC1RC/215).

(vii) Article 10 of the Agreement between the Republic of the Philippines and the
International Atomic Energy Agency for the application of safeguards in connection
with the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons; entry into force: 16
October 1974 (INFCIRC/216).

(viii) Section 5 of the Agreement between the International Atomic Energy Agency and
the Government of Spain relating to the application of safeguards; entry into
force: 19 November 1974 (INFCIRC/218).

(ix) Part VII , Section 20 of the Agreement between the International Atomic Energy
Agency and the Government of the Republic of Argentina for the application of
safeguards to the Embalse Power Reactor facility; entry into force: 6 December 1974
(INFCIRC/224).

(x) Section 6 of the Agreement between the International Atomic Energy Agency and
the Government of the Republic of Chile relating to the application of safeguards;
entry into force: 31 December 1974.

(b) Provisions affecting the Privileges and Immunities of the International Atomic
Energy Agency in Austria

Agreement between the International Atomic Energy Agency and the Republic of Austria
concerning Social Security for Officials of that Organization; entry into force: 1 July 1974
(INFCIRC/15/Rev. 1, Part V).
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Chapter III

GENERAL REVIEW OF THE LEGAL ACTIVITIES OF THE UNITED
NATIONS AND RELATED INTERGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

A. General review of the legal activities of the United Nations

I. DISARMAMENT AND RELATED MATTERS

1. MEETINGS OF THE CONFERENCE OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT

During its two series of meetings in 1974, the Conference of the Committee on Disarma-
ment gave priority to the question of the prohibition of the development, production and
stockpiling of chemical weapons and to the question of the cessation of nuclear weapon tests.
Effective measures relating to the early cessation of the nuclear arms race and to nuclear
disarmament as well as general and complete disarmament were also considered. Informal
meetings were held to discuss questions relating to the scope and verification of a prohibition
of the development, production and stockpiling of chemical weapons. All aspects of the work
of the Committee in 1974 are covered in its report to the General Assembly.1

2. WORLD DISARMAMENT CONFERENCE

The Ad Hoc Committee on the World Disarmament Conference held 16 meetings in 1974
and submitted a report to the General Assembly in accordance with resolution 3183 (XXV11I)
of 18 December 1973.2 During its meetings, the Committee examined the views and sugges-
tions expressed by Governments on the convening of a world disarmament conference and
related problems.

By resolution 326O (XXIX) of 9 December 1974, the General Assembly, inter alia.

reiterated its conviction that all peoples of the world have a vital interest in the success of
disarmament negotiations and that all States should be in a position to contribute to the
adoption of measures towards that goal, stressed anew its belief that a world disarmament
conference, adequately prepared and convened at an appropriate time, could promote the
realization of such aims and requested the Ad Hoc Committee to reconvene in 1975.

3. NAPALM AND OTHER I N C E N D I A R Y WEAPONS AND ALL ASPECTS
OF THEIR POSSIBLE USE

By resolution 3255 A (XXIX) of 9 December 1974, the General Assembly, after taking
note of a report of the Secretary-General3 on the work done in the field under consideration by
the Diplomatic Conference on the Reaffirmation and Development of International Humani-
tarian Law Applicable in Armed Conflicts (Geneva, 20 February-29 March 1974) as well as of
a report—circulated informally—of the Conference of Governments Experts held under the

1 A/9708-DC/237. For the printed text, see Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-ninth
Session, Supplement No. 27 (A/9627).

2 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-ninth Session, Supplement No. 28 (A/9628). For
other relevant documents, see ibid., Twenty-ninth Session, Annexes, agenda item 34.

3 A/9726; for other relevant documents, see Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-ninth
Session, Annexes, agenda item 27.
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auspices of the International Committee of the Red Cross (Lucerne, 24 September-18 October
1974), inter alia noted that the work of these two conferences had resulted in the emergence of
new valuable data and suggestions and proposals for possible restrictions on the use of certain
conventional weapons and invited the Diplomatic Conference to continue its consideration of
the question of the use of napalm and other incendiary weapons and its search for agreement
on possible rules prohibiting or restricting the use of such weapons.

By resolution 3255 B (XXIX), also of 9 December 1974, the General Assembly, inter alia,
condemned the use of napalm and other incendiary weapons in armed conflicts in circum-
stances where it might affect human beings or might cause damage to the environment and/or
natural resources and urged all States to refrain from the production, stockpiling, proliferation
and use of such weapons, pending the conclusion of agreements on their prohibition.

4. CHEMICAL AND BACTERIOLOGICAL (BIOLOGICAL) WEAPONS

In considering this item, the General Assembly had before it the report of the Conference
of the Committee on Disarmament.4

By resolution 3256 (XXIX) of 9 December 1974, the General Assembly reaffirmed the
objective of reaching agreement on the effective prohibition of the development, production
and stockpiling of all chemical weapons and on their elimination from the arsenals of all
States; urged all States to make every effort to facilitate such an agreement; and requested the
Conference of the Committee on Disarmament to continue negotiations as a matter of high
priority, bearing in mind existing proposals, with a view to reaching early agreement on
effective measures for the prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of all
chemical weapons and for their destruction. Furthermore, the Assembly invited all States that
had not yet done so to sign and ratify the Convention on the Prohibition of the Development,
Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on Their
Destruction;5 it also invited all States that had not yet done so to accede to or ratify the
Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases,
and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, signed at Geneva on 17 June 1925,6 and called
anew for the strict observance by all States of the principles and objectives contained therein.

5. URGENT NEED FOR CESSATION OH NUCLEAR AND THERMONUCLEAR TESTS AND
CONCLUSION OF A TREATY DESIGNED TO A C H I E V E A C O M P R E H E N S I V E TEST BAN

In considering this item, the General Assembly had before it the report of the Conference
of the Committee on Disarmament.7

On 9 December 1974, the General Assembly adopted resolution 3257 (XXIX) by which it
condemned all nuclear weapon tests, in whatever environment they might be conducted;
reaffirmed its deep concern at the continuance of testing, in the atmosphere and underground,
and at the lack of progress towards a comprehensive test ban agreement; called upon all States
not yet parties to the Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Atmosphere, in Outer
Space and under Water8 to adhere to it forthwith; emphasized once more the urgency of
concluding a comprehensive test ban agreement; reminded the nuclear-weapon States of their
special responsibility to initiate proposals to that end; called upon all States to refrain from the
testing of nuclear weapons, in any environment, pending conclusion of an agreement; and

4See foot-note 1 above. For other relevant documents, see ibid.. Twenty-ninth Session, Annexes,
agenda item 28.

5Resolution 2826 (XXVI), Annex.
6League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. XCIV, p. 65.
7 See foot-note 1 above. For other relevant documents see Official Records of the General Assembly,

Twenty-ninth Session, Annexes, agenda item 29.
s Reproduced in the Juridical Yearbook, 1963, p. 107.
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requested the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament to give the highest priority to the
conclusion of a comprehensive test ban agreement and to report to the General Assembly at its
thirtieth session on the progress achieved.

6. IMPLEMENTATION OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 3079 ( X X V I I I ) C O N C E R N I N G THE
SIGNATURE AND RATIFICATION OF ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL M OF THE TREATY FOR THE

PROHIBITION OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS IN LATIN AMERICA (TREATY OF TLATELOLCo)y

In considering this item, the General Assembly had before it a report of the Secretary-
General,10 which contained, inter alia, a communication of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics stating the reasons why it could not sign the Protocol.

By resolution 3258 (XXIX) of 9 December 1974, the General Assembly reiterated its
conviction that, for the maximum effectiveness of any treaty establishing a nuclear-weapon-
free zone, the co-operation of the nuclear-weapon States was necessary. Further, the Assembly
noted with satisfaction that Additional Protocol II of the Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear
Weapons in Latin America had entered into force for the United Kingdom, the United States,
France and China; it urged the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics to sign and ratify
Additional Protocol II, as had been done by the other four nuclear-weapon States.

7. GENERAL AND COMPLETE DISARMAMENT

In considering this item, the General Assembly had before it the report of the Conference
of the Committee on Disarmament."

By resolution 3261 A (XXIX) of 9 December 1974, the Assembly, inter alia, recalled that
in resolution 2602 E (XXIV) of 16 December 1969 it had proclaimed the 1970s a Disarmament
Decade and reaffirmed the purposes and objectives of the Disarmament Decade.

By resolution 3261 C (XXIX) of 9 December 1974, the General Assembly noted the
statements made in the Assembly by the Secretary of State of the United States on 23
September 1974 and by the Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics on 24 September 1974, and stated that it fully shared the deep concern reflected in
those statements with regard to the gravity of the situation created by existing nuclear arsenals
and the continued nuclear arms race. The Assembly urged the USSR and the United States to
broaden the scope and accelerate the pace of their strategic arms limitation talks; stressed once
again the urgency of reaching agreement on important qualitative limitations and substantial
reductions of their strategic nuclear-weapon systems as a positive step towards nuclear
disarmament; and invited the two countries to keep the Assembly informed of the results of
their negotiations.

By resolution 3261 D (XXIX) of the same date, the General Assembly, inter alia, appealed
to all States, in particular nuclear-weapon States, to exert concerted efforts in all the
appropriate international forums with a view to working out effective measures to halt the
nuclear arms race and to prevent the further proliferation of nuclear weapons; expressed the
hope that the Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of
Nuclear Weapons, to be held at Geneva in May 1975, would also give consideration to the role
of peaceful nuclear explosions as provided for in the Treaty and would inform the Assembly at
its thirtieth session of the results of its deliberations and invited the Union of Soviet Socialist

9 Reproduced in the Juridical Yearbook, 1967, p. 284.
10 A/9797. For other relevant documents, see Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-ninth

Session, Annexes, agenda item 30.
"See foot-note I above. For other relevant documents, see ibid., Twenty-ninth Session, Annexes,

agenda item 35.
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Republics and the United States to provide the Review Conference with information on steps
they had taken, or intended to take, for the conclusion of the special basic international
agreement on nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes envisaged in article V of the Treaty.

By resolution 3261 G (XX1X) also of 9 December 1974, the General Assembly declared its
firm support for the independence, territorial integrity and sovereignty of non-nuclear-weapon
States; and recommended that Member States should consider in all appropriate forums,
without loss of time, the question of strengthening the security of non-nuclear-weapon States.

8. IMPLEMENTATION OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 2286 (XXII) CONCERNING THE
SIGNATURE AND RATIFICATION OF ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL I OF THE TREATY FOR THE

PROHIBITION OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS IN LATIN AMERICA (TREATY OF TLATELOLCo)12

This item was included in the agenda of the twenty-ninth session of the General Assembly
at the request of 18 Latin American States.13 In an explanatory memorandum the sponsors of
the item referred, inter alia, to a resolution adopted on 8 March 1974 by the Agency for the
Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America, emphasizing the desirability of having the
Assembly consider this question.

By resolution 3262 (XXIX) of 9 December 1974, the General Assembly, taking into
account that certain territories which were not sovereign political entities lay within the Latin
American nuclear-weapon-free zone and were in a position to receive the benefits of the Treaty
for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America (Treaty of Tlatelolco) through its
Additional Protocol I to which the States responsible for those territories could become
parties, noted with satisfaction that the United Kingdom and the Netherlands had ratified that
Protocol; urged the other two States which under the Treaty might become parties to
Additional Protocol I to sign and ratify it as soon as possible.

9. PROHIBITION OF ACTION TO INFLUENCE THE E N V I R O N M E N T AND CLIMATE FOR MILITARY AND
OTHER PURPOSES INCOMPATIBLE WITH THE MAINTENANCE OF INTERNATIONAL SECURITY,
H U M A N WELL-BEING AND HEALTH

This item was included in the agenda of the twenty-ninth session of the General Assembly
at the request of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.14 In an explanatory memorandum,
the USSR drew attention to the danger that the achievements of science and technology might
be used to create new types of weapons of mass destruction and to devise new means of waging
war and stressed the need to draw up and conclude an international convention to outlaw
action to influence the environment for military purposes.

By resolution 3264 (XXIX) of 9 December 1974, the General Assembly, taking into
account the profound interest of States and peoples in the adoption of measures to preserve
and improve the environment and to modify the climate solely for peaceful purposes, inter alia
considered it necessary to adopt, through the conclusion of an appropriate international
convention, effective measures to prohibit action to influence the environment and climate for
military and other hostile purposes incompatible with the maintenance of international
security, human well-being and health.

12 Reproduced in the Juridical Yearbook, 1967, p. 283.
13 For the request and other relevant documents, see Official Records of the General Assembly,

Twenty-ninth Session, Annexes, agenda item 100.
14 For the request and other relevant documents, see Official Records of the General Assembly,

Twenty-ninth Session, Annexes, agenda item 103.
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II. OTHER POLITICAL AND SECURITY QUESTIONS

1. STRENGTHENING OF INTERNATIONAL SECURITY 15

On 17 December 1974, the General Assembly adopted resolution 3332 (XXIX), in which
it, inter alia, reaffirmed the principles and provisions contained in the Declaration on the
Strengthening of International Security,16 appealing to all States to implement them, to
broaden the scope of détente, to reduce armaments, and to reaffirm the principles contained in
the Declaration on friendly relations among States as the basis of relations among all States;
reaffirmed that all States have the right to participate on a basis of equality in the settlement of
major international problems; reaffirmed that any measure or pressure directed against any
State while exercising its sovereign right freely to dispose of its natural resources constituted a
flagrant violation of the right of self-determination and the principle of non-intervention, as set
forth in the Charter of the United Nations; reaffirmed the legitimacy of the struggle of peoples
under alien domination to achieve self-determination; and appealed to all States to implement
the United Nations resolutions on the elimination of colonialism, racism and apartheid.

2. STRENGTHENING OF THE ROLE OF THE UNITED NATIONS n

By resolution 3283 (XXIX) of 12 December 1974, the General Assembly drew the
attention of States to the machinery established under the Charter of the United Nations for
the peaceful settlement of international disputes, urged Member States not parties to
instruments establishing the various facilities and machinery available for the peaceful
settlement of disputes to consider becoming parties to such instruments and, in the case of the
International Court of Justice, recognized the desirability that States study the possibility of
accepting the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court; and called upon Member States to make
full use and seek improved implementation of the means and methods provided for in the
Charter and elsewhere for the exclusively peaceful settlement of any dispute or situation which
is likely to endanger the maintenance of international peace and security, including negotia-
tion, inquiry, mediation, conciliation, arbitration, judicial settlement, resort to regional
agencies or arrangements, good offices including those of the Secretary-General, or other
peaceful means of their own choice.

3. PEACEFUL USES OF OUTER SPACE

In the course of its seventeenth session held in New York from 1 to 12 July 1974, the
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space noted with gratification the outstanding work
done by the Legal Sub-Committee on the draft convention on registration of objects launched
into outer space l8 and endorsed the draft convention for submission to the General Assembly.
It agreed that, at its fourteenth session, the Sub-Committee should consider as matters of high
priority the draft treaty relating to the Moon, the elaboration of principles governing the use
by States of artificial earth satellites and the legal implications of remote sensing of the earth
from space.

In regard to the report of the Working Group on Direct Broadcast Satellites on the work
of its fifth session,19 the Committee, while unable to come to definite conclusions on various
issues arising from the report or on suggestions for future meetings of the Working Group,
noted with appreciation the contributions made by the Working Group to the work under-

15 For relevant documents, see Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-ninth Session,
Annexes, agenda item 36.

16 Resolution 2734 (XXV), reproduced in the Juridical Yearbook, l()70. p. 62.
17For relevant documents, see Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-ninth Session,

Annexes, agenda item 20.
18A/AC.105/C.2/13.
19 A/AC. 105/127.
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taken by the Legal Sub-Committee on direct broadcast satellites, and endorsed its view that
further in-depth studies on the economic and social factors of the subject should be encour-
aged, with special attention given to improving the existing and planned infrastructure to meet
changing educational and development needs, in particular those of the developing countries.20

In resolution 3234 (XXIX) of 12 November 1974, the General Assembly, after noting with
satisfaction that the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space had completed the text of
the draft Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space,21 recommended
that at its fourteenth session the Legal Sub-Committee should consider with the same high
priority the draft treaty relating to the Moon, with a view to completing it as soon as possible;
the elaboration of principles governing the use by States of artificial earth satellites for direct
television broadcasting with a view to concluding an international agreement or agreements, in
accordance with General Assembly resolution 2916 (XXVII) of 9 November 1972; and the legal
implications of remote sensing of the earth from space, taking into account the various views
expressed on the subject, including proposals for draft international instruments. The
Assembly recommended that the Legal Sub-Committee should consider at its fourteenth
session, as time permits, matters relating to the definition and/or delimitation of outer space
and outer space activities; and noted the useful work carried out by the Working Group on
Direct Broadcast Satellites, inter alia in facilitating the work of the Legal Sub-Committee in
elaborating principles governing the use by States of artificial earth satellites for direct
television broadcasting.

III. ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES

1. HUMAN RIGHTS QUESTIONS

(a) International Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination22

In resolution 3225 (XXIX) of 6 November 1974, the General Assembly appealed to States
which had not yet done so to accede to the Convention.

The Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination established under article 8 of
the Convention23 submitted its fifth annual report to the General Assembly, covering its ninth
and tenth sessions.24

(b) International Convention on the Suppression and Punishment
of the Crime of Apartheid25

Under the provisions of Article XV, the Convention will enter into force on the thirtieth
day after the deposit with the Secretary-General of the United Nations of the twentieth

20 For the report of the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, see Official Records of the
General Assembly, Twenty-ninth Session, Supplement No. 20 (A/9620). For other relevant documents,
see ibid., Annexes, agenda items 32 and 33.

21 The text of the Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space is. reproduced on
p. 89 of this Yearbook.

22 Reproduced in the Juridical Yearbook, 1965, p. 63. The Convention came into force on 4 January
1969. For the list of States parties to the Convention as at 31 December 1974, see Multilateral Treaties in
respect of which the Secretary-General Performs Depositary Functions (ST/LEG/SER.D/8, United
Nations publication. Sales No. E.75.V.9).

21 For the membership of the Committee, see Official Records of the General Assembly. Twenty-ninth
Session, Supplement No. 18 (A/9618), para. 3.

24 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-ninth Session, Supplement No. 18 (A/9618). For
other relevant documents, see ibid.. Annexes, agenda item 33.

25 Reproduced in the Juridical Yearbook, 1973, p. 70.
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instrument of ratification or accession. As at 31 December 1974, the Secretary-General had
received instruments of ratification or accession from 5 States.26

In resolution 3223 (XXIX) of 6 November 1974, the General Assembly urged all Member
States to sign and ratify the Convention.

(c) Human rights and scientific and technological developments21

In resolution 3268 (XXIX) of 10 December 1974, the General Assembly, while acknowl-
edging the indispensable role of science and technology for development, considered that it
was necessary, on the one hand, to ensure that scientific and technological developments were
not used in a manner contrary to the principles of international law and, on the other hand, to
protect human rights and fundamental freedoms in situations of scientific and technological
development; and drew the attention of States to the advantages that might be derived from
the elaboration and adoption, by the competent national authorities, of measures designed to
adopt national legislation and practices, where appropriate, not only to take account of new
technology but also to safeguard the fundamental rights of the individual and of groups or
organizations in all sectors of social life.

(d) International Covenants on Human Rights2*

In resolution 3270 (XXIX) of 10 December 1974, the Assembly, inter alia, recommended
that Member States should give special attention to the possibilities of accelerating as far as
possible the internal procedures that would lead to the ratification of the Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the
Optional Protocol to the latter, expressed the hope that those instruments would come into
force in the near future, if possible by the thirtieth session of the Assembly, and invited all
States to become parties to the International Covenants on Human Rights.29

2. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL QUESTIONS

(a) Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States

By resolution 3281 (XXIX) of 12 December 1974, the General Assembly, having recalled
that the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, in its resolution 45 (III) of 18
May 1972,30 had stressed the urgency to establish generally accepted norms to govern
international economic relations systematically and recognized that it was not feasible to
establish a just order and a stable world as long as a charter to protect the rights of all
countries, and in particular the developing States, was not formulated; having noted that, in its
resolution 3082 (XXVIII) of 6 December 1973, it had reaffirmed its conviction of the urgent
need to establish or improve norms of universal application for the development of interna-
tional economic relations on a just and equitable basis and urged the Working Group on the

26 For the list of those States, see Multilateral Treaties in respect of which the Secretary-General
Performs Depositary Functions (ST/LEG/SER.D/8, United Nations publication, Sales No. E.75.V.9).

27 For relevant documents, see Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-ninth Session,
Annexes, agenda item 56.

28 Reproduced in the Juridical Yearbook, 1966, p. 170.
29The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights came into force on 3 January

1976; the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the Optional Protocol thereto came
into force on 23 March 1976. For the list of States parties to the Covenants and the Optional Protocol as at
31 December 1974, see Multilateral Treaties in respect of which the Secretary-General Performs
Depositary Functions (ST/LEG/SER.D/8, United Nations publication, Sales No. E.75.V.9).

30 See Proceedings of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, Third Session, vol.
1, Report and Annexes (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.73.1I.D.4), annex I. A. For other relevant
documents, see TD/B/ AC.12/4 and Corr.l and Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-ninth
Session, Annexes, agenda item 48.
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Charter of Economie Rights and Duties of States to complete, as the first step in the
codification and development of the matter, the elaboration of a final draft Charter of
Economic Rights and Duties of States, to be considered and approved by the General
Assembly at its twenty-ninth session; and bearing in mind the spirit and terms of its resolutions
3201 (S-VI) and 3202 (S-VI) of 1 May 1974, containing, respectively, the Declaration and the
Programme of Action on the Establishment of a New International Economic Order, which
underlined the vital importance of the Charter to be adopted by the General Assembly at its
twenty-ninth session and stressed the fact that the Charter should constitute an effective
instrument towards the establishment of a new system of international economic relations
based on equity, sovereign equality and interdependence of the interests of developed and
developing countries; adopted and solemnly proclaimed the following Charter:

CHARTER OF ECONOMIC RIGHTS
AND DUTIES OF STATES

PREAMBLE

The General Assembly,
Reaffirming the fundamental purposes of the United Nations, in particular the main-

tenance of international peace and security, the development of friendly relations among
nations and the achievement of international co-operation in solving international problems in
the economic and social fields.

Affirming the need for strengthening international co-operation in these fields,
Reaffirming further the need for strengthening international co-operation for develop-

ment,
Declaring that it is a fundamental purpose of the present Charter to promote the

establishment of the new international economic order, based on equity, sovereign equality,
interdependence, common interest and co-operation among all States, irrespective of their
economic and social systems,

Desirous of contributing to the creation of conditions for:
(a) The attainment of wider prosperity among all countries and of higher standards of

living for all peoples,
( b ) The promotion by the entire international community of the economic and social

progress of all countries, especially developing countries,
(c) The encouragement of co-operation, on the basis of mutual advantage and equitable

benefits for all peace-loving States which are willing to carry out the provisions of the present
Charter, in the economic, trade, scientific and technical fields, regardless of political, economic
or social systems,

(d) The overcoming of main obstacles in the way of the economic development of the
developing countries,

(e) The acceleration of the economic growth of developing countries with a view to
bridging the economic gap between developing and developed countries,

(/) The protection, preservation and enhancement of the environment,
Mindful of the need to establish and maintain a just and equitable economic and social

order through:
(a) The achievement of more rational and equitable international economic relations and

the encouragement of structural changes in the world economy,
( b ) The creation of conditions which permit the further expansion of trade and intensifi-

cation of economic co-operation among all nations,
(c) The strengthening of the economic independence of developing countries,
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(d) The establishment and promotion of international economic relations, taking into
account the agreed differences in development of the developing countries and their specific
needs,

Determined to promote collective economic security for development, in particular of the
developing countries, with strict respect fot the sovereign equality of each State and through
the co-operation of the entire international community,

Considering that genuine co-operation among States, based on joint consideration of and
concerted action regarding international economic problems, is essential for fulfilling the
international community's common desire to achieve a just and rational development of all
parts of the world,

Stressing the importance of ensuring appropriate conditions for the conduct of normal
economic relations among all States, irrespective of differences in social and economic systems,
and for the full respect of the rights of all peoples, as well as strengthening instruments of
international economic co-operation as a means for the consolidation of peace for the benefit
of all,

Convinced of the need to develop a system of international economic relations on the
basis of sovereign equality, mutual and equitable benefit and the close interrelationship of the
interests of all States,

Reiterating that the responsibility for the development of every country rests primarily
upon itself but that concomitant and effective international co-operation is an essential factor
for the full achievement of its own development goals,

Firmly convinced of the urgent need to evolve a substantially improved system of
international economic relations,

Solemnly adopts the present Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States.

C I I A P T K R I

FUNDAMENTALS OF INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC RELATIONS

Economic as well as political and other relations among States shall be governed, inter
alia, by the following principles:

(a) Sovereignty, territorial integrity and political independence of States;
(b) Sovereign equality of all States;
(c) Non-aggression;
(d) Non-intervention;
(e) Mutual and equitable benefit;
(/) Peaceful coexistence;
(g) Equal rights and self-determination of peoples;
(h) Peaceful settlement of disputes;
(/) Remedying of injustices which have been brought about by force and which deprive a

nation of the natural means necessary for its normal development;
(j) Fulfilment in good faith of international obligations;
(k) Respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms;
(/) No attempt to seek hegemony and spheres of influence;
(m) Promotion of international social justice;
(n) International co-operation for development;
(o) Free access to and from the sea by land-locked countries within the framework of the

above principles.
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CHAPTER II

ECONOMIC RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF STATES

Article 1

Every State has the sovereign and inalienable right to choose its economic system as well
as its political, social and cultural systems in accordance with the will of its people, without
outside interference, coercion or threat in any form whatsoever.

Article 2

\. Every State has and shall freely exercise full permanent sovereignty, including
possession, use and disposal, over all its wealth, natural resources and economic activities.

2. Each State has the right:
(a) To regulate and exercise authority over foreign investment within its national

jurisdiction in accordance with its laws and regulations and in conformity with its national
objectives and priorities. No State shall be compelled to grant preferential treatment to foreign
investment;

(b) To regulate and supervise the activities of transnational corporations within its
national jurisdiction and take measures to ensure that such activities comply with its laws, rules
and regulations and conform with its economic and social policies. Transnational corporations
shall not intervene in the internal affairs of a host State. Every State should, with full regard for
its sovereign rights, co-operate with other States in the exercise of the right set forth in this
subparagraph;

(c) To nationalize, expropriate or transfer ownership of foreign property, in which case
appropriate compensation should be paid by the State adopting such measures, taking into
account its relevant laws and regulations and all circumstances that the State considers
pertinent. In any case where the question of compensation gives rise to a controversy, it shall
be settled under the domestic law of the nationalizing State and by its tribunals, unless it is
freely and mutually agreed by all States concerned that other peaceful means be sought on the
basis of the sovereign equality of States and in accordance with the principle of free choice of
means.

Article 3

In the exploitation of natural resources shared by two or more countries, each State must
co-operate on the basis of a system of information and prior consultations in order to achieve
optimum use of such resources without causing damage to the legitimate interest of others.

Article 4

Every State has the right to engage in international trade and other forms of economic co-
operation irrespective of any differences in political, economic and social systems. No State
shall be subjected to discrimination of any kind based solely on such differences. In the pursuit
of international trade and other forms of economic co-operation, every State is free to choose
the forms of organization of its foreign economic relations and to enter into bilateral and
multilateral arrangements consistent with its international obligations and with the needs of
international economic co-operation.

Article 5

All States have the right to associate in organizations of primary commodity producers in
order to develop their national economies, to achieve stable financing for their development
and, in pursuance of their aims, to assist in the promotion of sustained growth of the world
economy, in particular accelerating the development of developing countries. Correspon-
dingly, all States have the duty to respect that right by refraining from applying economic and
political measures that would limit it.
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Article 6

It is the duty of States to contribute to the development of international trade of goods,
particularly by means of arrangements and by the conclusion of long-term multilateral
commodity agreements, where appropriate, and taking into account the interests of producers
and consumers. All States share the responsibility to promote the regular flow and access of all
commercial goods traded at stable, remunerative and equitable prices, thus contributing to the
equitable development of the world economy, taking into account, in particular, the interests
of developing countries.

Article 7

Every State has the primary responsibility to promote the economic, social and cultural
development of its people. To this end, each State has the right and the responsibility to choose
its means and goals of development, fully to mobilize and use its resources, to implement
progressive economic and social reforms and to ensure the full participation of its people in the
process and benefits of development. All States have the duty, individually and collectively, to
co-operate in eliminating obstacles that hinder such mobilization and use.

Article 8

States should co-operate in facilitating more rational and equitable international eco-
nomic relations and in encouraging structural changes in the context of a balanced world
economy in harmony with the needs and interests of all countries, especially developing
countries, and should take appropriate measures to this end.

Article 9

All States have the responsibility to co-operate in the economic, social, cultural, scientific
and technological fields for the promotion of economic and social progress throughout the
world, especially that of the developing countries.

Article 10

All States are juridically equal and, as equal members of the international community,
have the right to participate fully and effectively in the international decision-making process
in the solution of world economic, financial and monetary problems, inter alia, through the
appropriate international organizations in accordance with their existing and evolving rules,
and to share equitably in the benefits resulting therefrom.

Article II

All States should co-operate to strengthen and continuously improve the efficiency of
international organizations in implementing measures to stimulate the general economic
progress of all countries, particularly of developing countries, and therefore should co-operate
to adapt them, when appropriate, to the changing needs of international economic co-
operation.

Article 12

1. States have the right, in agreement with the parties concerned, to participate in
subregional, regional and interregional co-operation in the pursuit of their economic and social
development. All States engaged in such co-operation have the duty to ensure that the policies
of those groupings to which they belong correspond to the provisions of the present Charter
and are outward-looking, consistent with their international obligations and with the needs of
international economic co-operation, and have full regard for the legitimate interests of third
countries, especially developing countries.

2. In the case of groupings to which the States concerned have transferred or may
transfer certain competences as regards matters that come within the scope of the present
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Charter, its provisions shall also apply to those groupings in regard to such matters, consistent
with the responsibilities of such States as members of such groupings. Those States shall co-
operate in the observance by the groupings of the provisions of this Charter.

Article 13

1. Every State has the right to benefit from the advances and developments in science
and technology for the acceleration of its economic and social development.

2. All States should promote international scientific and technological co-operation and
the transfer of technology, with proper regard for all legitimate interests including, inter alia,
the rights and duties of holders, suppliers and recipients of technology. In particular, all States
should facilitate the access of developing countries to the achievements of modern science and
technology, the transfer of technology and the creation of indigenous technology for the
benefit of the developing countries in forms and in accordance with procedures which are
suited to their economies and their needs.

3. Accordingly, developed countries should co-operate with the developing countries in
the establishment, strengthening and development of their scientific and technological infra-
structures and their scientific research and technological activities so as to help to expand
and transform the economies of developing countries.

4. All States should co-operate in research with a view to evolving further internation-
ally accepted guidelines or regulations for the transfer of technology, taking fully into account
the interests of developing countries.

Article 14

Every State has the duty to co-operate in promoting a steady and increasing expansion
and liberalization of world trade and an improvement in the welfare and living standards of all
peoples, in particular those of developing countries. Accordingly, all States should co-operate,
inter alia, towards the progressive dismantling of obstacles to trade and the improvement of
the international framework for the conduct of world trade and, to these ends, co-ordinated
efforts shall be made to solve in an equitable way the trade problems of all countries, taking
into account the specific trade problems of the developing countries. In this connexion, States
shall take measures aimed at securing additional benefits for the international trade of
developing countries so as to achieve a substantial increase in their foreign exchange earnings,
the diversification of their exports, the acceleration of the rate of growth of their trade, taking
into account their development needs, an improvement in the possibilities for these countries
to participate in the expansion of world trade and a balance more favourable to developing
countries in the sharing of the advantages resulting from this expansion, through, in the largest
possible measure, a substantial improvement in the conditions of access for the products of
interest to the developing countries and, wherever appropriate, measures designed to attain
stable, equitable and remunerative prices for primary products.

Article 15

All States have the duty to promote the achievement of general and complete disarma-
ment under effective international control and to utilize the resources released by effective
disarmament measures for the economic and social development of countries, allocating a
substantial portion of such resources as additional means for the development needs of
developing countries.

Article 16

1. It is the right and duty of all States, individually and collectively, to eliminate
colonialism, apartheid, racial discrimination, neo-colonialism and all forms of foreign aggres-
sion, occupation and domination, and the economic and social consequences thereof, as a
prerequisite for development. States which practise such coercive policies are economically
responsible to the countries, territories and peoples affected for the restitution and full
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compensation for the exploitation and depletion of, and damages to, the natural and all other
resources of those countries, territories and peoples. It is the duty of all States to extend
assistance to them.

2. No State has the right to promote or encourage investments that may constitute an
obstacle to the liberation of a territory occupied by force.

Article 17

International co-operation for development is the shared goal and common duty of all
States. Every State should co-operate with the efforts of developing countries to accelerate
their economic and social development by providing favourable external conditions and by
extending active assistance to them, consistent with their development needs and objectives,
with strict respect for the sovereign equality of States and free of any conditions derogating
from their sovereignty.

Article 18

Developed countries should extend, improve and enlarge the system of generalized non-
reciprocal and non-discriminatory tariff preferences to the developing countries consistent with
the relevant agreed conclusions and relevant decisions as adopted on this subject, in the
framework of the competent international organizations. Developed countries should also give
serious consideration to the adoption of other differential measures, in areas where this is
feasible and appropriate and in ways which will provide special and more favourable
treatment, in order to meet the trade and development needs of the developing countries. In the
conduct of international economic relations the developed countries should endeavour to
avoid measures having a negative effect on the development of the national economies of the
developing countries, as promoted by generalized tariff preferences and other generally agreed
differential measures in their favour.

Article 19

With a view to accelerating the economic growth of developing countries and bridging the
economic gap between developed and developing countries, developed countries should grant
generalized preferential, non-reciprocal and non-discriminatory treatment to developing
countries in those fields of international economic co-operation where it may be feasible.

Article 20

Developing countries should, in their efforts to increase their over-all trade, give due
attention to the possibility of expanding their trade with socialist countries, by granting to
these countries conditions for trade not inferior to those granted normally to the developed
market economy countries.

Article 21

Developing countries should endeavour to promote the expansion of their mutual trade
and to this end may, in accordance with the existing and evolving provisions and procedures of
international agreements where applicable, grant trade preferences to other developing
countries without being obliged to extend such preferences to developed countries, provided
these arrangements do not constitute an impediment to general trade liberalization and
expansion.

Article 22

1. All States should respond to the generally recognized or mutually agreed development
needs and objectives of developing countries by promoting increased net flows of real resources
to the developing countries from all sources, taking into account any obligations and
commitments undertaken by the States concerned, in order to reinforce the efforts of
developing countries to accelerate their economic and social development.
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2. In this context, consistent with the aims and objectives mentioned above and taking
into account any obligations and commitments undertaken in this regard, it should be their
endeavour to increase the net amount of financial flows from official sources to developing
countries and to improve the terms and conditions thereof.

3. The flow of development assistance resources should include economic and technical
assistance.

Article 23

To enhance the effective mobilization of their own resources, the developing countries
should strengthen their economic co-operation and expand their mutual trade so as to
accelerate their economic and social development. All countries, especially developed coun-
tries, individually as well as through the competent international organizations of which they
are members, should provide appropriate and effective support and co-operation.

Article 24

All States have the duty to conduct their mutual economic relations in a manner which
takes into account the interests of other countries. In particular, all States should avoid
prejudicing the interests of developing countries.

Article 25

In furtherance of world economic development, the international community, especially
its developed members, shall pay special attention to the particular needs and problems of the
least developed among the developing countries, of land-locked developing countries and also
island developing countries, with a view to helping them to overcome their particular
difficulties and thus contribute to their economic and social development.

Article 26

All States have the duty to coexist in tolerance and live together in peace, irrespective of
differences in political, economic, social and cultural systems, and to facilitate trade between
States having different economic and social systems. International trade should be conducted
without prejudice to generalized non-discriminatory and non-reciprocal preferences in favour
of developing countries, on the basis of mutual advantage, equitable benefits and the exchange
of most-favoured-nation treatment.

Article 27

\. Every State has the right to enjoy fully the benefits of world invisible trade and to
engage in the expansion of such trade.

2. World invisible trade, based on efficiency and mutual and equitable benefit, furthering
the expansion of the world economy, is the common goal of all States. The role of developing
countries in world invisible trade should be enhanced and strengthened consistent with the
above objectives, particular attention being paid to the special needs of developing countries.

3. All States should co-operate with developing countries in their endeavours to increase
their capacity to earn foreign exchange from invisible transactions, in accordance with the
potential and needs of each developing country and consistent with the objectives mentioned
above.

Article 28

All States have the duty to co-operate in achieving adjustments in the prices of exports of
developing countries in relation to prices of their imports so as to promote just and equitable
terms of trade for them, in a manner which is remunerative for producers and equitable for
producers and consumers.
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CHAPTER I I I

COMMON RESPONSIBILITIES TOWARDS THE I N T E R N A T I O N A L COMMUNITY

Article 29

The sea-bed and ocean floor and the subsoil thereof, beyond the limits of national
jurisdiction, as well as the resources of the area, are the common heritage of mankind. On the
basis of the principles adopted by the General Assembly in resolution 2749 (XXV) of 17
December 1970, all States shall ensure that the exploration of the area and exploitation of its
resources are carried out exclusively for peaceful purposes and that the benefits derived
therefrom are shared equitably by all States, taking into account the particular interests and
needs of developing countries; an international régime applying to the area and its resources
and including appropriate international machinery to give effect to its provisions shall be
established by an international treaty of a universal character, generally agreed upon.

Article 30

The protection, preservation and enhancement of the environment for the present and
future generations is the responsibility of all States. All States shall endeavour to establish their
own environmental and developmental policies in conformity v/ith such responsibility. The
environmental policies of all States should enhance and not adversely affect the present and
future development potential of developing countries. All States have the responsibility to
ensure that activities within their jurisdiction or control do not cause damage to the
environment of other States or of areas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction. All States
should co-operate in evolving international norms and regulations in the field of the environ-
ment.

CHAPTER IV

FINAL PROVISIONS

Article 31

All States have the duty to contribute to the balanced expansion of the world economy,
taking duly into account the close interrelationship between the well-being of the developed
countries and the growth and development of the developing countries, and the fact that the
prosperity of the international community as a whole depends upon the prosperity of its
constituent parts.

Article 32

No State may use or encourage the use of economic, political or any other type of
measures to coerce another State in order to obtain from it the subordination of the exercise of
its sovereign rights.

Article 33

1. Nothing in the present Charter shall be construed as impair ing or derogating from the
provisions of the Charter of the United Nations or actions taken in pursuance thereof.

2. In their interpretation and application, the provisions of the present Charter are
interrelated and each provision should be construed in the context of the other provisions.

Article 34

An item on the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States shall be included in the
agenda of the General Assembly at its thirtieth session, and thereafter on the agenda of every
fifth session. In this way a systematic and comprehensive consideration of the implementation
of the Charter, covering both progress achieved and any improvements and additions which
might become necessary, would be carried out and appropriate measures recommended. Such
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consideration should take into account the evolution of all the economic, social, legal and
other factors related to the principles upon which the present Charter is based and on its
purpose.

(b) Declaration on the Establishment of a New International
Economic Order3]

By resolution 3201 (S-V1) of 1 May 1974, the General Assembly adopted the Declaration
on the Establishment of a New International Economic Order, paragraph 4 of which reads as
follows:

"4. The new international economic order should be founded on full respect for the
following principles:

"(fl) Sovereign equality of States, self-determination of all peoples, inadmissibility of
the acquisition of territories by force, territorial integrity and non-interference in the
internal affairs of other States;

"(b) The broadest co-operation of all the States members of the international
community, based on equity, whereby the prevailing disparities in the world may be
banished and prosperity secured for all;

"(O Full and effective participation on the basis of equality of all countries in the
solving of world economic problems in the common interest of all countries, bearing in
mind the necessity to ensure the accelerated development of all the developing countries,
while devoting particular attention to the adoption of special measures in favour of the
least developed, land-locked and island developing countries as well as those developing
countries most seriously affected by economic crises and natural calamities, without losing
sight of the interests of other developing countries;

"(d) The right of every country to adopt the economic and social system that it
deems the most appropriate for its own development and not to be subjected to
discrimination of any kind as a result;

"(e) Full permanent sovereignty of every State over its natural resources and all
economic activities. In order to safeguard these resources, each State is entitled to exercise
effective control over them and their exploitation with means suitable to its own situation,
including the right to nationalization or transfer of ownership to its nationals, this right
being an expression of the full permanent sovereignty of the State. No State may be
subjected to economic, political or any other type of coercion to prevent the free and full
exercise of this inalienable right;

"(/) The right of all States, territories and peoples under foreign occupation, alien
and colonial domination or apartheid to restitution and full compensation for the
exploitation and depletion of, and damages to, the natural resources and all other
resources of those States, territories and peoples;

"(g) Regulation and supervision of the activities of transnational corporations by
taking measures in the interest of the national economies of the countries where such
transnational corporations operate on the basis of the full sovereignty of those countries;

"(h) The right of the developing countries and the peoples of territories under
colonial and racial domination and foreign occupation to achieve their liberation and to
regain effective control over their natural resources and economic activities;

"(') The extending of assistance to developing countries, peoples and territories
which are under colonial and alien domination, foreign occupation, racial discrimination
or apartheid or are subjected to economic, political or any other type of coercive measures
to obtain from them the subordination of the exercise of their sovereign rights and to
secure from them advantages of any kind, and to neo-colonialism in all its forms, and

11 For relevant documents, see Official Records of the General Assembly, Sixth Special Session,
Annexes, agenda item 7.
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which have established or are endeavouring to establish effective control over their natural
resources and economic activities that have been or are still under foreign control;

"(_/) Just and equitable relationship between the prices of raw materials, primary
commodities, manufactured and semi-manufactured goods exported by developing
countries and the prices of raw materials, primary commodities, manufactures, capital
goods and equipment imported by them with the aim of bringing about sustained
improvement in their unsatisfactory terms of trade and the expansion of the world
economy;

"(A:) Extension of active assistance to developing countries by the whole interna-
tional community, free of any political or military conditions;

"(/) Ensuring that one of the main aims of the reformed international monetary
system shall be the promotion of the development of the developing countries and the
adequate flow of real resources to them;

"(/•M) Improving the competitiveness of natural materials facing competition from
synthetic substitutes;

"(«) Preferential and non-reciprocal treatment for developing countries, wherever
feasible, in all fields of international economic co-operation whenever possible;

"(o) Securing favourable conditions for the transfer of financial resources to
developing countries;

"(p) Giving to the developing countries access to the achievements of modern science
and technology, and promoting the transfer of technology and the creation of indigenous
technology for the benefit of the developing countries in forms and in accordance with
procedures which are suited to their economies;

"(<?) The need for all States to put an end to the waste of natural resources, including
food products;

"(A") The need for developing countries to concentrate all their resources for the cause
of development;

"(s) The strengthening, through individual and collective actions, of mutual econ-
omic, trade, financial and technical co-operation among the developing countries, mainly
on a preferential basis;

"(/) Facilitating the role which producers' associations may play within the frame-
work of international co-operation and, in pursuance of their aims, inter alia assisting in
the promotion of sustained growth of the world economy and accelerating the develop-
ment of developing countries."

3. H U M A N I T A R I A N ACTIVITIES

Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees*-

By resolution 3272 (XXIX) of 10 December 1974, the General Assembly, noting the view
of the Executive Committee of the High Commissioner's Programme that a conference of
plenipotentiaries on territorial asylum should be called as soon as possible, decided to establish
a Group of Experts to review the text of the draft convention on territorial asylum drawn up at
two successive meetings of experts held in 1971 and 1972."

12 For detailed information, see Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-ninth Session,
Supplement No. 12 (A/9612 and Corr.l), Supplement No. I2A (A/9612/Add.1), Supplement No. 12B
(A/9612/Add.2) and Supplement No. I2C (A/9612/ Add.3). See also ih/'d.. Annexes, agenda item 59.

33 For the text of the draft convention, see Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-seventh
Session, Supplement No. 12 (A/8712), Appendix.
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In the field of international protection, the UNHCR encountered considerable difficulties
in safeguarding the basic human rights of refugees recognized in international legal instru-
ments. The High Commissioner considers it essential that more States, especially in the areas
concerned, become parties to such instruments as the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of
Refugees34 and the 1967 Protocol thereto35 and the OAU Convention of 1969 governing the
Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa.36 In considering the impact of nationality on
the problems of refugees, it should be noted that as of 31 December 1974, 29 States were
parties to the 1954 Convention relating to the Status of Stateless Persons37 and that the 1961
Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness38 is to come into effect in December 1975. In this
regard, the General Assembly, by resolution 3274 (XXIX) of 10 December 1974, requested the
Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees provisionally to undertake the
functions foreseen under the Convention in accordance with its article 11,39 after the entry into
force of the Convention.

IV. THIRD UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON
THE LAW OF THE SEA

At its first, organizational, session, held in New York in December 1973, the Conference
decided that it would adopt its rules of procedure at its second session not later than 27 June
1974. During the period between the first and second sessions, various informal consultations
were held with regard to the adoption of the rules of procedure, in the course of which several
new amendments and documents were submitted.

The second session of the Conference was held in Caracas, Venezuela, from 20 June to 29
August 1974. At its opening meeting, the Conference heard addresses by the President of
Venezuela, the President of the Conference and by the Secretary-General of the United
Nations. Representatives of 138 States participated in the session.

The first week of the session was devoted to consideration of the rules of procedure of the
Conference40 which were subsequently revised41 to cover, among other things, participation by
observers of national liberation movements which the Conference had decided to invite on 11
July. The rules of procedure were adopted on 27 June.42 On 21 June, the Conference decided to
allocate to the plenary and to the Main Committees the subjects and issues prepared in
accordance with General Assembly resolution 2750 C (XXV) of 17 December 1970. From 28
June to 7 August, the Conference heard general statements by 115 delegations and by various
intergovernmental organizations, specialized agencies and others.

During the session in Caracas, the three Main Committees of the Conference discussed
items referred to them and endeavoured to develop agreement on texts of draft treaty articles.
After a general discussion, the First Committee considered the economic implications of

34 United Nations. Treaty Series, vol. 189, p. 137.
"See Juridical Yearbook, 1967, p. 285.
^Organization of African Unity document CM/267/Rev. 1.
"United Nations. Treaty Series, vol. 360, p. 117.
«A/CONF.9/15.
39 Article 1 1 of the Convention reads as follows:
"The Contracting States shall promote the establishment within the framework of the United Nations,

as soon as may be after the deposit of the sixth instrument of ratification or accession, of a body to which a
person claiming the benefit of this Convention may apply for the examination of his claim and for
assistance in presenting it to the appropriate authority."

40A/CONF.62/30.
4 'A/CONF.62/30/Rev. l .
42 United Nations publication, Sales No. E.74.1.18.
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mining in the deep sea-bed. The Committee established a working group to pursue negotia-
tions on 21 draft articles relating to the principles of a sea-bed régime.

The Second Committee decided to consider the items allocated to it through debates on
each and then to identify the main trends. This stage produced various working papers which,
in a second stage, were to be given a second reading in which connected items were to be
considered in groups. Finally, the Committee decided to consolidate the various informal
working papers into a single working document, which would form a basis for its future work.

The Third Committee, after holding a general discussion, proceeded in its work mainly
through informal meetings devoted to the drafting of articles.

Since none of the Committees had completed its work at the close of the session, the
Conference decided to request the General Assembly to schedule a further session at Geneva
from 17 March to 10 May 1975. It also agreed to recommend that the formal final session of
the Conference should be held at Caracas for the purpose of signature of the Final Act and
other instruments of the Conference.

Discussion of the work of the Conference at the twenty-ninth session of the General
Assembly was limited essentially to arrangements related to the continuation of the work of the
Conference. By resolution 3334 (XXIX) of 17 December 1974, the General Assembly, inter
alia, approved the convening of the third session of the Third United Nations Conference on
the Law of the Sea from 17 March to 10 May 1975 at Geneva; decided to authorize the
Conference to include Arabic as an official and working language; and requested the Secretary-
General to invite: (a) Papua New Guinea to attend any future session of the Conference, if
independent, as a participating State and, while not independent, to attend as an observer; (b)
the Cook Islands, Netherlands Antilles, Niue, Surinam and the West Indies Associated States
to attend any future session of the Conference as observers or, if any of them became
independent, as a participating State; and (c) the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands to
attend any future session of the Conference as an observer.

V. INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE4^

1. CASES SUBMITTED TO THE COURT45

(a) Fisheries Jurisdiction

(United Kingdom v. Iceland)
(Federal Republic of Germany v. Iceland)

These two'cases concerned Iceland's decision to extend its exclusive fisheries jurisdiction
from a limit of 12 miles to one of 50 miles as from 1 September 1972, which the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the Federal Republic of Germany
contended to be contrary to international law.

By two Judgements delivered on 25 July 1974, the Court, by 10 votes to 4: (a) found that
the Icelandic Regulations of 1972 constituting a unilateral extension of the exclusive fishing
rights of Iceland to 50 nautical miles from the baselines was not opposable either to the United
Kingdom or to the Federal Republic of Germany; (b) found that Iceland was not entitled
unilaterally to exclude fishing vessels of the United Kingdom or of the Federal Republic from

43 For the composition of the Court, see Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-ninth
Session, Supplement No. 5 (A/9605), sect. I.

44 As of 31 December 1974, the number of States accepting the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court
under Article 36, paragraph 2, stood at 45.

45For detailed information, see l.C.J. Reports 1974; I.C.J. Reports 7975; I.C.J. Yearbook 1973-1974,
No. 28; and I.C.J. Yearbook 1974-1975, No. 29.
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areas between the 12-mile and 50-mile limits or unilaterally to impose restrictions on their
activities in such areas; (c) held that Iceland and the United Kingdom and Iceland and the
Federal Republic were under mutual obligations to undertake negotiations in good faith for an
equitable solution of their differences; and (d) indicated certain factors which were to be taken
into account in those negotiations (preferential rights of Iceland, established rights of the
United Kingdom and of the Federal Republic, interests of other States, conservation of fishery
resources, joint examination of measures required). The Court further found, by 10 votes to 4,
that it was unable to accede to the submission of the Federal Republic of Germany concerning
a claim to be entitled to compensation.

(b) Nuclear Tests

(Australia v. France)

(New Zealand v. France)

These two cases concerned the atmospheric nuclear tests carried out by France in the
South Pacific region, which Australia and New Zealand contended to be contrary to
international law.

From 4 to 11 July 1974 the Court held public sittings at which the representatives of
Australia and of New Zealand put forward argument on the questions of the jurisdiction of the
Court in these cases and the admissibility of the Applications. France was not represented.

On 20 December 1974, the Court delivered two Judgements by which, noting that France
had announced its intention to hold no further series of atmospheric tests after 1974, it found
by 9 votes to 6 that the claims of Australia and New Zealand no longer had any object and that
there was consequently nothing on which to give judgement.

By two Orders made the same day, the Court found unanimously that, in the circum-
stances, the Applications of Fiji for permission to intervene lapsed and that no further action
thereon was called for on the part of the Court.

(c) Western Sahara

(Request for an advisory opinion)

By resolution 3292 (XXIX) of 13 December 1974, received in the Registry of the Court on
21 December, the General Assembly requested the Court to give an advisory opinion on the
following questions:

"I. Was Western Sahara (Rio de Oro and Sakiet El Hamra) at the time of colonization
by Spain a territory belonging to no one (terra nullius)T

If the answer to the first question is in the negative,
"II. What were the legal ties between this territory and the Kingdom of Morocco and the

Mauritanian entity?"46

2. OTHER ACTIVITIES

Review of the role of the Court

An item entitled "Review of the Role of the International Court of Justice" was included
in the agenda of the General Assembly at its twenty-fifth session in 1970, at the request of 12
delegations including the United States, Japan and Canada. The co-sponsors aimed essentially
at the establishment of an ad hoc committee which would undertake a study of the obstacles to
the satisfactory functioning of the Court and ways and means of removing them. This idea
received only partial support in the Sixth Committee, and the General Assembly deferred its
decision on the matter at four successive sessions, in 1970, 1971, 1972 and 1973. At the twenty-

46The Court delivered its advisory opinion on 16 October 1975.
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ninth session in 1974, the majority of delegations favoured putting an end to the consideration
of the item by adopting a consensus draft resolution on the role of the Court in general.

This approach was reflected in a draft resolution (A/ C.6/ L.987/ Rev.2)47 under which the
General Assembly, after recognizing that the development of international law might be
reflected, inter alia, by declarations and resolutions of the General Assembly which might to
that extent be taken into consideration by the International Coun of Justice, would recognize
the desirability that States study the possibility of accepting, with as few reservations as
possible, the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court in accordance with Article 36 of its Statute;
draw the attention of States to the advantage of inserting in treaties, in cases considered
possible and appropriate, clauses providing for the submission to the International Court of
Justice of disputes which might arise from the interpretation or application of such treaties;
call upon States to keep under review the possibility of identifying cases in which use could be
made of the International Court of Justice; draw the attention of States to the possibility of
making use of chambers as provided in Articles 26 and 29 of the Statute of the International
Court of Justice and in the Rules of Court, including those which would deal with particular
categories of cases; recommend that United Nations organs and the specialized agencies
should, from time to time, review legal questions within the competence of the International
Court of Justice that had arisen or would arise during their activities and should study the
advisability of referring them to the Court for an advisory opinion, provided that they were
duly authorized to do so; and reaffirm that recourse to judicial settlement of legal disputes,
particularly referral to the International Court of Justice, should not be considered an
unfriendly act between States.

This draft resolution was adopted by consensus by the Sixth Committee. Various
delegations did, however, express reservations on a number of provisions and said that, had
the draft been put to the vote, they could not have supported it.

On 12 November 1974, the draft resolution was adopted by the General Assembly as
resolution 3232 (XXIX).48

VI. INTERNATIONAL LAW COMMISSION4 9

TWENTY-SIXTH SESSION OF THL COMMISSION 5 0

The International Law Commission held its twenty-sixth session at Geneva from 6 May to
26 July 1974. The session was mainly devoted to the preparation of a final set of draft articles
on "Succession of States in respect of treaties" and of draft articles provisionally adopted on
the topics "State responsibility" and "Question of treaties concluded between States and
international organizations or between two or more international organizations", and to the
commencement of work on "The law of the non-navigational uses of international water-
courses".

47 For other relevant documents, see Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-ninth Session,
Annexes, agenda item 93.

48 It should be noted that the General Assembly adopted at its twenty-ninth session a resolution on the
peaceful settlement of international disputes (resolution 3283 (XXIX) ) , which deals in part with the role of
the International Court of Justice (see section 11.2 above).

44For the membership of the Commission, see Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirtieth
Session, Supplement No. 10 (A/10010/ Rev.l), Chap. 1.

50 For detailed information see Yearbook of the International Law Commission. 1974, vols. I and 11,
Parts One and Two (United Nations publications. Sales Nos. E.75.V.6, E.75.V.7 (Part 1) and E.75.V.7
(Part 11).
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CONSIDERATION BY THE G E N E R A L ASSEMBLY

On 14 December 1974, the General Assembly adopted resolution 3315 (XXIX) concerning
the report of the Commission on the work of its twenty-sixth session.51 In section I of the
resolution, the Assembly, inter alia, recommended that the Commission should continue on a
high priority basis at its twenty-seventh session its work on State responsibility with a view to
the preparation of a first set of draft articles on responsibility of States for internationally
wrongful acts at the earliest possible time and take up, as soon as appropriate, the separate
topic of international liability for injurious consequences arising out of acts not prohibited by
international law; proceed with the preparation, on a priority basis, of draft articles on
succession of States in respect of matters other than treaties; proceed with the preparation of
draft articles on the most-favoured-nation clause and on treaties concluded between States and
international organizations or between international organizations; and continue its study of
the law of non-navigational uses of international watercourses. In addition, the Assembly
approved, in the light of the importance of its existing work programme, a 12-week period for
the Commission's annual sessions, subject to review by the Assembly whenever necessary. In
section II of the resolution, the General Assembly, inter alia, invited Member States to submit
to the Secretary-General their written comments and observations on the draft articles on
succession of States in respect of treaties contained in the Commission's report on the work of
its twenty-sixth session, including comments and observations on certain proposals referred to
in the report, which the Commission was prevented from discussing by lack of time, and on the
procedure by which and the form in which work on the draft articles should be completed;
requested the Secretary-General to circulate, before the thirtieth session of the Assembly, the
comments and observations referred to above; and decided to include in the provisional
agenda of its thirtieth session an item entitled "Succession of States in respect of treaties".

VII. UNITED NATIONS COMMISSION ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
LAW52

The United Nations Commission on International Trade Law continued to make
substantial progress in the unification and harmonization of the law of international trade.53

The report of the Commission on the work of its seventh session, held in New York from
13 to 17 May 1974, was considered by the General Assembly at its twenty-ninth session.54 In
resolution 3316 (XXIX) of 14 December 1974, the Assembly commended the Commission for
its progress; noted with satisfaction that work on uniform rules on the liability of ocean
carriers for loss, damage or delay with respect to cargo was nearing completion and that a draft
convention setting forth such rules would be transmitted to Governments and interested
international organizations in 1975 for their comments; and recommended that the Commis-
sion should continue in its work to pay special attention to the topics to which it had decided to
give priority, namely, the international sale of goods, international payments, international
commercial arbitration and international legislation on shipping, and also continue to consider
the legal problems presented by multinational enterprises and the advisability of preparing

51 For relevant documents, see Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-ninth Session,
Annexes, agenda item 87.

"For the membership of the Commission, see Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirtieth
Session, Supplement No. 17 (A/10017), chap. 1, sect. 13.

53 For detailed information, see Yearbook of the United Nations Commission on International Trade
Law, vol. V: 1974 (United Nations publication. Sales No. E.75.V.2).

54For relevant documents, see Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-ninth Session,
Annexes, agenda item 89.
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uniform rules governing the liability for damage caused by products intended for or involved in
international trade.

VIII . OTHER LEGAL QUESTIONS

1. D E F I N I T I O N OF AGGRESSION

The report of the Special Committee on the Question of Defining Aggression55 on the
work of its seventh session, held at United Nations Headquarters from 11 March to 12 April
1974, was before the General Assembly at its twenty-ninth session.56 On 14 December 1974, the
Assembly adopted resolution 3314 (XXIX), by which it, inter alia, approved the Definition of
Aggression annexed thereto; called upon all States to refrain from all acts of aggression and
other uses of force contrary to the Charter of the United Nations and the Declaration on
Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among
States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations,; called the attention of the
Security Council to the Definition of Aggression adopted, and recommended that it should, as
appropriate, take account of that Definition as guidance in determining, in accordance with the
Charter, the existence of an act of aggression. The text of the Definition is reproduced below.

DEFINITION OF AGGRESSION

The General Assembly,
Basing itself on the fact that one of the fundamental purposes of the United Nations is to

maintain international peace and security and to take effective collective measures for the
prevention and removal of threats to the peace, and for the suppression of acts of aggression or
other breaches of the peace,

Recalling that the Security Council, in accordance with Article 39 of the Charter of the
United Nations, shall determine the existence of any threat to the peace, breach of the peace or
act of aggression and shall make recommendations, or decide what measures shall be taken in
accordance with Articles 41 and 42, to maintain or restore international peace and security,

Recalling also the duty of States under the Charter to settle their international disputes by
peaceful means in order not to endanger international peace, security and justice,

Bearing in mind that nothing in this Definition shall be interpreted as in any way affecting
the scope of the provisions of the Charter with respect to the functions and powers of the
organs of the United Nations,

Considering also that, since aggression is the most serious and dangerous form of the
illegal use of force, being fraught, in the conditions created by the existence of all types of
weapons of mass destruction, with the possible threat of a world conflict and all its
catastrophic consequences, aggression should be defined at the present stage,

Reaffirming the duty of States not to use armed force to deprive peoples of their right to
self-determination, freedom and independence, or to disrupt territorial integrity.

Reaffirming also that the territory of a State shall not be violated by being the object, even
temporarily, of military occupation or of other measures of force taken by another State in
contravention of the Charter, and that it shall not be the object of acquisition by another State
resulting from such measures or the threat thereof.

55 For the membership of the Special Committee, see Official Records of the General Assembly,
Twenty-second Session, Supplement No. 16A (A/6716/Add. l ) , p. 9.

56 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-ninth Session, Supplement No. 19 (A/9619 and
Corr. 1). For other relevant documents, see ibid.. Annexes, agenda item 86.
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Reaffirming also the provisions of the Declaration on Principles of International Law
concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States in accordance with the Charter
of the United Nations,

Convinced that the adoption of a definition of aggression ought to have the effect of
deterring a potential aggressor, would simplify the determination of acts of aggression and the
implementation of measures to suppress them and would also facilitate the protection of the
rights and lawful interests of, and the rendering of assistance to, the victim,

Believing that, although the question whether an act of aggression has been committed
must be considered in the light of all the circumstances of each particular case, it is nevertheless
desirable to formulate basic principles as guidance for such determination,

Adopts the following Définition of Aggression:57

Article I

Aggression is the use of armed force by a State against the sovereignty, territorial integrity
or political independence of another State, or in any other manner inconsistent with the
Charter of the United Nations, as set out in this Definition.

Explanatory note: In this Definition the term "State":
(a) Is used without prejudice to questions of recognition or to whether a State is a

Member of the United Nations;
(b) Includes the concept of a "group of States" where appropriate.

Article 2

The first use of armed force by a State in contravention of the Charter shall constitute
prima facie evidence of an act of aggression although the Security Council may, in conformity
with the Charter, conclude that a determination that an act of aggression has been committed
would not be justified in the light of other relevant circumstances, including the fact that the
acts concerned or their consequences are not of sufficient gravity.

Article 3

Any of the following acts, regardless of a declaration of war, shall, subject to and in
accordance with the provisions of article 2, qualify as an act of aggression:

(a) The invasion or attack by the armed forces of a State of the territory of another State,
or any mil i tary occupation, however temporary, resulting from such invasion or attack, or any
annexation by the use of force of the territory of another State or part thereof;

(b) Bombardment by the armed forces of a State against the territory of another State or
the use of any weapons by a State against the territory of another State;

(c) The blockade of the ports or coasts of a State by the armed forces of another State;
(d) An attack by the armed forces of a State on the land, sea or air forces, or marine and

air fleets of another State;
(e) The use of armed forces of one State which are within the territory of another State

with the agreement of the receiving State, in contravention of the conditions provided for in
the agreement or any extension of their presence in such territory beyond the termination of
the agreement;

(/) The action of a State in allowing its territory, which it has placed at the disposal of
another State, to be used by that other State for perpetrating an act of aggression against a
third State:

-"Explanatory notes on articles 3 and 5 are to be found in paragraph 20 of the report of the Special
Committee on the Question of Defining Aggression (Official Records of the General Assembly. Twenty-
ninth Session, Supplement No. 19 (A/9619 and Corr. I ) ) . Statements on the Definition are contained in
paragraphs 9 and 10 of the report of the Sixth Committee (A/9890).
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(g) The sending by or on behalf of a State of armed bands, groups, irregulars or
mercenaries, which carry out acts of armed force against another State of such gravity as to
amount to the acts listed above, or its substantial involvement therein.

Article 4

The acts enumerated above are not exhaustive and the Security Council may determine
that other acts constitute aggression under the provisions of the Charter.

Article 5

1. No consideration of whatever nature, whether political, economic, military or
otherwise, may serve as a justification for aggression.

2. A war of aggression is a crime against international peace. Aggression gives rise to
international responsibility.

3. No territorial acquisition or special advantage resulting from aggression is or shall be
recognized as lawful.

Article 6

Nothing in this Definition shall be construed as in any way enlarging or diminishing the
scope of the Charter, including its provisions concerning cases in which the use of force is
lawful.

Article 7

Nothing in this Definition, and in particular article 3, could in any way prejudice the right
to self-determination, freedom and independence, as derived from the Charter, of peoples
forcibly deprived of that right and referred to in the Declaration on Principles of International
Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States in accordance with the
Charter of the United Nations, particularly peoples under colonial and racist régimes or other
forms of alien domination; nor the right of these peoples to struggle to that end and to seek and
receive support, in accordance with the principles of the Charter and in conformity with the
above-mentioned Declaration.

Article 8

In their interpretation and application the above provisions are interrelated and each
provision should be construed in the context of the other provisions.

2. UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON PRESCRIPTION (LIMITATION) IN THE
I N T E R N A T I O N A L SALE OF GOODS

Pursuant to General Assembly resolution 3104 (XXVIII ) of 12 December 1973, the United
Nations Conference on Prescription (Limitation) in the International Sale of Goods was held
at United Nations Headquarters from 20 May to 14 June 1974.58 The Conference adopted the
Convention on the Limitation Period in the International Sale of Goods,59 which was opened
for signature and ratification.

By its resolution 3317 (XXIX) of 14 December 1974, the General Assembly, inter alia,
took note of the adoption of the above-mentioned Convention, reaffirmed its conviction that
the harmonization and unification of national rules governing prescription (limitation) in the
international sale of goods would contribute to the removal of obstacles to the development of
world trade and invited all States which had not yet done so to consider the possibility of
signing, ratifying or acceding to the Convention.

58For the proceedings of the Conference, see A/CONF.63/16 (United Nations publication, Sales No.
E.74.V.8).

59 Reproduced on p. 92 of this Yearbook.
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3. RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IN ARMED CONFLICTS

The Diplomatic Conference on the Reaffirmation and Development of International
Humanitarian Law Applicable in Armed Conflicts, convoked by the Swiss Federal Council,
held its first session at Geneva from 20 February to 29 March 1974. About 136 States
participated, including Guinea-Bissau which was invited by the Conference. National libera-
tion movements recognized by the regional intergovernmental organizations concerned were
also invited by the Conference to participate therein without the right to vote. The Secretary-
General was represented at the Conference by an observer delegation. The Conference held a
general debate and its established three Main Committees began consideration of articles in
draft Additional Protocol I (International armed conflicts) and draft Additional Protocol II
(Non-international armed conflicts), and amendments thereto, as follows: Committee I
(General Provisions), Committee II (Wounded, Sick and Shipwrecked Persons, Civil Defence,
Relief) and Committee I I I (Civilian Population, Methods and Means of Combat, New
Category of Prisoners of War). An Ad Hoc Committee of the Whole was established to
examine the question of prohibition or restriction of use of specific categories of conventional
weapons and report thereon to the Conference.60 The Conference decided to include the
examination of the question of protection of journalists engaged in dangerous missions—
referred to it by General Assembly resolution 3058 (XXVII I ) of 2 November 1973—as a matter
of priority in the agenda of its second session.

In accordance with General Assembly resolution 3102 ( X X V I I I ) of 12 December 1973, the
Secretary-General submitted to the Assembly at its twenty-ninth session a report on the first
session of the Conference.61

An addendum to the report (A/9669/Add.l) contained a summary of information
concerning activities of non-governmental bodies, which had manifested their specific interest
in various problems, relating to respect for human rights in armed conflicts, received by the
Secretary-General subsequent to the adoption of resolution 3102 (XXVIII) , namely, informa-
tion communicated by the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), the League of
Red Cross Societies, the International Confederation of Former Prisoners of War, the World
Veterans Federation and the International Institute of Humanitarian Law. The information
communicated by the ICRC concerned the Conference of Government Experts on the Use of
Certain Conventional Weapons, convened under the auspices of the Committee at Lucerne,
Switzerland, from 24 September to 18 October 1974.62

On 14 December 1974, the General Assembly adopted resolution 3319 (XXIX), in which it
expressed its appreciation to the Swiss Federal Council for convoking in 1975 the second
session of the Diplomatic Conference on the Reaffirmation and Development of International
Humanitarian Law Applicable in Armed Conflicts and to the International Committee of the
Red Cross for its readiness to convoke in 1975 another Conference of Government Experts on
Weapons That May Cause Unnecessary Suffering or Have Indiscriminate Effects. The
Assembly urged all participants in the Diplomatic Conference to do their utmost to reach
agreement on additional rules which might help to alleviate the suffering brought about by
armed conflicts and to respect and protect non-combatants and civilian objects in such
conflicts. Further, the Assembly called upon all parties to armed conflicts to acknowledge and
comply with their obligations under the humanitarian instruments and to observe the

report of the Ad Hoc Committee was transmitted to the International Committee of the Red
Cross with a view to assisting it in identifying questions and possibilities which need to be explored in
depth by the conference of government experts on weapons that may cause unnecessary suffering or have
indiscriminate effects convened by the International Committee of the Red Cross at Lucerne, Switzerland,
from 4 to 28 June 1974.

61 A/9669. For other relevant documents, see Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-ninth
Session, Annexes, agenda items 92 and 12.

"International Committee of the Red Cross, "Report on the work of the Conference of Government
Experts on the Use of Certain Conventional Weapons", 1974.
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international humanitarian rules which are applicable, in particular the Hague Conventions of
1899 and 1907,63 the Geneva Protocol of 192564 and the Geneva Conventions of 1949.65 It
requested the Secretary-General to report to the General Assembly at its thirtieth session on
relevant developments, concerning the topic, in particular on the proceedings and results of the
1975 session of the Diplomatic Conference.

Under resolution 3318 (XXIX) of 14 December 1974, the General Assembly solemnly
proclaimed a Declaration on the Protection of Women and Children in Emergency and Armed
Conflict in the struggle for peace, self-determination, national liberation and independence,
and called for the strict observance of the Declaration by all Member States.66 The Assembly
proclaimed, inter alia, that attacks and bombings on the civilian population, inflicting
incalculable suffering, especially on women and children, who are the most vulnerable
members of the population, shall be prohibited, and such acts shall be condemned; that the use
of chemical and bacteriological weapons in the course of military operations constitutes one of
the most flagrant violations of the Geneva Protocol of 1925, the Geneva Conventions of 1949
and the principles of international humanitarian law and inflicts heavy losses on civilian
populations, including defenceless women and children, and shall be severely condemned; that
all States should abide fully by their obligations under instruments of international law relative
to respect for human rights in armed conflicts, which offer important guarantees for the
protection of women and children; that all efforts should be made by States involved in armed
conflicts, military operations in foreign territories and in territories still under colonial
domination to spare women and children from the ravages of war; that all forms of repression
and cruel and inhuman treatment of women and children, including imprisonment, torture,
shooting, mass arrests, collective punishment, destruction of dwellings and forcible eviction,
committed by belligerents in the course of military operations or in occupied territories should
be considered criminal; and that women and children belonging to the civilian population and
finding themselves in circumstances of emergency and armed conflict in the struggle for peace,
self-determination, national liberation and independence, or who live in occupied territories,
should not be deprived of shelter, food, medical aid or other inalienable rights.

4. QUESTION OF DIPLOMATIC ASYLUM

By a letter dated 16 August 1974,67 Australia requested the inclusion in the agenda of the
twenty-ninth session of the General Assembly of an item entitled "Diplomatic asylum". In the
explanatory memorandum attached to its request, Australia indicated that the absence of
general agreement on the principles which should govern diplomatic asylum could lead to
misunderstanding and confusion about the rights and obligations of States. It pointed out that
only some of the States granting such protection had been parties to conventions on asylum
and that only some of them belonged to the Latin American region, which had developed so
notably the practice of diplomatic asylum. In the opinion of the Australian Government, any
uncertainty about the universally accepted principles governing diplomatic asylum could have
detrimental consequences for friendly relations between States and for their co-operation in
solving international problems of a humanitarian character. Australia therefore held the view

63 Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, The Hague Conventions and Declarations oj 1899
and 1907 (New York, Oxford University Press, 1915).

64 League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. XCIV. p. 65.
65 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 75.
66This resolution was adopted after consideration of paragraph 493 of the report of the Economic and

Social Council on the work of its fifty-sixth and fifty-seventh sessions related to Council resolution 1861
(LVI) of 16 May 1974 (Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-ninth Session, Supplement No. 3
(A/9603). By resolution 1861 (LVI), the Council recommended to the General Assembly the adoption of a
draft resolution on the subject. The draft resolution was submitted to the Economic and Social Council by
the Commission on the Status of Women.

67 A/9704. For the request and other documents, see Official Records of the General Assembly,
Twenty-ninth Session, Annexes, agenda item 105.
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that it was opportune for the General Assembly to consider further the question of the
desirability of formulating principles on diplomatic asylum.

The General Assembly adopted resolution 3321 (XXIX) of 14 December 1974 under
which it, inter alia, invited Member States wishing to express their views on the question of
diplomatic asylum to communicate those views to the Secretary-General; and requested the
Secretary-General to prepare and circulate to Member States, before the thirtieth session of the
Assembly, a report containing an analysis of the question of diplomatic asylum.68

5. NEED TO CONSIDER SUGGESTIONS R E G A R D I N G THE R E V I E W OF THE
CHARTER OF THE U N I T E D NATIONS

At its twenty-ninth session, the General Assembly had before it a report of the Secretary-
General, submitted pursuant to Assembly resolution 2968 (XXV11) of 14 December 1972,
setting out the views and suggestions of seven Member States on a review of the Charter.69

In resolution 3349 (XXIX) of 17 December 1974, the General Assembly, while reaffirming
its support for the purposes and principles of the Charter, decided to establish an Ad Hoc
Committee on the Charter of the United Nations, consisting of 42 members, to discuss the
observations received from Governments and to consider any additional spécifie proposals that
Governments might make with a view to enhancing the ability of the United Nations to achieve
its purposes and other suggestions for the more effective functioning of the United Nations that
might not require amendments to the Charter. The Assembly also invited Governments to
submit or to bring up to date their observations on the Charter review. It invited the Secretary-
General to submit to the Ad Hoc Committee his views, as appropriate, on the experience
acquired in the application of the provisions of the Charter with regard to the Secretariat, and
requested him to prepare an analytical paper containing the observations received from
Governments and the views expressed at the twenty-seventh and twenty-ninth sessions of the
General Assembly. The Assembly also requested the Ad Hoc Committee to submit a report on
its work to the General Assembly at its thirtieth session.

6. PARTICIPATION IN THE CONVENTION ON SPECIAL MISSIONS,™ ITS OPTIONAL PROTOCOL
CONCERNING THE COMPULSORY SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES71 AND THE V I E N N A CONVENTION
ON THE LAW OF TREATIES7 2

On 12 November 1974, the Assembly adopted resolution 3233 (XXIX), by which it
decided to invite all States to become parties to the Convention on Special Missions, its
Optional Protocol concerning the Compulsory Settlement of Disputes and the Vienna
Convention on the Law of Treaties.71

6SThe report was circulated for the thirtieth session of the General Assembly as document A/10139
(Part I) and Add. 1 and A/10139 (Part II) .

69 A/9739. For other relevant documents, see Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-ninth
Session, Annexes, agenda item 95.

70 Reproduced in the Juridical Yearbook, 1969, p. 125.
^Ibid., p. 139.
72 Ibid., p. 140.
73 For relevant documents, see Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-ninth Session,

Annexes, agenda items 96 and 97.
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IX. UNITED NATIONS INSTITUTE FOR TRAINING AND RESEARCH 7 4

In 1974 the Institute organized a number of courses in the form of seminars such as those
on "Negotiating Procedures in the United Nations System". It also, as in previous years,
assumed responsibility for the major part of the United Nations Programme of Assistance in
the Teaching, Study, Dissemination and Wider Appreciation of International Law, established
under General Assembly resolution 2099 (XX) of 20 December 1965.

The Institute has continued its research work on such topics as dispute settlement
procedures in ocean resources and environmental fields, the peaceful settlement and conflict
resolution and measures in regard to arms control. Among the publications which were issued
in 1974, mention may be made of The OAS and the UN: Relations in the Peace and Security
F/? /c / (UNITAR/PS/7—UNITAR/RS/4) , International Navigable Waterways: Financial and
Legal Aspects of their Improvement and Maintenance (UNITAR/ST/6) and Tendencies del
Derecho del Mar Contemporâneo (UNITAR/LS/5) .

B. General review of the activities of intergovernmental
organizations related to the United Nations

I . INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANISATION7 5

1. The International Labour Conference (ILC), which held its 59th session in Geneva in
June 1974, adopted a Convention and a Recommendation concerning the Control and
Prevention of Occupational Hazards Caused by Carcinogenic Substances and Agents, 197476

and a Convention and a Recommendation concerning Paid Educational Leave, 1974.77

74For detailed information, see Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-ninth Session,
Supplement No. 14 (A/9614) and ibid., Thirtieth Session, Supplement No. 14 ( A / I O O I 4 ) .

75 In regard to the adoption of instruments, the preparatory work, which, by vir tue of the double-
discussion procedure, normally covers a period of two years, is indicated, in order to facilitate reference
work, according to the year during which the instrument was adopted.

^Official Bulletin, Vol. LVII , 1974, No. I, pp. 15-18 and 22-26; English, French, Spanish. Regarding
preparatory work, see: First Discussion—Con\.ro\ and Prevention of Occupational Cancer, ILC, 58th
Session (1973), Report V I l ( l ) (this report contains, inter alia, a description of the action which led to the
placing of the question on the agenda of the Conference), and Report VI 1(2), 36 and 74 pages respectively;
English, French, German, Russian and Spanish. See also: ILC, 58th Session (1973), Record of Proceed-
ings, pp. 599-612, 697-700; English, French, Spanish. Second Discussion—Control and Prevention of
Occupational Hazards Caused by Carcinogenic Substances and Agents, ILC, 59th Session (1974), Report
V ( l ) and Report V(2), 39 and 45 pages respectively; English, French, German, Russian and Spanish. See
also: ILC, 59th Session (1974), Record of Proceedings, pp. 329-346, 429-433, 676-680; English, French,
Spanish.

11 Official Bulletin, Vol. LVII. 1974, No. 1. pp. 18-22 and 27-30; English, French, Spanish. Regarding
preparatory work, see: First Discussion—Paid Educational Leave, ILC, 58th Session (1973). Report V l ( l )
(this report contains, inter alia, a description of the action which led to the placing of the question on the
agenda of the Conference) and Report VI(2), 58 and 65 pages respectively; English, French, German,
Russian and Spanish. See also: ILC, 58th Session (1973), Record of Proceedings, pp. 451-462, 684-686,
691-697; English, French, Spanish. Second Discussion—Paid Educational Leave, ILC, 59th Session
(1974), Report IV(1) and Report IV(2), 42 and 75 pages respectively; English, French, German. Russian
and Spanish. See also: ILC, 59th Session (1974), Record of Proceedings, pp. 355-369, 470-476, 609-613,
681-684.
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2. The Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations
met in Geneva from 14 to 27 March 1974 and presented its Report.78

3. The Governing Body Committee on Freedom of Association met in Geneva and
adopted Reports 139, 140 and 141 at its I91st Session (November 1973); Reports 142 and 143
at its 192nd Session (February-March 1974); Reports 144 and 145 at its 193rd Session
(May-June 1974); and Reports 146, 147 and 148 at its 194th Session (November 1974).79

II. FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE
UNITED NATIONS

1. OFFICE OF THE LEGAL COUNSEL80

(a) General constitutional and legal matters

In addition to current legal advice and services provided to the Director-General and
various units of the Secretariat, activities in 1974 related mainly to the legal matters considered
by the Committee on Constitutional and Legal Matters (CCLM) at its Twenty-Ninth Session,
held in October 1974, and by the FAO Council at its Sixty-Third and Sixty-Fourth Sessions,
held in July and November 1974. These matters included in particular:

—an authorization by the Council and the Economic and Social Council for the granting
of assistance by the World Food Programme to peoples in colonial territories in Africa
and their national liberation movements, notwithstanding the provision of the General
Regulations of the Programme limiting participation to Member States of the United
Nations and Member Nations of FAO;81

—a reform of the system of staff representation whereby the single Staff Council elected
by the staff as a whole was replaced by bodies formed by interested staff groups and
recognized as representative by the Director-General, such groups being entitled to
negotiate with the Director-General but not with Governing Bodies;82

—a new recruitment policy for general service staff who may in future be recruited from
among nationals of all Member Nations and be considered as local staff regardless of
nationality or place of recruitment.83

The Legal Office was also engaged in work connected with the preparation, conduct and
follow-up of the World Food Conference of the United Nations held in Rome in November
1974; in particular, the Legal Counsel served as Legal Adviser to the Conference and members
of his office served on the Credentials Committee and on the working party for the Declaration
on the Eradication of Hunger and Malnutrition.84

™This report has been published as Report I I I (Part 4) to the 59th Session (1974) of the International
Labour Conference and constitutes two volumes: Vol. A: "General Report and Observations concerning
Particular Countries", Report III (Part 4A), 266 pages; English, French, Spanish; and Vol. B: "General
Survey of the Reports relating to the Termination of Employment Recommendation, 1963 (No. 119)",
Report 111 (Part 4B), 118 pages; English, French, Spanish.

"These Reports have been published respectively in documents GB.191/13 /22 , 23 and 24;
GB.192/11/24 and 25: GB.193/11/20 and 21; and G B . I 9 4 / 1 1 / 2 6 . 27 and 28.

W)For general information on the organization and functions of the Office of the Legal Counsel, see
Juridical Yearbook, 1972, p. 60, note 47.

" 'CL 64/18, paras. 4-9; C L 6 4 / I N F / 1 1 ; CL64/REP, paras. 229-237.
*2CL 64/18, paras. 18-27; CL 64/15, paras. 32-35 and 82-87; CL64/ L1M/9, CL64/ REP, paras. 295-

301.
"CL 64/18, paras. 10-17; CL 64/5, paras. 36-39; CL 64/L1M/6 (reproduced on p. 199 of this

Yearbook); CL 6 4 / C W / P V / 1 1 ; CL 64/PV/19; CL64/REP, paras. 302-309.
84 See Report of the Conference, document E/5587.
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Legal Office staff also contributed substantially to the work of the Codex Alimentarius
Commission which, at its Tenth Session in July 1974, considered a number of subjects of legal
interest including a revision of the methods of acceptance of Codex Community and Codex
General Standards.85

The following reference documents of legal interest were issued in revised versions in 1974:

(i) FAO Basic Texts Vols. I and II, 1974.86

(ii) Reference Table of Amendments to the FAO Constitution from 1945 to 1971
inclusive (LEG: MISC/74).

(iii) Directory of FAO Statutory Bodies and Panels of Experts 1974.

(b) Environment law

Legal Office staff provided secretariat services and documentation for the Consultation on
the Protection of Living Resources and Fisheries from Pollution in the Mediterranean held in
Rome in February and May 1974; contributed papers to the Conference on "Avoidance and
Adjustment of Environmental Disputes", convened under the auspices of the United Nations
Environment Programme at Bellagio in July 1974; to the Colloquium on "Legal Aspects of
Environmental Law in Developing Countries", convened by the International Association of
Legal Science at Mexico City in August 1974; and to the "Working Group on Environment" of
the Vienna Conference on New Initiatives in East-West Cooperation, in November 1974;
participated in the Task Force on "Protection of the Mediterranean" convened by the United
Nations Environment Programme at Madrid in October 1974; and in the Expert Consultation
on "Legal Aspects of Trans-Frontier Pollution", convened by OECD at Paris in December
1974.

FAO published translations and summaries of environmental legislation of various
countries and references to other current national legislation in this field.87 Legislative drafting
assistance was provided, within the framework of UNDP, to the Government of Colombia for
preparation of the "Code of Environment and Renewable Natural Resources" enacted on 18
December 1974.

(c) Law of the Sea and international fisheries

FAO participated in the Second Session of the United Nations Conference on the Law of
the Sea at Caracas (June-August 1974) and was requested to submit to the Third Session
an updated version of its publication on the limits and status of the territorial sea, exclusive
fishing zones, fisheries conservation zones and the continental shelf. Documents on the views
expressed, and the proposals submitted, on fisheries during the Fifth and Sixth Sessions of the
Sea-Bed Committee and the Second Session of the Conference., were placed before the FAO
Committee on Fisheries in October 1974.88

At its Twelfth Session in March 1974, the General Fisheries Council for the Mediter-
ranean (GFCM) considered a paper on the effectiveness of existing fisheries management
machinery.89 It decided that it was necessary to undertake without delay a revision of the 1949
Agreement establishing the GFCM and, in the light of the experience acquired by other
regulatory fishery bodies, to recommend such amendments to the Agreement as would make
the GFCM more adapted to the new tasks it may be called upon to perform and more effective
as regards the adoption, implementation and enforcement of conservation measures.

At its Ninth Session in October, the FAO Committee on Fisheries requested the
secretariat to submit to its next session in 1975 a paper offering suggestions on ways and means

85See Report of the Session, ALINORM 74/44, paras. 36-47.
86 Issued in English, French, Spanish and Arabic.
87Food and Agricultural Legislation, vol. XXIII , nos. 1 and 2.
88COFI/74 Inf. 4, Inf. 5 and Inf. 12.
8 9GFCM/XII /74/10.
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to change the present status, powers and composition of the Fishery Committee for the Eastern
Central Atlantic.

At its Sixteenth Session in November 1974, the Indo-Pacific Fisheries Council (1PFC)
considered a document on the effectiveness of existing fisheries management machinery90 and
entrusted an ad hoc Committee with the task of reviewing the achievements and limitations of
the IPFC during the last 25 years, with a view to determining the strengths and weaknesses of
both the 1948 Agreement establishing the IPFC and its Rules of Procedure; redefining the
functions and responsibilities of the IPFC in the light of the above review and to meet new
challenges; and restating the provisions of the Agreement and Rules of Procedure as required.

2. LEGISLATION B R A N C H 9 1

In addition to the specific activities described below, legal officers participated in the
Second and Third Meetings of the Group of Consultants and Advisers on Agrarian Law, held
in Santiago de Chile, April and December 1974; in the FAO/ UNESCO/ ILO Inter-Secretariat
Working Group on Agricultural Education, Science and Training (Twenty-Second Session)
held in Rome in October 1974; in the Joint Session of the Working Party on Agrarian
Structure (Fifth Session) and the Working Party on Rural Sociological Problems (Fifth
Session) of the European Commission on Agriculture, held in Rome in December 1974; in the
Session of the Committee on the Law of International Water Resources of the International
Law Association, held in Geneva and New Delhi in April and December 1974; in the FAO
Consultation on an International Convention for the Control of the Spread of Major
Communicable Fish Diseases held in Aviemore (Scotland) in April 1974; in the Interparlia-
mentary Conference of the Coastal States on the Pollution Control in the Mediterranean, held
in Rome in March-April 1974.

(a) Legislative assistance and expert advice in the field

The following assistance has been given in 1974:
—marketing legislation in Iran;
—research and training in agrarian law in Venezuela;
—land registration and administration in Viet-Nam;
—rural legislation in Togo;
—international water law and administration in the Senegal River Basin;
—water legislation and administration in Indonesia, Libya, Philippines and Somalia;
—fisheries law and legislation in Malaysia, Mexico, Haiti and Fiji;
—forestry legislation in Haiti and Upper Volta;
—wildlife and national parks legislation in Sudan;
—natural resources legislation in Colombia.

(b) Legal drafting

Assistance has also been given, without field visits, by drafting or reviewing legislation and
other legal documents, at the request of Member Nations or of FAO technical experts.

This form of assistance covered in 1974, inter alia, the following subjects:
—comments on draft water legislation in Afghanistan;
^comments on draft of joint Declaration of Principles for Utilization of the Waters for

the Lower Mekong Basin.

90 IPFC/74/26.
91 For general information on the organization and functions of the Legislation Branch, see Juridical

Yearbook, 1972, p. 62, note 59.
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(c) Special or comparative legal studies and reports

A number of studies and documents prepared by or in cooperation with the Legislation
Branch of the FAO Legal Office have been issued in the course of the year, concerning, inter
alia, agrarian law and agrarian justice, agricultural credit legislation, legislation on agrarian
structures in Europe, water legislation, improvement in irrigation facilities, development and
management of water resources, institutional and legal problems of water management,
legislation for the conservation of marine resources and marine pollution in relation to
protection of living resources.92

(d) Collection, translation and dissemination of legislative information

FAO publishes semi-annually, the Food and Agriculture Legislation. Annotated lists of
relevant laws and regulations appear regularly in Land Reform, a semi-annual FAO publica-
tion. Similar lists are also published in the quarterly Nutrition Newsletter and in Unasylva, An
international journal of forestry and forest industries.

I I I . UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND
CULTURAL ORGANIZATION

1. CONSTITUTIONAL AND PROCEDURAL QUESTIONS

(a) Member States and Associate Members of the Organization

(i) New Member States

Indicated below is information on the signature and acceptance of the Constitution of
UNESCO by States which became members of the Organization within the period from 1
January to 31 December 1974:

Date of deposit
Date of signature of instrument

State of Constitution of acceptance

Portugal93 1 1 March 1965 I I September 1974
Democratic People's

Republic of Korea 18 October 1974 18 October 1974
Guinea-Bissau 1 November 1974 1 November 1974
Republic of San Marino 12 November 1974 12 November 1974

Under the terms of the relevant provisions of the Constitution,94 each of the aforemen-
tioned States became a member of the Organization on the respective date its acceptance took
effect.

92 See the bibliography appearing at the end of this Yearbook.
93The following information is pertinent to Portugal's membership of the Organi/ation: on I I March

1965, the Constitution of UNESCO was signed on behalf of Portugal. Ins t rument of acceptance by
Portugal of the Constitution was deposited on this same date with the Government of the Uni ted
Kingdom. In accordance with the provisions of Article XV of the Consti tut ion, the acceptance took effect
on the same day. On 25 June 1971, the Director-General received a communication by which the Minis ter
of Foreign Affairs of Portugal informed him of Portugal's wi thdrawal Irom the Organi/ation. In
conformity with the terms of Article 11.6 of the Consti tution, the notice of wi thdrawal by Portugal from
the Organization took effect on 31 December 1972. By cable received on 12 September 1974, the Director-
General was informed by the Foreign Secretary of the United Kingdom that Portugal had deposited an
instrument of acceptance of the Constitution of UNESCO with the Government of the United Kingdom
on 11 September 1974 and that acceptance was therefore effective on the same date. Also, see 18
C/Res.15.1, 15 November 1974, English, French, Russian, Spanish.

94See Articles II and XV of the Constitution.
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In the case of the membership of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea and the
Republic of San Marino, as they were at the material time not Members of the United Nations
Organization, Article II.2 of the UNESCO Constitution was applicable. Thus in each of these
two cases, before the State concerned signed the Constitution of UNESCO and deposited its
instrument of acceptance of same, the General Conference had, following application received
from the appropriate Government and upon a recommendation of the Executive Board,95

adopted by the required two-thirds majority a resolution admitting the State concerned to
membership of UNESCO.96

(ii) New Associate Members

In accordance with Article II.3 of the Constitution of UNESCO and upon an application
made on 7 February 1974 by the Government of Australia, the General Conference, at its
eighteenth session, decided on 17 October 1974 to admit Papua New Guinea to associate
membership of UNESCO.97

Upon application submitted by the United Nations Council for Namibia under the same
Article 11.3 of the Constitution of UNESCO, the General Conference, at its same session,
decided on 21 October 1974 to admit Namibia to associate membership of the Organization.gx

(b) Liberation movements recognized by the Organization of African Unity, and the
Palestine Liberation Organization recognized by the League of Arab States

In order to associate the African liberation movements recognized by the Organization of
African Unity, and the Palestine Liberation Organization recognized by the League of Arab
States with the activities of UNESCO, the General Conference, at its eighteenth session,
amended its Rules of Procedure to provide for the participation by such African liberation
movements and the Palestine Liberation Organization as observers at sessions of the General
Conference.99

At the same eighteenth session, the General Conference amended the "Regulations for the
general classification of the various categories of meetings convened by UNESCO" to permit
the General Conference, the Executive Board or the Director-General, according to the
category of meeting concerned, to invite these African liberation movements and the Palestine
Liberation Organization to send observers to meetings referred to in the said Regulations.100

2. INTERNATIONAL REGULATIONS

(a) Entry into force of instruments previously adopted

In accordance with the terms of its Article IX(1), the Universal Copyright Convention as
revised at Paris on 24 July 1971, l01 adopted by the Conference for Revision of the Universal
Copyright Convention, held at Paris from 5 to 24 July 1971, entered into force on 10 July 1974,
that is, three months after the deposit of twelve instruments of ratification, acceptance or
accession.

In conformity with their respective paragraph 2(b), the Protocols 1 and 2 annexed to the
Convention entered into force on the same date as the Convention.

95See 94 EX/Decisions 9.3 and 9.5, 20 May-28 June 1974, English, French, Russian, Spanish.
96 See Article 11.2 of the Constitution, Rule 81(l)(a) of the Rules of Procedure of the General

Conference, and 18 C/Res.0.61 and 0.62, 17 October 1974, English, French, Russian, Spanish.
97See Document 18 C/99, 12 July 1974, 1 p., English, French, Russian, Spanish, and 18 C/Res.0.63,

17 October 1974, English, French, Russian, Spanish.
98 See Document 18 C/114, 21 October 1974, 2 p., English, French, Russian, Spanish, and 18 C/Res.

0.64, 21 October 1974, English, French, Russian, Spanish.
"See 18 C/Res. 17.2 and 17.3, 25 October 1974, English, French, Russian, Spanish.
lo°See 18 C/Res. 18.1 and 18.2, 25 October 1974, English, French, Russian, Spanish.
101 See Juridical Yearbook, 1971, p. 123.
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(b) Adoption of new instruments

In the course of the year under review, five international standard-setting instruments
which are listed below were adopted either by the General Conference or by an International
Conference of States convened by UNESCO alone or jointly with another international
organization:

—Convention relating to the Distribution of Programme-Carrying Signals Transmitted
by Satellite (Done at Brussels on 21 May 1974 by the International Conference of States
on the Distribution of Programme-Carrying Signals Transmitted by Satellites convened
jointly by UNESCO and the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO).102

— Regional Convention on the Recognition of Studies, Diplomas and Degrees in Higher
Education in Latin America and the Caribbean (Done at Mexico City on 19 July 1974
by the International Conference of States convened by UNESCO).103

—Recommendation concerning education for international understanding, co-operation
and peace and education relating to human rights and fundamental freedoms (Adopted
at Paris on 19 November 1974 by the General Conference).104

— Revised recommendation concerning technical and vocational education (Adopted at
Paris on 19 November 1974 by the General Conference).105

— Recommendation on the status of scientific researchers (Adopted at Paris on 20
November 1974 by the General Conference).106

3. I N I T I A L SPECIAL REPORTS BY MEMBER STATES

(a) Reports submitted to the General Conference at
its eighteenth session

At its eighteenth session, the General Conference considered the initial special reports107

submitted by Member States on the action taken by them upon the Convention concerning the
Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage1()K and on the Recommendation
concerning the Protection, at National Level, of the Cultural and Natural Heritage which were
adopted by the General Conference at its seventeenth session Upon consideration of these
initial special reports, the General Conference adopted a general report embodying its
comments on the action taken by Member States and decided l()9 that the general report be
transmitted to Member States, to the United Nations, and to National Commissions, in

accordance with Article 19 of the Rules of Procedure concerning recommendations to Member
States and international conventions covered by the terms of Article IV, paragraph 4, of the
Constitution.

l(l2See Report of Rapporteur, Document UNESCO/WIPO/CONFSAT/42, 27 p. and Annexes.
English, French, Russian, Spanish.

11)3See Draft Final Report of the Conference, Document ED-74/COREDIAL/5 (prov.), 6 p. and
Annexes, English, French, Spanish.

1(14See Documents 18 C/24, 12 July 1974, 1 p. and Annexes, English, French, Russian, Spanish, and
18 C/Res. 38, 19 November 1974, English, French, Russian, Spanish.

105See Document 18 C/25, 26 August 1974, 1 p. and Annexes, English, French, Russian, Spanish, and
18 C/Res. 39, 19 November 1974, English, French, Russian, Spanish.

'"'See Documents 18 C/26, 12 July 1974, 1 p. and Annexes, English, French, Russian, Spanish, 18
C/26 Add., 17 October 1974, 1 p., English, French, Russian, Spanish, and 18 C/Res. 40, 20 November
1974, English, French, Russian, Spanish.

1(17See Documents I8C/22 , 19 October 1974, 1 1 p., English, French, Russian, Spanish, 18C/22 Add..
21 October 1974, 2 p., English, French, Russian, Spanish. 18 C/23, 18 October 1974, 10 p., English,
French, Russian, Spanish, and 18 C/23 Add., 21 October 1974, 2 p., English, French, Russian, Spanish.

'""See Juridical Yearbook, 1972, p. 89.
ltwSee 18 C/Res.35.1, 20 November 1974, English, French, Russian, Spanish.
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(b) Reports to be submitted to the General Conference at
its nineteenth session

The General Conference, at its eighteenth session, reminded Member States of their
obligation to forward to it, at least two months before the opening of its nineteenth session,
initial special reports on the action taken by them on the Recommendation concerning
education for international understanding, co-operation and peace and education relating to
human rights and fundamental freedoms, on the Revised recommendation concerning
technical and vocational education and on the Recommendation on the status of scientific
researchers, adopted at its eighteenth session, and to include in these reports information on
matters specified in paragraph 4 of resolution 50 adopted at its tenth session.110

4. COPYRIGHT AND N E I G H B O U R I N G RIGHTS

(a) Universal Copyright Convention as revised at Paris on 24 July 1971

The Universal Copyright Convention as revised at Paris on 24 July 1971, the text of which
contains provisions designed to meet the practical needs of developing countries for access to
works protected by copyright, entered into force on 10 July 1974.

(b) International Convention for the Protection of Performers, Producers of Phonograms
and Broadcasting Organizations1" — Intergovernmental Committee

The Intergovernmental Committee established by Article 32 of this Convention, for which
the International Labour Office, UNESCO and the World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO) jointly provide the Secretariat, adopted during its extraordinary session held from 6 to
10 May 1974, the text of a model law concerning the protection of performers, producers of
phonograms and broadcasting organizations together with a commentary thereon.

(c) Convention relating to the Distribution of Programme-Carrying Signals
Transmitted by Satellite

An International Conference of States on the distribution of programme-carrying signals
transmitted by satellite was convened jointly by the Directors-General of UNESCO and WIPO
at Brussels from 6 to 21 May 1974, for the purpose of concluding an international convention
on the subject. At the close of its work, the Conference adopted the Convention relating to the
Distribution of Programme-Carrying Signals Transmitted by Satellite. Under this Convention,
which does not cover direct broadcasting by satellite, each contracting State undertakes to take
adequate measures to prevent the distribution on or from its territory of any programme-
carrying signal by any distributor for whom the signal is not intended. Deposited with the
Secretary-General of the United Nations, the Convention will enter into force three months
after the deposit of the fifth instrument of ratification, acceptance or accession.

(d) Desirability of adopting an international instrument for
the protection of translators

Having examined the report submitted to it by the Director-General (18 C/34), the
eighteenth session of the UNESCO General Conference adopted resolution 6.13 l l 2 in which it
expressed the opinion that it is desirable to prepare an international instrument on the
protection of translators without in any way diminishing the protection which may be derived
from existing international conventions relative to copyright, and that the instrument should
take the form of a recommendation to Member States. The General Conference authorized the
Director/General to convene a special committee with instructions to prepare a draft

'"See 18 C/Res. 36.1, 20 November 1974, English, French, Russian. Spanish.
1 1 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol.496, p.43.
' - I S C/Res. 6.13, 21 November 1974, English, French, Russian, Spanish.
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recommendation on this matter, suggesting measures of an essentially practical nature and not
going beyond the protection accorded to authors by virtue of existing international conven-
tions in the field of copyright, for submission to the General Conference at its nineteenth
session.

(e) Desirability of adopting an international instrument on the
reprographic reproduction of works protected by copyright

The eighteenth session of the General Conference, noting that the Intergovernmental
Copyright Committee of the Universal Copyright Convention and the Executive Committee of
the Berne Union, each insofar as it was concerned, decided to establish a sub-committee
consisting of representatives of the States members of the said committees which will be
charged with examining the reprographic reproduction of works protected by copyright, and
that the Committees decided to continue the examination of this question at their next sessions
which will be held in 1975, authorized the Director-General to take account of the results of the
work of these sub-committees and of the views expressed by the above-mentioned committees
of the copyright conventions and to prepare, if feasible, a draft recommendation for
submission to the General Conference at its nineteenth session.113

(f) International Copyright Information Centre—Double Taxation of
copyright royalties

Recognizing the seriousness of the economic problems that access to protected works
raises in regard to copyright, and considering that changes in tax regulations applying to
copyright royalties would be conducive to improving international relations with regard to this
matter at the economic level, the eighteenth session of the General Conference authorized the
Director-General to convene a Committee of Governmental Experts in 1975 to prepare a draft
international agreement designed to avoid the double taxation of copyright royalties remitted
from one country to another and decided that, if the Committee of Governmental Experts so
recommends, an international conference of States shall be convened in order to approve the
said agreement.114

5. H U M A N RIGHTS

(a) Implementation of the Convention and Recommendation against
Discrimination in Education

The General Conference approved at its eighteenth session the draft questionnaire1 1 5 for
the third periodic consultation of Member States on their implementation of the Convention
and Recommendation against Discrimination in Education, adopted by the General Confer-
ence at its eleventh session, and urged all Member States to discharge their constitutional
obligations by completing this questionnaire and returning it by a date to be specified in the
letter transmitting the questionnaire to them.116

The replies from Member States to the questionnaire will be considered by the Executive
Board's Committee on Conventions and Recommendations in Education whose report on
them will be transmitted to the General Conference at its nineteenth session.

(b) Conciliation and Good Offices Commission to be responsible for seeking the settlement of
any disputes which may arise between States Parties to the Convention against Discrimi-
nation in Education

1 1 3 18 C/Res. 6.14, 21 November 1974, English, French, Russian, Spanish.
1 1 4 1 8 C/Res. 6.17, 21 November 1974, English, French, Russian, Spanish.
M5See Document 18 C/21, 20 September 1974, 5 p. and Annexes, English, French, Russian, Spanish.
»hSee 18 C/Res. 37.1, 19 November 1974, E, F, R, S and 94 EX/Decision 4.2.1, 20 May-28 June

1974, English, French, Russian, Spanish.
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(i) Second Meeting

The above-mentioned Commission held its second meeting at UNESCO Headquarters on
10 April 1974 on being convened by its Chairman. At that meeting, the Commission amended
its Rules of Procedure, in accordance with Rule 60(1) of those Rules, so as to enable the
election of the Chairman and the Vice-Chairman of the Commission and, in certain cases, the
consultation of members of the Commission by the Chairman to take place by correspon-
dence.117

(ii) Members

On the report of the Nominations Committee, the General Conference, at its eighteenth
session re-elected on 21 November 1974 as members of the Commission fora term of six years
each the following persons: Professor Alberto Mende? Pereira (Panama), Mrs. Emilie
Radaody-Ralarosy (Madagascar) and Mr. Jean Thomas (France)."8

On the report of the Nominations Committee and on the same date, the General
Conference elected Dr. Ismael Antonio Vargas Bonilla (Costa Rica) as a member of the
Commission to replace a deceased member of the Commission for the unexpired portion of the
latter's term of office. "9 The deceased had been elected fora six-year term on 6 November 1970
by the General Conference at its sixteenth session.

(i i i ) Report

In accordance with Article 19 of the Protocol instituting it, the Commission submitted,
through the Executive Board to the General Conference at its eighteenth session, a report on its
work since the seventeenth session of the General Conference.120

(c) Implementation of Executive Board's decision 93 EX j 8.2 concerning
the situation in Chile

In accordance with paragraphs 11 and 12 of the above-mentioned decision adopted at the
ninety-third session of the Executive Board, complaints1 2 1 received by UNESCO regarding
violations of human rights in Chile were, after having been communicated to the Government
of Chile, brought to the notice of the Board's Committee on Conventions and Recommenda-
tions in Education at the Committee's meeting held from 3 to 8 April 1974 specifically to
consider these complaints.

In pursuance of paragraph 14 of the said decision 93 EX/8.2, the complaints concerned
were also transmitted to the Secretary-General of the United Nations.

After having considered at its ninety-fourth and ninety-fifth sessions the report122 of the
above-mentioned Committee and the report l21 by the Director-General on the action taken on
decision 93 EX/8.2, the Board invited the Director-General to continue, inter alia, the action
formulated in paragraphs 12 and 14 of that decision.124

"7See Annex of Document 18 C/93, 16 August 1974, 2 p., English, French, Russian, Spanish.
MXSee Document 18 C NOM/9, 23 August 1974, 2 p. and Annexes, English, French, Russian,

Spanish, and 18 C, Res. 6.112, 21 November 1974, English, French, Russian, Spanish.
"ySee Document 18 C/NOM/30 , 10 October 1974, 2 p., English, French, Russian, Spanish, and 18

C/Res. 6.113, 21 November 1974, English, French, Russian, Spanish.
'2"See Document 18 C/93, op. cit.
1 2 1 See Documents 94 E X / C R / P R I V . l , I March 1974, 4 p. and Annexes, English, French, Russian.

Spanish, 94 E X / C R / P R I V . l , Add.l, 28 March 1974, I p. and Annexes, English, French, Russian,
Spanish, and 94 E X / C R / P R I V . l , Add.2, 2 April 1974, 7 p., English, French, Russian, Spanish.

'22See Document 94 EX/50, 19 April 1974, 5 p., English, French, Russian, Spanish.
121 See Document 94 EX/49, 30 April 1974, 5 p., English, French, Russian, Spanish.
124See 95 EX/Decision 10.1, 18 September-23 November 1974, English, French, Russian, Spanish.
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(d) Examination of communications addressed to UNESCO in connexion with individual
cases alleging a violation of human rights in education, science and culture

In the year under review, three communications125 of the nature indicated in the above
title were, in accordance with the procedure provided for under decision 77 EX/8.3 adopted by
the Executive Board at its seventy-seventh session, brought to the notice of the Board's
Committee on Conventions and Recommendations in Education at its meeting of 17 May
1974, after they had been transmitted to the Government concerned. The reply126 of the
Government was also laid before the Committee whose report127 was noted l 2 8 by the Executive
Board at its ninety-fourth session.,

IV. INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION

1. REVISION OF THE WARSAW CONVENTION (1929) AS AMENDED BY
THE HAGUE PROTOCOL (1955)

The 21st Session of the Legal Committee approved draft Articles on documentation and
draft Articles relating to liability in respect of air mail and cargo in international carnage by
air. The Committee decided unanimously that the draft Articles were ready for presentation to
States as a final draft. Acting on this recommendation the Council decided on 4 December
1974, to convene in Montreal in September 1975 a diplomatic conference to consider, with a
view to adoption, the draft Articles prepared by the Legal Committee.

2. STUDY OF THE ROME CONVENTION OF 1952

The Legal Committee considered this matter during its 21st Session and agreed that the
revision of the Convention on Damage Caused by Foreign Aircraft to Third Parties on the
Surface, as well as the study of a new separate instrument relating to liability for damage
caused by noise and sonic boom should be referred to a Subcommittee of the Legal Committee
which would meet early in 1975. Acting on this recommendation the Council decided, on 4
December 1974, to convene the session of the Subcommittee in Montreal from 8 to 23 April
1975.

3. AMENDMENT TO THE CONVENTION ON INTERNATIONAL CIVIL
AVIATION (CHICAGO, 1944)

Amendment of Article 50(a) of the Chicago Convention increasing the membership of the
Council from 30 to 33 was adopted at the 21st Session of the Assembly held in Montreal from
24 September to 15 October 1974.l29 The amendment shall enter into force when ratified by 86
Contracting States.

4. UNLAWFUL INTERFERENCE WITH INTERNATIONAL CIVIL
AVIATION AND ITS FACILITIES

The Committee on Unlawful Interference with International Civil Aviation and its
Facilities held seven meetings during the year. The Committee recommended for adoption by
the Council the draft text developed by it and entitled "International Standards and Recom-

Document 94 EX/CR/PRIV.3 , 9 May 1974, 3 p. and Annex, English, French, Russian,
Spanish.

l26See paragraph 8 of Document 94 EX/CR/PRIV.3 , op.cit.
127See paragraphs 22 and 23 of Document 94 E X / I I , 20 June 1974, English, French, Russian,

Spanish.
l2»See paragraph 4 of 94 EX/Decision 4.2.1, 20 May-28 June 1974, English, French, Russian,

Spanish.
129 See p. 100 of this Yearbook.
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mended Practices—Security—Safeguarding International Civil Aviation Against Acts of
Unlawful Interference".

The Council, on 22 March 1974, adopted the said text with certain amendments and
designated it as Annex 17 to the Convention on International Civil Aviation, to become
applicable on 27 February 1975.

5. ANNEXES TO THE CONVENTION ON INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION, PROCEDURES FOR AIR
NAVIGATION SERVICES (PANS), REGIONAL SUPPLEMENTARY PROCEDURES (SUPPS)

See "ICAO Technical Publications, Current Edition" which is published in the ICAO
Bulletin.

V. WORLD BANK

I N T E R N A T I O N A L CENTRE FOR SETTLEMENT OF INVESTMENT DISPUTES (ICSID)

Signatures and Ratifications of the Convention on the Settlement of
Investment Disputes between States and Nationals of Other States

During 1974 and 1975, the Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes between
States and Nationals of Other States130 (hereinafter referred to as the Convention) was signed
by Australia, Gambia and Romania, and ratified by Gambia. As of April 1, 1975, 71 States had
signed the Convention and 66 States had deposited their instruments of ratification.111

Advance acceptance of the jurisdiction of the Centre

There has been a further growth in the number of compromissory clauses evidencing the
consent of parties to investment agreements to submit future disputes to the Centre. Some of
these agreements come to the attention of the Centre through their inclusion in official
publications of the host States; others are sent to the Centre by one of the parties to the
investment agreement. The Convention does not require notification to the Centre of the
conclusion of agreements providing for recourse to the jurisdiction of the Centre in case of
disputes arising in the future. As a result, the Centre has no way of arriving at an accurate
judgement of the frequency with which ICSID clauses are used. A continuing upward trend
is however indicated by the increasing number of inquiries regarding the use of ICSID clauses
in new types of investment arrangements and new fields of investment including joint ventures
and loan and credit agreements in the so-called Euro credit market and elsewhere. It may be
useful to recall that the Centre has prepared a set of model clauses for use in international
investment agreements132 and that the Secretariat stands ready to assist parties in the
formulation of clauses for situations which are not covered by the model clauses.

Progress in the acceptance of the jurisdiction of the Centre was also made in bilateral
treaties133 for the protection and promotion of foreign investments and in the investment
legislation of host countries. The parties to those instruments have thereby accepted resort to
the settlement machinery of the Convention at the init iative of a private investor and
sometimes at the initiative of the host State.134

130 Reproduced in the Juridical Yearbook, 1966, p. 196.
131 The list of Contracting States and Other Signatories of the Convention is reproduced in Document

1CS1D/3.
'«Document ICSID, 5.
133 It may be recalled that the Centre has prepared a set of model clauses (Document ICSID/6) for use

in such treaties.
134 Document 1CS1D/9 lists the provisions relating to ICSID in international agreements and national

laws.
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Submission of disputes to the Centre

On January 13, 1972, the Secretary-General registered the first request for arbitrat ion
pursuant to Article 36 of the Convention. The request concerned a dispute arising out of an
agreement between the Government of Morocco and two private companies. Holiday Inns
S.A. (a Swiss company) and Occidental Petroleum Inc. (a United States corporation). The
Arbitral Tribunal was constituted on March 29, 1972, and held its opening session on April 20,
1972. The President of the Tribunal is Judge Sture Petrén (from Sweden) and the other two
members are Sir John Foster (from the United Kingdom) and Professor Paul Reuter (from
France). The proceedings are still pending.135

On March 6, 1974, the Secretary-General registered a request for arbitration by Adriano
Gardella SpA (an Italian company) against the Government of Ivory Coast. The dispute was
submitted on the basis of an ICSID arbitration clause in an agreement between the parties. The
Arbitral Tribunal was constituted on October 7, 1974, and held its first session on November
25, 1974. The President of the Tribunal is Mr. André Panchaud (from Switzerland) and the
two members are Me. Dominique Poncet (from Switzerland) and Me. Edouard Zellweger
(from Switzerland).

On June 21, 1974, the Secretary-General registered three requests for arbitration against
the Government of Jamaica. These disputes were submitted by Alcoa Minerals of Jamaica.
Inc., Kaiser Bauxite Company, and Reynolds Jamaica Mines/Reynolds Metals Company,
nationals of the United States, on the basis of ICSID dispute settlement clauses in agreements
between the respective companies and the Government of Jamaica. The three Arbitral
Tribunals (whose composition is identical) were constituted on December 16, 1974, and held
their opening session on April 1, 1975. The President of the Tribunals is Mr. Jorgen Trolle
(from Denmark) and the other two members are Sir Michael Ker r ( f rom the United Kingdom)
and Mr. Fuad Rouhani (from Iran).

Investment laws of the world

The Centre's investment legislation project is now being presented in the form of a loose-
leaf service prepared by the Centre and published by Oceana Publications, Inc. of Dobbs
Ferry, New York. It deals on a country-by-country basis with internal law and international
agreements affecting foreign investment and consists of a compilation of consti tut ional ,
legislative, regulatory and treaty materials. These materials have been computer-prepared and
coded in such a way as to provide for un i fo rmi ty of t reatment of the countr ies covered in the
publication. The material is arranged by titles and has concordance tables with cross-
references. It will be periodically updated and supplemented as necessary with the assistance of
a network of national correspondents. The publication is in i t ia l ly limited to 50 developing
nations that are parties to the Convention. Six volumes are projected of which the first five are
already available from the publisher.

Action by contracting States pursuant to the Convention

Pursuant to Article 13 of the Convention, each Contracting State may designate up to
four persons to serve on each of the two Panels maintained by the Centre, and the Chairman of
the Administrative Council may designate up to ten persons to each Panel. 40 States, as well as
the Chairman, have made designations and the names of 134 persons now appear on the Panel
of Conciliators and 138 on the Panel of Arbitrators.136

Three countries have notified the Centre, pursuant to Article 25(4) of the Convention, of
the classes of disputes it would or would not consider submit t ing to the jurisdict ion of the
Centre.137

'"Relevant procedural data concerning the progress of th i s case is presented in the Seventh and
Eighth Annual Reports of the Centre.

13(1 A list of the members of both Panels is set forth in Document ICSID/10.
'"The text of the notifications can be found in Document 1CSID/8 v/hich lists the Contracting States

and the actions taken by them pursuant to the Convention.
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There have also been further designations under Article 54(2) of the Convention
(competent court or other authority to which requests for the recognition or enforcement of
arbitral awards rendered pursuant to the Convention are to be furnished). 46 States have so far
notified the Centre of such designations.

VI. INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND

Reform of the International Monetary System and Organization

On 26 July 1972, the Board of Governors adopted Resolution No. 27-10, which
established an ad hoc Committee of the Board of Governors on Reform of the International
Monetary System and Related Issues (Committee of Twenty) and instructed it to advise and
report to the Board of Governors with respect to all aspects of reform of the international
monetary system. On 24 September 1973, the Chairman of the Committee submitted to the
Board of Governors an interim report on the work of the Committee, together with a First
Outline of Reform prepared by the Chairman and Vice-Chairmen of the Deputies of the
Committee. The Committee of Twenty presented its final report together with an Outline of
Reform on 14 June 1974.'38

The Legal Department collaborated in the reports and in the subsequent decisions taken
by the Executive Directors in connection with the immediate steps agreed for the interim
period.139 These steps included, inter alia, (1) the establishment of an Interim Committee of the
Board of Governors on the International Monetary System; (2) the strengthening of Fund
procedures for closer international consultation and surveillance of the adjustment process; (3)
the adoption of appropriate guidelines for the management of floating exchange rates; (4) the
establishment of a facility in the Fund to assist members in meeting the initial impact of
increased oil import costs; (5) the adoption of an interim method of valuing the special drawing
right against currencies in transactions; (6) an extended facility designed to give medium-term
assistance to members in special circumstances of balance of payments difficulty; and (7) the
preparation of a broad revision of the Articles of AgreementI4() for further examination by the
Interim Committee and for possible recommendation at an appropriate time to the Board of
Governors as an amendment of the Articles.

Amendment of the Articles of Agreement

The Legal Department prepared draft amendments of the Articles of Agreement on a
broad range of issues for consideration by the Executive Directors. These drafts covered
twenty or more main topics and included, inter alia, (a) gold; (b) a permanent Council with
decision-making powers; (c) exchange arrangments; (d) a Substitution Account through
which gold could be exchanged for special drawing rights; (e) improvements in the General
Account and modernization of its operations and transactions; (/) improvements in the
characteristics of and the extension of the use of the special drawing right; and (g) the link.

These draft amendments were considered by the Executive Directors toward the end of
1974 and a report on the progress made was submitted for the consideration of the Interim
Committee at its meeting in January 1975.

138 IMF Survey (Washington) 3:193-208, June 17, 1974: International Monetary Reform: Documents
of the Committee of Twenty (Washington, International Monetary Fund, 1974), pp. 3-48.

139See, for some of these decisions, Annual Report of the Executive Directors for the Fiscal Year
Ended April 30, 1974 (Washington, International Monetary Fund, 1974), pp. 108-128. (Hereinafter
referred to as Annual Report, 1974.)

140 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol.2, p. 39.
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Exchange rates

On 13 June 1974 the Executive Directors decided to recommend, pursuant to Article IV,
Section 4(a), of the Articles of Agreement, that members of the Fund should use their best
endeavors to observe the "Guidelines for the Management of Floating Exchange Rates".141 It
was also decided that consultations with members with floating currencies would be based on
the memorandum and that these guidelines would be reviewed from time to time in order to
make any adjustments that might be appropriate.

General Account

The Executive Directors adopted a decision on 13 June 1974 that the rate of remuneration
payable by the Fund on super-gold tranche positions would be 5 per cent per annum for the
first six-month period, 1 July-31 December 1974, and that the rate of remuneration for each
subsequent period of six months would be 5 per cent per annum minus three-fifths of the
amount by which 9 per cent exceeds, or plus three-fifths of the amount by which 11 per cent is
exceeded by, the combined market interest rate as determined in accordance with this decision.
However, in order to bring the Fund's income and expenses into balance without raising the
Fund's charges to undesirably high levels, it was decided that, for the next two years, a lower
rate of remuneration would be paid on the segment of the super-gold tranche corresponding to
the Fund's holdings of currencies between 75 and 50 per cent of quotas during any periods
when the basic rate of remuneration was above 3'/4 per cent; the lower rate would be 2'/2 per
cent or half the basic rate of remuneration, whichever was higher. Moreover, the lower rate
would be increased to the extent that the Fund's net income permitted. Rule 1-10 of the Rules
and Regulations was amended on 13 June 1974 to reflect these decisions.142

The Executive Directors also decided to establish a revised schedule of charges on use of
the Fund's resources through the General Account. The revised charges ranged from4 percent
on amounts outstanding up to one year, to 6 per cent for amounts outstanding from four to
five years, except those resulting from purchases under the oil facility. Rule I-4(/), (#), and (h)
of the Rules and Regulations was amended on June 13, 1974 to give effect to these changes.143

Special Facilities

The Fund established by its decision of June 13, 1974 a temporary facility to assist
members in balance of payments difficulty to meet the ini t ia l impact of the increase in the cost
of importing petroleum and petroleum products. The resources made available under this
decision were to be supplementary to any assistance that members might need under other
policies on the use of the Fund's resources because of balance of payments problems.144

With a view to obtaining resources that were needed to finance purchases under this
special facility, the Fund adopted a decision on June 13, 1974, setting out in its Annex the basis
for the terms and conditions on which it would wish to borrow the currencies of members for
this purpose under Article VI I , Section 2(/) of the Articles of Agreement.145

The Fund also established on 13 September 1974 an extended facility to provide medium-
term assistance for members in certain special circumstances of balance of payments difficulty,
which was likely to benefit developing members in particular. The extended facility was a novel
adaptation of Fund practice in that an extended arrangement would provide assurance of
support by the Fund for a period up to three years, whereas the usual duration of a stand-by
arrangement did not exceed 12 months. Moreover, amounts made available under the

141 Attached to Executive Directors' Decision No. 4232-(74/67) (reproduced in Annual Report, 1974,
pp. 112-116); Selected Decisions of the International Monetary Fund and Selected Documents, Seventh
Issue (Washington, 1975), pp. 21-30. (Hereinafter referred to as Selected Decisions.)

142 Annual Report, 1974, pp. 118-19.
143 Ibid., pp. 120-21.
144//>ù/., pp. I22-24; Selected Decisions, pp. 71-75.
m/bid., pp. 124-26; Selected Decisions, pp. 107-11.
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extended facility could be repaid within an outside range of four to eight years after each
purchase instead of three to five years.146

Special Drawing Account

On 1 February 1974, the Executive Directors of the Fund approved the submission of a
draft resolution to the Board of Governors recommending the extension for an additional
period of 240 days ending on 31 October 1974, of the suspension of the operation of Article
XXV, Section %(a) with respect to transactions under Article XXV, Section 2(b) (/), which was
decided by the Executive Directors for a period of 120 days ending on 5 March 1974.147 The
draft resolution was adopted by the Board of Governors as Resolution No. 29-2, effective 4
March 1974.14K The suspension facilitated the use of special drawing rights in settlements by
members that had made arrangements for common margins for exchange transactions,
although the suspension was not limited to these settlements.

On 13 June 1974 the Executive Directors adopted a decision on interim valuation of the
special drawing right and on the method of determining and collecting exchange rates for this
and related purposes. This decision, which amended Rule 0-3 of the Fund's Rules and
Regulations, gave effect, as from July 1, 1974, to the "standard basket" system of valuation for
an interim period. l49 The decision was to be reviewed two years from the date of its adoption.
The Executive Directors also adopted a decision on the same day establishing the rate of
interest on the special drawing right at 5 per cent per annum. The interest rate on the special
drawing right would be the same as the basic rate of remuneration on super-gold tranche
positions of members in the General Account, and unless the Executive Directors decided
otherwise after an initial period of six months, both rates would be adjusted on the basis of the
weighted average of short-term market interest rates in the United States, the Federal Republic
of Germany, the United Kingdom, France, and Japan.150

Finally, the Fund, by a Resolution of the Board of Governors adopted on January 21,
1974, prescribed the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) as a holder of special drawing
rights1 5 1 and the terms and conditions on which it could accept, hold and use them.

Consultations on Member's Policies

The Community of Twenty on 18 January 1974 reviewed important recent developments
and agreed that, "in the present difficult circumstances," all members should avoid the
adoption of policies that would aggravate the problems of other members. Accordingly, the
Committee stressed the importance of avoiding competitive depreciation and the escalation of
restrictions on trade and payments. The Executive Directors adopted a decision on 23 January
1974 calling on all members to collaborate with the Fund in accordance with Article IV,
Section 4(a) with a view to attaining these objectives. The decision further stated that the
consultations of the Fund on member's policies would be conducted with a view to attaining
these objectives.152

General Arrangements to Borrow

The Executive Directors of the Fund approved on 23 October 1974 an extension of the
Fund's General Arrangements to Borrow (GAB), which enabled the Fund to supplement its
resources by borrowing up to the equivalent of about 5.5 billion SDRs in the currencies of the

1 4 6 I M F Press Release No. 74/43, September 15, 1974; Selected Decisions, pp. 50-53.
i*1 Annual Report, 1974, p. 109.
™* Summary Proceedings of the Twenty-Ninth Annual Meeting of the Board of Governors, 30

September-4 October 1974 (Washington), p. 359.
149 Annual Report, 1974, pp. 116-18.
15(1 Ibid., pp. 118-19.
1 5 1 Ibid., pp. 109-110.
152 Ibid., p. 108; Selected Decisions, p. 125.
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ten participants in the Arrangements (the Group of Ten). These Arrangements entered into
force on 24 October 1962 for an initial period of four years, and they were renewed for another
period of four years in 1966 and a further period of five years in 1970, i.e., until 23 October
1975. The decision of 23 October 1974 extended the effectiveness of the GAB for a five-year
period dating from 24 October 1975.l53

Technical Assistance

Technical assistance was provided to the authorities of many members in the drafting of
legislation and implementing regulations in the fields of foreign exchange, central banking,
taxation, and related matters.

Negotiable Instruments

Members of the Fund's Legal Department were associated with and collaborated in the
work of a Working Group on International Negotiable Instruments, especially in its considera-
tion of a Draft Uniform Law on International Bills of Exchange and Promissory Notes,
prepared by the Secretariat of the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law in
consultation with interested international organizations.154

V I I . UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION

1. G E N E R A L QUESTIONS

(a) Exclusion of the Republic of South Africa from the 17th Congress of the U PU and from
all other Congresses and meetings of the Universal Postal Union (Resolution C 2)

Having taken into consideration the many United Nations and UPU resolutions on the
policy of the South African Government, the Congress condemned vigorously the policy of
apartheid and the oppressive measures practised by the South African Government; it
contested the minority representation of the South African Government and consequently
decided to exclude the Government of the Republic of South Africa from the 17th Congress
and from all other Congresses or meetings of the UPU.

(b) Participation by national liberation movements in the meetings
of the UPU (Resolution C 3)

On the basis of United Nations General Assembly resolution 3118 (XXVII I ) and
resolutions adopted by certain United Nations specialized agencies (ITU, FAO, WHO), the
Congress decided that national liberation movements recognized by the Organization of
African Uni ty or by the League of Arab States might attend UPU Congresses as observers.

(c) Assistance to national liberation movements (Resolution C 4)

Having again recalled United Nations General Assembly resolution 3118 (XXVII I ) , the
Congress decided to instruct the Executive Council of the UPU and the International Bureau
to take all steps calculated to give concrete material help to those movements.

(d) Representation of the Organization of African Unity (OAU) (Decision C 92)

The Congress decided to admit the Organization of African Unity to take part, as an
observer, in the work of the 17th Congress and in all future meetings of the bodies of the UPU.

Press Release No. 74/47, October 24, 1974; IMF Survey (V/ashington) 3:347, 4 November
1974; Selected Decisions, pp. 105-06.

154See sub-section V I I of section A above.
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(e) Recommendations by the United Nations concerning the implementation by the
specialized agencies of the Declaration on decolonization (Decision C 93)

The Congress approved the report by the Director-General on the implementation by the
specialized agencies of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples. It recommended that the practice followed thus far should be continued and the
measures taken over the past few years should be intensified.

(f) Admission of the Republic of Guinea-Bissau and the Democratic People's Republic
of Korea as member countries of the UPU (Resolutions C 5 and C 6)

The Congress decided to approve the requests for admission to the UPU submitted by the
Republic of Guinea-Bissau and the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, requests which
had been addressed to the Government of the Swiss Confederation in accordance with the
procedure established in article 11 of the UPU Constitution.

(g) Decade for Action to Combat Racism and Racial Discrimination
(Resolution C 8)

Wishing to make its contribution in this field also to the work undertaken within the
framework of the United Nations, the Congress invited member countries to co-operate in the
implementation of the Programme for the Decade for Action to Combat Racism and Racial
Discrimination so far as their means and ability permitted. It also invited the Director-General
of the International Bureau to follow the development of this question within the framework of
the United Nations and to use the means of information at the UPU's disposal to participate in
such action.

(h) Distribution of Executive Council seats (Resolution C 11)

Having approved an increase in the membership of the Executive Council to 40, the
Congress decided to distribute the Council seats between the various geographical groups in
the following way:

Western Hemisphere 8 seats
Eastern Europe and Northern Asia 4 seats
Western Europe 6 seats
Asia and Oceania 10 seats
Africa 11 seats

plus one seat for the chairmanship of the host country of t-he Congress (in this case
Switzerland).

(i) Procedure for the election of the Director-General and the
Deputy Director-General (Resolution C 14)

The Congress adopted the following procedure for the election of the Director-General
and the Deputy Director-General which took place at the said Congress:

(i) The elections of the Director-General of the International Bureau and of the Deputy
Director-General shall take place by secret ballot successively at one or more meetings held on
the same day. The candidate who obtains a majority of the votes cast by the member countries
present and voting shall be elected. As many ballots shall be held as are necessary for a
candidate to obtain this majority.

(i i ) "Member countries present and voting" shall mean member countries voting in favour
of one of the candidates whose applications have been announced in due and proper form,
abstentions and blank or null and void ballot papers being ignored in counting the votes
required to constitute a majority.
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(iii) If the number of abstentions and blank or null and void ballot papers exceeds half the
number of votes cast in accordance with paragraph 2, the election shall be deferred to a later
meeting, at which abstentions and blank or null and void ballot papers shall no longer be taken
into account.

(iv) The candidate who obtains the least number of votes in any one ballot shall be
eliminated.

(v) In the event of a tie, an additional ballot, and if necessary a second additional ballot
shall be held in an attempt to decide between the tying candidates, the vote relating only to
these candidates. If the result is inconclusive, the election shall be decided by drawing lots. The
lots shall be drawn by the Chairman.

(j) Non-autonomous territories (Resolution C 15)

Since the UPU and the WMO are the only specialized agencies which grant full member-
country status to certain groups of non-autonomous territories, the Congress decided to
entrust the Executive Council with a study of the problem.

(k) Admission of observers to and their participation in the meetings
of the Executive Council and its Committees (Resolution C 16)

Having taken into consideration the problems raised by the participation of observers at
the plenary meetings and Committee meetings of the Executive Council, the Congress
instructed the Council to study all the problems raised by the presence of observers as a whole
at and their admission to such meetings.

(1) Conversion rates applicable in the settlement of debts (Decision C 28)

In view of current monetary problems, the Congress instructed the Executive Council to
study the possibility of notifying member countries of the conversion rates applicable to the
settlement of debts expressed in gold francs along the lines of the practice followed by the ITU.

(m) Union practice on reservations and further study
(Resolutions C 32 and C 35)

Having endorsed the conclusions of the study carried out by the preceding Executive
Council, the Congress confirmed the principle according to which reservations to the Acts of
the Union must be made in the Final Protocols to those Acts, either on the basis of a proposal
approved by the Congress, or in accordance with the procedure governing the amendment of
the Acts between two Congresses. Upon admission or accession to the Union, new member
countries may continue to benefit from reservations in the Final Protocols which were
applicable to them previously in their capacity as part of a Union member country or because
they were attached to the Union under article 3 (b) and (c) of the Constitution.

That confirmation was the subject of a resolution, but the Congress instructed the current
Executive Council to consider the advisability of legislating in that field and to propose, as
applicable, to the 18th Congress a provision for insertion in the Acts of the Union.

(n) Study concerning the UPU language system (Resolution C 33)

The Congress instructed the Executive Council:
—to consider the possibility of working at the International Bureau in other languages

than the official one (French), and the consequence of such a measure;
—to consider the possibility of introducing Chinese, German and Russian for the supply

of documents, and the consequences of such a measure and the order of introduction,
taking account of the actual needs of each language group.
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(o) Choice of contribution class for the apportionment of
the Union's expenditure (Decision C 34)

The member countries of the UPU are free to choose the contribution class in which they
wish to be placed for the purposes of their participation in the Union's expenditure. Having
increased the number of contribution classes from seven to eight, the Congress invited the
member countries of the Union as a whole to reconsider their participation in the UPU's
expenditure in accordance with their economic possibilities and their financial undertakings
within the framework of the United Nations and the specialized agencies. An open consulta-
tion on the subject failed to produce the desired result and the Congress therefore instructed
the International Bureau to make a new appeal to all member countries of the Union to
reconsider their choice of contribution class.

(p) Legal and technical possibilities of maintaining postal relations
in cases of disputes, conflict or war (Resolution C 37)

Considering the peaceful and humanitarian role played by the UPU in helping to bring
peoples and individuals together, and convinced of the need to maintain postal exchanges, as
far as possible, with or between regions afflicted by disputes, disturbances, conflicts or wars,
the Congress appealed urgently to the Governments of member countries, as far as possible
and unless the United Nations General Assembly or Security Council had decided otherwise
(in accordance with Article 41 of the United Nations Charter), not to interrupt or hinder postal
traffic—especially the exchange of correspondence containing messages of a personal nature—
in the event of dispute, conflict or war, the efforts made in that direction being applicable to the
countries directly concerned.

It also authorized the Director-General of the International Bureau:
(i) To take what initiatives he considered advisable to facilitate, while respecting national

sovereignties, the maintenance or re-establishment of postal exchanges with or between the
parties to a dispute, conflict or war;

(ii) To offer his "good offices" to find a solution to postal problems which might arise in
the event of a dispute, conflict or war.

2. POSTAL QUESTIONS

(a) Safety of staff involved in handling items presumed to be dangerous
(Decision C 56)

The Congress instructed the Consultative Council for Postal Studies to undertake a study
on the protective measures to be applied in order to ensure the safety of postal staff involved in
handling items presumed to be dangerous (booby-trapped items).

(b) Affirmation of the principles of freedom of transit with regard to
so-called "hijacking" activities (Resolution C 60)

Considering that so-called "hijacking" activities perpetrated throughout the world might
directly or indirectly affect the principles of freedom of transit and the inviolability of postal
items, the Congress declared that mails, regardless of what they might be or to which category
they might belong, were inviolable even when affected by so-called "hijacking" activities and
that the subsequent forwarding of the said mails must be assured on a priority basis by the
country where the aircraft had landed or been freed, even if that aircraft was the subject of
disputes of a non-postal nature.

3. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

(a) Principles of UPU technical assistance activities (Resolution C 78)

The Congress decided:
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(1) To intensify, in so far as available means permitted, work relating to UPU participa-
tion in the Second United Nations Development Decade;

(2) To give priority to the needs of the administrations of countries whose postal systems
were the least developed;

(3) To devote the bulk of the Union's efforts during the second part of the Decade to
activities aimed at:

—Improving the conveyance and delivery of mail, especially in rural areas;
—Increasing the number of postal establishments;
—Maximizing the air conveyance of all categories of items;
—Instituting on a general basis the monetary articles service (money orders, giro, postal

savings bank, etc.);
—Creating means of postal training up to senior managerial level in developing regions;
— Improving postal staff management and utilization.
It also instructed the Executive Council to draft, on the basis of the priorities so defined,

the broad lines of a policy conducive to reinforcing UPU technical co-operation activities and
taking account of UNDP procedures and bilateral assistance programmes.

Lastly, it invited the Director-General of the International Bureau to continue his efforts
to integrate UPU activity with the country and intercountry programming activities of the
UNDP and to stress the following principles:

(1) The co-ordination and if possible the integration of activities for the furthering of
postal development;

(2) As high a degree as possible of decentralization of UPU technical assistance activities;
(3) Development of UPU collaboration with the Restricted Unions, taking account of

UNDP procedures and the means at the disposal of those regional organizations;
(4) Increasing the effectiveness of activities, especially by organizing evaluation and

follow-up studies and activities.

(b) Increased participation by developing countries in the preparation and
implementation of technical assistance programmes (Recommendation C 79)

The Congress appealed to the Governments of the developing countries to give favourable
consideration to postal projects as regards the order of priority to be given to them in the
preparation of country programmes for submission to the U N D P or for implementation
through other sources of financing, thus taking account of the "Memorandum on the role of
the Post as a factor in economic, social and cultural development" published by the UPU
within the framework of the Second United Nations Development Decade.

It recommended to the postal administrations of the developing countries:
(1) That they should draft plans or define priorities for the development of their services

in such a way as to make it easier for the national authorities to take the needs of the Post into
consideration;

(2) That they should supply the International Bureau systematically with all the data that
it required in order to play an effective part in preparing the relevant U N D P programmes;

(3) That they should endeavour to derive maximum possible benefit from available aid
and that in order to do so they should:

—Allow local officials to work more closely with the postal development experts and
specialists;

—Designate qualified counterparts to be attached to the experts throughout their
missions, so as to ensure that the counterparts were trained and that the experts' work
was continued;

—Increase their participation in the training or specialization courses organized nation-
ally or internationally;
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—Make the best use of the knowledge and skills required by those officials who had
followed the courses in question;

(4) That they should make every effort to give experts every possible assistance in the
accomplishment of their work, thereby encouraging postal officials from developed countries
to undertake missions in developing countries;

(5) That they should approach the competent authorities of their countries with a view
to their paying special attention to the development of the transport infrastructure.

(c) Financing UPU technical assistance activities (Resolution C 80)

The Congress decided:
(1) To draw most particularly the attention of the U N D P to the possibilities of increasing

the funds allocated to UPU country or intercountry activities for postal development;
(2) To maintain, for short-term missions, the six specialists' posts while not discarding the

possibility of seeking the help of administrations for similar missions.
It recommended:
(1) Developing countries to try to devote to postal projects a sufficient proportion of the

sums allocated by the UNDP and, if possible, to contribute some of their own resources to
financing the activities concerning them;

(2) Developed countries to increase and plan their contributions in cash or kind to the
Special Fund and increase their own aid either directly or through the International Bureau,
especially by financing urgent projects rejected by the UNDP, yet highlighted by the
International Bureau.

(d) Faster implementation of UPU projects under the UNDP (Recommendation C 83)

The Congress recommended:
The Executive Council and the International Bureau to support UNDP efforts in respect

of the execution of technical assistance projects and to make every effort to cut out the delays
observed, in particular between the approval of projects and the starting up of the correspond-
ing activities, while leaving enough time to the administrations to which appeals had been
made for experts;

The administrations of developing countries to take at a local level all the necessary steps
for the competent national authorities to choose without delay from the applications of experts
submitted to them;

The administrations providing experts to make appropriate arrangements for the quick
release of the experts selected.

VIII . INTER-GOVERNMENTAL MARITIME CONSULTATIVE
ORGANIZATION

1. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES CONVENED BY IMCO IN 1974

The International Legal Conference on the Carriage of Passengers and their Luggage on
Board Ships, held in Athens, adopted the Athens Convention Relating to the Carriage of
Passengers and their Luggage by Sea, 1974. This Convention harmonizes, in a single
instrument, both the International Convention on the Unification of Certain Rules Relating to
the Carriage of Passengers by Sea, 1961 and the International Convention for the Unification
of Certain Rules Relating to the Carriage of Passengers Luggage by Sea, 1967, and establishes
higher per capita limits for personal injuries.

The International Conference on Safety of Life at Sea, held in London, adopted the
International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1974 which, inter alia, incorporates a
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series of amendments to the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1960: these
include new regulations on fire protection for passenger ships and tankers and on the carriage
of grain in bulk. It also incorporates a more speedy procedure for adopting future amendments
and bringing them into force, which was one of the chief objectives of the Conference.

2. DECISIONS AND OTHER LEGAL ACTIVITIES

Amendments to IMCO Convention

The Assembly at its eighth session adopted Resolution A. 314(V1I1) by which it was
decided to convene in October 1974 an extraordinary session of the Assembly to consider the
recommendations of the Ad Hoc Working Group and possible further proposals related to the
size and composition of Council and the Maritime Safety Committee and any consequential
related amendments and to adopt amendments to the Convention on the Inter-Governmental
Maritime Consultative Organization, as appropriate.

The fifth extraordinary session of the Assembly, held in London, having considered the
report and recommendations of the Ad Hoc Working Group, adopted (Resolution
A.315(ES.V)155 amendments to Articles 10, 16, 17, 18, 20, 28, 31 and 32 of the Convention of
1MCO, the effect of which is, inter alia, to enlarge the composition of the Council from 18 to 24
members (Article 17) and to open participation in the Maritime Safety Committee to all
members of the Organization (Article 28). Besides, with Resolution A.317(ES.V) the Assembly
decided to convene in February 1975 an Ad Hoc Working Group to study proposals of
amendments to the IMCO Convention relating, inter alia, to the powers of the Council and the
institutionalization of the Legal Committee and the Marine Environment Protection Commit-
tee.

Legal questions considered by the Legal Committee

The Legal Committee considered, inter alia:
(a) Questions relating to wreck removal and related issues (21st and 24th sessions);
(b) Draft Articles of a Convention Relating to the Carriage of Passengers and their

Luggage on Board Ships with a view to preparing a draft convention for submission to a
diplomatic conference in 1974 (22nd session);

(c ) Questions relating to the Review of the 1957 Convention Relating to the Limitation of
the Liability of Owners of Sea-Going Ships (23rd session).

IX. INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

1. STATUTE AND MEMBERSHIP OF THE AGENCY: ACTION TAKEN BY STATES
IN CONNEXION WITH THE STATUTE

(a) The Agency's membership at the end of 1974 stood at 106, the Democratic People's
Republic of Korea having become a Member by depositing an Instrument of Acceptance of the
Agency's Statute with the depositary Government (United States of America) on 18 September
1974 and Mauritius having become a member by depositing an Instrument of Acceptance of
the Agency's Statute with the depositary Government on 31 December 1974.

(b) By the end of 1974, 84 Member States had deposited an Instrument of Acceptance of
the Amendment to Article VI.A-D of the Statute of the Agency, which Amendment had
entered into force on 1 June 1973.

1 Reproduced on p. 103 of this Yearbook.
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2. LEGAL ACTIVITIES

(a) In May 1974, a group of experts discussed the problem of the relationship between the
Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage and the Paris Convention on Third
Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy and examined a draft protocol intended to
establish reciprocity of treatment between the parties to both Conventions. This problem is
expected to be considered by the Standing Committee of the Vienna Convention depending on
progress of the work now under way within the Group of Governmental Experts of the
OECD/Nuclear Energy Agency in which the IAEA is co-operating.

(b) At the XVIII th regular session of the General Conference, amendments to its Rules of
Procedurel56 were adopted.157 These amended Rules were designed to streamline the work of
the General Conference and to simplify the organizational aspect, without impairing the
efficient discharge of the General Conference's functions.

(c) The Agency provided recommendations to the Marine Environment Committee of
IMCO concerning radioactive materials to be included in the list annexed to the Protocol
Relating to Intervention on the High Seas in Cases of Marine Pollution by Substances Other
than Oil.15*

(d) In September 1974, the Board of Governors authorized the Director General of the
Agency to transmit the Provisional Definition and Recommendations Concerning Radioactive
Wastes and Other Radioactive Matter,159 referred to in Annexes I and II to the Convention on
the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter, to the
Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland for the purposes of
the Convention, and to inform that Government that the said Provisional Definition and
Recommendations, which should not be construed as encouraging in any way the dumping at
sea of radioactive wastes and other radioactive matter, would be subject to periodic reviews
and revision by the Agency.

(e) Advisory services in legislation and regulatory matters connected with the planning of
nuclear power projects were provided to the Governments of Malaysia and Singapore in
November 1974. Advice was also given to the authorities of Lebanon in October 1974 for the
elaboration of a radiation protection act.

(/) In December 1974, a Study Group on Regulations and Procedures for Licensing
Nuclear Installations was organized in Athens, in collaboration with the Greek Atomic Energy
Commission. The meeting, attended by 35 participants from 13 countries and the OECD/
NEA, covered safety, regulatory, licensing and liability aspects of nuclear power projects and
installations.

'5"GC(XVlII)/537.
157GC(XV1I1)/RES/313.
158 Reproduced in the Juridical Yearbook, 1973, p. 91.
l 5"INFCIRC/205/Add.l .



Chapter IV

TREATIES CONCERNING INTERNATIONAL LAW CONCLUDED UNDER
THE AUSPICES OF THE UNITED NATIONS AND RELATED INTER-
GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

A. Treaties concerning international law concluded under
the auspices of the United Nations

1. CONVENTION ON REGISTRATION OF OBJECTS LAUNCHED INTO
OUTER SPACE. ADOPTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY ON 12
NOVEMBER 1974'

The States Parties to this Convention,
Recognizing the common interest of all mankind in furthering the exploration and use of

outer space for peaceful purposes,
Recalling that the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the

Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies of 27
January 19672 affirms that States shall bear international responsibility for their national
activities in outer space and refers to the State on whose registry an object launched into outer
space is carried,

Recalling also that the Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts, the Return of Astronauts
and the Return of Objects Launched into Outer Space of 22 April 19683 provides that a
launching authority shall, upon request, furnish identifying data prior to the return of an
object it has launched into outer space found beyond the territorial limits of the launching
authority,

Recalling further that the Convention on International Liability for Damage Caused by
Space Objects of 29 March 1972"establishes international rules and procedures concerning the
liability of launching States for damage caused by their space objects,

Desiring, in the light of the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the
Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, to make
provision for the national registration by launching States of space objects launched into outer
space,

Desiring further that a central register of objects launched into outer space be established
and maintained, on a mandatory basis, by the Secretary-General of the United Nations,

'By resolution 3235 (XXIX) of 12 November 1974, the General Assembly, noting with satisfaction
that the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space and its Legal Sub-Committee had completed the
text of the draft Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space, commended the
Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space, requested the Secretary-General to
open the Convention for signature and ratification at the earliest possible date and expressed its hope for
the widest possible adherence to this Convention. The Convention was opened for signature on 14 January
1975.

2 See Juridical Yearbook, 1966, p. 166.
3 See Juridical Yearbook, 1967, p. 269.
4See Juridical Yearbook, 1971, p. 1 1 1 .
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Desiring also to provide for States Parties additional means and procedures to assist in the
identification of space objects,

Believing that a mandatory system of registering objects launched into outer space would,
in particular, assist in their identification and would contribute to the application and
development of international law governing the exploration and use of outer space,

Have agreed on the following:

ARTICLE I

For the purposes of this Convention:
(a) The term "launching State" means:

(i) A State which launches or procures the launching of a space object;
(ii) A State from whose territory or facility a space object is launched;
(b) The term "space object" includes component parts of a space object as well as its

launch vehicle and parts thereof;
(c) The term "State of registry" means a launching State on whose registry a space object

is carried in accordance with article II.

ARTICLE I I

1. When a space object is launched into earth orbit or beyond, the launching State shall
register the space object by means of an entry in an appropriate registry which it shall
maintain. Each launching State shall inform the Secretary-General of the United Nations of
the establishment of such a registry.

2. Where there are two or more launching States in respect of any such space object, they
shall jointly determine which one of them shall register the object in accordance with
paragraph 1 of this article, bearing in mind the provisions of article VI I I of the Treaty on
Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space,
including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, and without prejudice to appropriate
agreements concluded or to be concluded among the launching States on jurisdiction and
control over the space object and over any personnel thereof.

3. The contents of each registry and the conditions under which it is maintained shall
be determined by the State of registry concerned.

ARTICLE I I I

1. The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall maintain a Register in which the
information furnished in accordance with article IV shall be recorded.

2. There shall be full and open access to the information in this Register.

ARTICLE IV

1. Each State of registry shall furnish to the Secretary-General of the United Nations, as
soon as practicable, the following information concerning each space object carried on its
registry:

(a) Name of launching State or States;
(b) An appropriate designator of the space object or its registration number;
(c) Date and territory or location of launch;
(d) Basic orbital parameters, including:
(i) Nodal period,

(ii) Inclination,
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(iii) Apogee,
(iv) Perigee;
(e) General function of the space object.

2. Each State of registry may, from time to time, provide the Secretary-General of the
United Nations with additional information concerning a space object carried on its registry.

3. Each State of registry shall notify the Secretary-General of the United Nations, to the
greatest extent feasible and as soon as practicable, of space objects concerning which it has
previously transmitted information, and which have been but no longer are in earth orbit.

ARTICLE V

Whenever a space object launched into earth orbit or beyond is marked with the
designator or registration number referred to in article IV, paragraph 1 (£), or both, the State
of registry shall notify the Secretary-General of this fact when submitting the information
regarding the space object in accordance with article IV. In such case, the Secretary-General of
the United Nations shall record this notification in the Register.

ARTICLE VI

Where the application of the provisions of this Convention has not enabled a State Party
to identify a space object which has caused damage to it or to any of its natural or juridical
persons, or which may be of a hazardous or deleterious nature, other States Parties, including
in particular States possessing space monitoring and tracking facilities, shall respond to the
greatest extent feasible to a request by that State Party, or transmitted through the Secretary-
General on its behalf, for assistance under equitable and reasonable conditions in the
identification of the object. A State Party making such a request shall, to the greatest extent
feasible, submit information as to the time, nature and circumstances of the events giving rise
to the request. Arrangements under which such assistance shall be rendered shall be the subject
of agreement between the parties concerned.

ARTICLE VII
1. In this Convention, with the exception of articles V I I I to XII inclusive, references to

States shall be deemed to apply to any international intergovernmental organization which
conducts space activities if the organization declares its acceptance of the rights and obliga-
tions provided for in this Convention and if a majority of the States members of the
organization are States Parties to this Convention and to the Treaty on Principles Governing
the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and
Other Celestial Bodies.

2. States members of any such organization which are States Parties to this Convention
shall take all appropriate steps to ensure that the organization makes a declaration in
accordance with paragraph 1 of this article.

ARTICLE VIII

1. This Convention shall be open for signature by all States at United Nations
Headquarters in New York. Any State which does not sign this Convention before its entry
into force in accordance with paragraph 3 of this article may accede to it at any time.

2. This Convention shall be subject to ratification by signatory States. Instruments of
ratification and instruments of accession shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the
United Nations.

3. This Convention shall enter into force among the States which have deposited
instruments of ratification on the deposit of the fifth such instrument with the Secretary-
General of the United Nations.
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4. For States whose instruments of ratification or accession are deposited subsequent to
the entry into force of this Convention, it shall enter into force on the date of the deposit of
their instruments of ratification or accession.

5. The Secretary-General shall promptly inform all signatory and acceding States of the
date of each signature, the date of deposit of each instrument of ratification of and accession to
this Convention, the date of its entry into force and other notices.

ARTICLE IX

Any State Party to this Convention may propose amendments to the Convention.
Amendments shall enter into force for each State Party to the Convention accepting the
amendments upon their acceptance by a majority of the States Parties to the Convention and
thereafter for each remaining State Party to the Convention on the date of acceptance by it.

ARTICLE X

Ten years after the entry into force of this Convention, the question of the review of the
Convention shall be included in the provisional agenda of the United Nations General
Assembly in order to consider, in the light of past application of the Convention, whether it
requires revision. However, at any time after the Convention has been in force for five years,
at the request of one third of the States Parties to the Convention and with the concurrence of
the majority of the States Parties, a conference of the States Parties shall be convened to review
this Convention. Such review shall take into account in particular any relevant technological
developments, including those relating to the identification of space objects.

ARTICLE XI

Any State Party to this Convention may give notice of its withdrawal from the
Convention one year after its entry into force by written notification to the Secretary-General
of the United Nations. Such withdrawal shall take effect one year from the date of receipt of
this notification.

ARTICLE XII

The original of this Convention, of which the Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian
and Spanish texts are equally authentic, shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the
United Nations, who shall send certified copies thereof to all signatory and acceding States.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, being duly authorized thereto by their respective
Governments, have signed this Convention, opened for signature at New York on 14 January
1975.

2. UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON PRESCRIPTION
(LIMITATION) IN THE INTERNATIONAL SALE OF GOODS

CONVENTION ON THE LIMITATION PERIOD IN THE I N T E R N A T I O N A L SALE OF GOODS. ADOPTED BY
THE CONFERENCE ON 12 JUNE 1974 AND OPENED FOR SIGNATURE ON 14 J U N E 1974*

Preamble

The States Parties to the present Convention,
Considering that international trade is an important factor in the promotion of friendly

relations amongst States,

*A commentary on the Convention, to be prepared by the Secretariat in response to a request made
by the Conference, will appear as document A/CONF.63/17.
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Believing that the adoption of uniform rules governing the limitation period in the
international sale of goods would facilitate the development of world trade,

Have agreed as follows:

PART I. SUBSTANTIVE PROVISIONS

Sphere of application

Article I

1. This Convention shall determine when claims of a buyer and a seller against each
other arising from a contract of international sale of goods or relating to its breach,
termination or invalidity can no longer be exercised by reason of the expiration of a period of
time. Such period of time is hereinafter referred to as "the limitation period".

2. This Convention shall not affect a particular time-limit within which one party is
required, as a condition for the acquisition or exercise of his claim, to give notice to the other
party or perform any act other than the institution of legal proceedings.

3. In this Convention:
(a) "buyer", "seller" and "party" mean persons who buy or sell, or agree to buy or sell,

goods, and the successors to and assigns of their rights or obligations under the contract of
sale;

(b) "creditor" means a party who asserts a claim, whether or not such a claim is fora sum
of money;

(c) "debtor" means a party against whom a creditor asserts a claim;
(d) "breach of contract" means the failure of a party to perform the contract or any

performance not in conformity with the contract;
(e) "legal proceedings" includes judicial, arbitral and administrative proceedings;
(/) "person" includes corporation, company, partnership, association or entity, whether

private or public, which can sue or be sued;
(g) "writing" includes telegram and telex;
(/i) "year" means a year according to the Gregorian calendar.

Article 2

For the purposes of this Convention:
(û) a contract of sale of goods shall be considered international if, at the time of the

conclusion of the contract, the buyer and the seller have their places of business in different
States;

(b) the fact that the parties have their places of business in different States shall be
disregarded whenever this fact does not appear either from the contract or from any dealings
between, or from information disclosed by, the parties at any time before or at the conclusion
of the contract;

(c) where a party to a contract of sale of goods has places of business in more than one
State, the place of business shall be that which has the closest relationship to the contract and
its performance, having regard to the circumstances known to or contemplated by the parties
at the time of the conclusion of the contract;

(d) where a party does not have a place of business, reference shall be made to his
habitual residence;

(e) neither the nationality of the parties nor the civil or commercial character of the
parties or of the contract shall be taken into consideration.
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Article 3

1. This Convention shall apply only if, at the time of the conclusion of the contract, the
places of business of the parties to a contract of international sale of goods are in Contracting
States.

2. Unless this Convention provides otherwise, it shall apply irrespective of the law which
would otherwise be applicable by virtue of the rules of private international law.

3. This Convention shall not apply when the parties have expressly excluded its
application.

Article 4

This Convention shall not apply to sales:
(a) of goods bought for personal, family or household use;
(b) by auction;
(c) on execution or otherwise by authority of law;
(d) of stocks, shares, investment securities, negotiable instruments or money;
(e) of ships, vessels or aircraft;

(/) of electricity.

Article 5

This Convention shall not apply to claims based upon:
(a) death of, or personal injury to, any person;
(b) nuclear damage caused by the goods sold;
(c) a lien, mortgage or other security interest in property;
(d) a judgement or award made in legal proceedings;
(e) a document on which direct enforcement or execution can be obtained in accordance

with the law of the place where such enforcement or execution is sought;
(/) a bill of exchange, cheque or promissory note.

Article 6

1. This Convention shall not apply to contracts in which the preponderant part of the
obligations of the seller consists in the supply of labour or other services.

2. Contracts for the supply of goods to be manufactured or produced shall be considered
to be sales, unless the party who orders the goods undertakes to supply a substantial part of the
materials necessary for such manufacture or production.

Article 7

In the interpretation and application of the provisions of this Convention, regard shall be
had to its international character and to the need to promote uniformity.

The duration and commencement of the limitation period

Article 8

The limitation period shall be four years.

Article 9

1. Subject to the provisions of articles 10, 11 and 12 the limitation period shall
commence on the date on which the claim accrues.

2. The commencement of the limitation period shall not be postponed by:
(a) a requirement that the party be given a notice as described in paragraph 2 of article 1,

or
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(b) a provision in an arbitration agreement that no right shall arise until an arbitration
award has been made.

Article 10

1. A claim arising from a breach of contract shall accrue on the date on which such
breach occurs.

2. A claim arising from a defect or other lack of conformity shall accrue on the date on
which the goods are actually handed over to, or their tender is refused by, the buyer.

3. A claim based on fraud committed before or at the time of the conclusion of the
contract or during its performance shall accrue on the date on which the fraud was or
reasonably could have been discovered.

Article II

If the seller has given an express undertaking relating to the goods which is stated to have
effect for a certain period of time, whether expressed in terms of a specific period of time or
otherwise, the limitation period in respect of any claim arising from the undertaking shall
commence on the date on which the buyer notifies the seller of the fact on which the claim is
based, but not later than on the date of the expiration of the period of the undertaking.

Article 12

\. If, in circumstances provided for by the law applicable to the contract, one party is
entitled to declare the contract terminated before the time for performance is due, and
exercises this right, the limitation period in respect of a claim based on any such circumstances
shall commence on the date on which the declaration is made to the other party. If the contract
is not declared to be terminated before performance becomes due, the limitation period shall
commence on the date on which performance is due.

2. The limitation period in respect of a claim arising out of a breach by one party of a
contract for the delivery of or payment for goods by instalments shall, in relation to each
separate instalment, commence on the date on which the particular breach occurs. If, under the
law applicable to the contract, one party is entitled to declare the contract terminated by
reason of such breach, and exercises this right, the limitation period in respect of all relevant
instalments shall commence on the date on which the declaration is made to the other party.

Cessation and extension of the limitation period

Article 13

The limitation period shall cease to run when the creditor performs any act which, under
the law of the court where the proceedings are instituted, is recognized as commencing judicial
proceedings against the debtor or as asserting his claim in such proceedings already instituted
against the debtor, for the purpose of obtaining satisfaction or recognition of his claim.

Article 14

1. Where the parties have agreed to submit to arbitration, the limitation period shall
cease to run when either party commences arbitral proceedings in the manner provided for in
the arbitration agreement or by the law applicable to such proceedings.

2. In the absence of any such provision, arbitral proceedings shall be deemed to
commence on the date on which a request that the claim in dispute be referred to arbitration is
delivered at the habitual residence or place of business of the other party or, if he has no such
residence or place of business, then at his last known residence or place of business.

Article 15

In any legal proceedings other than those mentioned in articles 13 and 14, including legal
proceedings commenced upon the occurrence of:
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(a) the death or incapacity of the debtor,
(b) the bankruptcy or any state of insolvency affecting the whole of the property of the

debtor, or
(c) the dissolution or liquidation of a corporation, company, partnership, association or

entity when it is the debtor,
the limitation period shall cease to run when the creditor asserts his claim in such proceedings
for the purpose of obtaining satisfaction or recognition of the claim, subject to the law
governing the proceedings.

Article 16

For the purposes of articles 13, 14 and 15, any act performed by way of counterclaim shall
be deemed to have been performed on the same date as the act performed in relation to the
claim against which the counterclaim is raised, provided that both the claim and the
counterclaim relate to the same contract or to several contracts concluded in the course of the
same transaction.

Article 17

1. Where a claim has been asserted in legal proceedings within the limitation period in
accordance with article 13, 14, 15 or 16, but such legal proceedings have ended without a
decision binding on the merits of the claim, the limitation period shall be deemed to have
continued to run.

2. If, at the time such legal proceedings ended, the limitation period has expired or has
less than one year to run, the creditor shall be entitled to a period of one year from the date on
which the legal proceedings ended.

Article 18

1. Where legal proceedings have been commenced against one debtor, the limitation
period prescribed in this Convention shall cease to run against any other party jointly and
severally liable with the debtor, provided that the creditor informs such party in writing within
that period that the proceedings have been commenced.

2. Where legal proceedings have been commenced by a subpurchaser against the buyer,
the limitation period prescribed in this Convention shall cease to run in relation to the buyer's
claim over against the seller, if the buyer informs the seller in writing within that period that the
proceedings have been commenced.

3. Where the legal proceedings referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this article have
ended, the limitation period in respect of the claim of the creditor or the buyer against the party
jointly and severally liable or against the seller shall be deemed not to have ceased running by
virtue of paragraphs 1 and 2 of this article, but the creditor or the buyer shall be entitled to an
additional year from the date on which the legal proceedings ended, if at that time the
limitation period had expired or had less than one year to run.

Article 19

Where the creditor performs, in the State in which the debtor has his place of business and
before the expiration of the limitation period, any act, other than the acts described in articles
13, 14, 15 and 16, which under the law of that State has the effect of recommencing a limitation
period, a new limitation period of four years shall commence on the date presented by that law.

Article 20

1. Where the debtor, before the expiration of the limitation period, acknowledges in
writing his obligation to the creditor, a new limitation period of four years shall commence to
run from the date of such acknowledgement.
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2. Payment of interest or partial performance of an obligation by the debtor shall have
the same effect as an acknowledgement under paragraph (1) of this article if it can reasonably
be inferred from such payment or performance that the debtor acknowledges that obligation.

Article 21

Where, as a result of a circumstance which is beyond the control of the creditor and which
he could neither avoid nor overcome, the creditor has been prevented from causing the
limitation period to cease to run, the limitation period shall be extended so as not to expire
before the expiration of one year from the date on which the relevant circumstance ceased to
exist.

Modification of the limitation period by the parties

Article 22

1. The limitation period cannot be modified or affected by any declaration or agreement
between the parties, except in the cases provided for in paragraph (2) of this article.

2. The debtor may at any time during the running of the limitation period extend the
period by a declaration in writing to the creditor. This declaration may be renewed.

3. The provisions of this article shall not affect the validity of a clause in the contract of
sale which stipulates that arbitral proceedings shall be commenced within a shorter period of
limitation than that prescribed by this Convention, provided that such clause is valid under the
law applicable to the contract of sale.

General limit of the limitation period

Article 23

Notwithstanding the provisions of this Convention, a limitation period shall in any event
expire not later than 10 years from the date on which it commenced to run under articles 9, 10,
11 and 12 of this Convention.

Consequences of the expiration of the limitation period

Article 24

Expiration of the limitation period shall be taken into consideration in any legal
proceedings only if invoked by a party to such proceedings.

Article 25

1. Subject to the provisions of paragraph (2) of this article and of article 24, no claim
shall be recognized or enforced in any legal proceedings commenced after the expiration of the
limitation period.

2. Notwithstanding the expiration of the limitation period, one party may rely on his
claim as a defence or for the purpose of set-off against a claim asserted by the other party,
provided that in the latter case this may only be done:

(a) if both claims relate to the same contract or to several contracts concluded in the
course of the same transaction; or

(b) if the claims could have been set off at any time before the expiration of the limitation
period.

Article 26

Where the debtor performs his obligation after the expiration of the limitation period, he
shall not on that ground be entitled in any way to claim restitution even if he did not know at
the time when he performed his obligation that the limitation period had expired.
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Article 27

The expiration of the limitation period with respect to a principal debt shall have the same
effect with respect to an obligation to pay interest on that debt.

Calculation of the period

Article 28

1. The limitation period shall be calculated in such a way that it shall expire at the end of
the day which corresponds to the date on which the period commenced to run. If there is no
such corresponding date, the period shall expire at the end of the last day of the last month of
the limitation period.

2. The limitation period shall be calculated by reference to the date of the place where
the legal proceedings are instituted.

Article 29

Where the last day of the limitation period falls on an official holiday or other dies non
juridicus precluding the appropriate legal action in the jurisdiction where the creditor institutes
legal proceedings or asserts a claim as envisaged in article 13, 14 or 15, the limitation period
shall be extended so as not to expire until the end of the first day following that official holiday
or dies non juridicus on which such proceedings could be instituted or on which such a claim
could be asserted in that jurisdiction.

International effect

Article 30

The acts and circumstances referred to in articles 13 through 19 which have taken place in
one Contracting State shall have effect for the purposes of this Convention in another
Contracting State, provided that the creditor has taken all reasonable steps to ensure that the
debtor is informed of the relevant act or circumstances as soon as possible.

PART II. IMPLEMENTATION

Article 31

1. If a Contracting State has two or more territorial units in which, according to its
constitution, different systems of law are applicable in relation to the matters dealt with in this
Convention, it may, at the time of signature, ratification or accession, declare that this
Convention shall extend to all its territorial units or only to one or more of them, and may
amend its declaration by submitting another declaration at any time.

2. These declarations shall be notified to the Secretary-General of the United Nations
and shall state expressly the territorial units to which the Convention applies.

3. If a Contracting State described in paragraph ( 1 ) of this article makes no declaration
at the time of signature, ratification or accession, the Convention shall have effect within all
territorial units of that State.

Article 32

Where in this Convention reference is made to the law of a State in which different systems
of law apply, such reference shall be construed to mean the law of the particular legal system
concerned.

Article 33

Each Contracting State shall apply the provisions of this Convention to contracts
concluded on or after the date of the entry into force of this Convention.
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PART II I . DECLARATIONS AND R E S E R V A T I O N S

Article 34

Two or more Contracting States may at any time declare that contracts of sale between a
seller having a place of business in one of these States and a buyer having a place of business in
another of these States shall not be governed by this Convention, because they apply to the
matters governed by this Convention the same or closely related legal rules.

Article 35

A Contracting State may declare, at the time of the deposit of its instrument of ratification
or accession, that it will not apply the provisions of this Convention to actions for annulment
of the contract.

Article 36

Any State may declare, at the time of the deposit of its instrument of ratification or
accession, that it shall not be compelled to apply the provisions of article 24 of this
Convention.

Article 37

This Convention shall not prevail over conventions already entered into or which may be
entered into, and which contain provisions concerning the matters covered by this Convention,
provided that the seller and buyer have their places of business in States parties to such a
convention.

Article 38

1. A Contracting State which is a party to an existing convention relating to the
international sale of goods may declare, at the time of the deposit of its instrument of
ratification or accession, that it will apply this Convention exclusively to contracts of
international sale of goods as defined in such existing convention.

2. Such declaration shall cease to be effective on the first day of the month following the
expiration of 12 months after a new convention on the international sale of goods, concluded

under the auspices of the United Nations, shall have entered into force.

Article 39

No reservation other than those made in accordance with articles 34, 35, 36 and 38 shall be
permitted.

Article 40

1. Declarations made under this Convention shall be addressed to the Secretary-General
of the United Nations and shall take effect simultaneously with the entry of this Convention
into force in respect of the State concerned, except declarations made thereafter. The latter
declarations shall take effect on the first day of the month following the expiration of six
months after the date of their receipt by the Secretary-General of the United Nations.

2. Any State which has made a declaration under this Convention may withdraw it at
any time by a notification addressed to the Secretary-General of the United Nations. Such
withdrawal shall take effect on the first day of the month following the expiration of six
months after the date of the receipt of the notification by the Secretary-General of the United
Nations. In the case of a declaration made under article 34 of this Convention, such withdrawal
shall also render inoperative, as from the date on which the withdrawal takes effect, any
reciprocal declaration made by another State under that article.
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PART IV. FINAL CLAUSES

Article 41

This Convention shall be open until 31 December 1975 for signature by all States at the
Headquarters of the United Nations.

Article 42

This Convention is subject to ratification. The instruments of ratification shall be
deposited with the Secretary-General of the United Nations.

Article 43

This Convention shall remain open for accession by any State. The instruments of
accession shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the United Nations.

Article 44

1. This Convention shall enter into force on the first day of the month following the
expiration of six months after the date of the deposit of the tenth instrument of ratification or

accession.
2. For each State ratifying or acceding to this Convention after the deposit of the tenth

instrument of ratification or accession, this Convention shall enter into force on the first day of
the month following the expiration of six months after the date of the deposit of its instrument
of ratification or accession.

Article 45

1. Any Contracting State may denounce this Convention by notifying the Secretary-
General of the United Nations to that effect.

2. The denunciation shall take effect on the first day of the month following the
expiration of 12 months after receipt of the notification by the Secretary-General of the United
Nations.

Article 46

The original of this Convention, of which the Chinese, English, French, Russian and
Spanish texts are equally authentic, shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the
United Nations.

B. Treaties concerning international law concluded under the auspices of
intergovernmental organizations related to the United Nations

1. INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION

RESOLUTION A 21-2 ADOPTED BY THE ASSEMBLY AT ITS TWENTY-FIRST SESSION

Amendment to Article 50(a) of the Convention increasing the
membership of the Council to thirty-three

The Assembly,

Having met in its twenty-first session, at Montreal on 14 October 1974,
Having noted that it is the general desire of Contracting States to enlarge the membership

of the Council,
Having considered it proper to provide for three additional seats in the Council and

accordingly to increase the membership from thirty to thirty-three, in order to permit an
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increase in the representation of States elected in the second, and particularly the third, part of
the election, and

Having considered it necessary to amend, for the purpose aforesaid, the Convention on
International Civil Aviation done at Chicago on the seventh day of December 1944,

1. Approves, in accordance with the provisions of Article 94(o) of the Convention
aforesaid, the following proposed amendment to the said Convention:

In Article 50(a) of the Convention the second sentence shall be amended by replacing
"thirty" by "thirty-three".
2. Specifies, pursuant to the provisions of the said Article 94(a) of the said Convention,

eighty-six as the number of Contracting States upon whose ratification the proposed amend-
ment aforesaid shall come into force, and

3. Resolves that the Secretary General of the International Civil Aviation Organization
draw up a Protocol, in the English, French and Spanish languages, each of which shall be of
equal authenticity, embodying the proposed amendment above-mentioned and the matter
hereinafter appearing:

(a) The Protocol shall be signed by the President of the Assembly and its Secretary
General.

(b) The Protocol shall be open to ratification by any State which has ratified or adhered
to the said Convention on International Civil Aviation.

(c) The instruments of ratification shall be deposited with the International Civil Aviation
Organization.

(d) The Protocol shall come into force in respect of the States which have ratified it on
the date on which the 86th instrument of ratification is so deposited.

(e) The Secretary General shall immediately notify all Contracting States of the date of
deposit of each ratification of the Protocol.

(/) The Secretary General shall immediately notify all States parties to the said
Convention of the date on which the Protocol comes into force.

(g) With respect to any Contracting State ratifying the Protocol after the date aforesaid,
the Protocol shall come into force upon deposit of its instrument of ratification with the
International Civil Aviation Organization.

2. UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION

SECOND ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL TO THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION.
DONE AT LAUSANNE ON 5 JULY 19745

The plenipotentiaries of the Governments of the member countries of the Universal Postal
Union, met in Congress at Lausanne, in view of article 30, §2, of the Constitution of the
Universal Postal Union concluded at Vienna on 10 July 1964 have adopted, subject to
ratification, the following amendments to that Constitution.

Article I

(Article 21 amended)

Expenditure of the Union. Contributions of member countries
1. Each Congress shall fix the maximum amount which:
(a) the expenditure of the Union may reach annually;
(b) the expenditure relating to the organization of the next Congress may reach.

5The Constitution of the Universal Postal Union was concluded by the 1964 Vienna Congress (see
Juridical Yearbook, 1964, p. 195). The first Additional Protocol was adopted at the 1969 Tokyo Congress.
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2. The maximum amount for expenditure referred to in §1 may be exceeded if
circumstances so require, provided that the relevant provisions of the General Regulations are
observed.

3. The expenses of the Union, including where applicable the expenditure envisaged in
§2, shall be jointly borne by the member countries of the Union. For this purpose, each
member country shall choose the contribution class in which it intends to be included. The
contribution classes shall be laid down in the General Regulations.

4. In the case of accession or admission to the Union under article 11, the Government of
the Swiss Confederation shall fix, by agreement with the Government of the country
concerned, the contribution class into which the latter country is to be placed for the purpose
of apportioning the expenses of the Union.

Article II

Choice of contribution class

Article I, §3, shall be applicable before the entry into force of this Additional Protocol.

Article HI

Accession to the Additional Protocol and to the other Acts of the Union

1. Member countries which have not signed the present Protocol may accede to it at any
time.

2. Member countries which are party to the Acts renewed by Congress but which have
not signed them, shall accede thereto as soon as possible.

3. Instruments of accession relative to the cases set forth in §§1 and 2 shall be sent
through diplomatic channels to the Government of the country in which the seat of the Union
is situated, which shall notify the member countries of these deposits.

Article IV

Entry into force and duration of the Additional Protocol to the Constitution of the
Universal Postal Union.

This Additional Protocol shall come into force on 1 January 1976 and shall remain in
force for an indefinite period.

In witness whereof the plenipotentiaries of the Governments of the member countries have
drawn up this Additional Protocol, which shall have the same force and the same validity as if
its provisions were inserted in the text of the Constitution itself and they have signed it in a
single original which shall be deposited in the archives of the Government of the country in
which the seat of the Union is situated. A copy thereof shall be delivered to each party by the
Government of the country in which Congress is held.

Done at Lausanne, 5 July 1974.6

6The Lausanne Congress has also revised and renewed the other Acts of the Union which are the
following:

—the General Regulations of the Universal Postal Union with Final Protocol;
—the Universal Postal Convention, with Final Protocol and Detailed Regulations;
—the Insured Letters Agreement, with Final Protocol and Detailed Regulations;
—the Postal Parcels Agreement, with Final Protocol and Detailed Regulations;
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3. INTER-GOVERNMENTAL MARITIME CONSULTATIVE
ORGANIZATION AMENDMENTS TO THE IMCO CONVENTION

RESOLUTION A.315 (ES.V) ADOPTED ON 17 OCTOBER 1974 AT THE
FIFTH EXTRAORDINARY SESSION OF THE ASSEMBLY

The Assembly,

Recalling Resolution A.69(ES.II) by which it adopted amendments to the IMCO
Convention7 increasing the membership of the Council8 and Resolution A.70(IV) by which
amendments were adopted to the IMCO Convention to increase the number of members in the
Maritime Safety Committee and to modify the method of their election,9

Noting and welcoming the increase in the membership of the Organization since these
amendments were adopted,

Recognizing the need to ensure at all times that the principal organs of the Organization
are representative of the total membership of the Organization and ensure equitable geo-
graphic representation of Member States on the Council,

Recalling its Resolution A.314(VIII) by which it decided to convene an Ad Hoc Working
Group to study proposed amendments to the IMCO Convention concerning the size and
composition of the Council and the Maritime Safety Committee and any consequential related
amendments,

Having considered the Report of the Ad Hoc Working Group, including the Working
Group's recommendations on proposed amendments to the IMCO Convention,

Having adopted at the fifth extraordinary session of the Assembly held in London from 16
to 18 October 1974, amendments, the texts of which are contained in the Annex to this
Resolution, to Articles 10, 16, 17, 18, 20, 28, 31 and 32 of the Convention on the Inter-
Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization,

Having determirted, in accordance with the provisions of Article 52 of the Convention,
that these amendments are of such a nature that any Member which hereafter declares that it
does not accept the amendments and which does not accept the amendments within a period of
twelve months after the amendments come into force shall, upon the expiration of this period,
cease to be a Party to the Convention,

Requests the Secretary-General of the Organization to deposit the adopted amendments
with the Secretary-General of the United Nations in accordance with Article 53 of the IMCO
Convention and to receive declarations and instruments of acceptance as provided for in
Article 54,

Invites the Member Governments to accept each amendment at the earliest possible date
after receiving a copy thereof from the Secretary-General of the United Nations by communi-
cating the appropriate instrument of acceptance to the Secretary-General.

—the Postal Money Orders and Postal Travellers' Cheques Agreement with Detailed Regulations;
—the Cash-on-Delivery Agreement with Detailed Regulations (replaces the Arrangement concernant

les virements)
—the Collection of Bills Agreement with Detailed Regulations;
—the International Savings Agreement with Detailed Regulations;
—the Subscriptions to Newspapers and Periodicals Agreement with Detailed Instructions.
All these Acts have been signed on 5 July 1974 at Lausanne and will come into force on 1 January

1976.
7 See United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 289, p. 3.
8 See Juridical Yearbook, 1964, p. 202.
9See Juridical Yearbook, 1965, p. 204.
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ANNEX

AMENDMENTS TO THE CONVENTION ON THE INTER-GOVERNMENTAL
MARITIME CONSULTATIVE ORGANIZATION

Article 10

The existing text is replaced by the following:
An Associate Member shall have the rights and obligations of a Member under the Convention except

that it shall not have the right to vote or be eligible for membership on the Council and subject to this the
word "Member" in the Convention shall be deemed to include Associate Member unless the context
otherwise requires.

Article 16

The existing text of paragraph (d) is replaced by the following:
(d) To elect the Members to be represented on the Council as provided in Article 17.

Article 17

The existing text is replaced by the following:

The Council shall be composed of twenty-four Members elected by the Assembly.

Article 18

The existing text is replaced by the following:
In electing the Members of the Council, the Assembly shall observe the following criteria:
(a) Six shall be States with the largest interest in providing international shipping services;
(b) Six shall be other States with the largest interest in international seaborne trade;
(c) Twelve shall be States not elected under (a) or (b) above, which have special interests in maritime

transport or navigation, and whose election to the Council will ensure the representation of all major
geographic areas of the world.

Article 20

The existing text is replaced by the following:
(a) The Council shall elect its Chairman and adopt its own Rules of Procedure except as otherwise

provided in the Convention.
(b) Sixteen Members of the Council shall constitute a quorum.
(c) The Council shall meet upon one month's notice as often as may be necessary for the efficient

discharge of its duties upon the summons of its Chairman or upon request by not less than four of its
Members. It shall meet at such places as may be convenient.

Article 28

The existing text is replaced by the following:
The Maritime Safety Committee shall consist of all the Members.

Article 31

The existing text is replaced by the following:
The Maritime Safety Committee shall meet at least once a year. It shall elect its officers once a year

and shall adopt its own Rules of Procedure.

Article 32

This Article is deleted.
Articles 33 through 63 are renumbered accordingly.
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Chapter V

DECISIONS OF ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNALS OF THE UNITED
NATIONS AND RELATED INTERGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

A. Decisions of the Administrative Tribunal of the United Nations '

1. JUDGEMENT No. 181 (19 APRIL 1974):2 NATH v. SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE U N I T E D
NATIONS

Application contesting a decision not to renew a fixed-term appointment
The applicant, an official seconded from the Indian Government, had completed an initial

two-year period of service with UNICEF from 20 September 1966 to 20 September 1968. On 7
November 1968, an extension of his deputation until 11 September 1970 having been approved
by the Indian Government, he signed a letter of appointment for a fixed term of one year from
20 September 1968 to 19 September 1969. On 3 June 1969, UNICEF offered him the following
option: either to sign a contract for an additional and final year or to return to Government of
India service when his current contract expired. The applicant chose the first alternative and
signed a letter of appointment for a fixed term of one year, from 20 September 1969 to 19
September 1970. When that appointment expired, the applicant protested against the non-
extension of his appointment and filed with the Tribunal an application in which he contended
that he had accepted assignment to UNICEF, in conditions disadvantageous to him both
financially and from the point of view of his career as an Indian civil servant, only on the
explicit commitment on the part of UNICEF that he would be retained in the Organization at
least until the normal retirement age for UNICEF staff members.

The Tribunal found that the documents on record did not support the applicant's
assertion that he had a verbal commitment of continued employment. As a senior civil servant
of the Government of India, he could not negotiate with UNIŒF for periods of employment
beyond that which had been agreed to by the Government in its secondment. Moreover, the

1 Under article 2 of its Statute, the Administrative Tribunal of the United Nations is competent to hear
and pass judgement upon applications alleging non-observance of contracts of employment of staff
members of the Secretariat of the United Nations or of the terms of appointment of such staff members.
Article 14 of the Statute states that the competence of the Tribunal may be extended to any specialized
agency upon the terms established by a special agreement to be made with each such agency by the
Secretary-General of the United Nations. By the end of 1974, two agreements of general scope, dealing
with the non-observance of contracts of employment and of terms of appointment, had been concluded,
pursuant to the above provision, with two specialized agencies: the International Civil Aviation Organiza-
tion and the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization. In addition, agreements limited to
applications alleging non-observance of the Regulations of the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund
had been concluded with the International Labour Organisation, the Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, the World
Health Organization, the International Telecommunication Union, the International Civil Aviation
Organization, the World Meteorological Organization and the International Atomic Energy Agency.

The Tribunal is open not only to any staff member, even after his employment has ceased, but also to
any person who has succeeded to the staff member's rights on his death, or who can show that he is entitled
to rights under any contract or terms of appointment.

2Mr. R. Venkataraman, President; Mr. F. T. P. Plimpton, Vice-Président; Sir Roger Stevens,
Member.
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applicant had not protested when he had been offered the option referred to in the first
paragraph above and, on the contrary, had opted for an additional and final year of service.

The Tribunal therefore found that the employment relationship established between the
applicant and UNICEF in September 1966 had been for a fixed term of two years and no more,
and that the employment commitments thereafter given the applicant were also for fixed terms,
with no expectancy of renewal as provided in Staff Rule 104.12 (/>).

2. JUDGEMENT No. 182 (19 APRIL 1974):' H A R P I G N I E S v. SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE UNITED
NATIONS4

Application alleging the existence on the part of the respondent of an obligation to
maintain unchanged the purchasing power of a retirement pension adversely affected by the
devaluation of the dollar

The applicant, a United Nations pensioner resident in Belgium, complained that as a
result of the devaluation of the dollar, used as the monetary unit in the Pension Fund
Regulations, the real value of his retirement pension had diminished considerably. He had
requested the Secretary-General to pay him allowances over and above his pension, basing his
request on what he deemed to be the Organization's obligation to maintain the effective
purchasing power of his retirement pension. Not having received satisfaction, he filed this
application with the Tribunal.

The Tribunal first asserted that while the increase in the cost of living was a general
phenomenon affecting to a greater or lesser extent all retired staff members, whatever their
country of residence, the devaluation of the dollar had materially altered the situation in some
countries. It also recalled that since 1965, the General Assembly had adopted various measures
to remedy the situation of retired staff members: it referred in that regard to the work
undertaken by the Joint Staff Pension Board and by the Advisory Committee on Administra-
tive and Budgetary Questions, as well as to General Assembly resolution 2944 (XXVII)
providing for the granting of additional adjustments over three years applying to the first
$3,000 of pensions, and to resolution 3100 (XXVIII ) providing for (1) the payment of a
transitional adjustment calculated as a percentage of the basic benefit and (2) the application of
a revised pension adjustment index capable of responding more rapidly to changes in the cost
of living.

The Tribunal noted that the applicant was not questioning the line of conduct of the
Pension Fund or its interpretation of General Assembly resolution 3100 (XXVIII); he was
seeking in effect recognition that there was an obligation, on the part of the Secretary-General,
to ensure the stability of the purchasing power of his pension by granting him additional
compensation.

The Tribunal first determined the legal basis of the applicant's right to a pension. In that
regard, it noted that the legal status of the applicant as a United Nations staff member was
based on a contract which, inter alia, provided for his participation in the Pension Fund. Since
that was a contractual provision, the respondent could not legally have abolished unilaterally
the applicant's participation in the Pension Fund. But the contract itself said nothing further

•"Mr. R. Venkataraman, President; Mme P. Bastid, Vice-Président; Mr. F. T. P. Plimpton, Vice-
Président. Mr. F. T. P. Plimpton annexed to the judgement a statement in which he recorded while
agreeing with the substance and conclusions of the judgement, his inability to concur with some of the
reasoning or with some of the wording.

4 A number of retired staff members of international organizations submitted applications for
intervention. The Tribunal ruled that the applications for intervention submitted by former United
Nations staff members were admissible; however, it ruled that the application for intervention submitted
by a former staff member of 1CAO was not admissible for the reason that the effects of a judgement against
the Secretary-General of the United Nations could not extend to another intergovernmental organization
as a result of an application for intervention.
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with regard to such participation. It did, however, refer to the Staff Regulations and Rules as
the law governing the contract, so that the practical effects of the applicant's participation in
the Pension Fund derived from regulations established by the General Assembly under Article
101, paragraph 1, of the Charter.

After studying the relevant texts, the Tribunal concluded that, under the law applicable by
virtue of the applicant's contract, the respondent had no financial obligations toward the
applicant other than those incumbent upon him under the Pension Fund Regulations and the
resolutions of the General Assembly.

The Tribunal noted further that the applicant was bound by article 48 of the Pension
Fund Regulations, which read as follows:

"(a) Contributions under these Regulations shall be calculated and remitted to the Fund
in dollars.

"(/>) Benefits shall be calculated in dollars and shall be payable in any currency selected by
the recipient, at the rate of exchange for dollars obtained by the Fund on the date of
payment."

The applicant in effect was complaining against the application of that text and more
particularly of the provision relating to the rate of exchange "on the date of payment". There
was no doubt, however, that since the respondent had specifically recognized in the contract
the applicant's right to a pension, he would be contractually liable if, through his action or
omission, the applicant's participation in the Pension Fund were to lose any practical
significance or if the effects of such action or omission were so contrary to general principles of
law applicable to pensions as to render the very notion of pension meaningless.

Considering subsequently whether the right to a pension gave a right to the maintenance
of the purchasing power of the pension which the United Nations would be required to
guarantee, the Tribunal rejected the applicant's view which tended to assimilate the pension
system and the salary system. The adjustment of pensions to the cost of living doubtless
appeared to be a social requirement as well as a means of maintaining for the international civil
service a prestige likely to encourage recruitment of high-quality staff, but it could not be
regarded as a rule of law so precise as to affect the contractual responsibility of an
organization. Furthermore, since 1965 the General Assembly had taken steps to increase
pensions in relation to the cost of living, and it could not be claimed that the alleged
inadequacy of those measures threw any liability on the respondent.

In selecting, under article 48 of the Pension Fund Regulations, the Belgian franc as the
currency in which the pension would be paid, the applicant had been involved in an exchange
rate which operated to his disadvantage after 1971. It is true that he found himself, because of
this, in an unfavourable position in comparison with his colleagues residing in the United
States, but there was no infringement upon his right to a pension for which the respondent
could be held liable.

The Tribunal recognized that in the absence of a provision similar to that contained in
article IV (1) of the Articles of Agreement of the International Monetary Fund (which refers to
the United States dollar of the weight and fineness in effect on 1 July 1944), the devaluation of
the dollar—the monetary unit which had been regarded for more than 25 years as the best
suited to the needs of the general international organizations—had deeply affected interna-
tional organizations and altered many existing situations, including those of retired staff
members of the United Nations. It did not seem, however, that the resulting inequality of
treatment, which was not attributable to the Organization, imposed any specific duty on its
part towards a retired staff member.

As the applicant, while criticizing the effectiveness of the measures taken by the General
Assembly and which the Tribunal was not qualified to judge, had not proved any breech of a
contractual obligation incumbent on the respondent, the Tribunal rejected his application.
However, it trusted that the respondent and the General Assembly would give continuing
attention to pensioners' financial difficulties. Considering, finally, that the applicant had raised
very important questions and that the Tribunal had received from him valuable information
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for the consideration of the case, the Tribunal decided to award him the sum of $500 in lieu of
costs.

3. JUDGEMENT No. 183 (23 APRIL 1974):5 LINDBLAD v. SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE U N I T E D
NATIONS

Application seeking rescission of a decision of dismissal for serious misconduct—Right of
every staff member involved in disciplinary proceedings to be accorded fair procedure

The applicant, who had been working with UNTSO for two and a half years under fixed-
term appointments, was dismissed for misconduct under Staff Regulation 10.2 and Staff Rule
110.3 (b). He was charged with purchasing at the UNTSO Service Institute of Jerusalem tax-
free goods in quantities in excess of his personal requirements, in contravention of the
directives regarding privileges and immunities given in the Field Administration Handbook.

The Joint Appeals Board, considering the case, was concerned to find that in spite of the
decision of the Tribunal in the Zang-Atangana case,6 no procedure equivalent to referral to the
Joint Disciplinary Committee had been established for staff members serving at duty stations
other than Headquarters or Geneva. In view of the absence of an examination of the case by a
body such as the Joint Disciplinary Committee, the Board felt obliged to look itself into the
substance of the case. While emphasizing the importance for all staff members to maintain high
moral standards and while recognizing that the applicant's behaviour justified his leaving the
service of the United Nations, the Board considered that in the light of the facts of the case, a
less severe disciplinary measure might have been more appropriate. Consequently, it recom-
mended that the Secretary-General should withdraw his decision of dismissal for misconduct,
that a written reprimand should be placed in the applicant's file and that he should be allowed
to resign from the date on which he actually left the service of the United Nations.

That recommendation was not accepted by the Secretary-General, who maintained his
initial decision.

The applicant claimed before the Tribunal that the contested decision was based on an
erroneous assumption that he had been guilty of disposing of tax-free goods on a number of
occasions and over a prolonged period, for which, contrary to the norms of due process, he had
never been called upon to answer or offer an explanation.

The Tribunal noted that the respondent had adopted the following procedure: all the
various documents in the case had been sent by the Chief Administrative Officer to the Chief of
the Field Operations Service under cover of a letter which stated: "These documents are self-
explanatory and constitute as a whole the report on the case. I assume that nothing further will
be needed". In turn, the Chief of the Field Operations Service had sent the same documents to
the Office of Personnel, observing that in his opinion they constituted incontrovertible
evidence of the applicant's "blatant act of wrong-doing". The Director of Personnel had
recommended to the Secretary-General that the applicant should be dismissed for misconduct
and that no indemnity should be paid "considering the gravity of the offence to the interests of
the Organization".

The Tribunal considered first of all whether the Staff Regulations and Rules had been
complied with. It concluded that the respondent had acted within the terms of the Staff
Regulations and Rules, but that whenever he had discretion to opt between two courses of
action he had selected that which was less favourable to the applicant, who accordingly had
received the least favourable treatment, short of summary dismissal, which could be meted out
to him within the Staff Regulations and Rules.

The Tribunal then sought to determine whether the applicant had been accorded fair
procedure and whether he had had a proper opportunity to give his version of the facts and to
give his explanation of his conduct, including extenuating circumstances. In that regard, the

5 Mr. R. Venkataraman, President; Mme P. Bastid, Vice-Président; Sir Roger Stevens, Member.
6See Juridical Yearbook, 1969, p. 187.
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Tribunal first noted that the opportunity given to the applicant to give his version of the facts
and to explain his conduct in pursuance of the above procedure had been confined to a
statement taken from him at the time that he was apprehended and a further statement made
later on the same day; there was no evidence that any written charges had been made against
the applicant or that he had had any opportunity to reply in any considered way to such
charges. Moreover, the evidence seemed to indicate that account had been taken, in recom-
mending his dismissal, not only of the incident which led to the statements mentioned, but also
of allegations that the applicant had repeatedly purchased excessive quantities of tax-free
goods; the applicant did not appear to have been given any adequate opportunity to explain
those earlier purchases, which in his application he maintained were not excessive. The
Tribunal concluded that, having regard to the summary manner in which the applicant's
statements had been taken and the absence of any provision for the rebuttal by him of any
specific formal charges, the applicant had not been accorded a fair opportunity to give his
version of all the relevant facts or to explain his conduct in its entirety.

The Tribunal added that any staff member against whom disciplinary proceedings were
taken should be furnished with a specific charge and should be accorded the right to be heard
before a sanction was imposed on him; that right included, inter alia, the opportunity to
participate in the examination of the evidence. In that regard, the Tribunal considered that
Personnel Directive PD/1/69 , which was applicable to the case in point, did not provide
adequate protection for staff members involved in disciplinary proceedings and did not
establish an "equivalent procedure" to the Joint Disciplinary Committee procedure as
envisaged in Judgement No. 130 (Zang-Atangana).

The applicant, then, had not been accorded fair procedure, and consequently the Tribunal
decided to assimilate the situation to one of termination of the applicant's contract on the date
of his dismissal, and to grant him the termination indemnity as provided in the Staff
Regulations.

4. JUDGEMENT No. 184 (24 APRIL 1974):7 MILA v. SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE U N I T E D
NATIONS

Application contesting a decision terminating a permanent contract—Such a decision
may not be taken until a complete, fair and reasonable procedure has been carried out

The applicant worked for the United Nations Office at Geneva under a permanent
contract as a cleaner-mover. After having received three satisfactory periodic reports in
succession, he was given a fourth report covering the period I April 1970-15 January 1972
rating him as a staff member who maintained only a minimum standard, and he contested the
ratings in that report. On 4 May 1972 he was informed that in connexion with the five-year
review of his permanent contract, a recommendation to terminate his contract would be
submitted to the Appointment and Promotion Panel. That recommendation having been
endorsed, the applicant was informed that it had been decided to terminate his appointment
and that he would receive compensation in lieu of the notice period, as well as the termination
indemnity provided for in the Staff Regulations.

The Joint Appeals Board, to which the case was appealed, found that the way in which the
case had been handled revealed administrative short-comings which justified the granting of an
appropriate indemnity, i.e., the equivalent of four months' salary at the grade and step of the
applicant at the moment of separation.

That recommendation was not accepted by the Secretary-General, who decided to
maintain the initial decision.

The Tribunal noted that there were two main issues on which the applicant and the
respondent were in fundamental disagreement. The first concerned the applicant's performance
of his duties up to the time of his separation from service and the nature of the personal

'Mme P. Bastid, Vice-Président, presiding; Mr. F. A. Forte/a, Member; Sir Roger Stevens, Member.
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relationships existing within the group of cleaners-movers at the United Nations Office at
Geneva. The second related to the procedures followed in connexion with the termination of
the applicant's appointment, as well as the nature and the extent of the inquiry undertaken by
the Appointment and Promotion Panel.

The Tribunal recalled that it had stated in several cases (Judgements No. 98, Gillman*
No. 131, Restrepo^ and No. 157, Nelsonw) that in view of the "rights given by the General
Assembly to those individuals who hold permanent appointments in the United Nations
Secretariat . . . such permanent appointments can be terminated only upon a decision which
has been reached by means of a complete, fair and reasonable procedure which must be carried
out prior to such decision". The Tribunal acknowledged that the review carried out by the
Appointment and Promotion Board in connexion with a permanent appointment represented,
in principle, the "complete, fair and reasonable procedure" required. However, the Tribunal
considered that the termination decision might be invalid if taken on the basis of recommenda-
tions by the Panel reached in the light of inadequate or erroneous information (Judgement No.
98, Gillman) and that the examination of the case by the Panel must be "reasonably detailed".
In order to determine whether the termination decision had been taken on the basis of a
recommendation formulated by the Panel in accordance with the aforementioned require-
ments, the Tribunal deemed it necessary to carry out a prior over-all examination of the
situation.

As regards trie applicant's performance of his duties, the Tribunal came to the conclusion
that there had been a progressive deterioration in relations between the team of cleaners to
which the applicant belonged and their immediate supervisors during at least two years prior to
January 1972 and that the attitude of the supervisors had appeared to become one of
confrontation with regard to certain members of the team who were suspected of being
ringleaders or troublemakers. Although it was not easy to determine whether the provocation
weighed more heavily on the applicant's side or on that of his supervisors, the Tribunal
considered that the Chief of the section in which the applicant was employed was either
unaware of the atmosphere prevailing in relations between the cleaners and their immediate
supervisors or, if he was aware of it, had chosen to regard it as solely attributable to
insubordination and lack of co-operation on the part of some members of the team, which was
in turn reflected in the alleged deterioration of the applicant's performance. Nevertheless, the
Tribunal recognized, as it had done in the Peynado case (Judgement No. 138)" that it could
not substitute its judgement for that of the Secretary-General concerning the standard of
performance or efficiency of the staff member involved.

The Tribunal also drew attention to another passage from Judgement No. 138 to the effect
that "where the [Appointment and Promotion] Board reached its conclusions in the light of
inadequate or erroneous information and the Secretary-General relied on these conclusions for
the termination of the appointment, the fact that there was a review by the Board does not
secure that that Secretary-General's decision is valid".12

The Tribunal considered that there were three serious irregularities in the procedures
followed in connexion with the termination of the applicant's appointment. The first related to
the nature of the warnings given to the applicant, as to his performance and conduct. In that
connexion the Tribunal noted with regret that the applicant had not received any written
warning and that there had been no record in his personal file of any verbal warning. The
second procedural irregularity related to the failure to observe the administrative instructions
which require that where a staff member makes a written statement in explanation or rebuttal
of a periodic report the Head of the Department or Service should investigate the case and

"See Juridical Yearbook, 1966, p. 213.
9 See Juridical Yearbook, 1969, p. 188.
1(1 See Juridical Yearbook, 1972, p. 126.
1 ! See Juridical Yearbook, 1970, p. 141.
>2lbid., p. 142.
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record his appraisal of it, this report to be filed together with the periodic report and the staff
member's statement; that failure to comply with the terms of the administrative instruction was
the more serious in that the Appointment and Promotion Panel had had to consider the
proposal to terminate the applicant's service without the benefit of a proper investigation or
appraisal of the situation by the Head of the Department; the periodic report sent to the Panel
was thus an incomplete document, as in the Peynado case. The third irregularity was that the
Appointment and Promotion Panel seemed to have given inordinate weight in its hearings to
the testimony of the applicant's supervisors and to have failed generally to probe in sufficient
depth the deterioration in relations between the team of cleaners and their supervisors. Given
the circumstances of the case, the decision to terminate the applicant's appointment reached on
the recommendation of the Panel had not been preceded by a complete, fair and reasonable
procedure.

In view of the foregoing considerations, the Tribunal remanded the case for correction of
the procedure and granted the applicant compensation equivalent to three months' net base
salary for the loss caused by the procedural delay.

5. JUDGEMENT No. 185 (25 APRIL 1974):l3 LAWRENCE v. SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE UNITED
NATIONS

Application seeking rescission of a decision to terminate a fixed-term appointment prior
to its normal expiry, and payment of an education grant for the period of service not
completed

The applicant entered the service of ONUC on 1 1 May 1961 and held several fixed-term
appointments with UNDP, the most recent covering the period 1 May 1971-30 April 1973.
Following a series of administrative difficulties, and since no suitable assignment could be
found for him, the applicant was placed on special leave from 26 January to 29 February 1972.
On 24 February 1972 he was notified that since it had not been possible to reassign him to a
suitable post, the Administration had decided to terminate his fixed-term appointment under
the provisions of Staff Regulation 9.1 (b). The formal notice of termination in accordance with
Staff Rule 109.3 (b) was to take effect on 29 February 1972 and the applicant would receive
compensation in lieu of notice in accordance with Staff Rule 109.3 (c).

The Joint Appeals Board, to which the matter was submitted, felt that the decision to
terminate the applicant's fixed-term appointment prior to the expiration date was not
authorized under Staff Regulation 9.1 (b) and was therefore improper and should be
rescinded. It therefore recommended that the Secretary-General rescind the decision in
question and pay the applicant his full salary and emoluments up to the date of expiration of
his fixed-term appointment. The Board also recommended that the Secretary-General grant
the applicant an ex-gratia payment of nine months of base salary, which represented the
amount of termination indemnity that he would have received had he held a permanent
appointment for 12 years.

The Secretary-General accepted the first of these recommendations but not the second.
The applicant then filed with the Tribunal an application seeking (1) rescission of the

decision terminating his fixed-term appointment; (2) reinstatement with retroactive effect to 1
March 1972; (3) payment of an education grant for his children for the period 26 January
1972-1 May 1973; (4) payment of damages in an amount equal to four years of his last salary.

With regard to the first point, the Tribunal noted that acceptance by the respondent of the
first of the two recommendations of the Joint Appeals Board was equivalent to a rescission
effected by the competent authority who, having expressed no reservations concerning the

l 3 Mme P. Bastid, Vice-Président, presiding; Mr. F. A. Forte/a, Member; Mr. Mutuale Tshikankie,
Member.
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reasons given by the Joint Appeals Board, must be assumed to have accepted the reasons
derived from the irregularity of the decision of 29 February 1972. In these conditions the
application with regard to this point no longer had any substance.

With regard to the second point, the Tribunal noted that the applicant's contract expired
on 30 April 1973 and that retroactive reinstatement was impossible except in the form of
payment and emoluments up to the date of expiry of the contract. This payment having been
made, the application on that point also no longer had any substance.

With regard to the third point, the Tribunal noted that according to Staff Rule 103.20 (b)
the payment of an education grant depended on the fact that the "duty station" of the staff
member was "outside his home country". The personnel action form concerning the granting
of special leave with pay (26 January-29 February 1972) contained under the heading "Officiai
duty station" the words "New York-Awaiting reassignment". It therefore appeared that the
condition laid down in Staff Rule 103.20 (/>) had been fulfilled until 29 February 1972. The
Tribunal, however, noted that the respondent had in a decision of 3 August 1972 retroactively
eliminated that reference and stated that the applicant was in fact in Paris. The Tribunal felt
that New York incontestably remained the applicant's duty station unti l the decision of 3
August 1972, which could not affect the applicant's acquired rights nor therefore have legal
effect for the period of the special leave (26 January-29 February 1972). On the other hand,
when the special leave was extended pursuant to the decision of 18 October 1973, following the
recommendation of the Joint Appeals Board, the decision of 3 August 1972 could have effect,
so that the applicant, residing in his country of origin, had no duty station and no longer
fulfilled the conditions required to be entitled to receive the education grant for the period 29
February 1972-30 April 1973.

With regard to the fourth point, the Tribunal considered the question of whether by
rescinding the decision terminating the applicant's fixed-term appointment, the respondent had
drawn all the necessary legal inferences. In the Tribunal's opinion, although the applicant held
a fixed-term contract, he could reasonably expect to remain in the service of the United
Nations in view of his already lengthy service and the acknowledged quality of his services.
Moreover, his age and the orientation of his career had undoubtedly made it difficult for him to
find a comparable position. Considering that the applicant had sustained material injury and
moral damage, the Tribunal decided to grant him compensation in the amount of $26,000.

6. J U D G E M E N T No. 186 (26 APRIL 1974): l4 SMITH v. U N I T E D NATIONS JOINT STAFF PENSION
BOARD

Application seeking rescission of a decision ordering the payment of a child's benefit to the
child itself—Interpretation of article 37 (a) of the Pension Fund Regulations and Administra-
tive Rule J.2 (e) of I he Fund

The applicant had been awarded a disability benefit effective 31 March 1970 and had been
informed that the benefit carried with it an entitlement in favour of his son to a child's benefit
until he reached the age of twenty-one. The applicant subsequently claimed a child's benefit
in respect of his daughter for the period from 31 March 1970 to 21 May 1972, the date on
which she had reached the age of twenty-one. The Deputy Secretary of the Joint Staff Pension
Board replied that the benefits were in fact payable but that, in view of the apparent existence
of exceptional circumstances in the case under Administrative Rule J.2 (e) of the Fund, he
proposed to pay the benefit directly to the daughter. A dispute ensued between the applicant
and the Deputy Secretary of the Board, at the conclusion of which the matter was referred to
the Standing Committee of the Board, which decided that the benefit should be paid to the

M M r . Venkataraman, President; Mme P. Bastid, Vice-Président; Mr. F. A. Forte/a, Member; Mr.
Mutuale Tshikankie, Member.
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daughter in accordance with the terms of article 37 (a) of the Regulations of the Fund15 and
Administrative Rule J.2 (e) of the Fund.16

The Tribunal, which had before it an application for the rescission of the aforementioned
decision, observed that the applicant considered himself entitled to the child's benefit in
question because proof of exceptional circumstances—which he believed the Board had the
onus of providing—had not been supplied. The applicant also argued that, as his daughter had
been over twenty-one on the date of the decision of the Standing Committee, a strict reading of
article 37 (a) of the Pension Fund Regulations would make the payment of the child's bene-
fits to his daughter illegal and improper.

The Tribunal rejected that interpretation, which would have led to an absurdity, namely
that regardless of age a child under twenty-one would become the recipient of the child's
benefit, and to a contradiction with Administrative Rule J.2 (e), which prescribed payment of
the benefit to the participant (and not to the child) "unless there are exceptional circum-
stances".

The Tribunal noted further that the Standing Committee had not given any reasons for its
decision. The Pension Board's plea that the consideration by the Standing Committee of an
issue submitted to it did not involve adversary proceedings did not, in the opinion of the
Tribunal, absolve the Standing Committee of its duty to spell out the grounds for its decisions.
However, the Tribunal observed that a letter to the applicant from the Pension Board
indicated that the latter considered that it was the daughter who was entitled to the child's
benefit in terms of article 37 (a) of the Pension Fund Regulations and that as the child in
question, having attained majority and the competence to issue a valid receipt, had claimed the
benefit, the benefit was legally payable to her. The Tribunal did riot accept that argument. It
observed that a parent might be left without reimbursement of the amounts he had spent on
behalf of the child if the child, on attaining the age of twenty-one, claimed the benefit which
had accrued but had not been paid to the parent. The test therefore, according to the Tribunal,
was not whether the child had attained the age of twenty-one and was in a position to give a
valid receipt, but whether the circumstances were normal—in which case the parent was
entitled to receive the child's benefit—or whether the circumstances were exceptional, in which
case the parent was not entitled to receive the benefit on behalf of the child.

Nevertheless, the Tribunal observed (1) that the Standing Committee had received full
information from the two parties claiming the child's benefit—namely, the applicant and his
daughter—before reaching its conclusion; (2) that the Standing Committee's reference to
Administrative Rule J.2 (e) recognized implicitly that there were exceptional circumstances;
and (3) that the material submitted to the Committee and the Tribunal demonstrated that there
were exceptional circumstances. It therefore rejected the application.

7. JUDGEMENT No. 187(26 APRIL 1974):17 QUEMERAIS v. SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE UNITED
NATIONS

Application for revision of a judgement of the Tribunal, under article 12 of its Statute
The applicant, a former staff member of the European Office of UNICEF, who had been

terminated when his post was abolished, sought to obtain, under a rticle 12 of the Statute of the

15 The article reads as follows:
"A child's benefit shall, subject to (b) and (r) below, be payable to each child of a participant who

is entitled to a retirement, early retirement or disability benefit or who has died in service, while the
child remains unmarried and under the age of twenty-one."
l f lThis rule reads as follows:

"Benefits payable under the Regulations to the children of a part icipant shall, unless there are
exceptional circumstances, be paid on their behalf to him and, upon his death, to the surviving parent
or legal guardian of each child, in accordance, mutatis mutandis, w i lh (a), (h), (c) and (d) above."
"Mme P. Bastid, Vice-Président, presiding: Mr. R. Venkataraman, President; Mr. Mutuale Tshikan-
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Tribunal, the revision of Judgement No. 172 pronounced by the Administrative Tribunal on 5
April 1973.lx In that judgement the Tribunal had decided that the applicant had been
improperly terminated, but that, as a locally recruited staff member, he was entitled to remain
in service in the European Office of UNICEF only so long as the Office had its headquarters in
Paris; since the Office had been transferred to Geneva on I October 1972, the applicant's
reinstatement could not be ordered, and the Tribunal had accordingly awarded the applicant
an indemnity in lieu of reinstatement.

The applicant claimed to have discovered that the Service in which he was employed had
not in fact been transferred until 31 August M 973 and he added that part of the staff of the
Office had been assigned to a new UNICEF Office in Paris. He concluded that, since
Judgement No. 172 had been given on 5 April 1973, his reinstatement could have been ordered
on that date, for the period extending up to 31 August 1973 at the very least, and that he could
even still be currently employed in Paris. The application for revision therefore sought to
obtain the reinstatement of the applicant or the payment of a supplementary indemnity as
compensation.

The Tribunal observed, firstly, that during the discussions which preceded Judgement No.
172 the parties had noted that certain staff members of the Service in question had remained in
Paris after 1 October 1972. Accordingly, no new fact had been discovered in that connexion
which could serve as a basis for application for revision.

Furthermore, the Tribunal noted that the fact that certain UNICEF staff members had
remained in Paris in new circumstances after the official transfer of the European Office of
UNICEF to Geneva did not entitle the applicant to remain in service without his suitability for
one of the posts retained in Paris being established. Accordingly, even supposing that it could
be considered that the existence of a new UNICEF Office constituted a fact which was
unknown to the Tribunal when it pronounced Judgement No. 172, that fact was not of such a
nature as to be a decisive factor justifying a revision.

Lastly, the Tribunal observed that it could not consider that the applicant, by learning
that the transfer of the Office had been carried out in stages and over a reasonable period of
time in view of the practical problems involved in any transfer of that type, had discovered a
new fact capable of casting doubt on the legal basis of Judgement No. 172.

Accordingly, the Tribunal rejected the application.

JUDGEMENT No. 188 (4 OCTOBER 1974):19 SULE v. SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE UNITED
NATIONS

Application for revision of a judgement of the Tribunal under article 12 of its Statute
The applicant requested the revision of Judgement No. 170.20 The Tribunal recalled that

article 12 of its Statute permitted it to revise a prior judgement when the party claiming
revision presented to the Tribunal some fact previously unknown to the Tribunal and to the
party claiming revision. In the present case the applicant merely presented again his arguments
as to the legal interpretation of relevant provisions of the Staff Rules and of the conditions of
service for locally recruited staff members of the U N D P Office in Nigeria. Those arguments
had been fully considered and passed upon by the Tribunal in its Judgement No. 170.

Accordingly, the Tribunal rejected the application.

lsSee Juridical Yearbook, 1973, p. 100.
19Mr. R. Venkataraman, President; Mr. F. T. P. Plimpton, Vice-Président; Sir Roger Stevens,

Member.
20 See Juridical Yearbook, 1973, p. 98.
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9. J U D G E M E N T No. 189 (7 OCTOBER 1974):21 Ho v. SECRETARV-GENERAL OF THE U N I T E D
NATIONS

Application requesting an investigation into alleged incidents of hostility towards the
applicant

The applicant, a permanent staff member of Chinese nationality working in the Security
Service, had submitted a rebuttal of one of his periodic reports in which he had drawn
attention to a dispute which had occurred between himself and one of his colleagues.
Following an investigation, the report in question had been found to be fair. The applicant had
also contested two subsequent periodic reports.22 In 1969, the applicant, following an incident
at the residence of the Secretary-General, during which he was the supervisor on duty and
which he had neglected to report, requested that the attitude of the above-mentioned colleague,
who had since become his supervisor, should be investigated. Following that investigation, it
had been concluded that the complaint of the applicant was not founded. Furthermore, the
incident at the residence of the Secretary-General had led the Chief of the Security and Safety
Section to criticize the behaviour of the applicant and, by a decision on 11 August 1969, to
reassign him. On 1 February 1973, another incident occurred between the applicant and the
colleague mentioned above. The applicant then requested that an impartial body be set up to
hear the 1969 incident together with the subsequent cases of prejudice and harassment. The
Assistant Secretary-General for General Services replied that (1) he had not found that there
was any basis or that it would be in order for him to reopen the 1969 incident, on which a final
decision had been made almost four years before by senior officials, and (2) that the applicant's
complaints of prejudice against him had previously received due consideration from appropri-
ate officials and that the most recent incident had been a minor one and should be considered
closed.

The Joint Appeals Board, having considered the matter, decided that the appeal relating
to the 1969 incident was not receivable because the time-limit had been exceeded and
recommended an investigation of the charges of prejudice and harassment. That recommen-
dation was not accepted by the Secretary-General.

The Tribunal first ruled on the applicant's request that the judgement be drawn up in
Chinese. It rejected that request on the ground that under article 10, paragraph 4 of its Statute
it was for the Tribunal and not for either of the parties to determine in which of the five official
languages of the United Nations judgements should be drawn up.

On the question of the receivability of the appeal concerning the 1969 incident, the
Tribunal found that the conclusions of the Joint Appeals Board were correct. It considered,
however, that it would be useful to make certain observations on the substance of the
administrative decision of 11 August 1969. It noted (1) that in oral evidence, the Chief of the
Security and Safety Section had stated that any incident, regardless of how insignificant it
might appear, which involved the Secretary-General, the members of the Secretary-General's
family, or his property was certainly, as far as he was concerned, a major incident; (2) that the
Secretary-General had been surprised at not being informed of the 1969 incident by the
Security and Safety Section; (3) that the Chief of Security had the duty as well as the right to
ensure that the principles of strict adherence to orders, consistency of interpretation and
conformity in matters of discipline and judgement were followed. From the foregoing, the
Tribunal drew the conclusion that the Chief of Security had been well within his rights in
taking the decision contested. Furthermore, it noted that the respondent had acted with
discretion and sensitivity and that moves had been made to find the applicant a permanent post
which he could occupy honourably without losing salary or seniority rights. The Tribunal
therefore held that the appeal would have had little chance of success even if it had been judged
receivable.

21 Mme P. Bastid, Vice-Président, presiding; Mr. F. A. Forte/a, Member; Sir Roger Stevens, Member.
22See Juridical Yearbook, 1968, p. 171.
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With respect to the investigation requested by the applicant, the Tribunal noted at the
outset that there was some doubt as to what type of investigation was requested. It also noted
that, in the words of the Assistant Secretary-General for Personnel Services, the Secretary-
General was satisfied that "previous incidents [alleged by the applicant] had been fully
investigated in the past and that the administration was under no obligation to investigate
general allegations of prejudice unrelated to specific administrative decisions". With respect to
the first part of that statement, the Tribunal concluded, on examining the dossier, that the
incidents alleged, while no doubt reflecting temperamental conflicts, were in themselves minor
in character and had been as fully investigated as circumstances justified.

As to the second part of the statement of the Assistant Secretary-General for Personnel
Services, the Tribunal recognized that the Secretary-General had assumed a number of
obligations to conduct inquiries into defined specific matters under the Staff Rules. Further-
more, in Staff Rule 1 1 1 . 1 (b) the question of prejudice or some other extraneous factor was
referred to specifically as a matter within the competence of the Joint Appeals Board. Where
an appeal involving a request for an inquiry reached the Tribunal, it was the responsibility of
the Tribunal to determine (a) whether the subject-matter of the appeal fell into a category with
respect to which the Secretary-General had assumed specific obligations and (b) whether in the
case of an appeal under Staff Rule 1 1 1 . 1 (b) due process had been observed. It was not for the
Tribunal to lay down under the latter head general rules as to the circumstances in which the
Secretary-General should conduct investigations but it might, in cases where in the Tribunal's
view due process had not been observed, award relief to the applicant.

In the present case, it was the Tribunal's view that due process had been observed and that
the Secretary-General's exercise of discretion in rejecting the applicant's demand for a further
investigation regarding general allegations of prejudice unrelated to specific administrative
decisions was not open to challenge. The Tribunal noted that the real burden of the applicant's
complaint resided not so much in the minutiae of those incidents themselves as in the belief
that they were in some way the cause of his failure to obtain promotion; that was what the
Joint Appeals Board had taken into consideration when it had stated that it would be
unfortunate if the applicant were to retire with the impression that "his serious charges of
prejudice and harassment had been evaded or lightly brushed aside".

The Tribunal stated that its view on that matter differed from that of the Joint Appeals
Board. It found no evidence of discrimination systematically practised against the applicant
nor of doubt being sown as to his personal integrity, for which regard had always been most
marked. From his periodic reports, in the view of the Tribunal, it should be clear to the
applicant that his qualities had been fully appreciated and that the respondent's assessment of
his over-all performance had not been coloured by prejudice.

The Tribunal therefore rejected the applicant's demand for an investigation of any kind
and did not consider that the circumstances justified financial compensation of any kind.

10. JUDGEMENT NO. 190 (9 OCTOBER 1974):23 SMITH v. UNITED NATIONS JOINT STAFF PENSION
BOARD

Application for revision of a judgement of the Tribunal under article 1 of its Statute
The applicant stated that after Judgement No. 18624 was rendered he had discovered that

his daughter was a participant in the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund as a staff
member of the World Meteorological Organization during the period when the child's benefit
was payable; he claimed that as she was a participant she could not claim benefit as a child and
that, consequently, Judgement No. 186 should be revised.

2 3Mr. R. Venkataraman, President; Mme P. Bastid, Vice-Président, presiding; Mr. F. A. Forteza,
Member; Mr. Mutuale Tshikankie, Alternate Member.

24See p. 112 of this Yearbook.
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In Judgement No. 186, the Tribunal had observed that the material placed before the
Standing Committee of the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Board and before the Tribunal
showed the existence of exceptional circumstances under Administrative Rule J.2 (e) of the
Pension Fund. The questions raised by the applicant, namely whether a person can be both a
participant and a child, or whether under the Pension Fund Regulations and Administrative
Rules a participant can lay claim to a child's benefit claimed by another participant were not
"decisive factors" which could affect Judgement No. 186, since in that Judgement the Tribunal
had confined itself to the question of the entitlement of the applicant to the payment to him of
the child's benefit.

As the issue whether the applicant's daughter, who was a participant in the Pension Fund
in her own right, could lay claim to a child's benefit as beneficiary of another participant was
not a "decisive factor" in determining the applicant's claim to the payment to him of the child's
benefit, and as the point raised in the request was more a fresh argument than a new fact, the
Tribunal held that the application did not meet the requirements of article 12 of the Statute.

11. JUDGEMENT No. 191 (11 OCTOBER 1974):25 DE OLAGUE v. SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE
INTER-GOVERNMENTAL M A R I T I M E CONSULTATIVE ORGANIZATION

Application seeking, (I) payment by the respondent organization of various travel and
removal expenses (2) reimbursement for overtime and (3) payment of compensation for moral
and material damage said to be due to the non-renewal of a fixed-term contract

The applicant, a Spanish national, had been engaged by IMCO for a technical assistance
project in Guatemala under a one-year appointment which was later renewed for a period of
two months ending 1 December 1970. At the time of his repatriation, he informed the
Secretary-General of IMCO that he was leaving by car for Pananna, where he would stay fora
few weeks before returning by air to Madrid. He added that as the Government of Panama had
requested that his services be made available as an IMCO expert, he would wait in Panama
until he received the Secretary-General's reply. The latter replied that there were no plans for
him to work for the Government of Panama under the auspices of IMCO and that the
Organization therefore had no responsibility concerning his stay in Panama. In March and
again in April 1971, the applicant wrote to the Secretary-General that he was going to have a
post with IMCO working for the Government of Panama. In August 1971, he asked that
remedial action be taken by IMCO for damage to his prestige and reputation because of
statements allegedly made by an ECLA staff member to the Government of Panama, and that
a letter be sent to various Panamanian authorities to that effect. The Secretary-General replied
(1) that IMCO had no plans to renew or prolong his fixed-term employment beyond the terms
expressly foreseen and (2) that with regard to the issuance of a letter to various Panamanian
authorities, according to practice IMCO should confine itself describing the nature of the
applicant's duties and the length of his service.

In June 1972, the Ambassador of Panama to the United Kingdom wrote to the Secretary-
General of IMCO requesting officially the appointment of the applicant as an IMCO expert in
Panama. The Secretary-General replied that the technical co-operation projects in which
IMCO participated were financed exclusively by UNDP and that the only UNDP-financed
project in the maritime field in Panama of which he had knowledge was one being carried out
by UNCTAD, to which the Government of Panama might wish to convey its views with
respect to the applicant. Also in June 1972, the applicant submitted to IMCO a claim for
reimbursement of travel and removal expenses from Guatemala 1.0 Panama and from Panama
to Madrid. That claim was rejected because entitlement to return travel and removal expenses
ceased if the travel had not been undertaken within six months after the date of separation
from service. In October 1972 the applicant submitted to the Secretary-General of the United

25 Mme P. Bastid, Vice-Président, presiding; Mr. F. A. Forteza, Member; Sir Roger Stevens, Member.
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Nations a complaint regarding his conditions of service with IMCO, as well as an appeal which
the applicant had filed with the Joint Appeals Board of the United Nations. Having been
informed that his appeal had been addressed to the wrong forum, he submitted his complaints
against IMCO to the Secretary-General of IMCO, who informed the Executive Secretary of
the Administrative Tribunal that he agreed to have the dispute submitted directly to the
Tribunal in accordance with article 7 of its Statute.

The Tribunal first of all examined the applicant's claim concerning (i) his removal
expenses from Panama to Madrid; (ii) the cost of air travel for his wife from Panama to
Madrid; (iii) his travel expenses by road from Guatemala to Panama and (iv) his subsis-
tence and other expenses for the duration of his journey from Guatemala to Panama and then
from Panama to Madrid.

On point (i), the Tribunal observed that IMCO had duly paid to the applicant the cost ol
the transportation of his personal effects and household goods from Guatemala to Panama. In
the light of Staff Rule 207.20 (/') (i), reading "Shipment shall be made in one consignment
unless otherwise warranted, in the opinion of the Secretary-General, by exceptional circum-
stances" and inasmuch as the Secretary-General had not approved any exception to that
rule, the Tribunal considered the claim unfounded.

With respect to point (ii), the Tribunal noted that as the applicant had remarried on 10
November 1970 and had left Guatemala on the 21st day of that same month, his wife did not
have the six months residence in the mission area required of dependents under Staff Rule
207.9 (a) (ii) in order to benefit from that provision.

In connexion with point (iii), the Tribunal noted that the applicant had been authorized
under Staff Rule 207.5 (c) to travel from Guatemala to Panama by automobile "provided no
additional cost to IMCO was involved".

Lastly, with regard to point (iv), the Tribunal stated that the applicant would normally
have been entitled within the limits prescribed in Staff Rule 207.5 (c) to the reimbursement he
claimed for travel from Panama to Madrid. However, since the journey to Madrid had not
been made until two and a half years after the applicant had relinquished his post, the
applicable provision was Staff Rule 207.24 (c), which read: "Entitlement to return travel and
removal expenses shall cease if travel has not commenced within six months after the date of
separation from service".

The applicant also claimed payment for overtime which he alleged that he had worked.
The Tribunal merely noted that staff members in the professional category were not covered by
the IMCO Staff Rules relating to overtime.

The applicant also claimed (1) damages to cover the alleged gap of $14,000 between his
income during his stay in Panama and the expenses incurred by him during that period and (2)
compensation of $50,000 for moral and material damage which he claimed he had incurred due
to defamation by IMCO, resulting inter alia from its failure to give him "a new post, as was its
obligation".

The Tribunal noted that the applicant had been given two appointments by IMCO, for
periods of one year and two months respectively, and that, in the text of each letter of
appointment, it was expressly stated that "the nature of the appointment is fixed-term and does
not carry any expectancy of renewal or of conversion to any other type of appointment". On
seeing the file, the Tribunal determined that there was no legal basis for concluding that the
applicant had acquired the right to remain in the service of IMCO or to be re-employed by that
organization. Having thus established that IMCO had no legal obligation to appoint the
applicant to a post either during his stay in Panama or thereafter, the Tribunal rejected the
corresponding claims for compensation. With regard to the applicant's claim for compensation
for defamation, the Tribunal shared the view expressed by the respondent that "there is no
evidence to support the allegation that IMCO has. . . defamed the reputation and character of
the applicant or in any way contributed to or assisted in such defamation by any other person".
Accordingly, there was no ground for the claim.
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12. JUDGEMENT No. 192(11 OCTOBER 1974):26 LEVCIK v. SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE U N I T E D
NATIONS

Application contesting a decision refusing to renew a fixed-term appointment because of
the refusal by the authorities of the applicant's country of origin to extend his secondment

The applicant, who served in the Institute of Economics of the Czechoslovak Academy of
Sciences had, while in Geneva on leave of absence without pay, taken up employment on a
short-term basis with the ILO. On 2 September 1968 he applied for a post with the Economic
Commission for Europe (ECE). The Permanent Representative of Czechoslovakia, consulted
regarding the applicant's availability, stated that the Czechoslovak Government agreed to
recruitment on a temporary basis. The applicant then accepted an 11-month appointment with
ECE. In March 1969 the Deputy Permanent Representative of Czechoslovakia in New York
informed the Office of Personnel that his Government agreed to the extension of the
applicant's secondment for two years. On 17 April 1969 the applicant accepted the offer of a
fixed-term appointment for two years, in which no mention was made of secondment. Nor was
there any question of secondment in the letter of appointment, or in the personnel action form
relating to the appointment. On 14 August 1969 the Director of the Institute of Economics of
the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences informed the applicant that "his leave of absence
would end at the originally approved term, i.e. on 31 December 1971". On 26 November 1970
the Chief of Staff Services addressed to the Chief of Staff Services in New York a memoran-
dum on "Review of professional staff members serving under fixed-term appointments due to
expire in March 1971". The memorandum stated that the Executive Secretary of ECE
recommended that the applicant's appointment should be extended for a further period "of not
less than three years"; the recommendation was approved by the Director of Personnel.
However, the Government of Czechoslovakia did not approve the proposed extension, so that
the staff member was to "return to his Government service after expiration of present contract
on 31 March 1971". Representations were thereupon made to the Czechoslovak authorities to
secure an extension of the applicant's secondment until the end of 1971. The representations
were unsuccessful; nevertheless the applicant's contract was extended to 31 December 1971. On
20 October 1971 the applicant addressed to the Secretary-General a memorandum in which he
stated that he had not been seconded from his national Civil Service and that the attempts of
the Czechoslovak authorities to prevent his employment with the United Nations had nothing
to do with the application of the rule of secondment but were simply an act of persecution to
which the United Nations could not be a party. The Director of Personnel replied that the
applicant's employment with the United Nations had taken effect, not through a "political
clearance" but because the United Nations had requested and obtained secondment, and that
the Secretary-General was not in a position to contest the claim of the Czechoslovak
Government that the Institute of Economics was part of the government system. On 1 January
1972 the applicant's appointment was extended for a final period of three months.

The Joint Appeals Board, to which the case was submitted, concluded that the Secretary-
General was within his rights in not accepting to renew the applicant's fixed-term appointment,
but, considering that the conditions prevailing at the end of the applicant's fixed-term period of
employment had created a legitimate expectancy of renewal of his contract, recommended the
grant of an indemnity equivalent to three months' salary. The recommendation was accepted
by the Secretary-General; however, the applicant rejected the compensation offered him as
being "totally inadequate and preferred under unacceptable legal conditions" and filed with the
Tribunal the present application.

The Tribunal noted that it was requested to rule on the compensation due to the applicant
for injury sustained as a result of the decision of the respondent to separate him from the
service on 31 March 1972 and to refuse, despite urgent requests from his superiors, to extend
his appointment to 31 March 1974. The Tribunal also noted that the respondent considered

2 h Mr. R. Venkataraman, President; Mme P. Bastid, Vice-Président; Sir Roger Stevens, Member.
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himself bound to terminate the employment of a staff member seconded by the Government of
a Member State when that Government refused to authorize the extension of secondment.

In order to decide on the legality of the respondent's decision, the Tribunal first of all
recalled the legal principles applicable to the secondment of staff to the United Nations
Secretariat. It observed that "temporary secondment" was formally recognized by Staff Rule
104.12(6) and that the Training and Reference Manual of Procedure for Personnel Clerks and
Secretaries instructed them, in the case of candidates seconded to the United Nations, to
include in the document which must be prepared at the time of appointment a formal mention
of the situation of secondment. The Tribunal recalled that in the Higgins case27 it had declared
that "secondment" occurred when the staff member was posted away from his establishment of
origin but had the right to revert to employment in that establishment at the end of the period
of secondment and retained his right to promotion and to retirement benefits. There were
really three parties to the arrangement, namely the releasing organization, the receiving
organization and the staff member concerned. Any secondment required that the situation of
the official in question must be defined in writing by the competent authorities in documents
specifying the conditions and particularly the duration of the secondment. Any subsequent
change in the terms of the secondment initially agreed on obviously required the agreement of
the three parties involved. Accordingly, if the Government which had seconded an official
refused to extend the secondment, the Secretary-General was obliged to take that decision into
account. Bearing in mind the provision in Article 100 of the Charter that "in the performance
of their duties the Secretary-General and the staff shall not seek or receive instructions from
any Government or from any other authority external to the Organization", the Tribunal
considered that in the absence of a secondment agreed to by all parties concerned in
conformity with the above-mentioned principles, the respondent could not legally invoke a
decision of a Government to justify its own action with regard to the employment of a staff
member.

The Tribunal then considered whether in fact the applicant's status had been one of
secondment. It noted that at the time of his recruitment to ECE the applicant was working at
the International Labour Organisation, and that neither the offer of employment for 1 1
months at ECE, nor the letter of appointment, nor the personnel action form made any
mention of secondment from a national Government or institution. It noted, however, that the
Executive Secretary of ECE had asked the Permanent Representative of Czechoslovakia at
Geneva to state whether his Government agreed with that recruitment action. The Tribunal
noted that in the Permanent Representative's positive reply, the term "secondment" did not
appear, and that the Administration had used the term "clearance" to describe the procedure
which had been followed. It concluded that the procedure followed in October 1968 had been
designed merely to ensure that the prolonged absence of the applicant from his national
territory was in order from the point of view of the Czechoslovak Government.

In relation to the period of the appointment running from 1 April 1969 to 31 March 1971,
the Tribunal examined the circumstances to determine whether there had been a "secondment"
and whether the respondent's position had any legal basis.

The Tribunal noted that although the word "secondment" had been used several times in
internal administrative documents and in the correspondence exchanged between the Adminis-
tration and the Deputy Permanent Representative of Czechoslovakia in New York, no
mention had been made of the position taken by the Office of Personnel or by the Permanent
Representative in the letter offering the applicant a two-year appointment, or in the letter of
appointment itself, or in the personnel action form established on that occasion. Not until the
end of 1970 had the applicant been notified for the first time of the situation which had been
accepted at Headquarters according to which the applicant's retention in service was condi-
tional on the consent of his Government.

In considering whether, on the basis of the legal principles applicable to secondment, the
respondent's position was well founded, the Tribunal observed ( I ) that the agreement reached

27 See Juridical Yearbook, 1964, p. 205.
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in New York between the Government and the respondent did not specify the starting-point of
the secondment, the applicant's post in his country, or the conditions relating to his return to
that post; (2) that it was clear from previous correspondence between the Executive Secretary
of ECE and the Permanent Representative of Czechoslovakia at Geneva that as far as the
Government of Czechoslovakia was concerned, it was for the United Nations to settle the
question of the contract which was to be concluded and the Government only wished to be
kept informed; (3) that there were certain contradictions in the position of the Czechoslovak
authorities, since while the Institute which had employed the applicant in Czechoslovakia
spoke of leave of absence granted until 31 December 1971, the Deputy Permanent Representa-
tive of Czechoslovakia in New York had mentioned a secondment ending on 31 March 1971;
(4) the agreement reached in New York on secondment had not been brought to the applicant's
knowledge and his consent obtained.

From the foregoing the Tribunal held that there had been no valid secondment of the
applicant during the period of his two-year fixed-term appointment.

With regard to the period from I April 1971 to 31 March 1972, the Tribunal noted that the
applicant's appointment had been extended on three occasions despite the Government's
opposition. It noted also that in connexion with the first of those extensions, the Director of
Personnel had informed the Permanent Representative of Czechoslovakia in New York that
that "action" was of an "exceptional nature" and had assured him that it "did not in any sense
reflect a desire . . . to change the policy of close consultation with the Czechoslovak authorities,
which, as in the past, continues to be our rule". In the opinion of the Tribunal, that
communication referred to a system of consultation between the respondent and the Czecho-
slovak Government which differed both from the clearance procedure and the procedure
of secondment. In view of the foregoing, the Tribunal concluded that the applicant's status dur-
ing the above-mentioned period was not one of secondment.

The Tribunal therefore concluded that the applicant had at no time been on regular
secondment. It then had to consider whether the applicant had a legal expectancy of continued
employment until 31 March 1974. It was no doubt true that a fixed-term appointment of the
kind held by the applicant did not carry any expectancy of renewal or of conversion-to any
other type of appointment. Having regard, however, to the exceptional commendations of his
work and the efforts made by his superiors to retain his services, the applicant had a legal
expectancy that his fixed-term appointment would be extended until 31 December 1974, and
he was therefore entitled to compensation for the injury resulting from a decision based on an
error of law. The Tribunal awarded compensation in the amount of one year's net base salary.

13. JUDGEMENT No. 193 (16 OCTOBER 1974):2S ADDO v. SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE UNITED
NATIONS

Application contesting a decision of the Joint Appeals Board declaring an appeal
submitted after the expiry of the prescribed time-limit irreceivable

The applicant, who worked as a driver at the United Nations Information Centre in Accra
(Ghana) on a regular appointment, had during a quarrel inflicted on two of his colleagues
injuries which had required hospital treatment. On 18 September 1970, at the proposal of the
Director of the Centre, ne was suspended from his duties pending an investigation into the
incident, and was informed on 19 October that he had been summarily dismissed for serious
misconduct effective 15 September 1970. The local police court subsequently acquitted him of
the charge of assault filed against him. The applicant contested the dismissal several times. On
26 February 1972, in his most recent approach to the administrai ion, he reiterated his position,
asserting that the respondent should have awaited the local court decision before determining
to dismiss him.

2 KMr. R. Venkataraman, President; Mr. F. T. P. Plimpton, Vice-President; Mr. Z. Rossides,
Member.
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The appeal which the applicant lodged with the Joint Appeals Board on 11 July 1972 was
declared not receivable by the Board. However, the Board noted that the respondent had
mistakenly made the effective date of dismissal 15 September, instead of 18 September, and
that the applicant should therefore receive the salary and allowances owing to him for the 3
days concerned. The Board also noted that in the case concerned there had been no
"suspension without pay" before the decision to dismiss the applicant and that the respondent
could not therefore invoke the practice in accordance with which summary dismissal following
a suspension from duty without pay was effective on the date of suspension.

The Board finally noted that some 10 days had elapsed between the date on which the
decision had been taken and the date on which the staff member had been notified of it and
expressed the view that the applicant could have been forewarned. Taking into account the
foregoing, the Board recommended that the applicant should be paid his salary and allowances
from 16 September 1970 through 19 October 1970. Following that recommendation, the
respondent ordered the effective date of the summary dismissal to be changed from 16
September 1970 to 19 October 1970.

The Tribunal, to which the case was submitted, recalled that in accordance with Staff Rule
111.3 (d) an appeal could not be receivable by the Joint Appeals Board unless the time-limits
had been met, but that the Board could waive the time-limits in exceptional circumstances. It
had therefore considered whether the Board had acted correctly in deciding that none of the
reasons offered by the applicant for not meeting the required time-limit amounted to
exceptional circumstances. The Tribunal took the view that the applicant, who had been made
acquainted with the relevant provisions of the Staff Regulations and the Staff Rules on at least
two occasions and had already used appellate procedures, could not plead ignorance of the
relevant provisions. Secondly, the first approach to the Secretary-General after dismissal had
been made in 10 March 1971, two months after the local court had made its judgement.
Thirdly, in a letter dated 8 June 1971, the respondent had drawn the attention of the applicant
to the administrative channels of appeal open to him; however, the applicant had allowed eight
months to go by before making further contact with the respondent and after the latter, in a
letter dated 4 April 1972, had advised the applicant to proceed with his appeal before the Joint
Appeals Board and to submit to the Board, in the first instance, the question of the
receivability of his appeal, the applicant had taken no action for three months. The Tribunal,
taking into account the foregoing, considered that the decision of the Joint Appeals Board not
to waive the time-limits was fully supported by the record and accordingly rejected the
application.

14. JUDGEMENT No. 194 (16 OCTOBER 1974):29 WITMER v. SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE
U N I T E D NATIONS

Application contesting a decision not to offer employment for medical reasons
The applicant had been employed under fixed-term appointments for several periods

between 12 September 1958 and 31 December 1962. In May 1962 he had contracted a serious
illness, but nevertheless on 7 January 1962 had been placed in class 1 by the Medical Director
following the medical examination he had to take in order to obtain a one-year fixed-term
appointment as an OPEX Officer. On 13 December 1963, the Medical Director advised the
Office of Personnel that on the basis of the new medical examination which the applicant had
undergone in November 1963, the extension of mission in tropical and subtropical climates
was medically contraindicated. The administration then changed the applicant's medical
classification to class 2.

In May 1970 the applicant received from the Technical Assistance Recruitment Service an
offer of employment for 12 months, subject to medical clearance. After accepting the offer and
undergoing the necessary medical examination, he was asked to visit for a few days the site of

29Mr. R. Venkataraman, President; Mr. F. T. P. Plimpton, Vice-President; Mr. Z. Rossides,
Member.
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the project which he was to direct. However, on 28 December 1970, since the Medical Director
of the United Nations considered that the applicant did not meet the United Nations medical
standards, the Technical Assistance Recruitment Service informed the applicant that it could
not aisk him to take up the post to which he had been assigned.

The Joint Appeals Board, to which the case was submitted, found that the respondent had
been negligent in offering the applicant an appointment subject to medical clearance when he
knew or should have known that the applicant would not be medically cleared because of his
medical record during his previous service with the Organization.

Considering that the respondent must be deemed to have entered into a valid agreement
with the applicant for a one-year fixed-term appointment, the Board recommended that the
applicant should be accorded, as compensation for the Organization's breech of its obligations
towards him, the sum of $8,400, representing damages of $700 per month for the term of the
agreement.

The respondent did not accept that recommendation but decided to pay the applicant
compensation in an amount equivalent to the terminat ion indemnity to which he would have
been entitled if the appointment had in fact been made and then terminated prior to its
commencement, that is five days' pay for each month of uncompleted service. The Tribunal
noted that the applicant claimed that by reason of his compliance with the terms of the offer of
employment made by the respondent, a legal obligation to appoint him to the post for one year
arose and that the withdrawal of the appointment constituted a breach for which compensa-
tion was payable by the respondent. The respondent argued, inter alia, that there had been no
appointment within the meaning of the Staff Rules and thai therefore he was under no
obligation, contractual or otherwise, to the applicant.

The Tribunal observed that the absence of a letter of appoin tment did not conclude the
applicant's claims and that, in accordance with its jurisprudence as decided in its Judgement
No. 142 (Bhattacharyya),30 it was entitled

"to consider the contract as a whole, not only by reference to the letter of appoint-
ment but also in relation to the circumstances in which the contract was concluded".
In that respect the Tribunal noted that it was not on the bas,is of the report on the medical

examination undergone in 1970, which in the view of the Medical Director established that the
applicant was quite heal thy—but on the basis of the medical record dur ing the period
1958 1963 that the Medical Director had refused to approve the appointment of the applicant.
The Tribunal recognized the Medical Director's au thor i ty to make appropriate recommenda-
tions regarding the employment of a candidate by the Uni ted Nations on the basis of the past
or present medical history or other medical data obtained from any other source and the right
of the Secretary-General to act on such recommendations. There had therefore been no
violation of the pertinent Staff Regulations and Rules in the case under consideration.
However, the Tribunal found that in offering the appointment to the applicant with full
knowledge of his past medical history, in asking him to undergo a new medical examination
and in permit t ing him to visit the site of the project concerned, the respondent had acted as
though the applicant's past medical history was of no relevance to the appointment. Thus the
respondent had acted negligently in making the offer of appointment when he knew or should
have known that whatever the applicant's state of health at the time the offer of appointment
was made the applicant could not have been granted an appointment on account of his past
medical history.

The Tribunal added that the respondent could not, by reason of the principle of equitable
estoppel, be allowed to raise objections based on the applicant's past medical history,
disregarding the current favourable medical report. The respondent knew the past medical
history of the applicant and had taken the initiative in the appointment of the applicant, and he
was therefore estopped from raising objections to the applicant's appointment based on the
applicant's past medical history.

™See Juridical Yearbook. 1971, p. 152.
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The Tribunal concluded that the applicant had become entitled to the one-year fixed-term
appointment offered to him and that the respondent, by withdrawing the appointment, had
failed to carry out his obligations and thus became liable for the consequences of his action. It
accordingly ordered the respondent to pay as compensation to the applicant the sum of $8,400
less such amount as might have been paid by the respondent as indemnity.

B. Decisions of the Administrative Tribunal of the
International Labour Organisation31-32

1. JUDGEMENT No. 225 (6 MAY 1974): LACHS v. UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC
AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION

Complaint submitted directly to the Tribunal in violation of the rule concerning the
exhaustion of internal means of redress

The complainant impugned a decision pursuant to which there had been deducted from
her salary a sum which the defendant Organization considered that the complainant owed to it.
The defendant Organization maintained that the complaint was irreceivable because of the
complainant's failure to exhaust internal means of redress.

The Tribunal stated that article VII, paragraph 1, of its Statute provided that a complaint
was not receivable unless the complainant had exhausted such other means of resisting it as
were open to him under the applicable Staff Regulations. Chapter XI of the UNESCO Staff
Regulations and Staff Rules provided that, before being able to lodge an appeal with the
Tribunal, staff members must appeal to the Appeals Board, which the complainant had not
done. Although any staff member could, with the consent of the Director-General, waive the
jurisdiction of the Appeals Board, such a derogation from the normal procedure was justifiable
only in exceptional cases which the Director-General himself could determine. The Tribunal
was not competent to waive the requirement that the complainant should first appeal to the
Appeals Board.

31 The Administrative Tribunal of the International Labour Organisation is competent to hear
complaints alleging non-observance, in substance or in form, of the terms of appointment, and of such
provisions of the Staff Regulations as are applicable to the case, of officials of the International Labour
Office and of officials of the international organizations that have recognized the competence of the
Tribunal, namely, as at 31 December 1974, the World Health Organization (including the Pan American
Health Organization (PAHO)), the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, the
International Telecommunication Union, the World Meteorological Organization, the Food and Agricul-
ture Organization of the United Nations, the European Organization for Nuclear Research, the Interim
Commission for the International Trade Organization/General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, the
International Atomic Energy Agency, the World Intellectual Property Organization, the European
Organization for the Safety of Air Navigation, the Universal Postal Union, the International Patent
Institute, the European Southern Observatory, the Intergovernmental Council of Copper Exporting
Countries, the European Free Trade Association and the Inter-Parliamentary Union. The Tribunal is also
competent to hear disputes with regard to the execution of certain contracts concluded by the Interna-
tional Labour Office and disputes relating to the application of the Regulations of the former Staff
Pensions Fund of the International Labour Organisation.

The Tribunal is open to any official of the International Labour Office and of the above-mentioned
organizations, even if his employment has ceased, and to any person on whom the official's rights have
devolved on his death, and to any other person who can show that he is entitled to some right under the
terms of appointment of a deceased official or under provisions of the Staff Regulations on which the
official could rely.

3 2Mr. M. Letourneur, President; Mr. A. Grisel, Vice-Président; Lord Devlin, Judge.
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2. JUDGEMENT No. 226 (6 MAY 1974): SCHAWALDER-VRANCHEVA v. WORLD HEALTH
ORGANIZATION

Complaint impugning a decision designed, pursuant to a judgement of the Tribunal, to
correct an earlier administrative decision—Limits of the Tribunal's authority to review a
decision falling within the discretion of the Director-General

By Judgement No. 194 of 13 November 197233 the Tribunal quashed as being based on
inadequate grounds the decision of the Director-General of WHO not to confirm the
appointment of the complainant following her probationary period. In pursuance of that
Judgement, the Director-General set up an ad hoc committee to examine her case and in the
light of its report took a further negative decision.

The complainant contended before the Tribunal that the decision in question had not been
based on any proper inquiry or adequate grounds and therefore claimed material and moral
damages.

The Tribunal observed that the ad hoc committee had carried out a thorough inquiry and
that on the basis of its report the Director-General had taken a considered decision in full
knowledge of the facts. The procedural irregularity which had led to the quashing of the initial
decision had thus been corrected and it was for the Tribunal to determine the merits of the
complaint.

The Tribunal stated that a staff member on probation did not during the probation period
enjoy the safeguards granted to permanent staff members and that the decision taken by the
Director-General not to confirm the staff member's appointmenl was one which fell within his
discretion. The Tribunal accordingly could interfere only if the decision had been taken
without authority, was irregular in form or tainted by procedural irregularities or by illegality,
or was based on incorrect facts, or if essential facts had not been taken into consideration, or,
again, if conclusions which were clearly false had been drawn from the documents in the
dossier, or, finally, if authority had been exercised for purposes foreign to the Organization's
interests.

The Tribunal held that, although the dossier as supplemented by the report on the inquiry
revealed obvious animosity towards the complainant on the part of her immediate supervisor
and the criticisms of her appeared fairly mild, it did not appear from the dossier that the
impugned decision with regard to a probationer had been tainted with any of the irregularities
which entitled the Tribunal to interfere. Among other things it was proved that the Director-
General had taken his decision on the basis of a full dossier which contained all the data
required for forming a judgement and after consulting several senior officials, and in full
awareness of his responsibility for the effective running of the Organization in his charge. Since
the impugned decision was lawful, the complainant could not properly claim compensation on
the grounds of that decision.

3. J U D G E M E N T No. 227 (6 MAY 1974): TUFTE v. FOOD A N D A G R I C U L T U R E O R G \ M Z \ T I O N OF
THE UNITED NATIONS

Complaint requesting reinstatement lodged by an official who had previously resigned
The complainant, who had held a fixed-term appointment due to expire on 31 March

1972, had been assigned to a post in Algeria. On 30 September 1971, he informed the defendant
Organization of his intention of resigning with effect from 1 November 1971 if by then he had
not been offered a suitable position at headquarters. The Organization then invited him to
apply for a headquarters post in the ordinary way and informed him that, unless he did so and
unless he notified FAO to the contrary, his resignation would take effect on 1 November 1971
as he had asked. The complainant confirmed his resignation on 14 October 1971.

On 30 October 1971 he asked for reinstatement with FAO or, failing that, compensation.
He was not given satisfaction and lodged his claim with the Tribunal.

«See Juridical Yearbook, 1972, p. 147.
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As to the claim for reinstatement, the Tribunal considered that by resigning the
complainant had deprived himself of the right to reinstatement in the Organization in his
former post or in any other. If he wished to return, his only course of action was to apply for a
vacancy in accordance with the prescribed procedure. Any other course would be warranted
only if he had acted otherwise than of his own free will, a hypothesis which was not supported
by any evidence.

As to the claim for compensation, the Tribunal stated that, as it was free from illegality,
the decision not to reinstate the complainant did not entitle him to any compensation.

4. JUDGEMENT No. 228 (6 MAY 1974): REMONT v. FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION
OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Complaint impugning a decision refusing to upgrade a post held by an official under a
fixed-term contract to the level of the post occupied by the same official under a previous
contract

The complainant had held an appointment at the P.5 grade which was due to expire on 21
May 1971. On 20 April 1971 the Organization offered him a 14-month mission in Tunisia. The
post there was at grade P.4. The complainant's appointment was initially extended until 30
June 1971 and it was decided that his grade should not be changed from P.5 to P.4 until 1 June
1971. It was only on the eve of his departure for Tunisia that the complainant learnt of the
grade of his new post and he wrote a minute stating his reservations and agreeing to the P.4
grade pending the outcome of the procedure for upgrading the post in Tunisia to grade P.5.
The steps taken to upgrade the post proved unsuccessful and the complainant left the
Organization on 31 December 1971 following two successive extensions of his appointment,
extensions which, the Organization explained, had been limited because his reservations about
his grade still held good and doubts remained about his qualifications for his post.

The FAO Appeals Committee, having been seized with the case, (1) rejected the
complainant's claim for reinstatement, (2) rejected his claim for compensation ex aequo et
bono and (3) recommended that the Director-General consider granting him grade P.5
retroactively to cover the full period of his mission in Tunisia. By a decision of 9 February
1973, the Director-General accepted the first two conclusions and rejected the third.

The Tribunal observed that, when deciding whether to accept the offer, the complainant
had been told that the appointment would be at grade P.4. He had been kept informed of the
action taken to upgrade the post to P.5 and had been informed in plain terms in a letter of
7 September 1971 that his appointment would continue to be at grade P.4 and that any ex-
tension he received would be at that grade.

The Tribunal pointed out, firstly, that, as he had promised the complainant, his immediate
supervisor had made earnest efforts to have the post upgraded to P.5 and that the opposition
which those steps had encountered could not be criticized by the Tribunal unless it had been
based on considerations foreign to the Organization's interest, which had not been proved.

The Tribunal further observed that the appointment to the post in Tunisia was a new one
and quite distinct from those previously held by the complainant. His appointment at a lower
grade could not be assimilated to downgrading in the absence of any special circumstances.

Thirdly, although the Organization had undertaken to take certain steps to upgrade the
post, it had never promised any positive outcome. The complainant had been kept fully
informed of the steps taken under the procedure and of developments, and had been treated
with perfect correctness and even with helpfulness. The complainant could not therefore
properly contend that the Organization had showed bad faith towards him.

Lastly, by requesting the upgrading of his post, the complainant had compelled the
Organization to keep him waiting until the regrading procedure was completed and to release
him following the negative outcome of the procedure.

The impugned decision therefore was not tainted with any irregularity.
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5. JUDGEMENT No. 229 (6 MAY 1974): HRDINA v. INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANISATION

Complaint impugning a decision not to renew a fixed-term contract—Limits of the
Tribunal's authority to review such a decision

The complainant had received a series of fixed-term contracts, the last of which covered
the period from 31 December 1972 to 31 January 1973. On 12 February 1973 she submitted a
written request to the Director-General to review the decision riot to renew her contract. By
letter of 19 March 1973 the Director-General informed her that it was not possible to
reconsider the decision.

The Tribunal, in considering the case, noted that the impugned decision, having been
taken by the Director-General in the exercise of his discretion, could be criticized only if it was
taken without competent authority, violated a rule of form or procedure, was based on an
error of fact or law, failed to take into consideration essential facts, was tainted with abuse of
authority, or if conclusions which were clearly false had been drawn from the documents in the
dossier. In that connexion the Tribunal noted that: (1) the Director-General's competence to
confirm the termination of the complainant's appointment was beyond dispute; (2) the
impugned decision, communicated in writing, was not open to any formal criticism; (3) there
had been no infringement of the rules of procedure since the complainant, by writing to the
Director-General, had been able to exercise her right to be heard, since she had been free to use
the means of redress provided for under the Staff Regulations and since the speech of the
Director-General to the staff saying that any decision to terminate the services of a staff
member would be taken at least two months in advance plainly did not apply to staff members
whose appointment was renewed from month to month; (4) nothing in the dossier supported
the charge of the complainant that the impugned decision was based on incorrect facts; (5)
taking into account article 4.6 (d) of the Staff Regulations, which provides for the automatic
expiry of fixed-term appointments and expressly denies the right of those holding such
contracts to expect renewal, the impugned decision was not based on any error of law since no
provision of the Staff Regulations or of her contract required the Organization to take account
of the duration of her appointments under previous contracts; (6) it had not been established
that the Director-General had failed to take essential facts into consideration or that he had
misused his authority; and (7) the Director-General had not drawn conclusions which were
clearly false from the dossier, in view of the fact that the Organization's financial difficulties,
not to speak of the reservations expressed here and there with regard to the complainant's
relations with other staff members, justified the decision.

The Tribunal consequently dismissed the complaint.

6. JUDGEMENT No. 230 (6 MAY 1974): STRACEY v. FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION
OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Complaint submitted by a former associate participant in the United Nations Joint Staff
Pension Fund claiming that he had been deprived of a pension as a result of an administrative
oversight—Extent of the Tribunal's authority with regard to the determination of the duration
of the contract to be offered to a candidate for employment

The complainant, who had joined the staff of FAO in May 1964, shortly before his fifty-
sixth birthday, had become an associate participant in the United Nations Joint Staff Pension
Fund. His appointment had been successively extended to June 1966, June 1967 and finally to
the end of December 1968. In May 1967 it had been decided to transfer him to the United Arab
Republic on assignment to projects of which some were to end in 1970 and others in 1972. The
transfer was not carried out as a result of the war between Israel and the United Arab Republic
and the complainant was posted to Uganda until the end of February 1969 and then to various
other posts until his resignation on 1 September 1972.

Upon reaching the age of 60 in May 1968, the complainant lost his status as associate
participant in the Joint Staff Pension Fund, and, because on that date as a result of his
reassignment due to the events in the Middle East he did not hold an appointment which would
last long enough to extend his total period of employment in the United Nations to the
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minimum of five continuous years, he no longer qualified to become a full participant in the
Pension Fund. Through the combined effect of the Pension Fund Regulations and the
circumstances of the case, the complainant found himself therefore deprived of a pension to
which he believed himself to be entitled.

Having failed in his efforts to have the Organization correct the situation, he appealed to
the FAO Appeals Committee, which, feeling that the complainant had been the victim of
oversights on the part of the Organization, unanimously recommended that the Director-
General consider as soon as possible ways of fulfilling the Organization's intention of providing
a pension for the complainant.

The recommendation was not accepted by the Director-General.
The Tribunal, in considering the case, first examined the question of the receivability of

the complaint. It found that the complainant had not impugned within the time-limits laid
down in Staff Rule 303.131 the decision to grant him a new appointment from 1 July 1967 to 31
December 1968. In July 1968, however, immediately after he had discovered that he was no
longer an associate participant in the Joint Staff Pension Fund, the complainant had pointed
out this fact to the Organization. The Organization had then sought to give him the status of a
full participant by replacing the above-mentioned contract with a new contract which would
expire on 20 June 1970. Having replaced the contract, the Organization was implicitly
estopped from arguing that the original contract had not been contested in time. Hence, in so
far as that contract was relevant, the Organization could not properly rely on the non-
observance of the rules on internal means of redress.

As to the merits, the Tribunal stated that the decision to grant the complainant a new
contract covering the period from 1 July 1967 to 31 December 1968 had been taken in the
exercise of discretion and could therefore be interfered with only if it had been taken without
authority, was irregular in form or procedure, was based on errors of fact or law, failed to take
into consideration essential facts, was tainted with misuse of authority, or if conclusions which
were clearly false had been drawn from the documents in the dossier.

The Tribunal found that, when the complainant was reappointed, the officials in charge
had not realized that they were depriving him of the chance of becoming a full participant in
the Joint Staff Pension Fund. In all likelihood—and the subsequent attitude of the Organiza-
tion was proof of that—they would have extended the period of the contract until at least 10
May 1969, had they realized the consequences of their decision, and so enabled the complai-
nant to become a full participant. In the circumstances of the case under consideration, the
omission to take account of the complainant's situation in respect of his membership
constituted a fact which should be considered essential.

The Tribunal found, however, that the complainant had himself failed to show the
diligence which could be expected from a man reaching the age of 59, an age at which a staff
member who is careful of his own interests is concerned with his possible pension rights. The
complainant had been free to obtain information on his position as a Fund participant on the
conclusion of the new contract; by failing to clarify the matter in time, he had contributed to
the loss of his rights.

The Tribunal consequently ordered the Organization to pay the complainant, from the
date of his retirement, half the amount of the pension to which he would have been entitled as a
full participant in the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund.

7. JUDGEMENT No. 231 (6 MAY 1974): SLETHOLD v. GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND
TRADE

Complaint submitted by a person who did not have a contractual relationship with an
international organization which recognized the competence of the Tribunal

The complainant had been assigned for a period of two years to the International Trade
Centre, a body jointly administered by the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD) and GATT; he had been seconded to the Centre from the
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Norwegian Agency for International Development (NORAD). Because his appointment to the
Centre was extended for only three months instead of for 12 months, as he had expected, and
because the Director of the Centre wrote a memorandum on the subject of his work which he
considered to be false and libellous, he submitted the present complaint to the Tribunal.

The Tribunal recalled that according to article II, paragraph 5, of its Statute it heard
complaints against organizations which had recognized its competence alleging non-
observance of the terms of appointment or the provisions of Staff Regulations. The complai-
nant had been seconded NORAD to GATT, which was one of the above-mentioned
organizations and the defendant in the present case. The Tribunal was competent to hear the
complaint only if the complainant had concluded a contract of appointment with GATT or
was subject to the Staff Regulations of GATT.

GATT had suggested in 1966 that officials seconded to it by NORAD should have a
contractual relationship with NORAD rather than be members of the staff of GATT. NORAD
had accordingly itself appointed the complainant, was to pay his remuneration and had
extended his secondment to GATT for three months. GATT had not directly concluded a
contract with the complainant, who had not received the letter of appointment and other
documents given to all GATT officials and who, unlike such officials, was not a member of the
Joint Staff Pension Fund.

Finding that, notwithstanding his secondment to GATT, the complainant had not
concluded a contract of appointment with it and was not subject to its Staff Regulations, the
Tribunal declared that it was not competent to hear the complaint.

8. JUDGEMENT No. 232 (6 MAY 1974): DIAZ v. UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC
AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION

Complaint impugning a decision refusing to delete a performance report
The complainant contested the performance report made about him and, under Staff Rule

104.11 (e), an appeal was lodged with the Senior Personnel Advisory Board. The Advisory
Board, at which the complainant was represented by an official, held that there was no call for
revision of the contested performance report. The complainant then appealed to the Appeals
Board claiming deletion of the report in question and the Board advised that the appeal should
be dismissed but recommended that the report should be neither taken into account in deciding
whether to reappoint the complainant nor communicated to any third party. The Director-
General endorsed the opinion but not the accompanying recommendation and communicated
his decision to the complainant.

The Tribunal, to which an appeal against that decision was submitted, considered that the
contested report had been prepared in accordance with Staff Rule 104.11. With regard to the
complaints made by the complainant concerning the proceedings in the Advisory Board, the
Tribunal considered that (1) the Board had been set up in accordance with the Staff Rules; (2)
in accordance with the relevant provisions, the Director-General was not bound to summon
the Board to meet at or near the place of the complainant's residence; (3) the complainant had
neither declared his intention of attending the meeting at which the Board was to examine his
case nor taken steps to provide for his representation; (4) in those circumstances, the fact that
he had not been told of the date of the meeting was immaterial to the propriety of the
proceedings; (5) the Board was free to determine whether or not it should hear witnesses; and
(6) the complainant had received all the documents in the dossier, had had every opportunity
to comment, and could not properly maintain that his right to a hearing had been disregarded.

With regard to the proceedings in the Appeals Board, the Tribunal (1) rejected the
allegation of the complainant that the Board was irregularly composed because its members
included an official who as Chief of Personnel had previously appointed the complainant to his
earlier posts; (2) dismissed the complaints of the complainant concerning the communication
to the Appeals Board of documents which he had not seen beforehand, and held that those
complaints lacked foundation since the documents in question had been communicated
immediately to the representative of the complainant and the complainant had made no
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comment; and (3) considered that the "recommendations" made by the Appeals Board had no
binding force.

As to the formal propriety of the contested decision, the Tribunal declared that the
allegation that the Director-General had taken the view that the complainant's performance
report might be communicated to third parties had not a shred of evidence.

As to the inherent lawfulness of the impugned decision, the Tribunal recalled that, in
writing or endorsing a performance report on a staff member, the Director-General exercised
his discretion as the head of the Organization. It concluded from a study of the documents in
the dossier and the facts of the case that the impugned decision was not tainted with any of the
irregularities which entitled the Tribunal to interfere with it.

The Tribunal affirmed, lastly, that no general principle of law barred one organization
from communicating to another information on its former employees, provided that such
information was materially correct and related to the employees' professional qualifications
and was not given with malicious intent. It appeared from the dossier that in the case in
question UNESCO had done no more than exercise strictly the above-mentioned right of any
international organization.

9. JUDGEMENT No. 233 (6 MAY 1974): ALONSO v. PAN AMERICAN HEALTH ORGANIZATION
(WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION)

Complaint impugning a decision placing a promoted official at a lower salary level than
that of her former grade

Following her transfer from the General Service category (in which she had held a post at
grade G-7, step X) to the Professional category (grade P-l, step X), the complainant found that
her total remuneration had diminished by some $500 a year. After being informed, following
her claims, that she could not be given a higher grade than P-l, step X, she appealed to the
Board of Inquiry and Appeal of the Pan American Health Organization and the Board
recommended that the salary scale should be extended as an exceptional measure in the
complainant's case and that she should receiye an ex gratia payment in compensation for the
decrease in salary due to her promotion. That recommendation was not endorsed by the
Director of the Pan American Health Organization.

The Tribunal, to which the matter was referred, recalled that Staff Rule 220.2 provides
that:

"On promotion to a higher grade, the salary of a staff member shall be fixed at the
lowest step in the new grade which will provide an increase in salary no less than would
have resulted from the next within grade increase in the old grade . . .".
In the opinion of the Tribunal, and contrary to what was held by the Organization, a

transfer from the General Service category to the Professional category was a "promotion";
since such promotions were envisaged in the WHO Manual and were not governed by
any special rule, Rule 220.2 must apply.

The language of the Rule assumed the existence of a step in the new grade which would
carry with it a salary high enough for the difference between the old and new salary of the
promoted staff member to be at least equal to the increase in salary he would have enjoyed if he
had advanced one step in his old grade.

In the case in question, that assumption turned out to be incorrect. Did that mean that in
the circumstances Rule 220.2 should be treated as ineffective or did it mean that a way must be
sought of paying the increase?

In order to solve the question, the Tribunal considered the primary object of the Rule. In
its view, the object was not so much to provide a way of determining the step at which the staff
member was to enter the new grade but to provide a way of determining the salary increase
which the staff member should enjoy following promotion. The Tribunal stressed in that
respect that the Rule in question was in a section headed "Salary Determinations" and that it
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dealt with movement of staff, which naturally carried with it an increase in salary; it was
therefore only reasonable to see the increase in salary as the true object of the Rule.

The Tribunal added:
"The fixing of the step must be construed as only the means by which the true object

of the Rule is to be secured. The means are the servant of the end, not its master; the
failure of the means prescribed cannot be allowed to defeat the object; the object must be
achieved in some other appropriate way".
The Tribunal stated that Rule 220.2 itself was the authority for making the increased

payment; it mattered not that there was no other Rule authorizing the payment. The fact that
the payment could not be fitted into any particular niche in the framework of the regulations
would doubtless cause administrative inconvenience, but administrative inconvenience did not
prevent the operation of the Rule.

The Tribunal therefore ordered that the Organization pay to the complainant arrears of
salary at the rate of $US 517 per annum from the date of her promotion.

10. JUDGEMENT No. 234 (6 MAY 1974): CHAWLA v. WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION

Request for compensation for loss in exchange value attributable to the delay of the
Organization in making a payment

By Judgement No. 195,34 the Tribunal had ordered the Organization to pay the
complainant $US 20,000 as compensation. The present complaint aimed at obtaining the
payment of $US 2,000 in compensation for the loss suffered by the staff member concerned
owing to the decline in the value of the dollar and to the Organization's delay complying with
Judgement No. 195.

The Tribunal declared that upon well-established principles there could be no claim in
respect of currency devaluation as such. But there could be a claim for compensation for the
unexplained delay in making the payment of a sum due. In the circumstances of the case in
question, that compensation should be assessed as the diminution in the amount of rupees
eventually received by the complainant, the diminution being due to the change in the
rupee/dollar rate during the period of delay. The Tribunal specified that the relevant period
began on 14 December 1972, one month after Judgement No. 195 was notified, and ended on
14 March 1973, when the payment had been made, and that the amount of compensation
should be ascertained by taking the difference between the rates as quoted on the international
exchanges on those two dates.

11. JUDGEMENT No. 235 (6 MAY 1974): McCuBBiN v. FOOD AND AGRICULTURE
ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Complaint seeking payment of the compensation prescribed in the statutory provisions in
the event of death attributable to the performance of official duties

The complainant's husband, an FAO staff member, had been sent to Taiwan in October
1969 as a Programme Adviser. On 29 September 1970, he became ill at the office, suffering
severe backache, and immediately went to a doctor. Several examinations made on 29
September, 30 September and 2 October proved inconclusive; he was unable to obtain an
appointment between 2 and 6 October, and it was only on 6 October that an aortic aneurysm
was diagnosed. On 7 October he suffered a severe attack; he could not be operated on because
the necessary graft was unavailable and he died in the night of 7 October 1970.

The complainant, believing that a cause of her husband's death was the limited diagnostic
and surgical facilities available in Taiwan and that her husband would have stood a fair chance
of survival if he had been in England instead of being stationed in Taiwan, claimed, as the
widow of a staff member whose death was attributable to the performance of his official duties,

34 See Juridical Yearbook, 1972, p. 148.
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the compensation prescribed in the relevant provisions, in her own name and in that of her two
children, who were minors at the time. Her claims were rejected despite a favourable
recommendation by the FAO Appeals Committee.

The Tribunal, seized of the case, accepted the complainant's contention that what had to
be proved was that the performance of official duties had been a cause of the death of her
husband. It had, however, to be a cause in the legal sense, in other words, there must be a link
or links of some strength between the cause and the event, sometimes expressed by saying that
the cause must be "approximate", "direct" or "not too remote".

In the circumstances, the Tribunal noted that the medical evidence, put at its most
favourable for the complainant, showed that her husband "would have stood a greatly
increased chance of possible recovery if he had been in England", though it must remain a
matter of doubt whether his life could have been saved. On that evidence, the complainant
contended that a cause of the death was the absence of proper facilities and/or equipment at
her husband's duty station. In the opinion of the Tribunal, there was not on those facts
established a sufficiently close connexion between the death and the performance of the duties
to constitute the performance as a cause of the death.

The Tribunal specified that its decision depended on the circumstances of the case,
including in particular the peculiar nature of the husband's disease and the perils to life
inherent in it. The decision was not to be taken as laying it down that the death of a staff
member at a duty station lacking ordinary medical facilities could never be attributed to the
performance of official duties.

12. JUDGEMENT No. 236 (6 MAY 1974): HARROD v. INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANISATION

Irreceivability of a complaint concerning a decision which can no longer be impugned
owing to the expiry of the time-limit and conduct of the Organisation which does not
constitute a decision impugnable before the Tribunal.

The complainant, holder of a fixed-term contract which had been extended on several
occasions, had first worked at the International Institute for Labour Studies, and then had
been notified of his transfer, by a minute of 17 November 1972, to a branch in the International
Labour Office itself. His employment was terminated on 31 December 1972 by mutual consent.
On 1 January 1973, an ILO staff list was published containing the names of all Institute
officials, whereas previous lists had not included officials on fixed-term appointments.

The complainant requested the Tribunal, inter alia, to declare unlawful his transfer of 17
November 1972 and the change of status implicit in the staff list dated 1 January 1973. He also
stated that the role of the Director of the Institute had been criticized in a widely read journal
in his country of citizenship in a way which adversely affected the reputation of the Institute
and its officials; he argued that the Organisation should have made a public statement thereon
and alleged that the Organisation's silence in that respect was a "decision".

The Tribunal pointed out that the complaint had been filed on 30 March 1973. To be
receivable, it must impugn a decision which ran counter to the terms of the complainant's
appointment or to some provision of the Staff Regulations, and which had been notified to the
complainant not before 30 December 1972.

The first decision had been a decision notified on 17 November 1972 "coupled with" a
decision notified on 1 January 1973. The decision of 17 November 1972 had been the decision
to transfer the complainant. If that decision were taken by itself, the complaint against it was
clearly out of time. The publication on 1 January 1973 of a list of the officials of the ILO
neither revived the decision of 17 November 1972 nor created any new decision. The complaint
against the first decision was therefore irreceivable.

With respect to the alleged "decision" by the Organization concerning the reaction to
criticisms which might have been made against the Director of the Institute, the Tribunal
decided that the Organisation had not taken any decision on the matter and that in any event it
would not have been a decision which affected its obligations to the complainant.
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13. JUDGEMENT No. 237 (21 OCTOBER 1974): GEORGE v. FOOD AND AGRICULTURE
ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Complaint seeking the quashing of a decision to terminate an appointment on grounds of
unsatisfactory service

The complainant, a driver with a fixed-term contract, had been dismissed for unsatisfac-
tory service. He had been charged (1) with taking an official motor-car, of which he was the
driver, without permission from the parking space where it should have remained, for a
purpose of his own and returning it in a damaged condition and (2) with reporting for duty in
an intoxicated condition.

On the first charge, the Tribunal, in the light of the dossier, accepted the Administration's
version of the facts and concluded that in the circumstances the complainant's misconduct
justified his dismissal. On the second charge, the Tribunal decided that the evidence was
corroborated that the complainant smelt strongly of alcohol; it felt, however, that there was no
evidence that the complainant had been unfit for duty. To come on duty smelling of alcohol
was reprehensible but it did not amount to misconduct serious enough to justify dismissal.
Besides, that charge was immaterial because the first had been by itself sufficient to justify the
measure taken. The Tribunal therefore rejected the complaint.

14. JUDGEMENT No. 238 (21 OCTOBER 1974): ZOGANAS v. INTERNATIONAL LABOUR
ORGANISATION

Complaint seeking the quashing of the decisions relating to the results of two competitions
held by the Organisation to fill some of its posts

The complainant had entered successively an internal competition and an external
competition held by the International Labour Office with a view to filling certain posts. He did
not, however, secure a post in either case. He then appealed to the Tribunal by requesting it,
inter alia, to quash the Director-General's decisions relating to the results of the competitions.

The Tribunal first of all rejected the argument by the defendant Organisation that,
according to the Tribunal's case law,35 the complainant was not entitled to refer to the courts in
a single complaint two different decisions which did not concern the complainant's career but
rather the lawfulness of two different competitions and were noi: therefore sufficiently related.
The Tribunal found that each of the decisions impugned affected the complainant's career in a
very similar way and that the complainant might therefore refer them to the Tribunal in one
and the same complaint.

With respect to the internal competition, the Tribunal pointed out that the notice of
vacancy, after describing the duties attaching to the posts, set forth the qualifications required
of applicants (university degree and proficiency in languages) and stated that the candidates
selected by the Board of Examiners might be required to take a written examination. The
complainant objected that in selecting the candidates the Board of Examiners had taken
account not only of their university education and proficiency in languages, the sole qualifica-
tions set forth in the notice of vacancy, but also of their professional experience, a criterion not
mentioned in the notice. The Tribunal pointed out that an internal competition, of which the
main purpose was to promote existing staff members, normally entailed taking into considera-
tion all the information available to the Organisation concerning them, and in particular
information which allowed of appraising the professional experience of the candidates. In
taking previous performance as one of its criteria for the classification of candidates the Board
of Examiners had not exceeded its proper authority to make a general assessment of them and
make a choice.

The complainant had also wrongly alleged that candidates should have taken a written
examination. According to the notice of vacancy itself, it was for the Board to decide on the
need for such an examination.

35See Judgement No. I l l , summarized in the Juridical Yearbook, 1967, p. 306.
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Finally, the complainant had not produced a shred of real proof in support of his
allegation that the impugned decision had not been taken in the interests of the Organisation.

With respect to the external competition, the complainant had contended that the
Organisation had tried to exclude him by summoning him to a room other than that in which
the examination was to take place. The Tribunal, however, noted that the complainant had
discovered in time the room where the examination was actually being held and that he had
taken the examination in the same conditions as the other candidates. In those circumstances,
regrettable as the mistake might have been, therefore, it had not affected the regularity of the
proceedings.

The complainant further contended that the rules of impartiality had not been respected
because, among other things, the names of the candidates had been known to the Selection
Board when it had come to classify them. The Tribunal, however, concluded that, according to
the notice, the vacancy was to have been filled, not by a competition in the strict sense of the
term, but by selection. The process of selection of civil servants should by its very nature be
based not just on the results of an examination but on any other useful criteria. Account
should be taken, not only of the candidate's possession of the expressly stipulated qualifica-
tions, but of their degrees and of their professional experience, which in itself constituted a
criterion for selection and one of particular relevance in recruiting civil servants. In the present
case, the examination results being only one of the criteria to be applied, the Selection Board
had been entitled, after marking the written papers, to ask the Organisation to reveal the names
of the candidates so that it could fulfil its task by assessing the general suitability of each of
them for employment in the international civil service.

Thirdly, the complainant had not produced a shred of proof in support of his allegations
that he had been eliminated because of his political opinions or trade union activities and that
the Organisation had failed to apply the principle of equality to his case. In the light of all the
documents in the dossier such allegations appeared most unlikely to be true.

The Tribunal therefore rejected the complaint.

15. JUDGEMENT No. 239 (21 OCTOBER 1974): Fox v. INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANISATION

The Tribunal recorded the withdrawal of suit by the complainant.

16. JUDGEMENT No. 240 (21 October 1974): HOPKIRK v. FOOD AND AGRICULTURE
ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS

The Tribunal recorded the withdrawal of suit by the complainant.

17. JUDGEMENT No. 241 (21 OCTOBER 1974): SANTONI v. WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION

Complaint seeking the quashing of a decision not to renew a fixed-term appointment
The complainant was appointed under a fixed-term contract which was renewed several

times, on the last occasion until 30 September 1973. In May 1973 she was informed that her
contract would not be renewed. Her internal appeals having failed, she filed a complaint with
the Tribunal, maintaining that she had grounds for counting on a further extension of her
appointment, that her functions had not matched her qualifications and that the decision taken
on her case was based on erroneous grounds (unsatisfactory service).

The Tribunal stressed that a decision not to extend a staff member's appointment was a
matter of discretion. The Tribunal could interfere with such a decision only if it was taken
without authority, was irregular in form or tained by procedural irregularities, or was based on
a mistake of fact or of law, or if essential facts had not been taken into consideration, or if it
was tainted with abuse of authority, or if conclusions which were clearly false had been drawn
from the documents in the dossier.

The complainant maintained that the impugned decision was taken on mistaken grounds.
The Tribunal considered, however, that it did not appear from the dossier that the complainant
was the victim of any prejudice or that her case had not received proper examination.
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Moreover, the complainant had not only received a written reprimand in December 1971 and
signed several annual reports criticizing her lack of interest in her work, but did not deny
having received the warnings and held the conversation mentioned by the Administration.

The decision not to extend the complainant's appointment did not infringe any statutory
or contractual provisions. It was indeed in accordance with the provision in Staff Rule 940 that
fixed-term appointments terminate automatically on completion of the agreed period of
service.

The complainant had been required to perform the duties specified in her contract of
appointment. Lastly, there was no reason to suppose that the Director-General had failed to
take essential facts into consideration, been guilty of abuse of authority or drawn clearly false
conclusions from the documents in the dossier. Thus, the Tribunal could not interfere with the
decision and the complaint was dismissed.

18. JUDGEMENT No. 242 (21 OCTOBER 1974): STOM-GARNIER v. EUROPEAN ORGANISATION FOR
THE SAFETY OF AIR NAVIGATION

The Tribunal recorded the withdrawal of suit by the complainant.

19. JUDGEMENT No. 243 (21 OCTOBER 1974): RILEY v. INTERNATIONAL LABOUR
ORGANISATION

Complaint seeking the quashing of a decision not to renew a fixed-term appointment
The complainant held a fixed-term contract which had been renewed on several occasions.

In two successive periodic reports reservations concerning his work and output were expressed
by his supervisor, who finally decided to assign him to other duties and to place him under his
own direct supervision, giving him special assignments with stated deadlines. Some months
later, the complainant was transferred to a new branch, where his work once again gave rise
to unfavourable reports. His appointment was nevertheless extended for a further period of six
months and then, for compassionate reasons, for two successive periods of two months.

The complainant requested the Tribunal, inter alia, to quash the Director-General's
decision not to renew his appointment.

The Tribunal recalled that a staff member on a fixed-term appointment had no right to
expect extension of that appointment, as was clear from Staff Regulation 4.6 (d). The question
whether such an appointment might or might not be extended fell within the discretionary
authority of the Director-General, whose decision on the matter could be interfered with only
if it was taken without authority, was irregular in form or tainted by procedural irregularities
or by illegality, or was based on incorrect facts, or if essential facts had not been taken into
consideration, or if conclusions which were clearly false had been drawn from the documents
in the dossier or, finally, if authority had been exercised for purposes foreign to the
Organisation's interests.

The complainant's contention that his supervisor should have confined himself to exerting
purely administrative control over his work, and not technical supervision, ran counter to the
basic principles to be observed in the public service, where a supervisor should exercise
supervision and control over all the activities of his subordinates. If a subordinate who had
already served as an official for some time was having difficulties in adapting to his duties—and
such was the case of the complainant, who although possessing unquestionable and unques-
tioned technical skills had revealed himself to be incapable of producing work regularly or of
doing a particular job of work by a reasonable deadline—the head of branch had the duty to
keep a close watch on him, guide him and carefully supervise his work, or even to take over
himself. In the Tribunal's view, all the complainant's criticisms of his superior suggested that in
fact the latter was perfectly aware of his duties as head of branch, and none of those criticisms
was warranted. Besides, even under the supervision of another head of branch, the complain-
ant proved to be no better able to adapt.
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With regard to the contention that the complainant had been assigned to duties which did
not match the description in his contract of appointment, the Tribunal declared that a head of
branch should be free to employ his subordinates in the best interests of his branch, with due
regard to their qualifications. It was not contested that, in view of the complainant's inability to
perform his duties and the inadequacy of his output, his successive supervisors and the
Director-General had tried to give him, in his own interests, different and varied assign-
ments, first within the branch and later in a related branch, and that moreover those changes
fell within the authority enjoyed at different levels by each of the persons concerned.

The Tribunal concluded that the impugned decision was not tainted with any of the flaws
which entitled the Tribunal to interfere with it and stressed that the Organisation, instead of
terminating the complainant's services as soon as it became aware of the difficulties he was
having in adapting to his duties, had sought to use him in other posts, thus treating him with
consideration. The Tribunal therefore dismissed the complaint.

20. JUDGEMENT No. 244 (21 OCTOBER 1974): ELLOUZE v. INTERNATIONAL LABOUR
ORGANISATION

Complaint submitted by a locally recruited staff member with a view to obtaining non-
local status

The complainant, after completing several periods of employment under fixed-term
contracts, first at Geneva with local status from 22 August 1967 to 27 February 1968, then in
Algiers with non-local status from 1 March 1968 to 31 January 1970 and then again in Geneva
with local status from 3 March 1970, was appointed on 5 December 1972 as a General Service
category official under a contract of indeterminate duration which classified him as "locally
recruited", thus indicating that his home was Geneva.

A few months later he requested that Sfax be regarded as his home, but his requests were
dismissed.

The Tribunal, to which the case was submitted, noted that according to the Staff
Regulations, the home of officials of the General Service category was deemed to be at the duty
station if the official had been locally recruited. Likewise according to the Regulations, an
official was classified as locally recruited in various circumstances, in particular if he had been
continually living for one year within a radius of 25 kilometres from Geneva.

It had been established that at the date of his appointment of indeterminate duration the
complainant had held, as a locally recruited official, successive short-term appointments
covering more than one year. In accordance with the aforementioned provisions, he must be
deemed a locally recruited official and his home was therefore his duty station.

The complainant contended that the contracts which he held after 3 March 1970 were
tainted with illegality in that they treated him as a locally recruited official, whereas on 3 March
1970 he had been living in Geneva for less than one year. However, since the complainant had
not objected to the terms of those contracts before they expired, it was no longer open to him
to contest those provisions, which had become final.

The Tribunal therefore dismissed the complaint.

21. JUDGEMENT No. 245 (21 OCTOBER 1974): MEYER v. INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY
AGENCY

Complaint seeking the quashing of a decision refusing to extend an appointment by the
few days necessary to enable the person concerned to receive a pension

The complainant held a fixed-term appointment which had been extended several times.
The last extension, for a period of 11 months, was accepted like the previous extensions, except
that the complainant asked that its length should be reconsidered; for want of 13 days the
appointment offered to him did not enable him to complete the five years' continuous service
required to entitle him to a pension from the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund. His
request having been rejected by a decision with statement of reasons of 31 August 1973, he
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appealed to the Joint Appeals Committee, which held that he had no "right" to an extension of
his final appointment, but nevertheless recommended that it should be extended by 13 days. By
letter of 10 December 1973, the Director-General informed the complainant that he could not
endorse the Committee's recommendation.

The Agency maintained that the complaint was irreceivable because the Director-
General's refusal to endorse the Committee's recommendation was not an administrative
decision within the meaning of Staff Regulation 12.01 and that the true decision in the case was
that by which the administration had extended the complainant's appointment by 11 months.
The Tribunal rejected that argument. It observed that the dismissal of the complainant's claim
of 31 August 1973 indeed constituted a decision which had been correctly submitted to the
internal appeals body and that in the light of that body's recommendations the Director-
General had taken a further decision in the legal meaning of that term on 10 December 1973.
The complaint had thus been lodged in accordance with the rules, within the time-limit and
after the internal means of redress had been exhausted.

As to the merits, the Tribunal stressed that the impugned decision was a matter of
discretion which could be interfered with only if it was taken without authority, was irregular
in form, or tainted by procedural irregularity or by illegality, or was based on incorrect facts or
if essential facts had not been taken into consideration, or if it was tainted with misuse of
authority, or, again, if clearly mistaken conclusions had been drawn from the documents in the
dossier.

The Tribunal first stated that the administration had not infringed its contractual
obligations because all the complainant's contracts stated that fixed-term appointments carried
no expectation of extension.

The complainant had undoubtedly been informed that fixed-term appointments "can be
followed by fixed-term contracts depending upon the needs of the Agency's programme and
work performance of the staff member concerned", but he could not infer from that statement
any right to continue in the Agency's service until completion of the programme to which he
had been assigned and for as long as his work performance was satisfactory. On the contrary,
by using the word "can" the Agency reserved the right to terminate his appointment even if the
stipulated conditions were fulfilled.

Moreover, the complainant could not properly take the Agency to task for appointing him
without informing him of its general practice of not granting fixed-term appointments of more
than five years' duration. It might, of course, be regrettable that he had not been informed of
that restriction at the outset, as new staff members of the Agency apparently had been since.
But since he should have expected his appointment to be terminated on grounds other than the
completion of a programme or the inadequacy of his services, he could not found any claim on
the omission which he attributed to the Agency.

The complainant also contended that the Director-General had misused his authority. The
Tribunal observed that it was the Director-General's duty to safeguard the Agency's interests at
all times. The question therefore arose whether the impugned decision was in accordance with
those interests, on whose nature the Tribunal did not intend to substitute its own opinion for
that of the highest authorities of the Agency. The latter had observed that in principle it was its
practice—based on article VII.C of its Statute and approved by its General Conference and its
Board of Governors—to limit the total period of appointments of staff members to four years,
and to grant to only a few of them appointments of over five years. In offering to extend the
complainant's total length of service to four years, 11 months and 17 days, the Director-
General had no doubt intended to act in the Agency's interests viewed by its higher authorities.
Hence misuse of authority could not be regarded as established.

It appeared, however, from the circumstances of the case lhat the Director-General had
drawn unwarranted conclusions from the evidence before him. Although the complainant had
not expressly put forward that argument, the Tribunal felt bound to consider it, since its
jurisdiction required it to apply the law. The refusal of the complainant's request had
substantial effects on the financial interests of a staff member whose services had consistently
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been regarded as satisfactory. Moreover, the extension claimed covered so short a period that
it was not such as to cause any prejudice whatever to the Agency. The Director-General had no
doubt been prompted by the desire to avoid setting a precedent on which other staff members
might later rely, but in order to avoid future claims like the complainant's, the Agency need
only refrain from extending the appointment of fixed-term staff members beyond four years;
furthermore, by limiting the period of the complainant's service to five years the Director-
General would not have departed from the practice of regarding only appointments of more
than five years as permanent.

The Tribunal therefore declared that by causing the complainant serious loss which was
not justified by the need to safeguard any interest of the Agency the Director-General had
drawn from the dossier conclusions which were clearly mistaken. His decision was therefore
tainted by a flaw which warranted quashing it. The Agency should therefore extend the
complainant's final appointment so as to bring his total period of service to five years and so
entitle him to the benefits of participation in the Pension Fund. A longer extension of
appointment was not warranted in the circumstances of the case, since it was not required to
remedy the flaw in the decision.

22. JUDGEMENT No. 246 (21 OCTOBER 1974): RONDUEN v. UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL,
SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION
Complaint alleging non-observance by the respondent Organization of its obligations

under the Staff Regulations and Staff Rules with respect to the participation of its staff
members in the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund

The complainant, who was born on 27 April 1907, had been appointed on 23 November
1963 under a fixed-term one-year contract which had been renewed on several occasions for
periods of one year or less. He first left the service of the Organization on 31 May 1968, then
was reappointed seven months later under a one-year contract, which was again extended on
several occasions. On 22 December 1971, the complainant finally left the service of the
Organization.

At the time of his first appointment, the complainant had been informed that he was an
associate participant in the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund. He lost that status, and
was duly informed of that fact, when he reached the age of 60. Finally, when he was
reappointed, it was made clear to him that he was excluded from the Fund since he was
over 60.

On applying for a pension entitlement a few months before his contract expired, he
received a negative answer from the administration. The matter was then referred to the
UNESCO Joint Staff Pension Committee, which upheld the administration's interpretation,
then to the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Board, which arrived at the same decision.

By letter of 25 October 1972, which did not arrive at its destination unti l 1 1 April 1973, the
complainant this time lodged an appeal with the Appeals Board against the "administrative
decisions" on the basis of the Staff Regulations and Staff Rules. The Appeals Board declared
the appeal receivable but advised dismissing it on the merits. By letter of 22 October 1973, the
Director-General informed the complainant that he endorsed the Board's recommendation to
dismiss the complaint but that he reserved his position on the irreceivability of the complaint.

The complainant then appealed to the Tribunal against that decision, asserting, on the
basis of Staff Regulation 6.136 and Staff Rule 106.4,37 that the Organization ought to have

36The terms of this Regulation are as follows: "Provision shall be made for the participation of staff
members in the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund in accordance with the Regulations of that
Fund."

"The terms of this Rule are as follows: "A staff member who is under sixty years of age at the t ime of
appointment shall participate in the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund according to his e l ig ib i l i ty
under the Regulations of the Fund, provided that his participation is not excluded by the terms of his
appointment."
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ensured that the nature and duration of his appointments entitled him to a retirement benefit.
In his appeal, the complainant also impugned a decision of 21 December 1973 concerning the
payment of a medical insurance indemnity.

The Tribunal first noted that the decision of the United Nations Joint Staff Pension
Board, which might be impugned before the United Nations Administrative Tribunal, had not
been referred to this Tribunal. It was not open to review by the ILO Administrative Tribunal,
whose competence did not extend to disputes between an international official and the organs
of the Fund.

Hence the sole question for the Tribunal to determine was whether by the alleged
infringement of its obligations UNESCO had deprived the complainant of entitlements from
the Pension Fund. The Tribunal pointed out first of all that the Organization was not bound to
grant appointments in such terms as to confer on staff members maximum benefit from the
Fund. Although it was of course required to take account of the legitimate interests of staff
members on recruitment, in doing so it could not overlook its own interests. Moreover, the
conclusion and extension of contracts of appointment fell within the discretionary authority of
the Director-General, and the Tribunal exercised over such decisions only the restricted form
of review to which discretionary decisions were subject.

The Tribunal noted that, until he reached the age of 60, the complainant had been an
associate participant in the Fund and that UNESCO did not therefore ignore the question of
his participation in the Fund. Once he had reached the age of 60, the complainant could not
have remained a participant in the Fund—this time as a full participant—unless at the date of
his sixtieth birthday he had held either a permanent appointment or an appointment which
would normally lead to a permanent appointment, or an appointment bringing his total length
of continuous service to at least five years. At that time, however, he had completed only a little
over three years' service with UNESCO; consequently UNESCO was not even morally bound
to offer him a contract which would put him in one of the three categories mentioned above.
Finally, once he had passed the age of 60, the complainant could no longer become a
participant in the Fund. Whatever their duration, his subsequent appointments could in no
way change that fact. It was therefore pointless to consider whether or not their extension
would have been warranted. The Tribunal consequently considered the conclusions of the
claim to be unfounded.

Finally, the part of the claim concerning the payment of the medical insurance indemnity
impugned an alleged administrative decision which might be referred to the Appeals Board.
Since its submission had violated the rule stipulating that internal means of redress should first
be exhausted, it was irreceivable.

23. JUDGEMENT No. 247 (21 OCTOBER 1974): NEMETH v. FOOD AND AGRICULTURE
ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Complaint against a decision to withhold annual salary increment—Concepts of "unsatis-
factory service" and "unsatisfactory conduct"—Grounds of insubordination

The complainant, who held a permanent contract, had had his annual salary increment
withheld as a result of his offensive attitude towards his immediate supervisor, whom he
refused to acknowledge as such. In addition, his post had been abolished although he
continued to be employed in the FAO secretariat.

Before the Tribunal, he contended that both the withholding of his increment and the
abolition of his post as part of an experimental reorganization of his Division, which had the
effect of leaving him only minor duties, were the result of intriguing by the Director of his
Division to get rid of him and ruin the end of his career.

The Tribunal pointed out that a decision to withhold a within-grade increment was a
discretionary decision and could therefore be impugned only if it had certain flaws and if it was
based, among other things, on an error of law or a clearly mistaken conclusion on the facts. It
considered that the decision in this case was based upon an error as to what constituted
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unsatisfactory service within the meaning of the Staff Regulations and an erroneous apprecia-
tion of the facts which were supposed to constitute it.

The record revealed that the administration's complaint against the complainant was that
he had refused to acknowledge a particular official as his superior. For his part, the
complainant denied that the official in question was in fact his superior. He distinguished also
between "unsatisfactory service" and "unsatisfactory conduct" and argued that "unsatisfactory
conduct" was not a ground for curtailing salary. The Organization, for its part, contended that
"a direct superior-subordinate relationship" had been established and that the term "unsatis-
factory service" covered insubordination.

The Tribunal first considered to what extent insubordination was covered by the concept
of unsatisfactory service. In that respect, it noted that the Staff Regulations distinguished
between unsatisfactory conduct and unsatisfactory service. The latter was covered by Manual
section 315.322 and could lead only to the withholding of increment; the Organization had
therefore rightly insisted that such withholding was not a disciplinary measure. Unsatisfactory
conduct, on the other hand, was a subject for disciplinary action which was covered by Manual
sections 301 and 339. Eleven specific kinds of unsatisfactory conduct were set out in Manual
section 330.152, of which the eighth was insubordination, such as impertinence to a superior
officer or refusal to obey instructions. A formal procedure had to be followed in disciplinary
cases so as to ensure that the charge was stated in writing and an opportunity given for reply.

Several of the 11 kinds of unsatisfactory conduct set out in the Manual were unlikely to
affect in any way the service given. Occasional insubordination might not affect the service
given; a constantly insubordinate officer, on the other hand, could not be giving satisfactory
service. To bring insubordination within the concept of unsatisfactory service, it was necessary,
in the opinion of the Tribunal, (1) to establish that the insubordination did in the particular
case affect the quality of the officer's service (positive condition) and (2) to establish that
insubordination in the particular case had not given rise to a dispute (negative condition). In
the present case, neither of these conditions had been fulfilled.

As to the positive condition, the Tribunal noted that the complainant's refusal to
acknowledge a certain official as his superior was the only fact specifically alleged, and it did
not follow from it that the quality of his service was thereby impaired.

The negative condition was necessary to preserve the true relationship in the Staff
Regulations between disciplinary and non-disciplinary measures. When an act of disobedience
was alleged and disputed, the accused could not be deprived of the protection afforded by the
disciplinary regulations by charging it only as an item of unsatisfactory service. In the present
case the complainant was charged with an insubordinate attitude and was disputing that he
owed a duty of subordination.

Accordingly, the offence, if any, of the complainant was an offence against discipline, and
the Director-General had erred in dealing with it as a matter of unsatisfactory service. He had
erred'also in his implicit determination (the point was never dealt with expressly) that there was
a duty of subordination. In the present case, if the Director of the Division to which the
complainant belonged meant to delegate his authority in certain matters to one of the officers
in that Division, he ought to have done what he had neglected to do, namely, use clear words
which left the other officers in no doubt that one who was then considered hierarchically their
equal would in future be invested with the right to command.

The Tribunal concluded that, if the Director-General had taken into account all the
relevant factors, he would not have found the complainant guilty of insubordination.

The decision to withhold the annual salary increment had been taken, in the first instance,
by the Director of the Division to which the complainant belonged. It had then been based on
two instances of comments deemed inappropriate and offensive. The first instance could
perhaps, in the opinion of the Tribunal, warrant a charge of impertinence, but one had to take
into consideration, on the one hand, the fact that the two persons in question were near equals
and, on the other hand, the stress being experienced by the complainant at the time of the
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incident because of the threat to abolish his post. As to the second incident, the Tribunal could
find no evidence at all of offensive or impertinent behaviour on the part of the complainant.

At the Director of Personnel level, the decision to withhold the annual salary increment
had been based on the fact that the complainant had deliberately ignored the existence of a
hierarchical relationship between himself and another officer of the Organization. In that
respect the Tribunal noted that, on 7 April 1972, the officer in question had for the first time
been expressly named as the complainant's supervisor. At no time after that date had the
complainant questioned the existence of a hierarchical relationship. Prior to that date, the
Tribunal recalled, as was stated above, that the actions of the administration had not been
unambiguous.

Finally, at the Assistant Director-General level, the reason given to support the decision to
withhold the annual salary increment was that the complainant had refused to recognize
another officer of the Organization as his supervisor. The Organization contended that, when
the officer in question had been promoted to P-5 with effect from 1 January 1972, his post had
been re-allocated with a new title. It was further contended that by an oversight his title had
not changed until April 1972 when it was done with retroactive effect. In the opinion of the
Tribunal, these operations could hardly have been conducted without the issue of some
documents. But none had been produced. According to the Administration, "the action did not
call for any official announcement for general distribution". The Tribunal declared that it was
at a loss to understand how the complainant could be expected to recognize the officer in
question as the incumbent of an office to which his promotion had not been announced.

The Tribunal concluded:
(1) That the Director-General had erred in law in treating the complainant's attitude as if

it fell within the concept of unsatisfactory service;
(2) That he had erred in law in concluding that at the material time a particular officer of

the Organization was the complainant's superior or supervisor;
(3) That in concluding that the complainant was guilty of insubordination he had drawn a

clearly mistaken conclusion from the facts.
The contested decision was consequently quashed.
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Chapter VI

SELECTED LEGAL OPINIONS OF THE SECRETARIATS OF THE
UNITED NATIONS AND RELATED INTERGOVERNMENTAL
ORGANIZATIONS

A. Legal opinions of the Secretariat of the United Nations
(Issued or prepared by the Office of Legal Affairs)

I. COMMENTS ON THE QUESTION OF THE RESPONSIBILITY OF STATES WITH REGARD TO THE
REPARATION FOR INJURIES INCURRED BY AGENTS OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS, IN

PARTICULAR THE UNITED NATIONS

Note prepared in reply to an enquiry by the Permanent
Representative of a Member State

Some basic principles governing this subject have been set out by the International Court
of Justice in its advisory opinion of 11 April 1949 (Reparation for Injuries Suffered in the
Service of the United Nations, ICJ Reports 1949, p. 174). The Court held unanimously that, in
the event of an agent of the United Nations in the performance of his duties suffering injury in
circumstances involving the responsibility of a State (including a State which is not a member),
the United Nations as an Organization has the capacity to bring an international claim against
the responsible de jure or de facto government with a view to obtaining the reparation due in
respect of the damage caused to the United Nations. By eleven votes against four, the Court
also held that in the above-mentioned circumstances the United Nations had the capacity to
bring an international claim with a view to obtaining the reparation due in respect of the
damage caused to the victim or to persons entitled through him.

The Court understood the word "agent" as "any person who, whether a paid official or
not, and whether permanently employed or not, has been charged by an organ of the
Organization with carrying out, or helping to carry out, one of its functions—in short, any
person through whom it acts" (ICJ Reports 1949, p. 177).

The Court also considered the question of how action by the United Nations based on the
Organization's right of functional protection is to be reconciled with such rights (as the right of
diplomatic protection) as may be possessed by the State of which the victim is a national. It
concluded by ten votes against five that when the United Nations as an Organization is
bringing a claim for reparation of damage caused to its agent, it can only do so by basing its
claim upon a breach of obligations due to itself, and that respect for this rule will usually
prevent a conflict between the action of the United Nations and such rights as the agent's
national State may possess, and thus bring about a reconciliation between their claims. This
reconciliation must depend upon considerations applicable to each particular case, and upon
agreements to be made between the Organization and individual States, either generally or in
each case.

In a report on reparation for injuries incurred in the service of the United Nations, of 23
August 1949, presented at the fourth session of the General Assembly,1 the Secretary-General

1 Official Records of the Fourth Session of the General Assembly, Sixth Committee, Annex to the
Summary Records of Meetings, agenda item 51, document A/955, para. 15.
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proposed "that the General Assembly should accept the advisory opinion of the Court as an
authoritative expression of international law on the questions; considered". The Secretary-
General also suggested that the United Nations should proceed to present claims for the deaths
or injury of its agents in cases in which the responsibility of a State might appear to be
involved, and at the same time he proposed a procedure to be followed for the settlement of
these claims. As chief administrative officer of the Organization, the Secretary-General would:

(a) determine which of the cases appear likely to involve the responsibility of a State;
(6) consult with the Government of the State of which the victim was a national in order

to determine whether that Government had any objection to the presentation of a
claim or desired to join in the submission;

(c) present, in each such case, an appropriate request to the State involved for the
initiation of negotiations to determine the facts, and the amount of reparations, if
any, involved.

In the event of differences of opinion between the Secretary-General and the State
concerned which could not be settled by negotiation, it would be proposed that the differences
be submitted to arbitration. The arbitral tribunal would be composed of one arbitrator
appointed by the Secretary-General, one appointed by the State involved, and a third to be
appointed by mutual agreement of the two arbitrators, or, failing such agreement, by the
President of the International Court of Justice.2

By "settlement" of a claim the Secretary-General understood reparations "reasonably
adequate to compensate the Organization and the victim or the persons entitled through him"
and he asked the General Assembly to allow him discretion with respect to the elements of
damage which should be included in any claim and the amount of reparation to be requested,
or eventually accepted. The Secretary-General would not advance any claim for exemplary
damages.

In resolution 365 (IV) of 1 December 1949, the General Assembly authorized the
Secretary-General to act in accordance with the procedure outlined in his proposals. In
pursuance of this resolution the Secretary-General formally presented a number of interna-
tional claims in respect of death or injury of United Nations personnel.

At its seventh session, the General Assembly recommended once more, by resolution 690
(VII ) of 21 December 1952, that international claims for reparation presented to governments
in connexion with the death of agents of the United Nations be settled by the procedures
envisaged in resolution 365 (IV).3

With regard to the question of the determination of the responsibility of a State in a case
involving the death of an agent of an international organization, it may be noted that such
cases show a pattern quite similar to situations of classical State responsibility and traditional
principles of State responsibility can be applied.

There are, however, provisions of international law which give the duties of a State a
special quality when a particular organization such as the United Nations is concerned. Thus,
under the Charter, Members have the obligation to render every assistance to the United
Nations in the performance of its functions [Article 2(5) of the Charter]. This general principle
may be implemented by special provisions applicable to a particular situation, such as
resolutions of the Security Council or special agreements with the States on whose territory the
activities take place.

With regard to the responsibility for injury to agents of international organizations, there
is also the principle of special duty of protection on the part of a State towards officials with an
international function (i.e. international officials in general and not only diplomatic agents).

2 Ibid., paras. 17 and 21.
3 For the report presented by the Secretary-General at the seventh session on the status of claims for

injuries incurred in the service of the United Nations and for an account of the consideration of the matter
by the Sixth Committee, see Official Records of the General Assembly. Seventh session, Annexes, agenda-
item 57, documents A/2180 and A/2353.
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This principle is implemented, e.g. by the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
United Nations of 13 February 1946, but was already a firmly established principle in
traditional international law. In the famous Tellini case, concerning the responsibility for the
assassination of an Italian officer and two of his aides while engaged as a member of a
commission sent by the Conference of Ambassadors to survey the boundary between Greece
and Albania in 1923, the Committee of Jurists, set up by the League of Nations, asserted that
"The recognized public character of a foreigner and the circumstances in which he is present in
its territory entail upon the State a corresponding duty of special vigilance on his behalf".4

14 August 1974

2. COMMENTS ON A DRAFT AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED NATIONS AND A MEMBER STATE
ON THE ARRANGEMENTS FOR A SYMPOSIUM TO BE HELD ON THE TERRITORY OF THAT STATE
UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Memorandum to the Director, Departmental Administration and Finance Office,
Department of Economic and Social Affairs

Having reviewed the comments by the Deputy Permanent Representative of [name of the
Member State concerned] on the above-mentioned draft, we find that not all of his suggestions
would be in accordance with the practice usually followed by the United Nations in concluding
agreements with Member States hosting symposia or seminars of the Organization.

With respect to article VI [concerning facilities, privileges and immunities] of the draft
agreement, the Office of Legal Affairs wishes to state as its general view that in addition to the
general principles set out in Article 105 of the United Nations Charter, the provisions of the
Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations5 constitute the authorita-
tive expression of the minimum measure of privileges and immunities required by the
Organization. It is further considered essential that no substantive difference should exist
among the provisions on privileges and immunities contained in the agreements concluded
with various host countries; the provisions of the draft agreement are therefore of a standard
nature and they are, as a consequence, usually included unchanged in the final agreements.

The authorities of the Member State concerned have proposed that at the time of the
signing of the agreement an exchange of letters take place under which they would state that
"immunity of jurisdiction does not apply to road offences, committed by a privileged person,
nor to cases of damage caused by a motor vehicle belonging to or being driven by that person"
and that "no exemption of taxes or duties as to foodstuffs, drinks, tobacco and comparable
supplies shall be claimed by the United Nations". The view held by the authorities with respect
to the limitation in immunity of jurisdiction or in exemption from taxes and duties would not
appear to be supported by the principles of Article 105 of the United Nations Charter, nor is it
in accordance with the provisions of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
United Nations to which the Member State concerned has acceded. With respect to the
immunity enjoyed by United Nations officials and experts under the Convention, the manner
in which this immunity may be waived is expressly determined in sections 20 (Officials) and 23
(Experts on missions) of the Convention, which inter alia provide that "the Secretary-General
shall have the right and the duty to waive the immunity of any official [expert] in any case
where, in his opinion, the immunity would impede the course of justice and can be waived
without prejudice to the interests ot the United Nations". It goes without saying that in
determining whether to waive the immunity of a United Nations official or expert the
Secretary-General will act with diligence and conscientiousness.

"League of Nations, Official Journal, 1924, p. 524.
5 United Nations, Treaty Series, Vol. 1, p. 15.
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Regarding the exemption of the United Nations from taxes and duties it may be recalled
that the report of the Committee of the San Francisco Conference responsible for the drafting
of Article 105 of the Charter stated that "if there is one certain principle it is that no member
state may hinder in any way the working of the Organization or take any measures the effect of
which might be to increase its burdens, financial or other".6 In the light of this principle, the
intent of sections 7 and 8 of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United
Nations would clearly seem to be to relieve the Organization of the burden of all taxes and
duties—section 7 providing exemption from all customs duties and direct taxes and section 8
providing for remission or return of excise duties or sales taxes forming part of the price to be
paid where the amount involved is important enough to make it administratively feasible. In
view of the clear intent of the relevant provisions of the Charter and of the Convention, which
has been consistently observed by the United Nations in its dealings with other Member States,
it would not seem justifiable to agree to an exceptional arrangement in respect of a particular
Member State. The additional expense for the United Nations which would ensue, were it to be
agreed that "no exemption of taxes or duties as to foodstuffs, drinks, tobacco and comparable
supplies shall be claimed by the United Nations", is by no means negligible. The United
Nations would therefore reserve its right to claim exemption as provided in the Convention.

As is the case with the provisions on privileges and immunities, article VI I [on liability] of
the draft agreement is a standard provision usually included in all conference agreements. The
principle underlying the provisions of that draft article is that the Government, and not the
United Nations, should bear such risks as may be involved in the provision of premises or
transportation, and the employment of local personnel. In this connection it is pertinent to
refer to operative paragraph 10 of General Assembly resolution 2609 (XXIV) whereby it was
decided that "United Nations bodies may hold sessions away from their established headquar-
ters when a Government issuing an invitation for a session to be held within its territory has
agreed to defray, after consultation with the Secretary-General as to their nature and possible
extent, the actual additional costs directly or indirectly involved". Should compensation not be
recoverable from another party, claims of the nature described in draft article VII might be
made on those responsible for the holding of the conference on the premises, namely the
Government and the United Nations. In such a situation the effect of draft article VII would be
to ensure that the Government, not the United Nations, would be liable for any such claim,
which may be considered to constitute indirect additional costs to the United Nations within
the meaning of General Assembly resolution 2609 (XXIV).

8 January 1974

3. I M M U N I T Y OF UNITED NATIONS PROPERTY AND ASSETS FROM SEARCH AND FROM ANY OTHER
FORM OF INTERFERENCE—SECTION 3 OF THE CONVENTION ON THE P R I V I L E G E S AND
IMMUNITIES OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Aide-Mémoire to the Permanent Representative of a Member State

The Secretary-General has been advised by the United Nations Development Programme
that a UNDP project account has been blocked by judicial decision [in the Member State
concerned] as a result of a claim against a project vehicle arising out of an accident which
involved injury to a government employee assigned "in kind" to the project.

The Court action in ordering the blocking of the UNDP project account is in contraven-
tion of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations to which [name
of the Member State concerned] is a party. Section 3 of the Convention provides that:

6 Documents of the United Nations Conference on International Organisation. San Francisco. 1945,
vol. X I I I , Commission IV (Judicial Organization), p. 683.
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"The property and assets of the United Nations, wherever located and by whomever
held, shall be immune from search, requisition, confiscation, expropriation and any other
form of interference, whether by executive, administrative, judicial or legislative action."

Furthermore, inasmuch as the court order may have issued from an action brought against the
United Nations, its property or assets, it may also be pointed out that Section 2 of the
Convention provides that:

"The United Nations, its property and assets wherever located and by whomever
held, shall enjoy immunity from every form of legal process except insofar as in any
particular case it has expressly waived its immunity . . ."

There has been no waiver of immunity in the present case nor does there appear to be a cause
of action against the United Nations since inter alia under the agreement between the UNDP
and [name of the Member State concerned] compensation for injuries or illnesses for
government employees assigned to a United Nations project is the sole responsibility of the
government, including the local staff assigned "in kind" to the project.

The Secretary-General requests, as a first step, that the Government immediately take the
necessary measures to unblock the UNDP project account, so that the project may be
continued without interruption.

20 February 1974

4. QUESTION OF THE EXEMPTION OF THE UNITED NATIONS FROM VALUE-ADDED TAX IN A
MEMBER STATE

Letter to the Permanent Representative of a Member State

In the nine months since the introduction of Value-Added Tax (VAT) in your country, the
Office of Legal Affairs, at the request of the United Nations and the specialized agencies has
closely followed the application of VAT to these organizations. We are pleased to note that in a
memorandum of 19 February 1973 the competent authorities in your country stated that the
general rule to be followed would be that "the reliefs and concessions which are at present
accorded to international organizations on a statutory or concessionary basis will continue to
apply and there should be no change in existing entitlements". Our review of the practical
implementation of this rule indicates that with respect to the purchase of goods for the official
use of the organizations in your country, reimbursement of VAT may be obtained where the
purchases involved are substantial and that in practice such reimbursement has been made
according to the established administrative procedures.

With respect to services, however, the United Nations offices and specialized agencies have
informed us that they have been notified by the competent authorities in your country that
exemption from, or reimbursement of, VAT levied on services cannot be granted. Since many
services which are now subject to VAT were previously untaxed, the VAT levied on such
services constitutes a considerable increase in the financial burden of the organizations and
represents a negative change in the organizations' entitlements. Particular concern has been
expressed by those organizations carrying out training programmes in your country within the
framework of the United Nations Development Programme. We understand that according to
the 1972 Finance Act, the provision of services in your country to overseas authorities is zero-
rated but that "overseas authorities" has been defined as meaning "overseas governments"
thereby excluding international organizations. Having regard, among other considerations, to
the fact that the training programmes and related services are carried out by the organizations
concerned on behalf of and for the benefit of overseas governments such services should, in the
opinion of this Office, be exempt from VAT or zero-rated.
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In the case of services procured by the organizations for their own use, it is our opinion
that any VAT which is levied, other than charges for public utility services, should be subject to
exemption or, at the very least, reimbursement in the appropriate manner, since VAT is clearly
a tax whose burden falls on the organizations. We trust therefore that the authorities in your
country will accord exemption or make the appropriate administrative arrangements for the
reimbursement of this tax.7

15 January 1974

5. EXEMPTION OF THE UNITED NATIONS FROM EXCISE DUTIES AND TAXES ON THE SALE OF
MOVABLE AND IMMOVABLE PROPERTY FORMING PART OF THE PRICE TO BE PAID-
INTERPRETATION OF SECTION 8 OF THE CONVENTION ON THE PRIVILEGES AND I M M U N I T I E S OF
THE UNITED NATIONS

Memorandum to the Chief, Field Operations Service,
Office of General Services

To the extent that the decision of the Ministry of Planning and Finance [of a Member
State] is based on an interpretation of the international legal obligations of the Government,
specifically the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations, it is in our
view an erroneous interpretation and one with which we would take issue. Section 8 of the
Convention is in fact broader than the narrow interpretation placed upon it by the Ministry.
Section 8 refers specifically to exemption from excise duties arid from taxes on the sale of
movable and immovable property which form part of the price to be paid. It has been the
consistent position of the Office of Legal Affairs that a petrol tax forming part of the price to be
paid is to be considered as falling under the terms of Section 8 of the Convention8 and that the
question of whether or not a rebate should be granted should be determined by reference to the
importance, quantitatively or financially, or the purchase. In the case of petrol, which is a
recurring purchase, the amounts involved would normally qualify as important. The United
Nations is furthermore normally exempted from excise duties on gasoline required for its
operations in the territories of Member States.

In the light of the foregoing, we would advise that the matter be taken up once again with
the competent authorities with a view to seeking a reconsideration of their position.

26 February 1974

7 It was subsequently agreed by an exchange of notes between the United Nations and the Member
State concerned that Section 8 of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations
would be interpreted and applied in that Member State so as to accord the United Nations a refund of car
tax and value-added tax on the purchase of new motor cars of local manufacture, and of value-added tax
paid on the supply of goods or services necessary for its official activities and which are supplied on a
recurring basis or involve considerable quantities of goods or considerable expenditure. Similar agree-
ments have been concluded between most of the speciali/ed agencies and the Member State concerned.

8See, for example, Juridical Yearbook, 1967, p. 315, and Juridical Yearbook^ 1972, p. 158.
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6. QUESTION WHETHER THE UNITED NATIONS ENJOYS COPYRIGHT IN THE SPEECHES, TAPE
RECORDINGS AND SUMMARIES RELATED TO PUBLIC HEARINGS OF THE GROUP OF EMINENT
PERSONS CONVENED UNDER ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL RESOLUTION 1721 (LIII) AND
IN TECHNICAL PAPERS PREPARED FOR THE GROUP

Memorandum to the Director, Departmental Administration and Finance Office,
Department of Economic and Social Affairs

1. You have asked for my views on a proposal to copyright speeches, tape recordings
and summaries related to public hearings of the Group of Eminent Persons, and in technical
papers prepared for the Group.

2. Assuming that the material is original, the United Nations would enjoy copyright in
the text of the speeches, the tape recordings, the summaries and the technical papers under
American law if:

(a) the United Nations is the rightful owner of the material and,
(b) the material has not passed into the public domain through publication.
3. There does not appear to have been a formal agreement as to ownership of the

copyright in speeches, tape recordings and summaries, so that the question of ownership must
be answered according to the intention of the parties as best their intention can be determined.

4. Since the Group of Eminent Persons was assembled for the advancement of the
United Nations interests and its members were presumably paid travel and subsistence
allowances by the United Nations, it might be reasonable to conclude that they intended the
United Nations to enjoy ownership of the rights to the proceedings at the public hearings.

5. In contrast to the members of the Group, it might be difficult to argue the other
speakers subordinated themselves to the interests of the United Nations or that they were
compensated in any way for their participation. If the other speakers have been assisting in the
abridgement and revision of the summaries as you indicate in your memorandum, there might
be-a reasonable basis for the conclusion that the other persons intend the United Nations to
have a non-exclusive licence, at least with respect to the summaries themselves, if not with
respect to the text and tape recordings of their speeches.

6. The owner of copyright in the speeches has the exclusive right to reproduce the
speeches, whether as written or as delivered, whether verbatim or abridged. In this case the
speeches themselves form the basis for copyright in the texts, the tape recordings and the
summaries, and publication by the owner of any one of them—text, tape recording or
summaries—prior to filing for statutory copyright would cause all of them to pass into the
public domain. Publication by anyone other than the owner would not cause the material to be
dedicated to the public, but rather might constitute an infringement of the copyright.

t 1. It appears that none of the material has been published to date. As far as the text of
the speeches is concerned, the oral presentation of a prepared speech does not constitute
publication unless there has been sale or unrestricted distribution of the text, and there appears
to have been no such sale or distribution here. Regarding tape recordings, the fact that anyone
could have taped the proceedings, or that someone did in fact tape the proceedings does not by
itself imply publication. If, on the other hand, the United Nations tape recordings were made
available to others, that situation could result in publication if the tape recordings were offered
for sale or received unrestricted distribution. As for summaries, the limited distribution of
summaries to speakers for the purpose of abridgement and revision does not constitute
publication.

8. With respect to the technical papers, there is no doubt that the United Nations is the
owner, by virtue of its contractual relationship with the authors, of the papers in question.
Distribution of the technical papers appears to have been limited to those who had a direct
interest in their contents, so there was no publication which would have passed the material
into the public domain. In our opinion, on the basis of facts available, the United Nations has
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copyright in the technical papers and could file for statutory protection if it should choose to
do so.

20 March 1974

7. THE REPRESENTATION OF NATIONAL LIBERATION MOVEMENTS IN UNITED NATIONS ORGANS

Legal opinion prepared for the Under-Secretary-General,
Office for Inter-Agency Affairs and Co-ordination

1. A legal opinion has been requested concerning the procedures for the representation
of national liberation movements in the intergovernmental organs of the United Nations,
including those of its autonomous organs.

2. The authorizations and procedures adopted in this respect should be distinguished at
the outset from those under which representatives of liberation movements, and other persons
and organizations, have been permitted or invited to make statements before various United
Nations organs as "petitioners", or as individuals or organizations considered capable of
furnishing necessary information, or who have appeared before the Security Council under
rule 39 of its provisional rules of procedure as persons considered competent to supply
information or to give other assistance. Appearances in these latter capacities will not be
included in this present survey, which is concerned more specifically with the representation of
national liberation movements as such.

The principal authorizing decisions

3. The relevant passages from the principal authorizing decisions by the General
Assembly and by the Economic and Social Council calling for the participation of national
liberation movements in meetings of United Nations and inter-governmental organs are set out
in the annex attached hereto [not reproduced].9

4. From these texts it will be seen that the General Assembly has expressly requested
United Nations organs, Governments, specialized agencies and other organizations within the
United Nations system, in consultation with the Organization of African Unity, to ensure the
representation of the colonial Territories in Africa by the national liberation movements
concerned, in an appropriate capacity, when dealing with matters pertaining to those terri-
tories.

The practice in United Nations organs

5. In the absence of any explicit provision in the Charter or in the pertinent rules of
procedure, the procedures thus far adopted for the representation and participation of these
liberation movements in the proceedings of United Nations organs are essentially based on
practice, following upon the authorizing decisions referred to above. Such practice has arisen
primarily in the following four United Nations organs or Committees:

(a) The Fourth Committee of the General Assembly;
(b) The Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the

Declaration of the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples;
(c) The United Nations Council for Namibia; and
(d) The Economic Commission for Africa.

'Reference is made to the passages in question in paragraphs 2 and 3 of the legal opinion reproduced
in sub-section 15 of this chapter.
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The Fourth Committee of the General Assembly

6. At the twenty-seventh session of the General Assembly, the Fourth Committee
decided to invite, in consultation with, and through the Organization of African Unity, the
representatives of the liberation movements concerned to participate in an observer capacity in
the examination of the questions of Southern Rhodesia, Territories under Portuguese
administration and Namibia.10 A corresponding decision was also taken by the General
Assembly at its twenty-eighth session.11

7. In the case of Guinea (Bissau) and Cape Verde, the "Partido Africano da Independen-
cia da Guiné e Cabo Verde" (PAIGC) participated, without the right to vote, in the debates of
the Fourth Committee at the twenty-seventh session of the General Assembly. However,
following the Proclamation of the State of Guinea-Bissau by the People's National Assembly
on 24 September 1973 (see document S/11022, and General Assembly resolution 3061
(XXVIII) of 2 November 1973), Guinea-Bissau ceased to be a colonial territory; it has since
been admitted to membership of FAO.

8. With regard to the other colonial territories in Africa included in the General
Assembly's decision, the invited representatives of the following liberation movements
participated without the right to vote in the discussions of the Fourth Committee of the
General Assembly, at its twenty-seventh and/or twenty-eighth sessions, on those agenda items
concerning their respective territories:

Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU) [Southern Rhodesia], Zimbabwe African
People's Union (ZAPU) [Southern Rhodesia], Frente Nacional para a Libertaçâo de
Angola (FNLA) [Angola], Frente de Libertaçâo de Moçambique (FRELIMO) [Mozam-
bique], South West Africa People's Organization (SWAPO) [Namibia].
9. In the proceedings of the Fourth Committee during the past two General Assembly

sessions, the following practices, inter alia, seem to have been applied:
(a) The representatives of liberation movements were invited through the Organization

of African Unity, the invitations being transmitted by the Secretariat after the
decision to invite them had been taken by the Fourth Committee.

(6) The representatives of liberation movements were seated in the Committee room in
seats designated as being for "Observers".

(c) They addressed the Committee or spoke when invited or permitted to do so by the
Chairman, and, in practice, were recognized by the Chairman when they asked to
speak during the course of the debate (subject to the applicable rules of procedure).

(d) They were accorded distribution of documents on a comparable basis to that
accorded to members of the Committee.

(e) On certain occasions a communication from a liberation movement was circulated
under cover of a note from the Chairman of the Fourth Committee stating that its
circulation had been requested by the liberation movement.

(/) Financial provision for the participation of the invited liberation movements in the
discussions of the Fourth Committee was authorized by the General Assembly at its
twenty-eighth session (although not at its twenty-seventh session).

The Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples

10. In paragraph 14 of its resolution 2878 (XXVI) of 20 December 1971, the General
Assembly nad endorsed a proposal made by the Special Committee to take steps, in
consultation with the Organization of African Unity, to enable representatives of national

10 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-seventh Session, Annexes, agenda item 64,
document A/8957, para. 5; ibid., agenda item 65, document A/8889, para. 6; and ibid., agenda item 66,
document A/8933, para. 5. \

1 1 Ibid., Twenty-eighth Session, Annexes, agenda item 23, document A/9174; and A/PV.2139, p. 136.
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liberation movements in the colonial Territories in southern Africa to participate, in an
appropriate capacity, in its deliberations relating to those Territories.

11. In its report to the twenty-seventh session of the General Assembly,12 the Special
Committee stated that it would consider inviting, in connexion with its consideration of the
relevant items, and in consultation with and through the Organization of African Unity, the
representatives of the liberation movements concerned to participate, whenever necessary and
in an observer capacity, in its proceedings relating to their respective countries. At the same
time, the Special Committee also recommended that the Assembly make the necessary
financial provision to cover the costs of their participation in the Committee's work during
1973. These recommendations were approved by General Assembly resolution 2908 (XXVII)
of 2 November 1972.

12. At its twenty-eighth session, the General Assembly approved in its resolution 3118
(XXVIII) a further recommendation by the Special Committee contained in its report13 to
continue the arrangements concerning the participation of the liberation movements in
question in the work of the Committee during 1974.

13. On the basis of the foregoing, the Special Committee invited, in consultation with
and through the Organization of African Unity, representatives of the national liberation
movements concerned to participate, in an observer capacity, in its consideration of their
respective territories. In response to these invitations, the following liberation movements took
part as observers in the relevant proceedings of the Special Committee during 1973:14

Territory National liberation movements
Southern Rhodesia Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU)

Zimbabwe African People's Union (ZAPU)
Angola Frente Nacional para a Libertaçâo de Angola

(FNLA)
Movimento Popular de Libertaçâo de Angola

(MPLA)
Guinea (Bissau) and Cape Verde ... Partido Africano da Independencia da Guiné

e Cabo Verde (PA1GC)
Mozambique Frente de Libertaçâo de Moçambique (FRELIMO)
Namibia South West Africa People's Organization

(SWAPO)
Comoro Archipelago Mouvement de libération nationale des Comores

(MOLINACO)

14. An account of the Committee's consideration of these territories, including refer-
ences to the meetings at which statements were made by the representatives of the national
liberation movements concerned, was contained in the Special Committee's report to the
twenty-eighth session of the General Assembly.15 The Special Committee further reported that
it had the benefit of receiving valuable information on the Territories concerned through the
active participation in its work of representatives of the eight national liberation movements
enumerated above, and had taken into account the views expressed by these representatives.16

For the purposes of their participation at meetings of the Special Committee during 1973, the
travel and per diem expenses of representatives of the liberation movements referred to were
defrayed by the United Nations.

12 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-seventh Session, Supplement No 23
(A/8723/Rev. 1), vol. I, Chap. I, para. 187.

^Ibid., Twenty-eighth Session, Supplement No. 23 (A/9023/Rev. 1), vol. II, Chap. VI, para. 14.
"Ibid., vol. I, Chap. I, para. 88.
^Ibid., vol. Ill, Chap. VII, VIII and IX, and vol. IV, Chap. XI.
">Ibid., vol. I, Chap. I.
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15. During the current year, and on the basis of the continuing authorization given by
the General Assembly (see paragraph 12 above), the Special Committee has again invited, in

•consultation with and through the Organization of African Unity, the national liberation
movements from the colonial territories referred to in paragraph 13 above to participate in an
observer capacity in the Committee's consideration of their respective territories, the former
colonial territory of Guinea (Bissau) being no longer included following the proclamation of
the independent Republic of Guinea-Bissau. Current arrangements for the participation of
these national liberation movements in the Committee's work during 1974 are proceeding on
the same basis as in 1973.

The United Nations Council for Namibia

16. The United Nations Council for Namibia (established under the terms of General
Assembly resolution 2248 (S-V)) has reported almost since its inception on the question of the
participation of the people of Namibia in the work of the Council.

17. In the report of the Council for Namibia to the twenty-seventh session of the General
Assembly, it was stated, inter alia, that

"The Council was not able to resolve the question of participation of Namibians in its
work. Nevertheless, it was gratified to note that the opportunity given to representatives of
Namibian people to regularly attend the meetings of the Council as observers, was
accepted by the representative of SWAPO."17

18. Following this report, the General Assembly, in paragraph 9 of its resolution 3031
(XXVII), requested the United Nations Council for Namibia, inter alia,

"(b) To ensure the participation in an appropriate capacity of the representatives of
the Namibian people in its activities;".
19. The Council for Namibia subsequently reported to the twenty-eighth session of the

General Assembly that
"It [the United Nations Council for Namibia] has granted observer status to

SWAPO, the Namibian liberation movement recognized by OAU. The representative of
SWAPO in New York participates fully in all the meetings of the Council. Whenever the
situation demands, the delegation of SWAPO is led by its President, Mr. Sam Riijoma,
who informs the Council of the significance of important developments affecting Namibia
and takes an active part in the Council's discussions."18

20. In its resolution 3111 (XXVIII) which followed and approved this report, the
General Assembly, inter alia:

"2. Recognizes that the national liberation movement of Namibia, the South West
Africa People's Organization, is the authentic representative of the Namibian people and
supports the efforts of the movement to strengthen national unity;

"18. Decides, having regard to paragraph 2 above, to defray the expenses of a
representative of the South West Africa People's Organization when accompanying such
missions as the United Nations Council for Namibia may determine and whenever called
for consultation by the Council, . . .".
21. In practice, representatives of the South West Africa People's Organization have

participated fully, in an observer capacity, in the meetings of the United Nations Council for
Namibia since 1972, and continue to do so.

The Economic Commission for Africa

22. In its resolution 974 D (XXXVI), the Economic and Social Council decided to expel
Portugal from membership in the Economic Commission for Africa, to suspend South Africa

17Ibid., Twenty-seventh Session, Supplement No. 24 (A/8724), vol. I, para. 187.
i*Ibid., Twenty-eighth Session, Supplement No. 24 (A/9024), para. 280.
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from participating in the work of the Commission, and to amend the terms of reference of the
Commission by providing that the non-self-governing territories situated in the geographical
area defined as the whole continent of Africa, Madagascar and other African islands, shall be
associate members of the Commission.

23. Thereafter the question arose as to how the non-self-governing territories of Angola,
Mozambique, Guinea (Bissau) and Namioia—being associate members of the Economic
Commission for Africa—should be represented in the Commission and who should designate
such representatives. Following consideration by the Economic and Social Council, and by
successive sessions of the Economic Commission for Africa, the Commission recommended, in
its resolution 194 (IX) of 12 February 1969—which amended its previous resolution 151
(VIII)—concerning "Associate membership for Angola, Mozambique, Guinea called Portu-
guese Guinea and Namibia (South West Africa)"19

". . . that the Organization of African Unity should propose the names of representa-
tives of the peoples of the countries in question and inform the Executive Secretary [of the
Commission] accordingly to enable him to bring the matter before the General Assem-
bly."
24. In accordance with this recommendation, the Organization of African Unity on

5 November 1970 proposed the names of persons to represent the four territories in question
(see document E/CN. 14/511), these persons being in each case the President or a senior office
holder of the liberation movement recognized by the Organization of African Unity. The
representatives proposed by the Organization of African Unity were the following:

Angola Mr. Agostino Neto
President of the Movimento Popular de Libertaçâo

de Angola (MPLA)
and

Mr. Roberto Holden
President of the Front National pour la Libération

de l'Angola (FNLA)
Mozambique Mr. Marcellino dos Santos

Vice-Président in Charge of External Relations for thé
Frente de Libertaçâo de Moçambique (FRELIMO)

Guinea (Bissau) Mr. Amilcar Cabrai
Secretary-General of the Partido Af ricano da

Independencia da Guiné e Cabo Verde (PAIGC)
Namibia Mr. Sam Nujoma

President of the South West Africa People's Organization
(SWAPO)

25. In accordance with United Nations practice, this proposed representation required
the approval of the General Assembly.

26. In the case of Angola, Mozambique and Guinea (Bissau), the names of the proposed
representatives were duly submitted to the General Assembly, which, in operative paragraph
12 of its resolution 2795 (XXVI) expressly approved

". . . the arrangements relating to the re-presentation of Angola, Mozambique and
Guinea (Bissau) as associate members of the Economic Commission for Africa, as well as
the list of the representatives of those Territories proposed by the Organization of African
Unity".

19 Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, Forty-sevemh Session, document E/4651, p.
145.
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27. In the meantime, the representatives of these latter territories, approved by the
General Assembly, had attended the tenth session of the Economic Commission for Africa
(first meeting of the Conference of Ministers) at Tunis, in February 1971, as observers.20

28. Since, in the case of Namibia, the General Assembly had delegated authority to the
United Nations Council for Namibia "to administer South West Africa until independence"
and to exercise other governmental functions for Namibia (see General Assembly resolution
2248 (S-V)), it therefore followed that the United Nations Council for Namibia was the
appropriate body to approve arrangements for the representation of the Territory in the
Economic Commission for Africa. The name of the proposed representative was accordingly
submitted to the United Nations Council for Namibia, which approved the nomination at its
98th meeting held on 22 January 1971.21

29. There was however no indication that the Namibian representative would be acting
on behalf of the Council for Namibia, but rather it was understood that he would act as
President of the South West African People's Organization, and in this capacity would be in a
position to express the views of the people of Namibia at meetings of the Economic
Commission for Africa.

30. In its annual report to the fifty-fifth session of the Economic and Social Council, the
Economic Commission for Africa referred to the approval by the General Assembly of the
representation of Angola, Mozambique and Guinea (Bissau), contained in General Assembly
resolution 2795 (XXVI), and to the approval by the United Nations Council for Namibia, at its
98th meeting, of the representation of Namibia, and reported that, on this basis,

". . . the representatives of Angola, Guinea (Bissau), Mozambique and Namibia were
invited to participate in the work of the Commission as associate members",22

and
"The representatives of the peoples of Angola, Guinea (Bissau), Mozambique and

Namibia had . . . been invited to the third meeting of the Technical Committee of
Experts held at Addis Ababa in September 1972".23

31. It will be seen therefore that since 1971, Angola, Guinea (Bissau), Mozambique and
Namibia have been represented in the Economic Commission for Africa through the President,
Vice-Président or Secretary-General of their respective national liberation movements, recog-
nized by the Organization of African Unity. Except in the case of Guinea (Bissau), following its
accession to independence as the Republic of Guinea-Bissau, this representation of the
other three territories remains in effect.

The representation of Namibia

32. Attention has been drawn to the possibility of some inconsistency between concur-
rent provisions of different General Assembly resolutions relating to the representation of
Namibia.

33. On the one hand, the General Assembly has requested United Nations organs and
specialized agencies and other organizations within the United Nations system to ensure that
Namibia, as a colonial territory in Africa, is represented by the Namibian national liberation
movement in an appropriate capacity when dealing with matters pertaining to that territory
(e.g. see General Assembly resolutions 2980 (XXVII), para. 7 and 3118 (XXVIII), para. 7).

34. At the same time, the General Assembly has also requested the United Nations
Council for Namibia ". . . to represent Namibia whenever it is required" (see General As-

2"See ibid., Supplement No. 5 (E/4997), vol. I, para. 225.
21 See Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-sixth Session, Supplement No. 24 (A/ 8424),

para. 63.
22 Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, Fifth-fifth Session, Supplement No. 3

(E/5253), para. 331.
2*Ibid., para. 5.
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seinbly resolution 2871 (XXVI), para. 13 (a)) and "To represent Namibia in international
organizations, at conferences and on any other occasion as may be required" (see General
Assembly resolution 3031 (XXVII), para. 9 (a)).

35. The General Assembly also requested ". . . all subsidiary organs of the United
Nations, intergovernmental bodies and conferences to ensure that the rights and interests of
Namibia are protected and, to that end, among other things, to invite the United Nations
Council for Namibia to participate in an appropriate capacity whenever such rights and
interests are involved;" (see General Assembly resolution 3111 (XXVIII), section I, para. 17)
and ". . . all specialized agencies and other organizations within the United Nations system and
the member States thereof to take such necessary steps as will enable the United Nations
Council for Namibia, as the legal authority for Namibia, to participate fully on behalf of
Namibia in the work of those agencies and organizations;" (see General Assembly resolution
3111 (XXVIII), section II, para. 1).

36. The General Assembly further requested the Secretary-General to invite the United
Nations Council for Namibia to participate in the Third United Nations Conference on the
Law of the Sea (see General Assembly resolution 3067 (XXVIII), para. 8 (6)), and to attend, as
an observer, the United Nations Conference on Prescription (Limitation) in the International
Sale of Goods (see General Assembly resolution 3104 (XXVIII), para. (d)).

37. In the performance of its functions and responsibilities, the United Nations Council
for Namibia has attended meetings and conferences both inside and outside the United Nations
system. Thus, the Council for Namibia was invited and was represented at the Fifth African
Indian Ocean Regional Air Navigation Meeting of ICAO, held at Rome from 10 January to
2 February 1973,24 at the International Conference of Experts for the Support of Victims of
Colonialism and Apartheid in Southern Africa organized by the United Nations in April 1973,
in co-operation with the Organization of African Unity, in pursuance of General Assembly
resolution 2910 (XXVII),25 at the Fourth ILO African Regional Conference held in Nairobi
from 24 November to 7 December 1973, and at the first session of the Third United Nations
Conference on the Law of the Sea held in December 1973.

38. The United Nations Council for Namibia has also attended or participated in various
meetings of the Organization of African Unity and its subsidiary organs, including meetings of
the Council of Ministers (in 1972 and 1973), of the Co-ordinating Committee for the
Liberation of Africa (in 1973) and the Bureau for the Placement and Education of African
Refugees (in 1970).26

39. In its report to the twenty-eighth session of the General Assembly, the United
Nations Council for Namibia reported, inter alia, that it

". . . has continued to represent or to seek representation of Namibia and to protect
the interests of the Namibian people at international conferences, in the specialized
agencies and institutions of the United Nations system and in other bodies.".27

40. At the same time, the United Nations Council for Namibia has participated in
meetings of the Security Council, the Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the
Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples, the Special Committee on Apartheid, and other United Nations organs during
their consideration of the question of Namibia.

41. It would appear therefore that a number of meetings relating to Namibia held by
United Nations organs or other intergovernmental organizations have been attended by either
or both the United Nations Council for Namibia and the Namibian national liberation

24 See Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-eighth Session, Supplement No. 24
(A/9024), para. 203.

^Ibid., paras. 198-201.
2ftlbid., paras. 188 et seq. and ibid., Twenty-fifth Session, Supplement No. 24 (A/8024), para. 89.
21Ibid., Twenty-eighth Session, Supplement No. 24 (A/9024), para. 186.
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movement, the South West Africa People's Organization. Since, however, these two bodies do
not act in the same capacity or under the same authority, and since, in any event, SWAPO
participates in the work of the Council for Namibia as an observer (see paras. 17 to 21 above),
their separate or combined attendance at other meetings does not necessarily indicate any
inconsistency or conflict.

42. It has been repeatedly established that Namibia has been and remains an interna-
tional territory under the direct responsibility of the United Nations pending the achievement
of Namibian independence (see, inter alia, General Assembly resolution 2145 (XXI), paras. 2
and 4; Security Council resolutions 246 (1968), seventh preambular paragraph; 264 (1969),
para. 1; 276 (1970), second and fourth preambular paragraphs; 283 (1970), second preambular
paragraph; and 301 (1971), para. 1). In the execution of this United Nations responsibility, the
General Assembly established the United Nations Council for Namibia to assume administra-
tive and other governmental functions in respect of Namibia (see General Assembly resolution
2248 (S-V)), and until Namibian independence is achieved, no legal governmental authority
for Namibia exists other than the United Nations.

43. It follows that in the exercise of its responsibilities for Namibia, the United Nations
Council for Namibia acts in the name and with the authority of the United Nations, being a
subsidiary organ established under Articles 7 (2) and 22 of the Charter, and being responsible
directly to the General Assembly (see General Assembly resolution 2248 (S-V), section II,
para. 2). The Namibian national liberation movement (SWAPO), on the other hand, acts as
such, and, while it enjoys support from, and close association with, the United Nations in the
pursuit of Namibian self-determination and independence, it nevertheless does not possess an
organic link with the United Nations, but acts on its own behalf and on behalf of the Namibian
people whom it represents.

44. It would appear therefore that the requests by the General Assembly, in the context
of the resolutions cited in the annex [not reproduced], that Namibia be represented by the
Namibian national liberation movement relates more particularly to the representation of the
Namibian people, and in no way prejudices or conflicts with the right and the obligation of the
United Nations Council for Namibia to represent Namibia on behalf of the international
authority which is legally responsible for the territory until it achieves independence.

45. In spite of the relevance of this distinction, however, which would seem to be implicit
in the accumulated decisions and directives of the General Assembly concerning Namibia, the
fact that, in different General Assembly resolutions, two separate entities have been called
upon to "represent Namibia" may suggest a need for some further clarification in the future,
especially having regard to the differing scope and meaning which can be attributed to the
terms which have been used.

14 March 1974

8. QUESTION WHETHER THE FIRST SENTENCE OF ARTICLE 19 OF THE CHARTER CONCERNING THE
LOSS OF VOTE IN THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF MEMBER STATES TWO YEARS IN ARREARS IN THE
PAYMENT OF THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS HAS AUTOMATIC APPLICATION OR IS SUBJECT TO A PRIOR
DECISION OF THE ASSEMBLY

Memorandum to the Under-Secretary-General for Political
and General Assembly Affairs

1. Article 19 of the Charter provides, in its first sentence, for a specific consequence if a
Member of the United Nations is two years or more in arrears in the payment of its
contributions. The text is drafted in such a way that the effect is mandatory and automatic. It
provides that a Member "shall have no vote in the General Assembly" if the amount of its
arrears equals or exceeds the amount of the contributions due from it for the preceding two full
years. By using mandatory language (shall have no vote) and describing the cause for which the
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measure is imposed as the occurrence of an objectively determinable event, the Charter gives
no discretion to, and thus calls for no decision by, the General Assembly.

2. Had the contrary been intended, Article 19 would have been drafted in a different way
in order to provide for a decision by the General Assembly. This is shown e.g. by the second
sentence of Article 19, which provides that nevertheless the General Assembly "may permit"
such a Member to vote if it is satisfied that the failure to pay is due to conditions beyond its
control. Shall is used in the first sentence, while may is used in the second. Likewise, only in the
second sentence is reference made to action to be taken by the General Assembly.

3. In addition, it should be noted that, since normally all Members of the United Nations
have the right to vote (Article 18, paragraph 1 of the Charter), a provision that "the General
Assembly may . . . permit such a Member to vote" would not make sense if the first sentence of
Article 19 were not to be understood as mandatory and automatic in its effect.

4. Thus it is clear that the first sentence of Article 19 provides the rule of automatic loss
of the vote as a mandatory consequence, while the second sentence permits the General
Assembly to make an exception to this rule in a specifically defined circumstance. An
interpretation to the contrary would not only render the second sentence of Article 19
superfluous, but would amount to amending a clear provision of the Charter which obviously
can only be done by following the procedures of Articles 108 and 109. It may be added that the
French, Spanish, Russian and Chinese text of the Charter use the same mandatory language,
the French version seemingly being the strongest when expressing the effect as "ne peut
participer au vote à l'Assemblée générale. . .".

5. The intention of the drafters of the Charter to give a mandatory and automatic
character to the measure provided by Article 19 can be found in the records of the San
Francisco Conference. The United Nations, in its practice, has consistently followed this
interpretation of Article 19. Thus, previous Presidents of the General Assembly have
conducted the proceedings of the Assembly in conformity with the mandatory meaning and
automatic effect of the first sentence of Article 19. Member States have shown their acceptance
of this interpretation, e.g. by not sending representatives to meetings when they were in arrears
within the terms of Article 19. Also the Secretariat has always acted on the understanding that
the express language of the first sentence of Article 19 does not call for a decision by the
General Assembly to give it effect and the Legal Counsel has already given an opinion setting
out the legal considerations on which this understanding is based.28 It is also interesting to note
that specialized agencies with analogous constitutional provisions have followed the same
practice of automatic application.

4 April 1974

9. REQUEST CONTAINED IN GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 3184 C (XXVIII) THAT THE
SECRETARY-GENERAL BRING THAT RESOLUTION TO THE ATTENTION OF "ALL MEMBER STATES,
AS WELL AS ALL OTHER STATES AND GOVERNMENTS"—QUESTION WHETHER THIS PHRASE
SHOULD BE INTERPRETED IN THE SAME WAY AS AN "ALL STATES" CLAUSE

Memorandum to the Under-Secretary-General for Political
and Security Council Affairs

1. We have received your memorandum of 5 February 1974, in which you ask for my
opinion on the interpretation which should be given to the "all States" formula appearing in
General Assembly resolution 3183 (XXVIII), on the World Disarmament Conference, and to
the formula "all Member States, as well as all other Governments and States" which is to be
found in Assembly resolution 3184 C (XXVIII), on general and complete disarmament.

28 See Juridical Yearbook, 1968, p. 186.
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2. As regards General Assembly resolution 3183 (XXVIII), we wish to confirm your
views concerning the current practice of the Secretariat in interpreting an "all States" formula.
This practice is clearly set out in the understanding adopted by the General Assembly without
objection at its 2202nd plenary meeting on 14 December 1973,29 whereby "the Secretary-
General, in discharging his functions as a depositary of a convention with an 'all States' clause,
will follow the practice of the Assembly in implementing such a clause and, whenever
advisable, will request the opinion of the Assembly before receiving a signature or an
instrument of ratification or accession". While this understanding was adopted in the context
of the depositary practice of the Secretary-General, it must also be taken as providing the
necessary guidance in other instances where the Secretary-General has to interpret an "all
States" formula.

3. The "practice of the General Assembly", referred to in the above understanding, is to
be found in unequivocal indications from the Assembly that it considers a particular entity to
be a State. Such indications, at the last session, are to be found in resolutions 3067 (XXVIII)
and 3104 (XXVIII), in which the General Assembly invited to two United Nations Confer-
ences, in addition to States at this present time coming within the long-established "Vienna
formula", the "Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam", which is expressly designated in those
resolutions as a "State".

4. In view of the foregoing, the reference in resolution 3183 (XXVIII) to "all States" is to
be understood as referring to States Members of the United Nations or members of the
specialized agencies or the International Atomic Energy Agency and States parties to the
Statute of the International Court of Justice and also to the Democratic Republic of Viet-
Nam.

5. It remains to be determined whether the reference in operative paragraph 4 of General
Assembly resolution 3184 C (XXVIII) to "all Member States, as well as all other States and
Governments" is intended to have a meaning different from an "all States" formula, and, if so,
whether the Secretariat is in a position to give effect to a different meaning.

6. The practice of the General Assembly reveals that it has frequently used the term "all
Governments" as being synonymous with "all States", and the two terms are often used
interchangeably in the same resolution. Use of the word "Government" or "State" therefore
does not have a particular significance, unless this is clear from the records and is endorsed by
the General Assembly.

7. The draft which became resolution 3184 C (XXVIII) was introduced in the First
Committee at its 1968th meeting, and was adopted at the next meeting of the Committee
virtually with no discussion. There was certainly no clear indication that the formula used in
operative paragraph 4 was meant to be interpreted in a manner different from an "all States" or
"all Governments" formula. It will be noted, in this connexion, that operative paragraph 3 of
the same resolution contains an "all States" formula. Introducing these two paragraphs, on
behalf of the sponsors, the representative of Yugoslavia is recorded as saying the following
(A/C.1/PV.1968, p. 23):

"Operative paragraph 3 invites the governments of all countries to keep the General
Assembly suitably informed of their disarmament negotiations, while operative paragraph
4 requests the Secretary-General to bring the present resolution to the attention of all
Member States as well as all other governments and States . . ."

This statement does not highlight or indicate in any way a substantive difference between the
formula used in operative paragraph 3 or in operative paragraph 4 of the draft resolution. No
other representative spoke to the point in the First Committee. The report of that Committee
to the General Assembly30 on this item contains no indication of any difference, and similarly

29 See Juridical Yearbook, 1973, p. 79.
30 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-eighth session. Annexes, agenda items 29, 32, 33,

34 and 35, document A/9361.
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no such difference was alluded to in the General Assembly itself, when the resolution
concerned was adopted at the 2205th plenary meeting on 18 December 1973.

8. It is therefore to be concluded that operative paragraph 4 is to be interpreted in
exactly the same manner as an "all States" formula, and does not provide a basis for extending
that formula to other authorities. Even if some indication existed of a different intention, the
Secretariat is not in a position to determine, on its own initiative, what constitutes a
"Government" outside of the existing clear directives of the General Assembly.

8 February 1974

10. QUESTION WHETHER THE EXPENSES OF THE UNITED NATIONS EMERGENCY FORCE (UNEF)
SET UP UNDER SECURITY COUNCIL RESOLUTION 340 (1973) AND OF THE UNITED NATIONS
DISENGAGEMENT OBSERVER FORCE (UNDOF) SET UP UNDER SECURITY COUNCIL
RESOLUTION 350 (1974) ARE "EXPENSES OF THE ORGANIZATION" WITHIN THE MEANING OF

ARTICLE 17, PARAGRAPH 2, OF THE CHARTER—DUE DATES OF CONTRIBUTIONS FROM
MEMBER STATES TO UNEF AND UNDOF

Memorandum to the Controller

1. You have asked for legal advice on the following questions:
(a) Are the expenses of the United Nations Emergency Force (UNEF) and the United

Nations Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF) "expenses of the Organization"
within the meaning of Article 17, paragraph 2, of the Charter and thus subject to the
sanction contained in Article 19 of the Charter relating to arrears in the payment of
financial contributions to the Organization?

(b) Within which years do assessed contributions for UNEF and UNDOF become due in
terms of the Financial Regulations and Rules?

These questions are examined separately below.

The expenses of UNEF and UNDOF and Article 17, paragraph 2, of the Charter
UNEF

2. The present UNEF was set up pursuant to Security Council resolution 340 (1973) of
25 October 1973. This Force is an entirely new one, and is not a revival of the previous
Emergency Force in the Middle East. Consequently, any decisions previously taken by the
General Assembly regarding Article 19 of the Charter and the financing of the previous Force
are not per se applicable to the new UNEF.

3. By its resolution 341 (1973) of 27 October 1973, the Council approved a report of the
Secretary-General (S/l 1052/Rev.I)31 on the implementation of resolution 340 (1973), and
decided that UNEF "shall be established in accordance with the [Secretary-General's] report
for an initial period of six months, and that it shall continue in operation thereafter, if
required, provided the Security Council so decides".

4. In paragraph 7 of the Secretary-General's report (S/11052/ Rev.l) referred to above,
it is expressly stated that: "The costs of the Force shall be considered as expenses of the
Organization to be borne by Members in accordance with Article 17, paragraph 2, of the
Charter". As the Secretary-General's report was expressly approved by the Council in its
resolution 341 (1973), it was the clear intent of the Council that the expenses of the new UNEF
should be met under Article 17, paragraph 2, of the Charter.

3'See Official Records of the Security Council, Twenty-eighth Year, Supplement for October,
November and December.
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5. The power to consider and approve the budget of the Organization is vested in the
General Assembly by paragraph 1 of Article 17 of the Charter. Provision for the financing of
UNEF was made by the General Assembly in its resolution 3101 (XXVIII) of 11 December
1973. In the preamble to resolution 3101 (XXVIII) the Assembly, inter alia, reaffirmed "its
previous decisions regarding the fact that, in order to meet the expenditures caused by such
operations, a different procedure is required from that applied to meet expenditures of the
regular budget of the United Nations". In the operative part of the resolution, the Assembly
decided to appropriate an amount of $30 million for the Force, and to request the Secretary-
General to establish a special account for the Force. The Assembly further decided to
apportion the sum appropriated among all Member States according to a special scale of
assessments "as an ad hoc arrangement, without prejudice to the positions of principle that
may be taken by Member States in any consideration by the General Assembly of arrange-
ments for the financing of peace-keeping operations". No mention is made in the resolution of
Article 17, paragraph 2, of the Charter.

6. To the extent that the provisions just mentioned might give rise to doubts as to
whether the Assembly regarded the expenses of UNEF as "expenses of the Organization"
under Article 17, paragraph 2, of the Charter, those doubts are clearly dispelled by the travaux
préparatoires leading up to the adoption of the resolution. Introducing the draft resolution
which became resolution 3101 (XXVIII), on behalf of its 35 sponsors,* the representative of
Brazil said in the Fifth Committee that:

"The sponsors had taken into account the fact that, in deciding to set up the Force,
the Security Council had also decided that the costs of the Force should be considered as
expenses of the Organization to be borne by the Member in accordance with Article 17,
paragraph 2, of the Charter. The draft resolution complied fully with that decision, since
it apportioned the expenses of the Force among all the Members of the United
Nations."32

The above remarks by the representative of Brazil were recalled expressly in paragraph 5 of the
report of the Fifth Committee to the General Assembly on the financing of UNEF.33

Paragraph 2 of the same report also recalled paragraph 7 of the Secretary-General's report
(S/ 11052/Rev. 1), referred to in paragraphs 3 and 4 of this memorandum, regarding the
applicability of Article 17, paragraph 2, to the expenses of UNEF, and the Security Council's
endorsement thereof. The report contains no indication of any contrary views.

7. It must therefore be concluded that, in line with the relevant decisions of the Security
Council, the General Assembly has recognized that the expenses of UNEF are "expenses of the
Organization" within the meaning of Article 17, paragraph 2, of the Charter, and in its
resolution 3101 (XXVIII) the Assembly has acted accordingly by apportioning those expenses
among the membership. It follows that under the decisions so far taken, Article 19 of the
Charter is applicable to arrears incurred in respect of the UNEF account.

UNDOF

8. UNDOF was set up pursuant to Security Council resolution 350 (1974) of 31 May
1974. In the preamble to resolution 350 (1974) the Council recorded having heard the
statement made by the Secretary-General at the 1773rd meeting of the Counil on 29 May 1974
and in the operative part of the resolution it also took note of the Secretary-General's
statement. In his statement the Secretary-General inter alia declared that: "it would be my

*Argentina, Australia, Austria, Brazil, Burundi, Canada, Chad, Chile, Colombia, Cyprus, Ecuador,
Ethiopia, Greece, Guatemala, Guinea, Guyana, Japan, Indonesia, Iran, the Ivory Coast, Kenya, Liberia,
Nicaragua, Nigeria, Norway, Panama, Peru, Rwanda, Sri Lanka, Togo, Turkey, the United Republic of
Tanzania, Uruguay, Venezuela and Yugoslavia.

12A/C.5/SR.1603, pp. 4 and 5.
^Official Records oj the General Assembly, Twenty-eighth Session, Annexes, agenda item 109,

document A/9428.
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intention to set up the Force on the basis of the same general principles as those defined in my
report on the implementation of Security Council resolution 340 (1973), contained in
document S/11052/ Rev. 1, which was approved by the Security Council in its resolution 341
(1973) of 27 October 1973".34 Among the general principles included in document
S/11052/ Rev. 1, is the principle that the expenses of the Force are "expenses of the Organiza-
tion" within the meaning of Article 17, paragraph 2, of the Charter.

9. As UNDOF was set up on 31 May of this year, at a time when the General Assembly
was not in session, the Assembly has not yet had the opportunity to take the necessary action
regarding its financing. In the interim, the Force has been financed out of funds authorized and
appropriated for UNEF and UNTSO, from which the personnel of UNDOF have been drawn
(see document A/C.5/1614, p. 4). Should the Assembly proceed to make provision for
UNDOF in the same manner as it has for UNEF,35 with due regard to the position of the
Security Council on financing, then the conclusions set out in paragraph 7 of this memoran-
dum, regarding the expenses of UNEF, will be equally applicable to UNDOF.

Due dates for assessed contributions to UNEF and UNDOF

10. The second question on which legal advice has been sought relates to the dates on
which contributions from Member States to UNEF and UNDOF fall due In this respect,
Regulations 5.3 and 5.4 of the Financial Regulations and Rules provide as follows:

"Regulation 5.3: After the General Assembly has adopted the budget and determined
the amount of the Working Capital Fund, the Secretary-General shall:
"(a) Transmit the relevant documents to Member States;
"(£) Inform Member States of their commitments in respect of annual contributions and

advances to the Working Capital Fund;
"(c) Request them to remit their contributions and advances.

"Regulation 5.4: Contributions and advances shall be considered as due and payable
in full within thirty days of the receipt of the communication of the Secretary-General
referred to in Regulation 5.3 above, or as of the first day of the financial year to which they
relate, whichever is the later. As of 1 January of the following financial year, the unpaid
balance of such contributions and advances shall be considered to be one year in arrears."

The application of these Regulations in respect of UNEF and UNDOF are examined
separately below.

UNEF

11. By its resolution 3101 (XXVIII), the General Assembly appropriated and appor-
tioned the sum of $30 million for the operation of UNEF for the period 25 October 1973 to 24
April 1974. It further authorized "the Secretary-General to enter into commitments for the
United Nations Emergency Force at a rate not to exceed $5 million per month for the period
from 25 April to 31 October 1974 inclusive, should the Security Council decide to continue the
Force beyond the initial period of six months, the said amount to be apportioned among
Member States in accordance with the scheme set out in the present resolution". These two
periods have to be considered separately as regards the application of the relevant financial
regulations.

25 October 1973 to 24 April 1974

12. General Assembly resolution 3101 (XXVIII) was adopted on 11 December 1973.
This resolution, as required by Financial Regulation 5.3, was transmitted by the Secretary-

*>S/PV.1773, p. 3.
35 Action along those lines was taken by the General Assembly in resolution 3211 (XXIX) of 29

November 1974.
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General to Member States under cover of a note verbale dated 19 December 1973, in which it
was stated that "the amount of US$30,000,000 appropriated by the General Assembly for the
operation of the United Nations Emergency Force from 25 October 1973 to 24 April 1974 has
been apportioned among Member States" and that "no provision has been made for financing
the Force beyond 25 April 1974".

13. Applying the first sentence of Financial Regulation 5.4 to the amount actually
appropriated and apportioned by resolution 3101 (XXVIII)—that is $30,000,000 for the period
25 October 1973 to 24 April 1974—it would appear that contributions became due and payable
after the middle of January 1974, that is thirty days after the Secretary-General's communica-
tion of 19 December 1973. Applying the second sentence of Regulation 5.4, any unpaid balance
of such contributions would be considered one year in arrears as of 1 January 1975.

25 April to 31 October 1974

14. As indicated above, the General Assembly did not appropriate and apportion any
amounts for the period after 24 April 1974. Instead, by operative paragraph 4 of resolution
3101 (XXVIII) , it authorized the Secretary-General to enter into commitments for UNEF not
exceeding $5 million per month for the period 25 April to 31 October 1974, and indicated that
this sum would be apportioned among Member States in the same manner as the sum
appropriated and apportioned for the period up to 24 April 1974. As there has been no formal
appropriation and apportionment of the expenses of UNEF after 24 April 1974, contributions
for such expenses will only be due legally after the Assembly has appropriated and apportioned
those expenses.36 Sums received from Member States for the period in question must be
considered in the nature of advances, made in anticipation of the Assembly's action.

15. In the light of the foregoing, it is not possible at this stage to indicate with any
precision the due date for contributions to the UNEF account for the period 25 April 1974
onwards. This can only be determined after the Assembly has acted and the Secretary-General
has sent out the communication referred to in Financial Regulation 5.3. In all probability these
contributions will become due as of early 1975.

UNDOF

16. As no provision has yet been made by the General Assembly for the financing of
UNDOF, the same considerations apply as in respect of UNEF expenses after 24 April 1974.
Contributions to UNDOF will become due within 30 days of any communication sent out by
the Secretary-General, under Financial Regulation 5.3, after the Assembly has made the
necessary appropriation and determined the apportionment of the expenses of UNDOF to
date. Again the due date for contributions will probably be in early 1975.

23 October 1974

11 . EXTENT TO WHICH FUNDS FROM PRIVATE SOURCES MAY BE USED FOR
DISASTER RELIEF UNDER GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 2816 (XXVI)

Memorandum to the Special Assistant to the Under-Secretary-General
for Political and General Assembly Affairs

1. Our advice has been requested on the use of private funds for disaster relief. For the
reasons stated in the following paragraphs, we have concluded that there is no legal obstacle to
the use of funds from private sources for disaster relief and that such use would not legally

36The relevant amounts have been appropriated and apportioned by General Assembly resolution
3211 ( X X I X ) of 29 November 1974.
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conflict with any arrangement between the United Nations and the League of Red Cross
Societies or the International Red Cross.

2. With reference to funds for disaster relief, General Assembly resolution 2816 (XXVI)
authorizes the Disaster Relief Co-ordinator "To receive, on behalf of the Secretary-General,
contributions offered to him for disaster relief assistance to be carried out by the United
Nations, its agencies and programmes for particular emergency situations" (paragraph 1 (d)).
There appears to be no restriction on the source of the contributions which may be received,
and, in the absence of such restriction, contributions from private sources are receivable for
disaster relief. A limitation arises only with respect to the timing of contributions from
whatever source. In this respect the legislative history37 indicates that the inclusion of the
words "for particular emergency situations" reflects the Assembly's intention that contribu-
tions be received for relief of disasters which have already occurred and not for relief of
disasters which may occur in future.

3. There was no legal obstacle to the use of funds from private sources at the time of the
enactment of Assembly resolution 2816 (XXVI) and no such obstacle appears to have arisen
since that time.

4. With reference to the Red Cross, resolution 2816 (XXVI) provides a general role for
both the International Red Cross and the League of Red Cross Societies in co-operating with
the Disaster Relief Co-ordinator to provide the most effective assistance to States stricken by
disaster (paragraph 1 (a)), a specific role for the International Red Cross in providing
assistance directly to such States (paragraph 1 (c-)) and a specific role for the League of Red
Cross Societies in providing advice to governments in pre-disaster planning (paragraph 1 (g)).
The general and spécifie roles of these organizations in paragraphs 1 (a), (c) and (g) appear to
be entirely consistent with the Disaster Relief Co-ordinator's right to receive contributions on
behalf of the Secretary-General under paragraph 1 (d).

5. The relationship with the League of Red Cross Societies and the International Red
Cross at the time of the enactment of Assembly resolution 2816 (XXVI) did not constitute an
arrangement which would legally conflict with the use of funds from private sources and no
such arrangement appears to have been created since that time,

29 October 1974

12. USE OF THE TERM "CONSENSUS" IN UNITED NATIONS PRACTICE

Summary** of a statement^ made at the 311th meeting of the
Population Commission, on 6 March 1974

The Director of the General Legal Division, Office of Legal Affairs, stated that no
plenipotentiary conference under United Nations auspices had included in its rules of

37See Economic and Social Council resolution 1533 (XL1X), as well as the report of the Secretary-
General to the Council at its fifty-first session (E/4994, paras. 94 and 95), and the debate of the General
Assembly at its twenty-sixth session (Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-sixth session,
Third Committee, 1888th and 1890th meetings).

38 Reproduced in Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, Fifty-sixth Session, Supple-
ment No. 3A (A/5462), para. 64.

39The statement was made in connexion with a proposal (E/CN.9/L. 110) that the rules of procedure
of the World Population Conference, 1974, should specify that "the President of the Conference has the
possibility to recommend that the decisions on the important matters of substance shall be taken, if
possible, by consensus".

The Population Commission subsequently agreed to annex the following recommendation to the
revised preliminary draft of the rules of procedure of the Conference, for consideration by the Council:
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procedure a provision on consensus,40 partly due to the fact that it was somewhat difficult to
arrive at an exact definition of consensus, and partly because the objective which was usually
sought, namely, that every effort should be made to achieve a consensus before a vote was
taken, could better be achieved by simply an understanding at the beginning of the conference.
In United Nations organs, the term "consensus" was used to describe a practice under which
every effort is made to achieve unanimous agreement; but if that could not be done, those
dissenting from the general trend were prepared simply to make their position or reservations
known and placed on the record.

"The Population Commission considers that it is highly desirable for the World Population
Conference, 1974, to reach decisions on the basis of consensus, which is understood to mean,
according to United Nations practice, general agreement without vote, but not necessarily una-
nimity."
By resolution 1835 (LVI) of 14 May 1974, the Council approved as the provisional rules of procedure

for the Conference the text of the revised preliminary draft of the rules of procedure, as well as the annex
on consensus recommended by the Population Commission. The provisional rules of procedure were
adopted by the World Population Conference subject to some amendments unrelated to the question
under consideration (see document E/5585, p. 57).

40 It should be noted, however, that the rules of procedure of the Third Conference on the Law of the
Sea, adopted by the Conference on 27 June 1974 (A/CONF.62/30/Rev.l , United Nations publication,
Sales No. E.74.I.18) contain a rule 37 on "Requirements for voting", which reads as follows:

"1. Before a matter of substance is put to the vote, a determination that all efforts at reaching
general agreement have been exhausted shall be made by the majority specified in paragraph 1 of
rule 39.

"2. Prior to making such a determination the following procedures may be invoked:
"(a) When a matter of substance comes up for voting for the first time, the President may, and

shall if requested by at least 15 representatives, defer the question of taking a vote on such matter for a
period not exceeding 10 calendar days. The provisions of this subparagraph may be applied only once
on the matter.

"(6) At any time the Conference, upon a proposal by the President or upon motion by any
representative, may decide, by a majority of the representatives present and voting, to defer the
question of taking a vote on any matter of substance for a specified period of time.

"(c) During any period of deferment, the President shall make every effort, with the assistance as
appropriate of the General Committee, to facilitate the achievement of general agreement, having
regard to the over-all progress made on all matters of substance which are closely related, and a report
shall be made to the Conference by the President prior to the end of the period.

"(d) If by the end of a specified period of deferment the Conference has not reached agreement
and if the question of taking a vote is not further deferred in accordance with subparagraph (b ) of this
paragraph, the determination that all efforts at reaching general agreement have been exhausted shall
be made in accordance with paragraph 1 of this rule.

"(e) If the Conference has not determined that all efforts at reaching agreement had been
exhausted, the President may propose or any representative may move, notwithstanding rule 36, after
the end of a period of no less than five calendar days from the last prior vote on such a determination,
that such a determination be made in accordance with paragraph 1 of this rule; the requirement of five
days' delay shall not apply during the last two weeks of a session.

"3. No vote shall be taken on any matter of substance less than two working days after an
announcement that the Conference is to proceed to vote on the matter has been made, during which
period the announcement shall be published in the Journal at the first opportunity."
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13. QUESTION OF THE PARTICIPATION IN MEETINGS OF THE FUNCTIONAL COMMISSIONS OF THE
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL OF STATES NOT MEMBERS OF THE UNITED NATIONS BUT
MEMBERS OF A SPECIALIZED AGENCY OR OF THE INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

OR PARTIES TO THE STATUTE OF THE INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE41

Note to the Director, Division of Human Rights

You have referred to us the question whether the delegation of a non-Member State
should have been listed in United Nations document E/CN.4/INF.21 (5 March 1974),
"Attendance at the thirtieth session of the Commission on Human Rights (4 February to 8
March 1974)".

With respect to the general question of participation of representatives of non-Member
States in meetings of the functional commissions of the Economic and Social Council, it is
established practice that such participation requires prior authorization or consent of the
Economic and Social Council (for an example of such authorization see Economic and Social
Council resolution 557 F (XV1II), paragraph 3 (6), of 5 August 1954). This practice is based on
the following reasoning:

(1) Rule 72 of the rules of procedure of the functional commissions provides only for the
possibility of invitations to States which are Members of the United Nations but are
not members of the commissions to participate in the deliberations on matters which
are of particular concern to those States. There is no provision in that rule or in any
other rule for participation of States that are not Members of the United Nations.

(2) The powers and composition of the functional commissions are defined by the Council
(rule 71 of the rules of procedure of the Economic and Social Council42 and Article 68
of the Charter); the rules of procedure of the functional commissions and their
subsidiary bodies are drawn up by the Council (rule 74 of the rules of procedure of the
Council43) and amendments to the rules can be made only by the Council (rule 77 of
the rules of procedure of the functional commissions).44 Consequently, the power of a
functional commission to deal with the question of participation of non-Member
States is limited in the context of those provisions.

The question of whether a non-Member State which had not been granted observer status
by the Commission, but which had attended public meetings of the Commission, should be
included in the attendance record of the session concerned, had been discussed in the Human
Rights Commission on several occasions. In those instances the Commission decided not to
include the States in question in its attendance record. For example, in 1967, a proposal to
include in the report of the Commission a non-Member State which was present at the
meetings of the Commission was withdrawn after discussion of the matter in the Commission
(see E/CN.4/SR.941, pages 4-6) and a corrigendum was subsequently issued to delete the
name of that State when it had been inadvertently listed in the Commission's report (see
Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, Forty-second Session, Supplement No. 6
(A/4322), Corrigendum). In accordance with the same practice., a non-Member State was not
listed or mentioned in the report of the Commission on Human Rights on its twenty-ninth
session in 1973, although an official of that State had been present at the session and had made
a statement to the Commission (see Official Records of the Economic and Social Council,
Fifty-fourth Session, Supplement No. 6 (E/5265), paragraphs 3 and 264 and Annex I).

For the reasons stated above, the non-Member State to which you refer has rightly been
omitted from the attendance list of the thirtieth session of the Commission on Human Rights.

41 The States in question are hereafter referred to as "non-Member States".
42The corresponding rule in the current rules of procedure of the Economic and Social Council

(E/5715) i s rule 24.
41 Rule 27.2 of the current rules.
44 Rule 78 of the current rules.
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As to the fact that a non-Member State was included in the attendance list of the third
special session of the Population Commission, it should be noted that the Commission held its
third special session in its capacity as the intergovernmental preparatory body of the World
Population Conference, and that the State in question had been invited to participate in that
Conference. In such a case, the requirement of prior authorization or consent of the Economic
and Social Council for granting observer status to non-Member States in practice has not been
applied, because it is understood that all States invited to an international conference have a
role to play in the preparatory work of the conference. This link between participation in the
Conference itself and in the preparatory body is indicated in an explanatory note under the
relevant section of the attendance list annexed to the report of the Population Commission on
its third special session.45

15 April 1974

14.

Memorandum to the Director, Division of Human Rights

1. This is in reply to your memorandum on the above-mentioned subject.
2. The resolutions relating to the composition of the Ad Hoc Working Group of Experts

are resolution 9 ( I I ) of the Economic and Social Council and resolution 2 (XXIII)46 of the
Commission on Human Rights. In addition, a decision taken by the Commission on 3 April
1973,47 as stated in your memorandum, is also relevant.

3. In paragraph 3 of its resolution 9 (II), the Economic and Social Council authorized
the Commission on Human Rights "to call in ad hoc working groups of non-governmental
experts in specialized fields or individual experts without further reference to the Council, but
with the approval of the President of the Council and the Secretary-General" (italics added).

4. In paragraph 3 of its resolution 2 (XXIII) , the Commission on Human Rights decided
"to establish, in accordance with resolution 9 ( I I ) of 21 June 1946 of the Economic and Social
Council, an Ad Hoc Working Group of Experts composed of eminent jurists and prison
officials to be appointed by the Chairman of the Commission" (italics added).

5. On 3 April 1973, in appointing the members of the Working Group, the Commission
on Human Rights again stated that the Working Group should be composed of "experts in
their personal capacity".

6. It is therefore clear that the experts composing the Working Group are chosen on
their personal qualifications and in their personal capacity. Any change in governmental
affiliation does not and should not affect their membership in the Working Group.

7. We note that when the present members of the Working Group were appointed on 3
April 1973, there was an indication of their nationality. As in the case of other United Nations
organs of experts, such an indication is usually given as evidence of geographical distribution
and should not be regarded as a criterion based on individual nationality. In other words, a
change of nationality of an expert does not affect his membership in the Working Group unless
the Commission considers that such a change would disturb the agreed pattern of geographical
representation and decides to replace the expert in question. It may be noted in this connexion

^Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, Fifty-sixth Session, Supplement No. 3A
(E/5462), p. 67.

^Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, Fortv-second Session, Supplement No. 6
(E/4322). p. 76.

A1/bid., Fifty-fourth Session, Supplement No. 6 (E/5265), p. 92.
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that although neither the resolutions referred to in paragraphs 3 and 4 above nor the decision
mentioned in paragraph 5 made any reference to geographical distribution as a basis for the
appointment of the experts, the proceedings leading to the adoption of Economic and Social
Council resolution 9 (II) show that the provision for ad hoc working groups had originated in
the idea of calling regional conferences of experts. Moreover, a very large majority of United
Nations organs have been established with due regard to geographical representation of
their membership. We have therefore assumed that geographical distribution may have been a
consideration in the composition of the Ad Hoc Working Group of Experts. In the present
case, however, the change of affiliation does not alter the geographical pattern. There is
therefore no doubt that the two experts concerned may continue to serve as members of the Ad
Hoc Working Group.

4 January 1974

15. REPRESENTATION OF NATIONAL LIBERATION MOVEMENTS IN THE WORK OF THE ECONOMIC-
COMMISSION FOR AFRICA

Legal opinion prepared for the Acting Secretary of the
Economic Commission for Africa

1. Our advice has been requested concerning the representation of National Liberation
Movements in the work of the Economic Commission for Africa, pursuant to relevant
decisions of the General Assembly, including, inter alia, General Assembly resolution 3118
(XXVIII), paragraph 7.

2. In so far as particular reference has been made to paragraph 7 of General Assembly
resolution 3118 (XXVIII) , it should be pointed out that this provision was addressed primarily
to specialized agencies rather than to organs of the United Nations itself, such as the Economic
Commission for Africa. Similar requests to specialized agencies and other organizations were
also contained in General Assembly resolutions 2704 (XXV), paragraph 10, 2874 (XXVI),
paragraph 9, 2980 (XXVII), paragraph 7, and 3163 (XXVIII) , paragraph 10.

3. In general, however, as will be shown below, the General Assembly has requested
United Nations organs, in consultation with the Organization of African Unity (OAU), to
ensure the participation or representation of the colonial territories in Africa by the national
liberation movements concerned, in an appropriate capacity, when dealing with matters
pertaining to those territories (see, inter alia, General Assembly resolutions 2621 (XXV),
paragraph 6(c), 2795 (XXVI), paragraph 12, 2878 (XXVI), paragraph 14, 2908 (XXVII) ,
eighth preambular paragraph, 2918 (XXVII), paragraph 2, and 3 113 (XXVIII), paragraph 2, in
addition to the resolutions cited in paragraph 2 above).

4. The question which is the subject of this opinion would appear to involve two main
issues which need to be considered separately, namely:

(a) the participation of national liberation movements in meetings of the Economic
Commission for Africa when it deals with matters pertaining to their respective
territories, in accordance with the resolutions cited in paragraph 3 above; and

(b) the representation of associate members of the Economic Commission for Africa
under the terms of articles 6, 7 and 8 of the terms of reference of ECA,48 and rules 11,
12 and 13 of the rules of procedure of ECA.49

5. Although these two questions may to some extent overlap, they are essentially
different, and will be treated separately below.

48 Reproduced in Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, Fifty-first Session, Supple-
ment No. 5 (E/4997), vol. 1, p. 152 et seq.

p. \56et seq.
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Participation of liberation movements in meetings of the Economic Commission for
Africa (otherwise than as representatives of associate members of EC A)

6. A summary of past practice of the United Nations with respect to the representation
of national liberation movements from colonial territories in United Nations organs or
committees is contained in a separate opinion, dated 14 March 1974.50 It should be added that
further practice in this regard continues to develop both under previous General Assembly
decisions and also as a result of recent decisions relating to specific meetings or conferences.

7. It will be noted that General Assembly resolutions have in the past referred to
"liberation movements" of colonial countries and peoples (General Assembly resolution 2621
(XXV)), to "liberation movements in the colonial Territories in Africa" (General Assembly
resolutions 2704 (XXV), 2874 (XXVI), 2980 (XXVII), 3118 (XXVIII) and 3163 (XXVIII),
decision taken by the General Assembly at its 2139th meeting on 3 October 1973, and
Economic and Social Council resolution 1804 (LV)), to "liberation movements in the colonial
Territories in southern Africa" (General Assembly resolution 2878 (XXVI)) and to the
"liberation movements . . . of Angola, Mozambique, Guinea (Bissau) and Cape Verde,
Namibia and Southern Rhodesia" (General Assembly resolution 2908 (XXVII) etc.). At the
same time, the General Assembly has required that the liberation movements in question be
those recognized by the OAU, and that their participation be arranged in consultation with the
Organization of African Unity, (e.g. see General Assembly resolutions 2704 (XXV), 2874
(XXVI), 2878 (XXVI), 2980 (XXVII), 3113 (XXVIII), 3118 (XXVIII) and 3163 (XXVIII)).

8. For the purposes of the Economic Commission for Africa, (being a commission
established by the Economic and Social Council under Article 68 of the Charter), the
resolutions referred to above would appear to require that those liberation movements of the
colonial Territories in Africa, recognized by the OAU, should be invited, in consultation with
the OAU, to participate in an appropriate capacity in the deliberations of the Economic
Commission for Africa relating to their respective territories.

9. Such participation would not necessarily mean that the liberation movements in
question would formally represent their respective territories, this question being linked with
the existence or otherwise of one or more authorities claiming to be the government entitled to
represent a State, or recognized as the government having responsibility for the international
relations of a non-self-governing territory.

10. However, even where a Member State as administering Power continues to be
responsible for the international relations of a non-self-governing territory, and on this basis to
represent the territory in intergovernmental organs, it would nevertheless be possible for both
the administering Power and one or more recognized liberation movements to participate
simultaneously although in different capacities (as occurred, for example, in the Fourth
Committee of the General Assembly at its twenty-seventh and twenty-eighth sessions when
considering the question of Southern Rhodesia).

11. Specific provision for such participation by liberation movements in meetings of the
Economic Commission for Africa (otherwise than as representatives of associate members of
the Commission) could be made by means of an appropriate amendment to the rules of
procedure of EGA. Such an amendment, if made by the Commission in accordance with rules
79 and 80, might, for example, provide for the participation of liberation movements
recognized by the Organization of African Unity on a basis comparable to that now applied to
Member States not members of the Commission under the terms of rules 70 and 71.

The representation of associate members of the
Economic Commission for Africa

12. Paragraph 6 of the terms of reference of the Economic Commission for Africa (as
amended by Economic and Social Council resolutions 974 D (XXXVI) of 5 July 1963 and
1343 (XLV) of 18 July 1968) provides as follows:

'Seep. 149 of this Yearbook.
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"6. The following shall be associate members of the Commission:
"(a) The Non-Self-Governing Territories situated within the geographical area defined in

paragraph 4 above [i.e. the whole continent of Africa, Madagascar and other African
islands];

"(6) Powers other than Portugal responsible for international relations of those Ter-
ritories".

13. According to this text, the non-self-governing territories within the defined area are
associate members, and also those powers recognized as being responsible for their interna-
tional relations. It has not followed from this, however, that there has been, or could properly
have been separate representation of the territories, in addition to representation through an
administering power recognized as having continuing responsibility for the territory's interna-
tional relations.

14. Moreover, under rule 11 of the rules of procedure of ECA, an associate member is
represented by "an accredited representative", in the singular, and although the latter may be
accompanied by alternate representatives and advisers (under rule 12), there is no provision for
dual or multiple representation of a single associate member by two or more different
authorities or entities. While it is always possible for the Commission to amend its rules of
procedure, it would doubtless take into account the impracticability of an arrangement
permitting separate or rival delegations to be seated concurrently as representatives of a single
member or associate member.

15. In a situation where more than one authority claims to be the government entitled to
represent a Member State, and the question becomes the subject of controversy, United
Nations practice requires that the matter be considered by the General Assembly (see General
Assembly resolution 396 (V)). However, in the case of a non-self-governing territory so
classified by the General Assembly, or a liberation movement not claiming to be the
government of an independent State, it would seem unlikely that conflict would arise
concerning the legal aspects of international representation by the recognized administering
Power, pending the granting of independence in accordance with the Declaration contained in
General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV).

16. It would appear that the question of the formal representation of an associate
member otherwise than by an administering Power recognized as being responsible for its
international relations has thus far only arisen in the case of Angola, Mozambique, Guinea
(Bissau) and Namibia. It will be recalled that the representatives of these four territories were
proposed by the Organization of African Unity under the terms of ECA resolution 194 (IX) of
12 February 1969,5I and was approved, in the case of Angola, Mozambique and Guinea
(Bissau) by the General Assembly in paragraph 12 of its resolution 2795 (XXVI), and in the
case of Namibia, by the United Nations Council for Namibia at the latter's 98th meeting on 22
January 1971.52

17. It should be noted, however, that in these instances there did not exist an administer-
ing Power competent and able to represent these territories in the Economic Commission for
Africa (other than the United Nations itself, through the United Nations Council for Namibia,
in the exercise of its direct responsibility for the international territory of Namibia).

18. In the case of the remaining six associate members (namely Comoro Archipelago,
French Territory of the Afars and the Issas, Seychelles, Southern Rhodesia, Spanish Sahara
and Saint Helena), formal representation has been provided through an administering Power
recognized as having continuing responsibility for their international relations, as well as for
the implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples (see, by analogy, the references to these administering Powers contained in

^Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, Fortv-seventh Session, document E/4651,
vol.1, p.' 145.

"See Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-sixth Session, Supplement No. 24 (A/8424),
para. 63.
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General Assembly resolutions 3161 (XXVIII), paragraphs 5, 6 and 7; 3156 (XXVIII) , para-
graphs 3 and 6 to 9; 3115 (XXVIII), paragraphs 3 to 6, 8 and 9; 3162 (XXVIll), paragraphs 4
and 7, and the relevant sections of the report of the Special Committee on the Situation with
regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples.53 It is our understanding that until the recognized international
responsibility of these administering Powers ceases, their formal representation of the six
territories in question would continue, although without precluding the concurrent participa-
tion of liberation movements in the manner referred to in paragraphs 6 to 11 above.

19. Finally, mention should be made of the apparent need for some clarification
concerning the current position of Guinea-Bissau in relation to the Economic Commission for
Africa.

20. Following the Proclamation of the State of Guinea-Bissau by the People's National
Assembly on 24 September 1973 (see document S/11022, and General Assembly resolution
3061 (XXVII I ) of 2 November 1973), the former Guinea (Bissau) ceased to be a non-self-
governing or colonial territory, and has since been admitted to membership of FAO and
WHO. It follows that the former Guinea (Bissau) ceased to be an associate member of the
Economic Commission for Africa under paragraph 6 (a) of the terms of reference (quoted in
paragraph 12 above), and, at the same time, since it is not a "power" responsible for the
international relations of a non-self-governing territory, it is not an associate member within
the meaning of paragraph 6 (b) of the terms of reference.

21. Since, moreover, membership of the Commission is defined in paragraph 5 of the
terms of reference of the Commission as being open to the States listed in that paragraph ". . .
and to any other State in the area which may hereafter become a Member of the United
Nations . . .", the fact that Guinea-Bissau has not at this time become a Member of the United
Nations would also seem to exclude the new Republic from membership of ECA under the
existing terms of reference. The latter, however, could be amended by the Economic and Social
Council to include Guinea-Bissau under paragraph 5, and if this is desired an appropriate
proposal could no doubt be submitted to the Economic and Social Council at its next session.54

Conclusion

22. In conclusion it has been noted that the General Assembly has requested United
Nations organs, in consultation with the Organization of African Unity, to ensure the
participation or representation of the colonial territories in Africa by the national liberation
movements concerned, in an appropriate capacity, when dealing with matters pertaining to
those territories.

23. This requirement does not, however, exclude the representation of a non-self-
governing territory by an administering Power recognized as having responsibility for the
territory's international relations. On the other hand, neither does the formal representation of
a non-self-governing territory by an administering Power exclude the simultaneous participa-
tion by the liberation movement concerned in meetings dealing with the territory in question.

24. In general, therefore, the Economic Commission for Africa is called upon to ensure,
in consultation with the Organization of African Unity, the participation in an appropriate
capacity of national liberation movements from the colonial territories in Africa recognized by
the Organization of African Unity.

25. At the same time, with regard to the formal representation of these territories as
associate members of the Economic Commission for Africa, it would appear that they may
conveniently be divided under the following three categories:

"Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-eighth Session, Supplement No. 23
(A/9023/Rev. I).

54The Republic of Guinea-Bissau having become a Member of the United Nations on 17 September
1974 has since that date been a member of the Economic Commission for Africa.
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(a) Non-self-governing territories formerly under Portuguese administration, the repre-
sentation of which by their respective liberation movements, requires the approval of
the General Assembly;

(b) The international territory of Namibia, for which the United Nations has direct
responsibility, pending the achievement of Namibian independence, and the repre-
sentation of which is assured by or with the approval of the United Nations Council
for Namibia:

(c) The remaining six non-self-governing territories qualifying as associate members of
the Economic Commission for Africa (under paragraph 6(a) of the Commission's
terms of reference), namely Comoro Archipelago, French territories of the Afars and
the Issas, Seychelles, Southern Rhodesia, Spanish Sahara and Saint Helena, the
formal representation of which is currently provided by the administering Powers
recognized as having responsibility for the international relations of the territories in
question, pending the granting of independence, but without prejudice to the
simultaneous participation in meetings of the national liberation movements con-
cerned on the basis previously described.

26. Finally, the need for clarification concerning the position of Guinea-Bissau in
relation to the Economic Commission for Africa has been summarized in paragraphs 19 to 21
above.

18 June 1974

16. QUESTION WHETHER THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A COMMITTEE JOINTLY BY THE U N I T E D
NATIONS ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR ASIA AND THE FAR EAST55 AND THE FOOD AND
AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE U N I T E D NATIONS WOULD REQUIRE FORMAL
APPROVAL BY THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL

Memorandum to the Chief, Regional Commissions Section,
Department of Economic and Social Affairs

There exists no provision in the United Nations Charter or in the rules of procedure of the
Economic and Social Council and other principal organs referring specifically to the establish-
ment of joint bodies by the United Nations and specialized agencies. The establishment of such
bodies should however be considered permissible under specific circumstances. Of the three
existing precedents, two concern bodies established on the basis of approval by the General
Assembly. These are the Liaison Committee established by article 11 of the Agreement between
the United Nations and the International Development Association,56 and the United
Nations/FAO Intergovernmental Committee on the World Food Programme established
under General Assembly resolution 1714 (XVI). The third precedent, which is the only instance
of a joint body established under a resolution of the Economic and Social Council, is the
Working Group convened by the Secretary-General in joint sponsorship with ILO under
Economic and Social Council resolution 585 F (XX) of 23 July 1955. To our knowledge no
precedent exists of a body set up by a regional economic commission jointly with a specialized
agency. Given the exceptional character of such joint bodies and the lack of any mention
thereof in ECAFE's terms of reference, we believe that the establishment of a committee jointly
by ECAFE and FAO requires formal approval by the Economic: and Social Council. This is in
line with paragraph 13 of ECAFE's terms of reference57 and rule 57 of ECAFE's rules of

55Now Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP).
5 6United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 394, p. 221.
"Reading as follows:

"The Commission may after discussion with any speciali/ed agency funct ioning in the same
general field, and with the approval of the Council, establish such subsidiary bodies as it deems
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procedure.58 No formal approval by the Council is, however, required for the establishment
exclusively by ECAFE of a committee to be serviced jointly by ECAFE and PAO. A precedent
for such a committee is the ECE Timber Committee. Should a joint ECAFE/FAO body be
envisaged the question of the authority which should receive its report or approve its
recommendations would be governed by its terms of reference as the Economic and Social
Council sees fit to prescribe (on the recommendation of ECAFE if the proposal is first
submitted to ECAFE).

27 March 1974

17. USE IN RESOLUTIONS, DECISIONS OR CONCLUSIONS ADOPTED BY THE TRADE AND
DEVELOPMENT BOARD OR ITS SUBSIDIARY BODIES OF THE WORDS "AS ADOPTED"
IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING REFERENCES TO AN EXISTING RESOLUTION

Note submitted to the Trade and Development Board during the
first part of its fourteenth session59

Background

1. Prior to the thirteenth session of the Trade and Development Board there had been
several instances in which the representatives of countries in Group B60 proposed, as
amendments to certain draft resolutions being considered by a deliberative body of UNCTAD,
the insertion of the words "as adopted" immediately following the references to another
resolution—whether of UNCTAD or another United Nations body—which had been pre-
viously adopted. Examples are to be found in resolution 6 (VI) of the Committee on
Manufactures61 and resolution 5 (VI) of the Committee on Invisibles and Financing Related to
Trade.62 It was explained by the sponsors of this insertion that, because their countries had not

appropriate, for facilitating the carrying out of its responsibilities." (Official Records of the Economic
and Social Council, Fifty-seventh Session, Supplement No. 5 (E/5469), p. 192.)
s« Reading as follows:

"After discussion with any specialized agency functioning in the same field, and with the approval
of the Economic and Social Council, the Commission may establish such continually acting sub-
commissions or other subsidiary bodies as it deems necessary for the performance of its functions and
shall define the powers and composition of each of them. Such autonomy as may be necessary for the
effective discharge of the technical responsibilities laid upon them may be delegated to them." (Ibid.,
p. 196.)
"Circulated by the UNCTAD Secretariat, with the approval of the Legal Counsel of the United

Nations, under the symbol TD/B/L.351.
""For the list of the countries in Group B, see General Assembly resolution 2904 ( X X V I I I ) of 26

December 1972.
'^"Considering that the particular responsibilities of UNCTAD in respect of non-tariff barriers have

been recognized in its decisions 2 (111), 1 (IV) and 1 (V), as adopted, and reaffirmed in Conference
resolution 76 ( I I I ) , as adopted . . ." (first preambular paragraph).

"Recalling General Assembly resolution 3040 (XXVII) of 19 December 1972, as adopted,. . ."(fourth
preambular paragraph).

''-"Taking note of resolution 59 ( I I I ) adopted by the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development on 19 May 1972, and particularly paragraph 6 thereof, as adopted," (f i rs t preambular
paragraph).

"Taking note of paragraph 1 of General Assembly resolution 3039(XXVII) of 19 December 1972, as
adopted, . . ." (second preambular paragraph).
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subscribed to the resolution or resolutions previously adopted, and because these countries had
not changed their position since, the term "as adopted" was needed to record that position.

2. The same proposal for the insertion of these words had also been made in other
UNCTAD fora, prior to the thirteenth session of the Trade and Development Board; on those
occasions when the opinion of the UNCTAD secretariat was sought, the secretariat expressed
the view, for reasons set out below, that it would be unnecessary and undesirable to insert these
words. In these instances the representatives in question did not insist on the inclusion of the
words "as adopted" in the draft resolution under consideration.

Thirteenth session of the Trade and Development Board

3. At the thirteenth session of the Board, during discussion of the draft decision on
Special Measures in Favour of the Least Developed among the Developing Countries
(TD/ B/ L.340/ Rev. 1 ) submitted by the Group of 77, the spokesman for the countries members
of Group B proposed that the words "as adopted" should be inserted after the reference to
Conference resolution 62(111) in paragraph 1 of the draft decision. The spokesman for the
Asian countries members of the Group of 77 accepted that proposal, on the understanding that
the following footnote should be added: "The inclusion of these words in the text was objected
to by the developing countries. It was agreed that this matter, dealing with the use of these
words, should be the subject of a discussion in depth at the fourteenth session of the Board."61

4. The following additional resolution and decision, subsequently adopted at the
thirteenth session, include the words "as adopted" as well as the footnote: resolution 101 (XI11)
and decision 102(XIII).

Analysis

5. The inclusion of the words "as adopted" to modify or qualify the reference in
resolutions, decisions or agreed conclusions to previously adopted resolutions is undesirable;
since the term is nowhere defined and since its meaning is unclear, it could be understood to
refer either to the method of voting on the resolution (by show of hands or by roll-call) or to
the fact that it was adopted without vote, by consensus, by acclamation or otherwise, or to the
fact that explanations of vote or explanations of position where there was no vote were given.
Furthermore, the inclusion of these words in respect of a selection of previously adopted
resolutions and the absence of these words in respect of other previously adopted resolutions
leads to an apparent and ambiguous distinction between the status of the two groups of
resolutions. Finally, in the more than twenty-five years of United Nations practice in adopting
resolutions, no need had been felt to include this qualification in resolutions. In this
connection, it should be pointed out that in United Nations editorial practice, the term "as
adopted" in reference to a resolution has always been used—in reports and not in the text of a
resolution—to denote the final text of the resolution, as distinct from the text of the draft
resolution.

6. As stated above, the inclusion of these words is unnecessary. The fact that a State or a
number of States have expressed reservations at the time of the adoption of a given resolution
or have otherwise explained the reasons why they could not then support or accept that
resolution, remains part of the legislative history of that resolution. While it is common
practice for States to restate, during discussions of draft resolutions containing references to
previously adopted resolutions, their previous opposition to such resolutions, it could not be
maintained that failure to do so would imply post hoc acceptance by those States. Hence there
is no need to include the words "as adopted" in a draft resolution when reference is made to a
previously adopted resolution.

61 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, Trade and Development Board, Official
Records, Thirteenth Session, 380th meeting, paras. 5 and 6.
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Should the Board agree with the above analysis, it may wish to record such agreement in
the report on its present session; this could then serve, also, as guidance to the main
Committees of the Board and to other UNCTAD bodies.64

2 August 1974

18. QUESTION WHETHER THE UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION
MAY FINANCE ITS OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES BY MEANS OF VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS FROM

SOURCES OTHER THAN GOVERNMENTS

Letter to the Legal Liaison Officer, United Nations
Industrial Development Organization

This is in reply to your letter of 25 January 1974 concerning the UNIDO Scheme for the
Exchange of Information on Industrial Projects among Industrial Development Financing
Institutions.

Paragraph 22 of General Assembly resolution 2152 (XXI) establishes the ways in which
UNIDO's expenses for operational activities shall be met. On the basis of the said provision,
UNIDO is precluded not only from raising fees from the participants to some of its operational
activities as a compensation for services rendered by it in the framework of such activities, but
also from accepting voluntary contributions from sources other than governments.

It is true that in a memorandum of 10 November 1970 prepared by the Office of Legal
Affairs on voluntary contributions for UNIDO's Pesticide Programme, it was said that the
Secretary-General could in his discretion accept voluntary contributions from private as well
as governmental sources, and that this authority of the Secretary-General might be exercised to
accept voluntary contributions to finance operational activities of UNIDO. It must be pointed
out, however, that the situation envisaged in the memorandum of 10 November 1970 was quite
different from the situation now under examination. In the former case the issue was only
whether the Secretary-General could accept two specific contributions (of $10,000 and $18,000)
offered by two private sources, for the stated purpose of "assisting UNIDO in continuing its
pesticide training programme". In the latter case instead, a permanent arrangement is
envisaged, with the purpose of making the Scheme for the Exchange of Information self-
financing through contributions which, in the future, would regularly come from private
sources. In this case, therefore, the Secretary-General would not simply accept specific private
contributions, but would also in a way commit himself to accept such contributions in the
future, as the Scheme's permanent source of financing.

The result just described, however, would not be consistent with the rule that each
donation must be examined by the Secretary-General on its own merits so that he may exercise
his discretion to accept it, nor with the requirement that the acceptance of each donation be
made in accordance with the relevant financial rules. It should be recalled that, under Financial
Rule 107.7, approval by the General Assembly is necessary whenever the acceptance of a
voluntary contribution may involve, directly or indirectly, an immediate or ultimate financial
liability for the Organization, and that in all other cases, approval by the Secretary-General or
the Controller is required under Financial Rule 107.5.

64 At its 410th meeting held on 12 September 1974, the Trade and Development Board decided to defer
consideration of the question until the fifteenth session. At its 441st meeting held on 16 August 1975, in the
course of its fifteenth session, the Board agreed with the secretariat analysis contained in document
TD/ B/ L.351 and recommended that this agreement should serve as guidelines for the main Committees of
the Board and its subsidiary bodies. The Board noted in particular that, as stated in paragraph 6 of the
above-mentioned note by the secretariat, the fact that Governments may not judge it necessary to reiterate
reservations previously stated did not mean that such reservations had been withdrawn (see the report of
the Board on the first part of its fifteenth session, document TD/B/584, paras. 298 and 299).
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Allowing some operational activities of UNIDO to be permanently financed through
voluntary contributions from private sources would in any case appear to be in direct conflict
with the provision of paragraph 22 of General Assembly resolution 2152 (XXI), which
indicates quite clearly the sources from which the expenses for operational activities of
UNIDO shall be met.

6 February 1974

19. QUESTION OF THE PARTICIPATION IN THE PREPARATORY COMMITTEE OF THE 1974 WORLD
FOOD CONFERENCE OF STATES NOT MEMBERS OF THE UNITED NATIONS BUT MEMBERS OF A
SPECIALIZED AGENCY OR OF THE INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY OR PARTIES TO
THE STATUTE OF THE INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE65

Note to the Secretary of the Economic and Social Council

I. Establishment of the Preparatory Committee

1. In operative paragraph 1 of resolution 1831 (LV) adopted by the Economic and Social
Council on 11 December 1973 and entitled "World Food Conference", the Council decided,
subject to the adoption by the General Assembly of the draft resolution which recommended
the convening of a World Food Conference under the auspices of the United Nations, "to
establish an intergovernmental preparatory committee [for the World Food Conference] open
to all States Members of the United Nations, which shall report to the Economic and Social
Council on the progress of its work."

2. On 17 December 1973, the General Assembly adopted without change, as resolution
3180 (XXVIII), the draft resolution recommended by the Council.

3. The Preparatory Committee for the 1974 World Food Conference is thus a subsidiary
body of the Council established under Article 68 of the Charter.

II. The question of the participation of non-Member States in the meetings of United Na-
tions organs (other than organs of which such States are members)^

A. The Economic and Social Council and its subsidiary organs

(a) The Council and its sessional committees

4. The Council has, on some occasions, invited observers for non-Member States to
make statements in the Council on matters of particular concern to those States. For example,
at its 746th meeting on 3 August 1953, the Council invited the observer for Libya to speak in
connexion with the question of assistance to Libya;67 at its 1785i.h meeting on 20 July 1971, the
Council invited the observer for Switzerland to make a statement in connexion with
Switzerland's admission to membership in ECE;68 at its 1846th meeting on 13 December 1972,
the Council invited the observer for the German Democratic Republic to make a statement in
connexion with that State's admission in ECE;69 at its 1852nd meeting on 17 April 1973, the
Council invited the observer for Bangladesh to make a statement in connexion with that State's
admission to ECAFE;70 on other occasions, the Council had included observers for non-

65The States in question are hereafter referred to as "non-Member States".
66Certain subsidiary organs of the Council such as ECAFE (now ESCAP) and ECE and of the

General Assembly such as UNCTAD and UNIDO, include non-Member States among their members.
67 Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, Sixteenth Session, 746th meeting, paras. 24 et

seq.
b*Ibid., Fifty-first Session, 785th meeting, paras. 7 et seq.
MIbid., Resumed Fifty-third Session, 1846th meeting, paras. 31 and 32.
70Ibid., Fifth-fourth Session, 1852nd meeting, paras. 34 and 35.
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Member States in its list of participants although the records did not show that those States
had made statements.

5. In a legal opinion given on 9 July 1954, it was pointed out that "there is no provision
in the Charter of the United Nations or in the rules of procedure of the Economic and Social
Council which provides for the participation of or the making of statements by representatives
of States not Members of the United Nations". Referring to such invitations extended by the
Council and its committees of the whole, the opinion concluded that the organ concerned acted
on the basis of its own interest and as a matter of its own discretion and that "the non-Member
State itself has no right to be heard, but is dependent upon the decision of the Council
normally taken through its President".

6. At the Council's sixteenth session in 1953, the Social Committee, a sessional
committee of the Council, decided by 14 votes in favour to none against, with 3 abstentions, to
hear the observer for Italy (a non-Member State at the time), who had asked to be allowed to
reply to a statement by the representative of Yugoslavia concerning alleged discrimination
against Yugoslav subjects in Italy and in Zone A of the Free Territory of Trieste.71

7. At the 723rd meeting of the Social Committee held on 14 May 1973, a statement was
made by the "First Secretary of the Permanent Observer Mission of Bangladesh" in connexion
with an item on human rights.72

(b) The functional commissions and the regional economic commissions
8. In a legal opinion dated 16 October 1968,73 the Office of Legal Affairs held that the

Economic and Social Council's practice of inviting non-Member States, on occasion, to
participate in its proceedings, "does not automatically apply to the [Council's] functional
commissions". The opinion drew attention to the fact that "the powers and composition of the
commissions are defined by the Council (rule 71 of the Council rules of procedure)74 and
observed that "the rules of procedure of the functional commissions and their subsidiary
bodies are drawn up by the Council (rule 74 of the Council rules of procedure);75 and
amendments thereto can be made only by the Council (rule 77 of the rules of procedure of the
functional commissions76)." The legal opinion then went on to state that there was "no practice
indicating the competence of a functional commission or its sub-commissions, in the absence
of prior authorization from the Economic and Social Council, to invite non-Member States to
participate in their deliberations" noting that '.'when a non-Member State has been invited, it
has been only with such prior authorization by the Council." The precedents cited in the
opinion concerned the Commission on Narcotic Drugs and the Commission on International
Commodity Trade.

9. In a legal opinion dated 11 February 1972,77 the Office of Legal Affairs dealt with the
question of the participation of non-Member States in regional economic commissions in
connexion with the possible attendance of an observer for the Holy See at the twenty-eighth
session of ECAFE. In this opinion the Office of Legal Affairs, referring to the practice
established by the Economic and Social Council in its resolutions 515 B (XVII), 581 (XX), 616
(XXII), 617 (XXII), 763 D (XXX), 860 (XXXII), 861 (XXXII) and 925 (XXXIV), concluded
that "the grant of observer status at meetings of a regional economic commission to a State

71 See Repertory of United Nations Practice, vol. Ill, Article 69, para. 42.
72 E/ AC.7/SR. 723. An opinion on the question was orally given at the same meeting by the Office of

Legal Affairs.
73 See Juridical Yearbook, 1968, p. 204.
74The corresponding rule in the current rules of the Economic and Social Council is rule 24.
75 Rule 27 of the current rules.
76 Rule 78 of the current rules.
"See Juridical Yearbook, 1972, p. 173-174.
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which is not a Member of the United Nations requires a decision of the Economic and Social
Council."

(c) Standing committees
10. A most recent case is that of the Committee on Natural Resources.78 There were

requests from two non-Member States for participation in the third session of the Committee
held in February 1973. The report of the Committee on that session included a note by the
Secretariat reading as follows:

"Note by the Secretariat; Requests to participate as observers in the session of the
Committee on Natural Resources were received from Bangladesh and the German
Democratic Republic. However, the granting of observer status to States not Members of
the United Nations requires prior authorization of the Economic and Social Council,
which was not then in session. The Secretariat extended facilities in accordance with
established practice to enable representatives of these States; to follow the proceedings at
the public meetings of the Committee."79

(d) Committees established by the Council for the preparation of international
conferences

11. As early as 9 April 1947, in reply to an inquiry concerning the attendance of
observers f^om non-Member States at the meetings of the Preparatory Committee of the
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, the Office of Legal Affairs held that it
was within the competence of the Preparatory Committee to invite such observers if it deems
such action advisable.

12. The Federal Republic of Germany was represented by an observer at the first session
of the Preparatory Committee of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development,
convened under Economic and Social Council resolution 917 (XXXIV)80 and statements were
made by the observer for the Federal Republic of Germany at the Committee's third session (at
the 61st meeting on 12 February 196481 and at the 63rd meeting on 13 February 1964).82

78There has been one case where a standing committee of the Economic and Social Council, acting on
its own authority, has invited a non-Member State to make a statement in the committee. The case
occurred in 1953 in the course of the Council's sixteenth session. During this session, the Chairman of the
Technical Assistance Committee, one of the Council's standing committees existing at the time, informed

the Committee that the observer for Libya, which was then a non-Member State, had expressed a desire to
make a statement in the Committee in connexion with the points on the agenda of the latter, adding that
there was no rule of procedure governing the hearing of representatives of States that were not Members of
the United Nations, and that it therefore rested with the Committee to take its own decision on the matter.
A member of the Committee proposed that "the observer be granted a hearing", and the Committee so
agreed (Repertory of United Nations Practice, vol. Ill , Article 69, para. 41). It should be noted that, as
indicated above, the Libyan Government had been represented by an observer during the Council's
sixteenth session in connexion with agenda item 21 of the Council's agenda at that session, entitled
"Question of assistance to Libya (General Assembly resolution 515 (VI))" and that in the Committee the
observer for Libya spoke on that subject.

79 Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, Fifty-fourth Session, Supplement No. 4
(El 5247), p. 1.

80 At the opening meeting of the Preparatory Committee's first session, on 22 January 1963, following
upon the election of the Committee's officers, the representative of the USSR "noted that the Committee
was conducting its business in the presence of an observer from the Federal Republic of Germany, while
the German Democratic Republic was not admitted," adding that he "considered it quite arbitrary to
refuse the German Democratic Republic an opportunity to be present at the activities of the specialized
agencies, as well as the business of the United Nations". He concluded his statement by observing that "his
delegation was confident that that injustice would disappear". None of the other representatives
commented on this statement by the USSR. (See E/CONF.46/PC/SR.1.)

8'E/CONF.46/PC/SR.61.
«E/CONF.46PC/SR.63.
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B. The General Assembly and its subsidiary organs
(a) The General Assembly and its Main Committees

13. With the exception of the ceremonial occasion when Pope Paul VI addressed the
Assembly at its twentieth session83 no State that is not a Member of the United Nations has
spoken in the plenary meetings of the General Assembly.

14. On two occasions the proposals to grant the floor to a representative of a non-
Member State or to invite non-Member States to participate in the discussion in plenary
meetings were rejected by vote.84 On both occasions, however, the President referred to the
practice of the Assembly that the views of non-Member States were heard by the Main
Committee dealing with the item concerned and not by the Assembly in plenary.85 On the
second occasion, the President added that a proposal to invite non-Member States to
participate in the discussion was not a departure from the rules of procedure and that there was
nothing in the rules of procedure to prevent the General Assembly from taking a decision
thereon.

15. There are many cases where Main Committees of the General Assembly heard
representatives of non-Member States on the basis of decisions taken by the Committees
concerned on their own authority. This has occurred when the Committee in question has
considered that those States had a direct and immediate interest in the matter under discus-
sion.86

16. A number of the most recent cases of invitations extended by Main Committees to
non-Member States concerned Switzerland, which, at the twenty-third, twenty-fourth, twenty-
sixth and twenty-eighth sessions of the General Assembly was invited by the Sixth Committee
to participate in its deliberations on specific agenda items allocated to that Committee.

17. In requesting permission to participate in the work of the Sixth Committee on the
"Draft Convention on Special Missions" (twenty-third and twenty-fourth sessions) and on the
"Draft Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of Crimes against Diplomatic Agents
and other Internationally Protected Persons" (twenty-eighth session), Switzerland drew
attention to and set forth the grounds for its particular concern in those matters.87 It should be
noted, however, that in both cases valid reasons other than Switzerland's particular concern
were set forth in Switzerland's request. As regards the third item on which Switzerland
requested permission to participate in the work of the Sixth Committee, namely on the review
of the role of the International Court of Justice (twenty-sixth session), it should be observed
that the only ground adduced by Switzerland in support of its request was its entitlement as a

^Official Records of the General Assembly, Twentieth Session, Plenary Meetings, 1347th meeting,
held on 4 October 1965.

84 Official Records of the Fourth Session of the General Assembly, Plenary Meetings, 245th meeting,
held on 18 November 1949 and Official Records of the General Assembly, Fifth Session, Plenary Meetings,
292nd meeting, held on 6 October 1950.

85 After observing, in paragraph 23 of its report to the General Assembly, that a means of lightening
the task "of any given Main Committee would be to consider directly in plenary meeting, without
preliminary reference to committee, certain questions which fall within the terms of reference of the Main
Committee", the Special Committee on Methods and Procedures of the General Assembly established
under General Assembly resolution 271 (III) of 29 April 1949 stated, in the same paragraph, its opinion:

"that this procedure would be especially appropriate for certain questions the essential aspects of
which are already familiar to Members, such as items which have been considered by the General
Assembly at previous sessions and which do not require either the presence of representatives of non-
member States or the hearing of testimony".

(For text, see Annex I to the rules of procedure of the General Assembly, document A/520/ Rev. 12, p. 39.)
86 For examples of such invitations, see Repertory of United Nations Practice, vol. I, Article 21, paras.

91-93.
87 Documents A/C.6/389 (reproduced in Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-third

session, Annexes, agenda item 85) and A/C.6/421.
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party to the Statute of the International Court of Justice to participate in the amendment of
the Statute of the Court.88

18. It should be noted that in connexion with the Sixth Committee's consideration at the
twenty-fourth session of the draft Convention on Special Missions, Switzerland submitted an
amendment to the draft Convention that was put to a vote89 although the Sixth Committee's
decision allowing Switzerland to participate in its work relating to this item did not expressly
confer upon Switzerland the right to submit formal proposals.90 However, when it decided at
the General Assembly's twenty-eighth session to invite Switzerland to take part, without the
right to vote, in the work of the Sixth Committee on the draft Convention on the Prevention
and Punishment of Crimes against Diplomatic Agents and other Internationally Protected
Persons, the Sixth Committee did so on the understanding that Switzerland could not submit
formal proposals or amendments during consideration of the item.91

(b) Subsidiary organs
19. It does not appear from a preliminary examination, that the question has arisen of

participation by non-Member States in a subsidiary organ of the Assembly whose membership
is limited to Member States.

(c) Committees established by the General Assembly for the preparation of
international conferences

20. In its resolution 2581 (XXIV) adopted on 15 December 1969, the General Assembly
established a Preparatory Committee for the United Nations Conference on the Human
Environment which the General Assembly, by resolution 2398 (XXIII) of 3 December 1968,
had decided to convene in 1972. The Preparatory Committee was to consist "of highly
qualified experts nominated by the Governments" of twenty-seven Members of the United
Nations designated therein. At the same session, the Assembly decided that "any interested
Member State not appointed to the Preparatory Committee . . . might designate highly
qualified representatives to act as accredited observers at sessions of the Committee, with the
right to participate in its discussions". In its resolution 2850 (XXVI) of 20 December 1971, the
General Assembly requested the Secretary-General to invite to participate in the Conference
"States Members of the United Nations or members of the specialized agencies or of the
International Atomic Energy Agency".

21. Participation in the first of the four sessions held by the Preparatory Committee was
limited to the members of the Committee and certain other Members of the United Nations
that were represented by observers. At the Committee's second session, held in February 1971,
four non-Member States, namely, the Federal Republic of Germany, the Holy See, the
Republic of Viet-Nam and Switzerland, were represented by observers.92 Some of these
observers made statements in the Committee at that session. No observers for non-Member
States participated at the Committee's third and fourth sessions, held in September 1971 and
March 1972, respectively.
111. Analysis of the issues involved in the request by a non-M ember State to participate in the

work of the Preparatory Committee of the 1974 World Food Conference

A. Question whether a preparatory committee established by the Economic and Social
Council for the preparation of an international conference can itself take a decision
to invite a non-Member State to participate in its meetings

22. The above review of past practice shows that, as a general principle, participation by
a non-Member State in the work of a subsidiary body of the Economic and Social Council of

»8Document A/C.6/407.
89 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-fourth Session, Annexes, agenda item 87,

document A/7799, para. 179.
90'Ibid., Twenty-third Session, Annexes, agenda item 85, document A/7375, para. 5.
g]Ibid., Twenty-eighth Session, Annexes, agenda item 90, document A/9407, para. 4.
92A/CONF.48/PC.9.
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which it is not a member93 requires a prior authorization of the Council. This rule does not
apply to a committee established by the Council for the preparation of an international
conference in which non-Member States are invited to participate, it being understood that all
States invited to the conference have a role to play in the preparation for the conference.

B. The requirement of particular or special interest
23. Under Article 69 of the Charter, the Economic and Social Council is required to

invite any Member of the United Nations not represented on the Council to participate without
vote in its deliberations" on any matter of particular concern to that Member." A fortiori the
same criterion applies to the participation by a non-Member State in the work of a subsidiary
organ of the Council. The Council's practice is in keeping with this view. With respect to the
Main Committees of the General Assembly, there is no provision in the Charter or in the rules
of procedure of the Assembly concerning the participation of non-Member States, but the
practice shows that the Main Committees have consistently applied the "special concern"
criterion in authorizing representatives of non-Member States to make statements at their
meetings.

24. It is for the organ concerned to determine whether a matter under discussion is of
particular concern to a non-Member State. This determination is normally implied in the
decision of the organ granting hearing or participation in its deliberations to the representative
of a non-Member State at the latter's request.

25. In the case of international conferences, non-Member States invited to participate in
such conferences are considered as having a role to play in their preparation and the "special
concern" criterion is therefore more literally applied within the relevant preparatory com-
mittees.

C. Scope of participation
26. The precedents show that when a non-Member State has been granted participation

in connexion with an agenda item or a subject of particular concern to that State, it is usually
referred to as "observer" State and its participation is limited to making occasional statements.

27. In a few cases, the representative of a non-Member State was granted full participa-
tion in the discussion of the items concerned except the right to vote or to submit proposals in
its own name. (For one exception in regard to the submission of proposals, see paragraph 18
above.) In two of these cases, the body concerned (i.e., the Sixth Committee) was considering
draft articles prepared by the International Law Commission with a view to the adoption of a
convention; had those draft articles been referred to international plenipotentiary conferences,
the non-Member State concerned would have been invited as full participant. The third case
was based on the special qualification of the Non-Member State (see paragraph 17 above).

28. Although precedents show that participation of non-Member States in the prepara-
tory committees of international conferences convened by the Economic and Social Council
or the General Assembly has been limited to attending the meetings or making one or a few
statements, it appears that those non-Member States which are invited by the convening organ
to participate in the conference may be accorded full participation except the right to vote or to
submit proposals in their own name.

IV. Concluding observations

29. The foregoing survey shows that the preparatory committee of an international
conference convened by the United Nations may accede to the request of a non-Member State
invited to the conference to participate in the committee's discussions without the right to vote
or to submit proposals, if the committee is satisfied that such participation would be useful to
its preparatory work.

93 See foot-note 66 above.
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30. In the case of the Preparatory Committee of the Human Environment Conference,
however, four non-Member States participated at the second session of that Committee, at a
time when the General Assembly had not yet decided on the question of participation (see
paragraphs 20 and 21 above). The Preparatory Committee on the World Food Conference is
now in the same situation with regard to the requests for participation by certain non-Member
States, for neither the General Assembly nor the Economic and Social Council which has been
entrusted with over-all responsibility for the Conference has taken a decision on the question
of participation in the Conference.

31. It may be noted that the Economic and Social Council, at its 1885th meeting on 18
October 1973, decided to invite "the governing bodies of the organizations of the United
Nations system, as appropriate, to consider" the question of the convening of the World Food
Conference "as a matter of priority and to submit their reports to the Economic and Social
Council". In response to this invitation, the FAO Conference considered the question in detail
at its seventeenth session. In its report to the Economic and Social Council, the FAO
Conference expressed the belief that the Conference should be held at the ministerial level and
"should enjoy the full participation of all States Members of the United Nations and members
of the specialized agencies and of the International Atomic Energy Agency including those not
members of FAO" (E/5441, paragraph 2). Moreover, the Secretary-General of the United
Nations, in his report to the Economic and Social Council on the convening of the Conference,
after referring to the need for a co-operative effort, under the aus.pices of the United Nations,
on the part of all the organizations concerned within the United Nations system and on the
part of Governments, stated that it would be desirable that the Conference be held at the
ministerial level and that "it enjoy the widest possible participation" (E/5443, paragraph 15).
The report of the FAO Conference was noted with satisfaction and the report of the Secretary-
General was noted with appreciation by the Economic and Social Council in its resolution
1831 (LV).

32. While participation in the Preparatory Committee of the World Food Conference by
non-Member States, under the existing circumstances and in view of a previous similar
instance, is not legally objectionable, it would be preferable if in the future the question of the
participation in an international conference were to be decided upon by the convening organ
before non-Member States are admitted to take part in the preparatory body of that
conference.

12 February 1974

20. QUESTION OF THE TERMINATION OF THE TRUSTEESHIP AGREEMENT FOR THE TERRITORY OF
NEW GUINEA

Opinion of the Legal Counsel94

1. The Charter of the United Nations does not contain a specific provision on the
termination of Trusteeship Agreements.

94 Prepared at the request of the Trusteeship Council and reproduced in Official Records of the
General Assembly, Twenty-ninth Session, Supplement No. 4 (A/9604), para. 219.

The background of this opinion can be summed up as follows:
At the forty-first session of the Trusteeship Council, held from 3 to 14 June 1974, the Special

Representative of the Administering Authority (Australia) for Papua New Guinea explained that a
resolution of the General Assembly was required for the termination of the Trusteeship Agreement on New
Guinea. The date of independence would be decided upon close to or soon after the closure of the twenty-
ninth session of the United Nations General Assembly and the date of independence would occur before
the opening of the thirtieth session of the General Assembly. If Papua New Guinea was required to wait
until the last quarter of 1975 for the resolution [which would terminate the Trusteeship Agreement], there
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2. In the absence of such provision, the United Nations has developed a practice in
conformity with the principles of the Trusteeship System as set out in the Charter, and with the
general principles of international law governing the termination of international agreements.
Some basic guiding principles in this respect have been the provision of Article 76 b of the
Charter and the principle that for the termination of an agreement the consent of all the
contracting parties must be obtained, unless some other method is specified in the agreement
itself.

3. The procedure which has thus been established since the first termination of a
Trusteeship Agreement, in 1956-1957, is characterized by due consideration for the respective
roles and responsibilities of all parties concerned.

4. According to this procedure, a Trusteeship Agreement for a non-strategic area is
terminated pursuant to a resolution of the General Assembly.

5. It has been a consistent practice of the General Assembly to adopt such a resolution in
anticipation of the actual accession to independence of the Territory to which it refers.

6. In the resolution, the General Assembly, with the agreement of the Administering
Authority, resolves to terminate the Trusteeship Agreement, but suspends the effect of this
provision until the date on which the Territory will accede to independence. The formula used
to this effect either refers to a specific date, if this is already determined at the time the General
Assembly adopts the resolution, or merely states that the Trusteeship Agreement shall cease to
be in force on the date on which the Territory shall become independent, without any more
specific reference. In the latter case, the Administering Authority is requested to notify the
Secretary-General of the United Nations as soon as the date of independence has been
determined, and the Secretary-General is requested to communicate this notification to all
Member States and to the Trusteeship Council.

7. When authorizing the termination of the Trusteeship Agreement, the General
Assembly, in the same resolution, notes the full attainment of the objectives of the trusteeship
which justifies the termination, by taking note and expressing the approval of the work done by
all parties concerned and by determining the actions still to be taken, in particular by the
Administering Authority.

8. In the light of what has been set out above, it should be concluded that the procedure
which has been proposed by the representative of Papua New Guinea and by the representative
of Australia in the Trusteeship Council with regard to the termination of the trusteeship of the
Territory of New Guinea, is in conformity with the practice of the United Nations, the
principles of the Charter and international law in general.95

18 October 1974

would indeed be an unfortunate and unacceptable delay. The difficulty could be avoided if the Council
would agree to recommend to the General Assembly that action be taken at the twenty-ninth session in
anticipation of Papua New Guinea's independence. Such an action would require the Council's recommen-
dation and the Assembly's agreement that, on the date on which Papua New Guinea became independent,
the Trusteeship Agreement for the Territory of New Guinea, approved by the General Assembly on 13
December 1946, would cease to be in force. Under that arrangement, the General Assembly would request
the Government of Australia to notify the Secretary-General of the United Nations of the date on which
Papua New Guinea would accede to independence and on which the Trusteeship Agreement would cease
to be in force. The Agreement would then automatically be terminated with effect from the date of
independence. (Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-ninth Session, Supplement No. 4
(A/9604), paras. 213 and 216-218.)

95The Trusteeship Council noted that in response to its request for an official and formal opinion from
the Legal Counsel, the latter stated that the procedure proposed by the Special Representative was in
conformity with the practice of the United Nations, the principles of the Charter and international law in
general. Accordingly, the Council recommended that the General Assembly, at its twenty-ninth session,
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21. EXTENT TO WHICH OBLIGATIONS OF SPECIALIZED AGENCIES AS REGARDS RELATIONS WITH
SOUTH AFRICA V A R Y UNDER THE TERMS OF P A R A G R A P H 6 OF G E N E R A L ASSEMBLY
RESOLUTION 3118 (XXVIll) AND OF PARAGRAPH 13 OF G E N E R A L ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 3151
G ( X X V I I I )

Memorandum to the Under-Secretary-General for
Inter-Agency Affairs and Co-ordination

1. I refer to your memorandum of 6 March 1974, in which you drew attention to
paragraph 6 of General Assembly resolution 3118 (XXVIII) [entitled "Implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples by the
specialized agencies and the international institutions associated with the United Nations"],
and to paragraph 13 of General Assembly resolution 3151 G (XXVIII) [entitled "Policies of
apartheid of the Government of South Africa"] and requested advice as to the extent to which
the obligations of specialized agencies vary under the terms of these two paragraphs.

2. It should be noted at the outset that, while both of these resolutions referred to
relations with South Africa, there is a significant distinction between the two contexts in which
each was adopted. In the observations which follow, therefore, we shall first examine briefly
the paragraphs to which you referred in the separate contexts of the two resolutions in which
they were contained. (The texts of the two paragraphs in question are set out in paragraphs 10
and 21 below.)

General Assembly resolution 3118 (XXVIII) and the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples

3. General Assembly resolution 3118 (XXVIII ) is concerned with the implementation of
the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples by the
specialized agencies and the international institutions associated with the United Nations.

4. In this connexion, it may be recalled that among the factors impeding the granting of
independence to the colonial territories in southern Africa (in particular, to Angola, Mozam-
bique, Southern Rhodesia and Namibia, the latter being at present illegally occupied by South
Africa), the General Assembly has attached particular importance to the actions and policies of
tne Governmenis of South Africa and Portugal in supporting or maintaining colonial or illegal
régimes currently exercising authority in these territories.

5. Thus, the General Assembly has expressly referred to the "collaboration between the
régimes of South Africa and Portugal and the illegal racist régime of Southern Rhodesia for
the preservation of colonialism in southern Africa" (e.g. see General Assembly resolution 2621
(XXV) para. 3 (c)), and has repeatedly deplored "the continued refusal of the colonial Powers,
especially Portugal and South Africa, to implement the Declaration and other relevant
resolutions on the question of decolonization, particularly those relating to the Territories
under Portuguese domination, Namibia and Southern Rhodesia", (see General Assembly
resolutions 2708 (XXV), fourth preambular paragraph; 2878 (XXVI), fourth preambular
paragraph; and 2908 (XXVII), fourth preambular paragraph).

6. At its twenty-eighth session, the General Assembly condemned "the continued
colonialist and racialist repression of millions of Africans by the Governments of Portugal and
South Africa" (see General Assembly resolution 3163 (XXVIII ) , fourth preambular para-

agree that on the date on which Papua New Guinea should become independent, the Trusteeship
Agreement for the Territory of New Guinea, approved by the General Assembly on 16 December 1946,
should cease to be in force. The Council also recommended that the General Assembly should request the
Government of Australia to notify the Secretary-General of the date on which Papua New Guinea acceded
to independence and on which the Trusteeship Agreement ceased to be in force. (Ibid., para. 222.) These
recommendations were endorsed by the General Assembly in resolution 3284 (XIX) of 13 December 1974.

Papua New Guinea became independent on 16 September 1975 and was admitted to the United
Nations on 10 October 1975.
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graph), and repeated its previous condemnations of "South Africa for its persistent refusal to
withdraw from the international Territory of Namibia. . ." (see General Assembly resolution
3111 (XXVIII), I, para. 3). The General Assembly further condemned "the continued illegal
presence and intensified military intervention of South African forces in the Territory [of
Southern Rhodesia (Zimbabwe)], which assist the racist minority régime and seriously
threaten the sovereignty and territorial integrity of neighbouring African States" (see General
Assembly resolution 3115 (XXVIII), tenth preambular paragraph).

7. In addition, the Security Council, for its part, has repeatedly condemned the
Government of South Africa for its refusal to withdraw from the international Territory of
Namibia (e.g. see Security Council resolutions 264 (1969), para. 6; 269 (1969), para. 21, 276
(1970), para. 1 and 301 (1971), para. 4), and has also noted with grave concern that "the
Governments of the Republic of South Africa and Portugal have continued to give assistance
to the illegal régime of Southern Rhodesia, thus diminishing the effects of the measures decided
upon by the Security Council" (see Security Council resolution 277 (1970), fourth preambular
paragraph), and has demanded "the immediate withdrawal of South African police and armed
personnel from the Territory of Southern Rhodesia" (ibid., para. 7).

8. It is accordingly for the purpose of removing these impediments to the granting of
independence to the colonial territories in southern Africa that the General Assembly has, on
repeated occasions, requested specialized agencies to withhold assistance to, or collaboration
with South Africa and Portugal until they renounce their policies of racial discrimination and
colonial domination and oppression, (e.g. see General Assembly resolutions 2105 (XX), para.
11; 2311 (XXII), para. 4; 2426 (XXIII), paras. 8 and 9; 2708 (XXV), para. 7; 2874 (XXVI),
para. 7 and 2980 (XXVII), para. 6).

9. In adopting its latest resolution on this subject (resolution 3118 (XXVIII) of 12
December 1973), the General Assembly had before it, inter alia, the report of the Special
Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, in Chapter VI of which the
Special Committee had forwarded to the General Assembly the text of a resolution adopted by
the Special Committee at its 946th meeting on 28 August 1973,96 paragraph 6 of which
contained the text of what became paragraph 6 of General Assembly resolution 3118
(XXVIII).

10. The text of this paragraph reads as follows:
"77*? General Assembly,

"6. Urges once again the specialized agencies and other organizations within the
United Nations system, in accordance with the relevant resolutions of the General
Assembly and the Security Council, to take all necessary measures to withhold any
financial, economic, technical or other assistance from the Governments of Portugal and
South Africa and the illegal régime in Southern Rhodesia, to discontinue all kinds of
support to them until they renounce their policies of racial discrimination and colonial
oppression and to refrain from taking any action which might imply recognition of the
legitimacy of these regimes' colonial and alien domination of the Territories concerned;"
11. In substance this operative paragraph re-affirmed the content of the corresponding

paragraphs of previous General Assembly resolutions (see para. 8 above), subject to some
limited modifications and the addition of a concluding phrase (comprising the last 25 words of
the paragraph).

12. It would seem clear, therefore, that this operative paragraph related specifically to
the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples in Africa, and was designed to
preclude any assistance to or collaboration with three régimes which had been found to be
actively opposing United Nations objectives in this regard.

96 Official Records of the General Assemblv, Twentv-eighth Session, Supplement No. 23
(A/9023/Rev.l), vol. I I , p. 226.
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General Assembly resolution 3151 (XXVIII) and the policies o/apartheid of the Government
of South Africa
13. General Assembly resolution 3151 (XXVIII), on the other hand, concerns the

policies of apartheid of the Government of South Africa within the Republic of South Africa,
which is not a colonial territory, but which, by pursuing policies of apartheid and racial
discrimination continues to violate the provisions of the United Nations Charter, and repeated
resolutions of both the Security Council and the General Assembly, and is thereby acting in
defiance of its international obligations and seriously disturbing international peace and
security. (See, inter alia, Security Council resolutions 181 (1963), 182 (1963), 191 (1964), 282
(1970) and 311 (1972).)

14. Within this context, attention has been drawn to a number of different matters
relating to the United Nations objective of promoting the total eradication of apartheid. Thus,
in previous resolutions, the General Assembly has requested specialized agencies, inter alia, to
deny technical and economic assistance to (see General Assembly resolution 2054 A (XX),
para. 10), to withhold the benefits of international co-operation, from (see General Assembly
resolution 2506 B (XXIV), para. 10), and to discontinue collaboration with (see General
Assembly resolution 2923 E (XXVII), para. 12) the Government of South Africa for so long as
it pusues its policies of apartheid and racial discrimination. In its latest resolution on this
subject (resolution 3151 (XXVIII)), the General Assembly again called upon States to with-
hold assistance.

15. At the same time, attention has also been drawn to the effect of the policies of
apartheid of the Government of South Africa on the possibilities of representation for the
people of South Africa. In 1964, the Security Council had endorsed and subscribed to the
conclusion that "all the people of South Africa should be brought into consultation and should
thus be enabled to decide the future of their country at the national level", (see Security
Council resolution 191 (1964), para. 5). The Security Council has also recognized "the
legitimacy of the struggle of the oppressed people of South Africa in pursuance of their human
and political rights as set forth in the Charter of the United Nations and the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights" (see Security Council resolutions 282 (1970), third preambular
paragraph and 311 (1972), para. 3).

16. The General Assembly, for its part, has on repeated occasions affirmed the legiti-
macy of the struggle of the oppressed people of South Africa to eliminate, by all means at their
disposal, apartheid and racial discrimination and to attain majority rule in the country as a
whole, based on universal adult suffrage (see General Assembly resolutions 2671 F (XXV),
para. 2, 2775 F (XXVI), para. 5 and 2923 E (XXVII), para. 10). In its latest resolution, the
General Assembly likewise re-affirmed that "the struggle of the oppressed people of South
Africa by all available means for the total eradication of apartheid is legitimate and deserves
support by the international community" (see General Assembly resolution 3151 G (XXVIII),
para. 2).

17. At the same time, and taking into account the disenfranchisement of the majority of
the people of South Africa, the General Assembly, at its twenty-fifth, twenty-sixth and twenty-
seventh sessions, declined to approve the credentials of the delegation of the Government of
South Africa, having on each occasion adopted a resolution which:

"Approves the report of the Credentials Committee, except with regard to the
credentials of the representatives of South Africa."97

18. Moreover at its twenty-eighth session, the General Assembly, at its 2141st plenary
meeting on 5 October 1973, and by a recorded vote of 72 in favour to 37 against, with 13
abstentions, adopted an amendment to the first report of the Credentials Committee reading as
follows:

"The General Assembly rejects the credentials of the representatives of South
Africa."
97 See General Assembly resolutions 2636 (XXV) of 14 December 1970, 2862 (XXVI) of 20 December

1971 and 2948 (XXVII) of 8 December 197?..
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19. These decisions of the General Assembly disapproving or rejecting the credentials of
the representatives of South Africa were construed by successive Presidents of the General
Assembly not to have the effect of suspending South Atrica from the exercise of the rights and
privileges of membership. Thus, following the decision taken at the twenty-eighth session (at
the 2141st meeting), rejecting the credentials of the representatives of South Africa, the
President of the General Assembly stated, inter alia,:

".. . I have come to the same conclusion reached by my predecessors the Presidents
of the twenty-fifth and twenty-sixth sessions of the General Assembly. Since it is not held
that the credentials of South Africa are not in keeping with the terms of rule 27 of the rules
of procedure, the vote that has just taken place is tantamount to a vehement condemna-
tion of the policies followed by the Government of South Africa. It is a new solemn
warning to that Government but, apart from that, it does not affect the rights and
privileges of South Africa as a Member of the Organization, including the right of the
delegation of South Africa to participate in this General Assembly."98

20. Before adopting its resolution 3151 (XXVIII), the General Assembly had considered
the report of the Special Committee on Apartheid to the twenty-eighth session." Paragraphs
229 and 230 of that report read as follows:

"229. The Special Committee, therefore, recommends that the General Assembly
continue to decline to accept the credentials of the representatives of the South African
régime. That régime has no claim to represent the people of South Africa: it has, in fact,
prevented the participation of the genuine representatives of the South African people in
the Government and in international organizations. The Assembly should call on all
specialized agencies and intergovernmental agencies to deny membership or privileges of
membership to the South African régime, and to report to the next session of the General
Assembly on the action taken by them.

"230. On the other hand, the General Assembly should authorize the Special
Committee to invite, in consultation with OAU, the representatives of the liberation
movement of the South African people to participate in its meetings. It should also
request the specialized agencies of the United Nations to take similar action."

21. In trie light of the findings and principles referred to in the foregoing, General
Assembly resolution 3151 G (XXVIII) proceeded to state the following in its operative
paragraphs 11 and 13:

"The General Assembly,

"11. Declares that the South African régime has no right to represent the people of
South Africa and that the liberation movements recognized by the Organization of
African Unity are the authentic representatives of the overwhelming majority of the South
African people;

"13. Requests all specialized agencies and other intergovernmental organizations to
deny membership or privileges of membership to the South African régime and to invite,
in consultation with the Organization of African Unity, representatives of the liberation
movements of the South African people recognized by the Organization of African Unity
to participate in their meetings;".
22. From the conclusion (stated in operative paragraph 11 quoted above) that the South

African régime has no right to represent the people of South Africa, it seems logically to follow
that this régime should not be recognized in intergovernmental organizations as having a right
which it does not, in fact, have. Accordingly, in as much as it would be inconsistent with this
conclusion for the South African regime to exercise the rights and privileges of membership of

W A/PV.2141, p. 37.

"Ibid., Supplement No. 22 (A/9022).
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a specialized agency, the General Assembly requested that such rights and privileges be denied
to the South African régime.

23. The specific methods and possibilities for giving effect to this request would depend
upon the constitutional instruments of each organization or agency, and in particular, no
doubt, on those provisions governing membership, suspension or expulsion, and the condi-
tions which govern more specifically the exercise of the rights, privileges and obligations of
membership.

24. In the case of the United Nations, it may be recalled that membership in the
Organization attaches to a State and not to a government régime, and, following the rejection
of the credentials of the South African representatives in the manner described in paragraphs
17 to 19 above, United Nations action has not thus far been taken in respect of South Africa
under the provisions of Articles 5 or 6 of the Charter, providing for suspension or expulsion.
These factors, however, arise in the particular context of the United Nations and its
constitutional instruments and structure, which differ in a number of respects from those of the
specialized agencies.

25. There would appear to be no statements or documents recorded at the twenty-eighth
session of the General Assembly, other than document A/9022 cited in paragraph 20 above,
which could provide more specific clarification, or a basis for an analytical interpretation of
paragraph 13 of General Assembly resolution 3151 G (XXVIII). However, in the light of the
background summarized in the foregoing, it would be our understanding that, by adopting the
request to specialized agencies contained in this paragraph, the General Assembly expressed
the desire that the specialized agencies, acting under their separate and differing constitutional
instruments and procedures, would be able to comply with this request.

Conclusion

26. In conclusion, therefore, it would appear that the two requests to specialized
agencies referred to in your inquiry differ in several respects. In the first place, the action
requested is not the same in the two cases, and neither are the procedural steps required to give
them effect. At the same time, they differ in the contexts in which they were made and in the
immediate and specific objectives which they were designed to serve. It would nevertheless
appear that the effect of these two requests, to the extent that they are both complied with,
would to at least some extent merge, in so far as a denial of the rights and privileges of
membership to the South African régime could in itself preclude the granting of assistance or
support to the Government of South Africa.

22 March 1974

22. IMMUNITY OF UNITED NATIONS OFFICIALS FROM LEGAL PROCESS IN RESPECT OF WORDS
SPOKEN OR WRITTEN AND ALL ACTS PERFORMED BY THEM IN THEIR OFFICIAL CAPACITY-
SECTIONS 18 AND 20 OF THE CONVENTION ON THE PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES OF THE
UNITED NATIONS

Memorandum to the Director, Greeting Card Operation,
United Nations Children's Fund

1. You have asked what advice should be given to a UNICEF staff member who
informed you that she might be asked to appear as a witness before a tribunal of a Member
State. We note that it is in her capacity as a UNICEF officer concerned with greeting cards that
the staff member knew the person about whom she would be called upon to testify.

2. Under Section 18 of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United
Nations, United Nations officials are "immune from legal process; in respect of words spoken or
written and all acts performed by them in their official capacity". This means that the staff
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member concerned may not be compelled to appear and indeed should not appear as a witness
without specific authorization.

3. On the other hand, Section 20 of the Convention provides that "The Secretary-
General shall have the right and the duty to waive the immunity of any official in any case
where, in his opinion, the immunity would impede the course of justice and be waived with-
out prejudice to the interests of the United Nations". If this evidence is important to the case, it
is entirely possible that permission would be granted for her to appear. However, such
appearance would require specific authorization.

4, The staff member concerned may give a written statement on the understanding that it
does not result therefore that she would appear in any proceedings. Her statement should be
restricted to plain facts as she herself recalls them or can check on the records.

17 May 1974

23. EXTENT OF THE IMMUNITY FROM LOCAL PROSECUTION ENJOYED BY UNITED NATIONS
OFFICIALS UNDER EXISTING INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

Letter to the Assistant to the Secretary-General of
an international organization

The question with which you are concerned is whether an internationally recruited staff
member having committed a serious offence within the country of his duty station could be
prosecuted and punished under the law of the country to whose territory he is returned.

As concerns United Nations staff below the Assistant Secretary-General level, whether
internationally or locally recruited and whether or not "seconded" from government service,
their immunity under the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations
is limited to acts committed in the course of their official duties. A staff member would have no
special immunity from local prosecution for a criminal offence by virtue of his United Nations
employment. Whether or not he was prosecuted would not be a matter of direct concern to the
United Nations although the Organization would intervene to ascertain whether in fact his
official functions were involved and to offer such general assistance and good offices as the
particular situation required, e.g. obtaining counsel, advising family and officials of his own
government, etc. Appropriate disciplinary measures under the Staff Regulations and Rules of
the United Nations would be considered independently of the action of either the local
government or his home government. There have in fact been cases of arrest and prosecution
of internationally recruited staff in the country of their duty station. In some instances their
return to their home country after conviction or even prior to prosecution was arranged but
without United Nations intervention.

Apart from those holding the rank of Assistant Secretary-General or above, United
Nations officials do not have "diplomatic" status under the Convention on the Privileges and
Immunities of the United Nations. However in some countries where United Nations offices
are maintained, senior United Nations staff below that level are by special agreement accorded
diplomatic privileges and immunities. In adddition, under the Headquarters Agreements
between host governments and the United Nations for the economic commissions all officials
are immune from "personal arrest or detention". Nonetheless, we have had, so far as I know,
no occasion to consider the problem of jurisdiction over offences committed by such staff.

Of course, immunity granted to officials is justified in terms of the effective functioning of
the Organization. Under section 20 of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
United Nations, it would always be incumbent on the Secretary-General to waive the immunity
from arrest or prosecution in any case "where in his opinion the immunity would impede the
course of justice and can be waived without prejudice to the interest of the United Nations".

1 April 1974
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24. PUBLICATION OF AN ARTICLE PREPARED BY A FORMER STAFF MEMBER WHILE STILL IN THE
SERVICE OF THE UNITED NATIONS—OBLIGATIONS D E R I V I N G IN THIS REGARD FROM STAFF
REGULATION 1.5

Letter to a former staff member

We have received your letter of 17 October 1974 requesting a legal opinion concerning the
publication of an article prepared by you while you were still in the service of the United
Nations and to which you made certain additions after you had left the service. You explain
that some of these additions are objected to by your former Division.

The United Nations exercises strict control over publications by its staff members, who,
under Staff Rule 101.6 (e), cannot submit for publication articles, books or other materials
relating to the purpose, activities or interests of the United Nations without the prior approval
of the Secretary-General. The criteria for such approval are stated in the Staff Regulations, in
particular in Regulation 1.4, which refers to the need for international civil servants to avoid
any action or public pronouncement which may adversely reflect on their status and to the
reserve and tact incumbent upon them by reason of their international status (thus making
clear that purely diplomatic considerations could be involved), and in Regulation 1.5, which
refers to the need to protect information known to staff members by reason of their official
position which has not been made public.

When a staff member leaves the service of the United Nations, however, Staff Regulation
1.4 ceases to apply to him, and the only obligation which continues to apply in regard to
publication is Start Regulation 1.5, which reads as follows:

"Staff members shall exercise the utmost discretion in regard to all matters of official
business. They shall not communicate to any person any information known to them by
reason of their official position which has not been made public, except in the course of
their duties or by authorization of the Secretary-General. Nor shall they at any time use
such information to private advantage. These obligations do not cease upon separation
from the Secretariat."

That is to say that, when a staff member ceases to have that status, he will still have to seek and
obtain the authorization of the Secretary-General if he wishes to publish any information
known to him by reason of his official duties, which has not already been made public, but the
Secretary-General's permission to publish is not otherwise required, since Staff Rule 101.6 (e)
no longer applies.

We are not fully informed about the nature of your latest additions to your article, and
hence cannot judge whether any problem of confidential information is involved. There would
seem to be no such problem, however, if the information was known to you otherwise than by
reason of your official duties, or if you obtained it from stateme nts in published documents or
official records.

The statements you have added to your article may be matters of opinion with which your
former Division does not agree, or matters of fact that your duty of reserve and tact would
have prevented you from publishing while you were still an international civil servant. In either
case, the Secretariat would be entitled to expect that a foot-note reference—in the form
commonly used in publications by persons who have, or have had, an official status—be
appended to your name, to the effect that the views expressed herein are those of the author
and do not necessarily represent the views of the United Nations Secretariat or of the Division
concerned. The Secretariat would also be entitled to use any right of reply which might be
available to it.

While the Secretariat is entitled to ask that it be made explicit that the views expressed are
yours and not necessarily those of your former Division, the fact of your former position is
part of your bibliographical data, as much as your date of birth or university degrees, and can
be published without any need for approval on behalf of the United XTMions.

23 October 1974
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25. POSITION OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL WITH RESPECT TO THE DISCHARGE OF
ADMINISTRATIVE AND DEPOSITARY FUNCTIONS IN RELATION TO TREATIES CONCLUDED UNDER
THE AUSPICES OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Cable to the Legal Liaison Officer, Geneva Office of the United Nations

All treaties concluded under United Nations auspices should be worded to confer
depositary or administrative functions on the Secretary-General only and not on any
subordinate official because the United Nations Charter centralizes the authority and responsi-
bility for Secretariat actions in the Secretary-General. It is for him to decide which subordinate
official will in fact perform functions on his behalf. He has assigned all depositary functions to
the Office of Legal Affairs because of the extreme importance that those functions be
performed in legally correct and absolutely consistent manner, and that all information on
United Nations treaties be available in and published by one office. The custody of the originals
of amendments to treaties is a characteristic depositary function, and so is the circulation of
certified true copies of them since only the custodian of the original can certify copies on behalf
of the Secretary-General.

29 August 1974

26. FORMAL ASPECTS OF THE FORMULATION AND WITHDRAWAL OF RESERVATIONS TO
MULTILATERAL TREATIES IN RESPECT OF WHICH THE SECRETARY-GENERAL PERFORMS
DEPOSITARY FUNCTIONS

Letter to the Legal Adviser of the Permanent Mission of a Member State
to the United Nations

I refer to your letter of 4 June 1974 in which you mention that the Government of your
country are about to withdraw some reservations made in respect of the Convention on the
Political Rights of Women of 31 March 1953 looand the Convention on Consent to Marriage,
Minimum Age for Marriage and Registration of Marriages of 10 December 1962.101 You have
enquired about the form in which the notifications of withdrawal should be made.

In this connexion, reference is made to the following paragraph from the report of the
Secretary-General entitled "Depositary practice in relation to reservations":

"Reservations made at the time of ratification or accession are included in the text of
the instrument transmitted by the State concerned or in a document accompanying the
instrument and emanate either from the Head of State or Government, or from the
Minister for Foreign Affairs. They are sometimes formulated by the duly accredited
Permanent Representative to the United Nations of the State concerned, acting under
instructions from his Government." l ( )2

In our view, the first sentence formulates the general rule, and the second sentence the
exceptional cases. As a general principle, similar considerations would seem to apply to the
withdrawal of reservations as apply to their formulation and the instruments of withdrawal
should emanate from the State authorities competent to take treaty actions on the interna-
tional plane.

It is true that, on several occasions, there has been a tendency in the Secretary-General's
depositary practice, with a view to a broader application of treaties, to receive in deposit
withdrawals of reservations made in the form of notes verbales or letters from the Permanent

United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 193, p. 135.
""Ibid., vol. 521, p. 231.
102 Document A/5687, para. 19.
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Representative to the United Nations. It was considered that the Permanent Representative
duly accredited with the United Nations and acting upon instructions from his Government, by
virtue of his functions and without having to produce full powers, had been authorized to
do so.

In this regard, the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties does not contain any
reference as to the form of notifications of withdrawals, nor, to our recollection, has that point
been directly dealt with either by the Vienna Conference on the Law of Treaties or the
International Law Commission when preparing the draft articles on the law of treaties. A
general indication, however, may be derived from article 2, paragraph 1 (c) of the Vienna
Convention which defines "full powers" as "a document emanating from the competent
authority of a State designating a person or persons to represent the State for negotiating,
adopting or authenticating the text of a treaty. . . or for accomplishing any other act with
respect to a treaty." Clearly the withdrawal of a reservation constitutes an important treaty
action and one of those for which the production of full powers should certainly be
contemplated. It would appear only logical to apply to a notification of withdrawal of
reservations the same standard as to the formulation of reservations since the withdrawal
would entail as much change in the application of the treaty concerned as the original
reservations.

Our views, therefore, are that the withdrawal of réservations should in principle be
notified to the Secretary-General either by the Head of State or Government or the Minister
for Foreign Affairs, or by an official authorized by one of those authorities. While such a high
level of procedure may prove somewhat burdensome, the fundamental safeguard which it
provides to all concerned in regard to the validity of the notification more than make up for the
resulting inconvenience.

11 July 1974

27. CONVENTION ON A CODE OF CONDUCT FOR LINER CONFERENCES—PRACTICE FOLLOWED BY
THE SECRETARY-GENERAL WITH RESPECT TO RESERVATIONS TO A MULTILATERAL TREATY IN
THE ABSENCE OF ANY PROVISION IN THE TREATY RELATING TO THE ACCEPTANCE OF
RESERVATIONS

Letter to a private individual

You inquired whether governments can sign and ratify the Convention on a Code of
Conduct for Liner Conferences103 with reservations as to (a) particular trades and (b)
particular code provisions. The only provision in the Convention relating to reservations is the
following:

"Article 53

"(1) The depositary shall notify the signatory and acceding States of:

"(d) reservations to the present Convention and the v/ithdrawal of reservations;

The possibility of making reservations is thus explicitly (although indirectly) recognized
by the Convention. Since the Convention does not go beyond this point, and in particular does
not specify any procedure as to the acceptance of reservations, the Secretary-General, as the
depositary of the Convention, would follow the established practice in that matter, and in
particular the instructions of the General Assembly. This means that the Secretary-General

103Text in document T D / C O D E / 1 1 / Rev. 1.
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would circulate among all States concerned, without attempting to pass judgement on its
legal effects, any reservation that might be made upon signature, ratification, etc. It would then
be incumbent upon the States concerned to decide to what extent the Convention should be
considered as being in force between themselves and the State that made the reservation. Thus,
they might decide that the Convention as a whole will not apply between themselves and the
reserving State (a rare occurrence), or that it will not apply only to the extent that the provision
affected by the reservation is concerned. They may, more typically, refrain from any comment.
Finally, it should be noted that ratifications, acceptances, etc., accompanied by reservations
are, under the established practice, taken into account for the purpose of computing the initial
date of entry into force of the Convention.

5 September 1974

28. QUESTION WHETHER A STATE WHICH is A DEPOSITARY FOR A MULTILATERAL AGREEMENT TO
WHICH IT IS NOT A PARTY CAN REGISTER SUCH AGREEMENT WITH THE SECRETARIAT—
PRACTICE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL IN THIS RESPECT

Note verbale to the Permanent Observer of a non-member State

The Secretariat of the United Nations has the honour to refer to the recent request for
information from the Office of the Permanent Observer concerning the procedure for
registration of a multilateral agreement by a depositary State if it is not itself a party to that
agreement.

Having considered the relevant provisions of the regulations of the General Assembly to
give effect to Article 102 of the Charter (article 1, paragraph 3, and article 4),104 as well as the
practice concerning those provisions105 and the recent evolution of international law, as
shown, for example, in articles 76 and 80 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties of
1969,106 the Secretariat has reached the conclusion that the designation of a depositary in a
multilateral agreement can be considered to be equivalent to authorization for the said

104These provisions read as follows:

"Article 1

"3. Such registration may be effected by any party or in accordance with article 4 of these
regulations.

"Article 4
"1. Every treaty or international agreement subject to article 1 of these regulations shall be

registered ex officia by the United Nations in the following cases:
"(a) Where the United Nations is a party to the treaty or agreement;
"(£>) Where the United Nations has been authorized by the treaty or agreement to effect

registration;
"(c) Where the United Nations is the depositary of a multilateral treaty or agreement.
"2. A treaty or international agreement subject to article 1 of these regulations may be

registered with the Secretariat by a specialized agency in the following cases:
"(a) Where the constituent instrument of the specialized agency provides for such registration;
"(6) Where the treaty or agreement has been registered with the specialized agency pursuant to

the terms of its constituent instrument;
"(r) Where the specialized agency has been authorized by the treaty or agreement to effect

registration."
l05See Repertory of United Nations Practice, vol. V, Article 102, paras. 69 and 70.
I 0 t >Under the terms of article 76 of the Convention, the depositary may be one or more States, an

international organization or the chief administrative officer of the organization.
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depositary to register the agreement on behalf of the parties under article 1, paragraph 3, of the
regulations.

Consequently, the Secretariat is prepared to register any multilateral agreements which
the Government of [name of the non-member State] may wish to transmit to it in its capacity
as depositary for the purposes of Article 102 of the Charter.

16 January 1974

29. PRACTICE OF THE SECRETARIAT WITH RESPECT TO THE REGISTRATION (OR FILING AND
RECORDING) OF A MULTILATERAL TREATY BY AN INTERGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION IN
ITS CAPACITY AS DEPOSITARY OF THE TREATY

Letter to the Legal Adviser of the Permanent Mission of a
Member State to the United Nations

I . I refer to your letter of 3 September 1974 concerning the procedure for registration of
treaties, under Article 102 of the Charter, by international organizations.

2. Your letter raises two questions, namely:
(1) whether an intergovernmental organization which is the depositary of a multilateral

treaty could, although not being a party thereto, submit the treaty for registration (or
filing and recording) in the absence of an express provision requiring or authorizing it
to do so, and

(2) whether, in the case of a bilateral agreement between an intergovernmental organiza-
tion and a Member State of the United Nations that agreement, again in the absence
of an express provision, could be submitted for registration (or filing or recording) by
the organization.

3. The latter question calls for a straightforward affirmative answer. Under article 1,
paragraph 3, of the General Assembly Regulations to give effect to Article 102 of the Charter
of the United Nations, registration of an international agreement may be effected by any party
thereto. Intergovernmental organizations such as the European Economic Community, which
are not parties to the Charter, do not, of course, have an obligation to register but they have
the option to do so by virtue of their status as a party to the agreement: in fact, hundreds of
international agreements have been registered by intergovernmental organizations that were
parties thereto—mainly by the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and
the International Development Association.

4. Regarding the first question, namely, whether an intergovernmental organization,
such as the OECD, the EEC or the EURATOM, could on the sole basis of its capacity as a
depositary register multilateral treaties, the answer is also affirmative. However, the situation,
until recently, had not been clear, and some explanations may be useful.

As you know, the General Assembly Regulations to give effect to Article 102 of the
Charter do not provide for registration by States or organizations that are not parties to the
international agreement considered, except in those special cases contemplated by article 4
(registration ex officio by the United Nations and registration by the specialized agencies).

On the other hand, the Sixth Committee of the General Assembly had taken note, at the
second and third sessions, of the Secretariat's suggestion that it would be desirable to have

Article 80 reads as follows:

"Registration and publication of treaties

"1. Treaties shall, after their entry into force, be transmitted to the Secretariat of the United
Nations for registration or filing and recording, as the case may be. and for publication.

"2. The designation of a depositary shall constitute authori?ation for it to perform the acts
specified in the preceding paragraph."
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multilateral agreements registered by the depositary Government rather than by another party,
and it had reported accordingly to the General Assembly.107 The practice so advocated quickly
generalized and, in following it, the Secretariat came to accept for registration multilateral
agreements submitted by an intergovernmental organization which, in its capacity as deposi-
tary, was expressly authorized to effect registration—the reason being that submission by the
intergovernmental organization concerned could be considered as being tantamount to
registration by the parties themselves.108 In such cases, the registration records would show
that the registration had been effected on behalf of the parties.

Such was the state of affairs when, around December 1973, the Government of a non-
Member State indicated that they desired to register a number of international agreements in
respect of which the State in question, without being a party, had been entrusted with the
functions of depositary.109 Since this was the first such request from a Government (all
previous instances having involved intergovernmental organizations), the Secretariat under-
took at that time to review the relevant provisions of the General Assembly Regulations, its
own related practice and the recent developments in the field of international law—mainly as
they were reflected in articles 76 to 80 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties. Article
80 of the Convention was found particularly striking since it specifically provided that "the
designation of depositary shall constitute authorization for it to perform the acts [relating to
registration or filing and recording and publication of treaties]". Although the Convention on
the Law of Treaties was not in force, the provision referred to above clearly pointed to the
existence of a consensus among governments on considering that the depositary of multilateral
agreements could act on behalf of the parties as far as registration was concerned. Accordingly,
the Secretariat informed the Government of the non-Member State that it would process
international agreements that the latter Government might submit for registration in its
capacity as depositary. Submissions by intergovernmental organizations that perform deposi-
tary functions in respect of agreements would also be processed on the same basis, even in the
absence of express authorization from the parties.

11 September 1974

30. AGREEMENT ESTABLISHING THE ASIAN RICE TRADE F U N D — M E T H O D S 01 A L T E R I N G THE
EXISTING PROVISIONS OF THE A G R E E M E N T 1 1 0

Memorandum to the Chief, Regional Commissions Section,
Department of Economic and Social Affairs

1. It has been proposed by one of the signatories of the Agreement establishing the Asian
Rice Trade Fund that the Fund should be enabled to purchase rice not only from countries
members of the Asian Rice Fund but also from any other source. In view of the fact that this
would confer a new dimension to the Agreement and that the existing provisions would have to
be altered accordingly, the question of the procedure to be applied has been raised.

2. For the purpose of altering the existing provisions, it would be desirable to convene a
Conference at Bangkok under the auspices of ECAFE. Such a conference would have the
following alternative before it. It could either adopt a protocol amending the present
Agreement, that is, an ancillary instrument changing portions of the text, or it could adopt a
complete new Agreement. Either course could be followed whether or not the present

107 Official Records of the Second Session of the General Assembly, Sixth Committee, 54th meeting
and ibid., Plenary Meetings, Annex 19; see also Official Records of the Third Session of the General
Assembly, Part I, Sixth Committee, 79th meeting and document A/613.

108 See Repertory of United Nations Practice, vol. V, Article 102, paras. 69 and 70.
109 See sub-section 28 of this chapter
110See also Juridical Yearbook, 1972, p. 180.
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Agreement had entered into force. If the fundamental nature and purpose of the present
Agreement are to be changed (as might possibly be the case if the above-mentioned proposal
were to be accepted), it would be preferable to make a whole new Agreement.

3. If before the present Agreement enters into force a new conference adopts a whole
new Agreement, intended to replace the existing one, and all the signatories of the existing text
expressly agree, then the old Agreement could be regarded as a dead letter, and instruments of
acceptance of it, should any be presented thereafter, would not be received in deposit by the
depositary. If the present Agreement should have entered into force, then the new Agreement,
when in force, would supersede the one as between States parties to both treaties.

4. The only precedent in the United Nations for the amendment of a treaty before it had
entered into force is the International Agreement on Olive Oil, 1956, which was amended by a
Protocol done at Geneva on 3 April 1958; '" that Protocol was adopted by the Olive Oil
Conference held in 1958. In that case, the amendments made in the text were of a quite minor
and technical character, and no fundamental revision of the Agreement was undertaken.

5. If a new conference is held to revise or replace the Agreement establishing the Asian
Rice Trade Fund, it would seem desirable to invite not only the signatories of that Agreement
but also all the States entitled to become parties thereto on an equal footing. This was done in
the case of the Olive Oil Conference of 1958, referred to in the preceding paragraph. In the
normal course, all States entitled to become parties to the existing Agreement would also be
entitled to become parties to the Agreement as amended (see article 40, paragraph 3 of the
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties112), and in that case it would be useful to ask them
to participate in the conference so that they can express their views about the text.

23 May 1974

31. INTERNATIONAL SUGAR AGREEMENT, 1973—AUTHORITIES COMPETENT TO SIGN THE
RELEVANT INSTRUMENT OF RATIFICATION OR EFFECT APPROVAL OF THE AGREEMENT

Note verbale to the Permanent Representative of a Member State

The Secretary-General of the United Nations has the honour to confirm the receipt on 26
December 1973 of the note of the same date notifying him that the Government of [name of the
Member State concerned] has, in accordance with the relevant constitutional procedures,
approved the International Sugar Agreement, 1973, subject to the declaration reproduced in
the said note.

Article 33 of the International Sugar Agreement provides as follows:

"Article 33

"Ratification

"The Agreement shall be subject to ratification, acceptance or approval by the
signatory Governments in accordance with their respective constitutional procedures.
Except as provided in Article 34, instruments of ratification, acceptance or approval shall
be deposited with the Secretary-General of the United Nations not later than 31 Decem-
ber 1973."
Under established international practice which the Secretary-General feels obliged to

follow, instruments of ratification should be signed by the Head of State or Government or by
1 1 1 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 302, p. 121. For the text of the Internat ional Agreement on

Olive Oil, 1956, as amended by the Protocol of 3 April 1958, see ibid., vol. 336, p. 177.
"2This paragraph reads as follows:

"3. Every State entitled to become a party to the treaty shall also be entit led to become a party
to the treaty as amended."
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the Minister for Foreign Affairs, or by a person to whom appropriate full powers have been
issued by one of the aforementioned authorities.113 This practice is reflected in article 7 of the
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties,114 a provision which, as it was adopted at the
Vienna Conference without any negative votes, can be taken as being accepted as law.

It is therefore assumed that the Government of [name of the Member State concerned]
will forward by 15 October 1974, in accordance with article 34, paragraph 1, of the
Agreement,115 its formal instrument of approval of the International Sugar Agreement, 1973.
Alternatively, it might prefer to send full powers authorizing its Permanent Representative to
the United Nations either to effect approval of the Agreement subject to the declarations
contained in the note of 26 December 1973, or to approve treaties in general.

Upon receipt of a formal document, the deposit of the instrument will be effected, and all
States concerned will be informed thereof. Meanwhile, the note referred to above is considered
to be a notification of provisional application for the purpose of article 35 of the Agreement. '16

All States concerned have already been informed accordingly.

21 February 1974

113 See Summary of the Practice of the Secretary-General as Depositary of Multilateral Agreements
(ST/LEG/7), paras. 37 et seq.

"4This article reads as follows:

"Full powers
"1. A person is considered as representing a State for the purpose of adopting or authenticating

the text of a treaty or for the purpose of expressing the consent of the State to be bound by a treaty if:
"(tf) he produces appropriate full powers; or
"(/>) it appears from the practice of the States concerned or from other circumstances that their

intention was to consider that person as representing the State for such purposes and to
dispense with full powers.

"2. In virtue of their functions and without having to produce full powers, the following are
considered as representing their State:

"(a) Heads of State, Heads of Government and Ministers for Foreign Affairs, for the purpose of
performing all acts relating to the conclusion of a treaty;

"(b) heads of diplomatic missions, for the purpose of adopting the text of a treaty between the
accrediting State and the State to which they are accredited;

"(c) representatives accredited by States to an international conference or to an international
organization or one of its organs, for the purpose of adopting the text of a treaty in that
conference, organization or organ."

1 1 5 Article 34, paragraph 1, of the Agreement reads as follows:

"Notification by Governments
"1. If a signatory Government is unable to comply with the requirements of Article 33 within

the time-limit specified in that Article, it may notify the Secretary-General of the United Nations, not
later than 31 December 1973, that it is undertaking to seek ratification, acceptance or approval in
accordance with the constitutional procedures required, as rapidly as possible and in any case not
later than 15 October 1974. Any Government for which conditions of accession have been established
by the Council in agreement with that Government may also notify the Secretary-General of the
United Nations that it is undertaking to satisfy the constitutional procedures required to accede to the
Agreement as rapidly as possible and at least within a six-month period of such conditions being
established.

116 Article 35 of the Agreement reads as follows:

"Indication to apply the Agreement provisionally
"1. Any Government which gives a notification pursuant to Article 34 may also indicate in its

notification, or at any time thereafter, that it will apply the Agreement provisionally.
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32. PROCEDURE FOR EXTENDING THE INTERNATIONAL COFFEE AGREEMENT, 1968, AS EXTENDED

Letter to the Executive Director, International Coffee Organization

I am replying to your letter of 9 August 1974, inquiring about the procedure fora further
extension of the International Coffee Agreement, 1968, as extended.

The first extension of the 1968 Agreement"7 was made pursuant to article 69 (2) of that
Agreement.118 That paragraph, however, was deleted from the Agreement as extended, and
hence the procedure it provided for is no longer available. That procedure for extension, while
it could quite properly be agreed to by the parties to the original Agreement, is not a part of the
customary international law relating to treaties, and hence can be used only to extend a treaty
which contains an express provision permitting it.

The extension of the duration of a treaty by means of a protocol is, however, a procedure
which is well established in customary law and is not infrequently resorted to in practice. There
would therefore be no legal difficulty if the Council chooses to approve an extending protocol
rather than a complete new Agreement.

A protocol which extends the duration of a treaty beyond what was originally provided
would seem to fall within the meaning of the expression "new Agreement" in article 69,
paragraph 4, of the Agreement as extended.119 The special majority provided in that paragraph
would therefore be necessary for the adoption by the Council of an extending protocol.120

28 August 1974

33. STATUS OF DOMINICA, ST. LUCIA AND ST. VINCENT, DEPENDENT TERRITORIES OF THE
UNITED KINGDOM, IN RESPECT OF THE INTERNATIONAL COCOA AGREEMENT, 1972

Letter to the Executive Director, International Cocoa Organization

I acknowledge receipt of your letter of 24 September 1974, concerning the status of
Dominica, St. Lucia and St. Vincent in respect of the International Cocoa Agreement, 1972.121

You have noted that all three of the territories in question are listed in Annex C of the
Agreement as exporting countries producing exclusively fine or flavour cocoa, while the United
Kingdom is listed in Annex D as an importer. The United Kingdom, in extending the
application of the Agreement to the three territories, has notified that St. Lucia will become a

"2. During any period the Agreement is in force, either provisionally or definitively, a
Government indicating that it will apply the Agreement provisionally shall be a provisional Member
of the Organization until it deposits its instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession,
and thus becomes a Contracting Party to the Agreement, or the time l imit for the deposit of its
instrument in accordance with Article 34 has elapsed, whichever is earlier."

'"See Juridical Yearbook, 1971, p. \14 et seq.
118The relevant provision reads as follows:

"(2) The Council after 30 September 1972 may, by a vote of the majority of the Members being
not less than a distributed two-thirds majority of the total votes, either renegotiate the Agreement or
extend it, with or without modification, for such a period as the Council shall determine . . ."
M9The relevant provision reads as follows:

"(4) The Council may, by a vote of 58 percent of the Members having not less than a distributed
majority of 70 percent of the total votes, negotiate a new Agreement for such period as the Council
shall determine."
l2"During its twenty-fifth session held in London from 16 to 27 September 1974, the Internat ional

Coffee Council approved by resolution No. 273 of 26 September 1974, a Protocol for the continuation in
force, until 30 September 1976, of the International Coffee Agreement 1968. as extended with modi-
fication.

1 2 1 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 882.
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separate member of the Organization, but Dominica and St. Vincent will not do so. These
notifications are made by the United Kingdom, which ratified the Agreement on 2 August
1973, in the exercise of its rights under Article 70 and Article 3 of the Agreement.

The International Cocoa Agreement, 1972, follows in general the pattern of commodity
agreements in regard to dependent territories which has existed in its present form since the
International Coffee Agreement, 1962. That pattern involves dealing separately with several
related, but quite distinct, problems. These problems are:

(i) Participation in the Agreement. The actions to become, provisionally or definitively,
party to a commodity agreement must obviously be taken by the State, since dependent
territories have no capacity to bind themselves by treaties on the international plane.

(ii) Territorial application of the Agreement. The tradition of commodity agreements has
been to provide in effect that the agreements do not apply to any dependent territories until
their extension to such territories is notified by the State having ultimate responsibility for their
international relations. Unless such notifications are made, the agreements apply only to the
metropolitan territory of the country in question. This tradition is followed in Article 70 of the
Cocoa Agreement.

(iii) Membership in the Organization. Once a State is party to an agreement and has
extended its application to one or more of its dependent territories, the question arises, in case
the metropolitan territory and dependent territory are in opposite categories with respect to
importation and exportation, of the manner in which the different territories will participate in
the operation of the agreement. The 1948 Havana Charter of the International Trade
Organization,122 from which the efforts of the United Nations in the field of commodity
agreements ultimately stem, already envisaged in article 69 that a State which wished to do so
could arrange for separate representation of its dependent territories which stand in a different
position from itself in regard to trade in the commodity in question; but any such arrangements
were left entirely to the decision of the State concerned, which has thus the option of deciding
whether to treat all its territories as a single unit for the purposes of the agreement, or to
arrange for separate representation of some of them which are in a different trade category.
This system is followed in Article 3 and Article 70, paragraph 2, of the Cocoa Agreement.

(iv) Voting in the Council and representation in the Executive Committee. Only the
members of the Organization have votes, which under Article 11 of the Cocoa Agreement they
may, if they so desire, arrange to have cast by another member in the same category regarding
exportation or importation. Likewise only members of the Organization participate in the
election of the Executive Committee under Article 16. If a dependent territory is not a separate
member, it obviously has no votes and does not participate separately in the election of the
Committee.

The fact that a dependent territory is actually an exporter and is even mentioned as such in
an Annex of the Cocoa Agreement, may or may not have any legal effect with regard to the
operation of the Organization, depending upon what actions are taken by the State ultimately
responsible for the international relations of that territory. If the State, though it has become a
party, does not extend the application of the Agreement to that territory, it likewise remains
outside the scope of the Organization. Even if a State party has extended the Agreement to the
territory, and the Agreement thus applies there, the territory has no separate status or voting
rights in the Organization unless the State makes a notification that the territory is a separate
member; if that is done, the territory acquires voting rights and all the other rights and duties
of membership in the category in which it is listed in the Annex, but it cannot do so under any
other circumstances.

Article 3 of the Cocoa Agreement allows wide latitude to the Contracting Parties (i.e.
States) in regard to arrangements concerning their dependent territories. The rights of a Party
under that article may be exercised "if any Contracting Party, including the territories for

i::United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, Final Act and Related Documents
(E/CONF.48/78 and Corr.l and 2, United Nations publication. Sales No. I948.11.D.4).
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whose international relations it is for the time being ultimately responsible and to which this
Agreement is extended in accordance with paragraph (1) of Article 70, consists of one or more
units that would individually constitute an exporting member and one or more units that
would individually constitute an importing member". The word "units" is not a precise one;
while "territories" may in some contexts perhaps be given a definite legal meaning, it is much
harder to do the same with "units". The United Kingdom has determined that the metropolitan
country plus Dominica and St. Vincent constitute one "unit" which is an importing member
(and, incidentally, also a "producing member" under article 2 (/?)), and that St. Lucia, which is
an exporting member, constitutes another "unit". Obviously the exports of flavour cocoa from
Dominica and St. Vincent are not sufficient to outweigh the imports of the metropolitan
United Kingdom and change the category of that "unit" with respect to the cocoa trade. In case
of a dispute, the Council is competent to decide the issue, in accordance with Article 61 of the
Agreement; but we are not aware of any legal basis upon which the division by the United
Kingdom of its territories into "units" for the purposes of the Cocoa Agreement could
successfully be challenged in such a proceeding.

18 October 1974

B. Legal opinions of the Secretariats of intergovernmental organizations
related to the United Nations

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE U N I T E D NATIONS

QUESTION WHETHER STAFF RULE 302.40643 is CONSISTENT WITH ARTICLE vin.3
OF THE FAO CONSTITUTION

Opinion prepared by the Legal Counsel at the request of the
Committee of the Whole of the FAO Council^

3. In accordance with Staff Rule 302.40643, the principle of recruitment of staff on as
wide a geographical basis as possible is not applicable to the General Service category.

4. The Representative of the Philippines is of the opinion that this Staff Rule is
incompatible with Article VIII.3 of the Constitution, and also with Rule XXXV111.1 of the
General Rules of the Organization and Staff Regulation 301.042.124

5. At the outset it should be recalled that the Constitution, as a treaty to which all
Members of FAO are parties, is the supreme law of the Organization, and therefore any
subsidiary legislation enacted by FAO organs or authorities must be consistent with the
Constitution. The various categories of relevant subsidiary legislation may be classified
according to the following hierarchical order:

(i) The General Rules of the Organization, adopted by the FAO Conference in
accordance with Article IV-2 of the Constitution;

(ii) The Staff Regulations, promulgated by the Director-General with the approval of
the Council, as provided in Rule XXXVIII.3 of the General Rules of the Organization;

(iii) The Staff Rules, enacted by the Director-General in accordance with Staff Regulation
301.00.

6. It is clear, therefore, that any Staff Rule enacted by the Director-General must be
consistent with the Staff Regulations, the General Rules and ultimately the Constitution.

123 Circulated as document CL 64/LIM/6.
124 See Annex I to this opinion.
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7. The principal provisions, directly relevant to the question under consideration, are:
Staff Rule 302.40643

"The provisions of Staff Regulation 301.042 concerning recruitment of staff on as
wide a geographical basis as possible shall not apply to the recruitment of staff in the
General Service category."
Staff Regulation 301.042

"The paramount consideration in the appointment, transfer, or promotion of the
staff shall be the necessity for securing the highest standards of efficiency, competence and
integrity. Due regard shall be paid to the importance of recruiting the staff on as wide a
geographical basis as possible."
Rule XXXVIII.I of the General Rules of the Organization

"The staff of the Organization shall be appointed by the Director-General, having
regard to paragraph 3 of Article VI I I of the Constitution. . . ."
Article VIII.3 of the Constitution

"In appointing the staff, the Director-General shall, subject to the paramount
importance of securing the highest standards of efficiency and of technical competence,
pay due regard to the importance of selecting personnel recruited on as wide a geographi-
cal basis as is possible."
8. It should now be considered whether it was permissible for the Director-General to

exclude, in Staff Rule 302.40643, the General Service category from the application of the
principle of recruitment "on as wide a geographical basis as is possible".

9. As regards the literal meaning of Article VIII.3 of the Constitution (and the similar
expression used in Staff Regulation 301.042), it should be observed that the Director-General
was directed to "pay due regard" to the importance of selecting personnel on as wide a
geographical basis as is possible. Thus the Constitution did not require that the Director-
General should, in all cases and for all categories, apply the principle of geographical
distribution, but instead directed him to pay due regard to that principle.

10. Thus, in the application of that principle to the FAO staff, the Director-General was
given certain discretionary powers, which, according to a generally accepted rule of public law,
must be exercised reasonably, and not in a capricious or arbitrary manner.

11. A brief survey of the circumstances relating to the adoption of the policy at present
laid down in Staff Rule 302.40643 will show that such policy has met the standards indicated in
the preceding paragraph.

12. The Sixth Session (November 1951) of the FAO Conference, by resolution No.
65/51, decided to adopt the United Nations Salary, Allowance and Leave System for FAO,
"recognizing the desirability of uniformity with respect to such matters in the United Nations
and the Specialized Agencies". The system came into effect from 1 January 1952.

13. As was explained in FAO Administrative Memorandum No. 313 of 30 July 1951.
"One of the principal features of the new salaries and allowances plan of the United Nations is
the separation of all posts into two general groups, one comprising posts to be filled by
international recruitment (Professional and Principal Officer Categories), and the other
comprising posts which can best be filled by recruiting from the immediate area in which the
duty station is located (General Service Category)."

14. A corollary of the policy of recruiting locally the General Service staff is that the
principle of geographical distribution cannot apply to this category.

15. The practice of excluding certain categories from the principle of geographical
distribution has been applied in the United Nations since its early days. In addition to the
General Service category, other categories excluded are the professional posts with language
requirements and the manual workers.125

125 Repertory of United Nations Practice, vol. V, Article 101, para. 32.
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16. Perhaps the most comprehensive explanation of the reasons for the adoption of this
United Nations policy is to be found in the Report of the Committee of Experts on Salary,
Allowance and Leave Systems (generally known as the Flemming Report), submitted to the
Fourth Session of the General Assembly in 1949. Paragraph 75 of the Flemming Report reads:

"The Committee realizes it might be argued that the local recruitment policy it is
advocating is not fully consistent with the principle of wide geographic distribution as
stated in the Charter. It does not believe, however, it was ever the intention of the
General Assembly to insist upon this principle being applied to an unreasonable extent. Its
application to the entire staff of an international organization would be enormously
expensive and in the Committee's opinion would not result in any corresponding
contribution to the essential purpose which the General Assembly had in mind of ensuring
that the Secretariat is adequately representative of national cultures and experience,
particularly at what might be very broadly regarded as the professional and policy-making
levels. Accordingly, it considers that the desirability of broad geographic distribution of
staff on the one hand, and the importance of prudent and economical administration on
the other, can be properly reconciled by grouping staff for salary purposes on a basis of
those recruited internationally and paid in accordance with an international salary scale
subject to adjustment where appropriate by a salary differential, and those whose
recruitment for practical and budgetary reasons should be restricted as far as possible to
the local area where the United Nations activity is situated, and who should therefore be
paid in accordance with local prevailing rates."126

17. The same considerations apply, of course, to the policy followed by FAO in this
respect.

18. It is important to point out that the Charter of the United Nations contains a
provision practically identical to that of Article VIII.3 of the FAO Constitution. Article 101.3
of the Charter reads:

"The paramount consideration in the employment of the staff and in the determina-
tion of the conditions of service shall be the necessity of securing the highest standards of
efficiency, competence, and integrity. Due regard shall be paid to the importance of
recruiting the staff on as wide a geographical basis as possible."
19. The similar provisions of the United Nations Charter and the FAO Constitution

have been consistently interpreted as permitting the exclusion of certain categories, in
particular the General Service category, from the application of the principle of geographical
distribution. The Governing Bodies of the United Nations and FAO have been aware of this
practice and have repeatedly endorsed it, directly or indirectly. For example, the General
Assembly has "Noted with appreciation"127 the information submitted to it under the title
"Staff in professional and higher level posts subject to geographical distribution as of 31
August 1968".128 Similarly, the FAO practice has been repeatedly endorsed by the Conference
and Council, as shown in Annexes II and III.

20. In summary:
(1) Article VIII .3 of the FAO Constitution does not prescribe that the principle of

geographical distribution must be applied to all categories of FAO staff;
(2) In enacting Staff Rules 302.40643 by which the General Service category was

excluded, the Director-General acted reasonably, and not in a capricious or arbitrary
manner as shown by the fact that:

(i) the exclusion was in conformity with the common system of United Nations
organizations;

126 Official Records of the Fourth Session of the General Assembly, Fifth Committee, Annex to the
Summary Records of Meetings, vol. II, agenda item 39, document A/C.5/331 and Corr.l.

'"General Assembly resolution 2480 (XXIII ) of 21 December 1968.
128 Document A/7334, p. 53.
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(ii) there were sound and reasonable grounds for adopting the policy laid down
in Staff Rule 302.40643.

(3) The FAO Conference and Council have long been aware of this policy and have
repeatedly endorsed it, directly or indirectly.
21. It is concluded therefore that Staff Rule 302.40643 is compatible with Article V I I I . 3

of the Constitution, as well as with Rule XXXVIII. 1 of the General Rules of the Organization
and Staff Regulation 301.042.

ANNEX 1

STATEMENT BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE PHILIPPINES AT THE SECOND MEETING OF
THE CoMMITTEE-OF-THE-WlK)Lb

Mr. Chairman:
On the topic of "other matters" in item 27 (d) of the agenda, my delegation would like to submit for

the consideration of the Council a proposal.
Our proposal is to abrogate Staff Rule 302.40643. This Rule reads thus, "The provisions of Staff

Regulation 301.042 concerning recruitment of staff on as wide a geographical basis as possible shall not

apply to the recruitment of staff in the General Service category."
Our reasons for making this proposal are: first, the Staff Rule referred to is unconstitutional and,

second, it is discriminatory to most member States of FAO.
In FAO there are four categories of rules governing the appointment of its staff, namely: the

Constitution, the General Rules, the Staff Regulations and the Staff Rules. As we all know, the
Constitution is the highest authority among them. The General Rules rank second, the Staff Regulations
rank third and the Staff Rules come last. Now, Art. Vll l , par. 3 of the FAO Constitution expressly directs
that in appointing the staff, the Director-General shall, subject to the paramount importance of securing
the highest standards of efficiency and of technical competence, pay due regard to the importance of
selecting personnel recruited on as wide a geographical basis as is possible." Rule XXXVII I of the FAO
General Rules requires that the staff of FAO be appointed in accordance with the above constitutional
provision. To implement these two legal provisions, Staff Regulation 301.042 provides that "due regard
shall be paid to the importance of recruiting the staff on as wide a geographical basis as possible."

Mr. Chairman, Staff Rules are issued on the authority of the Director-General alone. They cannot
validly contravene a constitutional provision. We do not think there can be two opinions on this
proposition.

Art. VI I I of the Constitution has set down a policy which the Director-General cannot override
because he is not above the Constitution. Yet since 1951 the rule under reference has remained in the Staff
Rules of the Organization and was being invoked by management as justification for limiting recruitment
of FAO personnel in the General Service category to nationals of the host country and other neighboring
States since 1951. No wonder, Mr. Chairman, if we look at Appendix D of the report of the 32nd Session
of the Finance Committee, we find that out of 2036 positions in the General Service category, only 15 come
from Latin America, 2 from Africa and from only one country of said region (Tunisia), 2 from the Socialist
countries and only 1 from Asia.

Mr. Chairman, what is deplorable about the Staff Rule which 1 have referred to is that it is not only
contrary to the FAO Constitution but above all it is patently discriminatory to most of the member States
of FAO which all contribute to the regular budget of the Organization. This Staff Rule is offensive to the
dignity and self-respect of the excluded member States of FAO and should not be permitted to remain in
the Staff Rules of the Organization.

For the reasons just stated, we propose its abrogation. In case no consensus can be reached in favor of
our proposal, we move that a vote on it be taken by roll call voting.

ANNEX I I

EXTRACT FROM REPORT OF STH SESSION OF CONFERENCE—4-25 NOVEMBER 1955

Geographic Distribution of Staff

427. Some delegates, referring to Art. Vll l of the Constitution concerning geographic distribution
of staff emphasized the necessity for achieving a more suitable representation of certain countries on the
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Professional staff, particularly in what were described as the policy making levels, whether in posts charged
to the Regular Programme or to Technical Assistance funds. The Conference noted the assurances of the
Director-General that the principle of equitable geographic distribution among the Professional staff had
always been kept in view, as far as possible, and that it would continue to be taken into account in future
recruitment for vacancies.

428. The Conference adopted the following resolution:

Resolution No. 50/55
Geographic Distribution of Staff

The Conference,

Considering that, in accordance with paragraph 3 of Article V I I I of the Constitution, the Director-
General shall pay "due respect to the importance of selecting personnel recruited on as wide a geographical
basis as possible" as well as efficiency and technical competence; Considering that, while it accepts the
assurances given by the Director-General as satisfactory, it feels that thus far the provision of the said
Article with regard to the geographical basis of the staff has not been fulfilled;

Requests the Director-General to take proper measures to re-establish the necessary equilibrium,
bearing the said principle constantly in mind when filling vacancies that may occur in the various
categories of professional staff and any new posts that may be established.

ANNEX III

EXTRACT FROM REPORT OF 2?TH SESSION OF COUNCIL—31 OCTOBER-! NOVEMBER 1957

Geographical Distribution of Staff

13. The Council at its Twenty-sixth Session had asked the Director-General to report upon the
system to be followed in future in measuring the geographical distribution of the Professional staff of the
Organization. This report, as well as information on the present geographical distribution of the
Professional staff, was submitted to the Twenty-seventh Session of the Council.

14. The Council again expressed its satisfaction with the progress reported in achieving still more
equitable geographical distribution in the staff and commended the Director-General for his report and
suggestions. It approved the following broad principles which should in future govern geographical
distribution.

Adoption of the weighed or so-called UNESCO system modified to provide that (1) each Member
Nation should in so far as practicable be represented by at least one Professional appointment; (2) in
general, geographical considerations should not prejudice the promotion of existing Professional staff; (3)
the post of the Director-General should not be included in establishing the points of representation.

15. The Council stressed the necessity of ensuring that paramount importance be placed on
competence and efficiency in recruitment. Subject only to this paramount consideration due regard should
be paid to geographical distribution.

16. The Council also agreed to the proposal of the Director-General to continue advertising
Professional vacancies to Member Governments as presently practised, and to implement it by a procedure
whereby early each year a list of available vacancies contemplated for that year would be distributed to all
Member Governments.
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Part Three

JUDICIAL DECISIONS ON QUESTIONS RELATING
TO THE UNITED NATIONS AND RELATED
INTERGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS





Chapter VII

DECISIONS AND ADVISORY OPINIONS OF
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNALS

[No decision or advisory opinion from international tribunals on questions relating to the
United Nations and related intergovernmental organizations to be reported for 1974.]
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Chapter VIII

DECISIONS OF NATIONAL TRIBUNALS

Australia

HIGH COURT OF AUSTRALIA

BRADLEY v. THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA AND ANOTHER:
DECISION OF 10 SEPTEMBER 19731

United Nations Charter—Resolutions of the Security Council—Effect in Australia—Charter
of the United Nations Act 1945, section 3

The plaintiff, a South African national, was the acting director of the "Rhodesian
Information Centre", the purpose of which he described as "the dissemination of factual
information about Rhodesia throughout Australia". On 19 April 1973, all mail and telephone
services to the Centre were discontinued in pursuance of a direction issued on 18 April 1973 by
the Postmaster-General.

In an action brought before the Court, the plaintiff claimed that the defendants had
wrongfully and unlawfully discontinued the telephone service and stopped the mails. The
Court held that the direction given by the Postmaster-General exceeded his authority and was
invalid. It noted that as a means of justifying an exercise of the Court's discretion in the
defendant's favour, reliance had been placed upon resolutions of the Security Council [by
which the Council had condemned the Unilateral Declaration of Independence and the
Proclamation of Republican Status, in Rhodesia, had described the régime in that territory as
illegal and had called on all Member States to refrain from recognizing or assisting it], and
upon the fact that those resolutions were in their terms addressed to Member States who, by
Article 25 of the Charter, had agreed "to accept and carry out the decisions of the Security
Council in accordance with the present Charter". However, the Court observed,

". . . resolutions of the Security Council neither form part of the law of the
Commonwealth nor by their own force confer any power on the Executive Government of
the Commonwealth which it would not otherwise possess. The Parliament has passed the
Charter of the United Nations Act 1945, section 3 of which provides that The Charter of
the United Nations (a copy of which is set out in the Schedule to this Act) is approved'.
That provision does not make the Charter itself binding on individuals within Australia as
part of the law of the Commonwealth. In Chow Hung Ching v. The King (1948), 77
C.L.R. 449, at p. 478, Dixon J. said: 'A treaty, at all events one which does not terminate a
state of war, has no legal effect upon the rights and duties of the subjects of the Crown and
speaking generally no power resides in the Crown to compel them to obey the provisions
of a treaty: Walker v. Baird (1892) A.C. 491', and a similar view was expressed by Latham
CJ. in R. v. Burgess Ex parte Henry (1936), 55 C.L.R. 608, at p. 644. Although, in those
passages, mention is made of British subjects, it is clear since Johnstone v. Pedlar ( 1921 )
2 A.C. 262, that an alien, other than an enemy alien, is, while resident in this country,
entitled to the protection which the law affords to British subjects. (See also Nissan v.
Attorney-General (1970) A.C. 179, especially at pp. 211-212, 232-233 and 235.) Section 3

Reported in 47 A.L.J.R., p. 504-519.
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of the Charter of the United Nations Act 1945 was no doubt an effective provision for the
purposes of international law, but it does not reveal any intention to make the Charter
binding upon persons within Australia as part of the municipal law of this country, and it
does not have that effect. Since the Charter and the resolutions of the Security Council
have not been carried into effect within Australia by appropriate legislation, they cannot
be relied upon as a justification for executive acts that would otherwise be unjustified, or
as grounds for resisting an injunction to restrain an excess of executive power, even if the
acts were done with a view to complying with the resolutions of the Security Council. It is
therefore unnecessary to consider whether the resolutions, of the Security Council,
properly construed, would require the Commonwealth as a member nation to take the
action that has been taken against the Rhodesia Information Centre.".
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Part Four

BffiLIOGRAPHY





LEGAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED NATIONS AND RELATED
INTERGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

MAIN HEADINGS

A. INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS IN GENERAL
1. General
2. Particular questions

B. UNITED NATIONS
1. General
2. Particular organs
3. Particular questions or activities

C. INTERGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS RELATED TO THE UNITED NATIONS
1. General
2. Particular organizations
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A. INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS IN GENERAL
ORGANISATIONS INTERNATIONALES EN GÉNÉRAL
MEDKflYHAPOOTblE OPFAHM3AUHH B IJEJIOM
ORGANIZACIONES INTERNACIONALES EN GENERAL

1. General
Ouvrages généraux
Oôtifue meMbi
Bibliografia general

Arangio-Ruiz, Gaetano. The concept of international law and the theory of international organi-
zation. In Recueil des cours de l'Académie de droit international de La Haye, 1972-IH.
Leyde, A. W. SijthofF, 1974, p. 629-742.

Appendix to his article on "The normative role of the General Assembly of the United
Nations . . ." (q.v.)

Delupis, Ingrid. International law and the independent state. [Epping, Eng., Gower Press, 1974],
252 p.

Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Vôlkerrecht. Territoriale Grenzen der staatlichen Rechtsetzung von
W. J. Habscheid und W. Rudolf. Karlsruhe, Millier, 1973, 128 p. (Its: Berlichte, 11).

McRae, D. M. Legal obligations and international organizations. In Canadian yearbook of inter-
national law, v. 11, 1973. Vancouver, B.C., University of British Columbia, 1974, p. 87-105.

Morawiecki, Wojciech. Les fonctions des organisations internationales. In Polish yearbook of
international law, v. 5, 1972-1973. Warsaw, Institute of Legal Sciences, Academy of Sciences,
1974, p. 171-181.

Virally, Michel. La notion de fonction dans la théorie de l'organisation internationale. In La
communauté internationale; mélanges offerts à Charles Rousseau. [Comité d'honneur : R.
Ago and others.] Paris, A. Pedone, 1974, p. 277-300.

2. Particular questions
Ouvrages concernant des questions particulières
Omde/ibHbie eonpocu
Cuestiones particulares

o. B. HMMyHHTex MesKflyHapoflHbix opraHHsauHfi: TeimeHUHH pasBHTHa. CoeemcKoe
zocydapcmeo u npaeo (MocKsa), 12:80-87, 1974.

[The immunity of international organizations and tendency of its development.]
Summary in English.

Cortese, Gaetano et Roberto Papini. Le ONG e le relazioni con le OIG. Revue de droit interna-
tional, de sciences diplomatiques et politiques (Genève), 52:27-56, janvier-mars 1974.

Galicki, Zdzistaw. Liability of international organizations for space activities. In Polish yearbook
of international law, v. 5, 1972-1973. Warsaw, Institute of Legal Sciences, Academy of
Sciences, 1974, p. 199-207.

Gross, E. A. International organisation and collective security; changing values and priorities.
In Recueil des cours de l'Académie de Droit international de La Haye, v. 138, 1973. Leyde,
A. W. Sijthoff, 1974, p. 413-454.

Hore, Satchidananda. The Commonwealth as an international organisation. In Indian yearbook
of international affairs, v. 17, 1974. Madras, University of Madras, 1974, p. 343-372.

Lavieille, Jean-Marc. Les premiers pas de la planification internationale par les organisations
internationales. Revue de droit international, de sciences diplomatiques et politiques (Genève),
52:63-73, janvier-mars 1974.

Makarczyk, Jerzy. La création d'organes subsidiaires et les statuts des organisations interna-
tionales. In Polish yearbook of international law, v. 5, 1972-1973. Warsaw, Institute of Legal
Sciences, Academy of Sciences, 1974, p. 183-198.
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Monaco, Riccardo. Le caractère constitutionnel des actes insïitutifs d'organisations interna-
tionales. In La communauté internationale; mélanges offerts à Charles Rousseau. [Comité
d'honneur : R. Ago and others.] Paris A. Pedone, 1974, p. 153-172.

Pindic, Dimitrije. Activno pravo predstavljanja ; elemenat i posebno obelezje subjektiviteta me-
dunarodnih organizacija. Jugoslovenska revija za medunarodno pravo (Beograd), 20:67-84,
1973, No. 1-3.

[Active right of representation ; an element and particular feature of the legal personality
of international organizations.]
Summary in English

Skubiszewski, Krzysztof. Can future international law be developed through the resolutions of
intergovernmental bodies ? In Hague. Academy of International Law. Association of Attenders
and Alumni Congress. 25th, Neuchâtel, 1973. Le droit international demain ; conférences pro-
noncées par C. Rousseau and others. Neuchâtel, Editions Ides et Calendes, 1974, p. 55-66.

Strasser, W. Beteiligung nationaler Kontingente an Hilfseinsâtzen internationaler Organisationen.
Zeitschrift fur auslandisches ôffentliches Recht und Vôlkerrecht (Stuttgart), 34:689-714,
December 1974.

B. UNITED NATIONS
ORGANISATION DES NATIONS UNIES
OPrAHH3AlTHfl OEtEAHHEHHblX HAIIHH
NACIONES UNIDAS

1. General
Ouvrages généraux
Oôufue meMbi
Bibliografia general

ABCPKHH, A. T. K sonpocy 06 OCOOCHHOCTHX ropHflHHecKoro ciaxyca K)HKTA,ZÏ, KDHH^O H
HPOOH. BecmnuK MocKoecKOZO Ynueepcumema; npaeo (MocKBa), 2:66-73, 1974.

[On the peculiarities of the juridical status of UNCTAD, UNIDO, and UNDP.]

Brownlie, Ian. The United Nations as a form of government. [11] p. (In: Fawcett, J. E. S. Inter-
national organization: law in movement. London, 1974, p. [26]-36.)

Di Blase, Antonietta. Sulla responsabilita* internazionale per attivita' dell'ONU. Rivista di diritto
internazionale (Milano), 57:250-280, 1974, No. 2.

Glaser, D. La place du consensus dans les relations internationales contemporaines. Revue
roumaine d'études internationales (Bucarest), 19:39-61, 1973.

Goodrich, Leland Matthew. The United Nations in a changing? world. N.Y., Columbia, U.P.
1974, 280 p. (Colombia University. Studies in international organization, 9.)

Hills, Christopher. The United Nations. Eastern journal of international law (Madras), 6:208-221,
October 1974.

Moussa, Ahmed. Rapports entre les Nations Unies et la Ligue des Etats arabes. In Revue égyp-
tienne de droit international, v. 29, 1973. Le Caire, Société égyptienne de droit international,
1973, p. 67-124.

Okularczyk, Halina. Consensus in the decision-making process of the United Nations organs.
Studies on international relations [Polish Institute of International Affairs] (Warsaw), 1:121-
148, 1973.

Ortiz Martin, Gonzalo. El derecho internacional privado y las Naciones Unidas. Revista espanola
de derecho internacional (Madrid), 25:317-326, 1972, No. 1-2.

Smithers, P. H. B. O. Governmental control; a prerequisite for effective relations between the
United Nations and non-United Nations regional organizations. New York, United Nations
Institute for Training and Research, 1973, 77 p. (UNITAR regional stud, 3.)
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Sohn, Louis B. United Nations decision-making; confrontation or consensus ? Harvard international
law journal (Cambridge, Mass.), 15:438-445, summer 1974.

2. Particular organs
Ouvrages concernant certains organes
OmdeAbHbie opzanbi
Organos particular es

Administrative Tribunal
Tribunal administratif
A^MHHHCTpaTHBHblH TpHOyiWJI
Tribunal Administrative

Tribunal administratif des Nations Unies. In Annuaire français de droit international, v. 19, 1973.
Paris, Centre national de la recherche scientifique, 1974, p. 411-421.

Economie and Social Council
Conseil économique et social
3KOHOMHHCCKHH H CoilHaJIbHblH COBCT

Consejo Econômico y Social

Schwelb, Egon. Entry into force of the second amendment to Article 61 of the UN Charter.
American journal of international law (Washington, D.C.), 68:300-305, April 1974.

General Assembly
Assemblée générale
TeHepajibuan AccaiwÔJieH
Asamblea General

Arangio-Ruiz, Gaetano. The normative role of the General Assembly of the United Nations and
the Declaration of Principles of Friendly Relations. In Recueil des cours de l'Académie de
droit international de La Haye, 1972-III. Leyde, A. W. Sijthoff, 1974, p. 419-628.

Appendix on "The concept of international law and the theory of international organiza-
tion" (q.v.)

Chaudri, Mohammed Ahsen. Origin, composition and functions of the Sixth Committee. In Revue
égyptienne de droit international, v. 29, 1973. Le Caire, Société égyptienne de droit inter-
national, 1973, p. 211-232.

Pindic, Dimitrije. Priroda deklaracija Generalne skupstine UN i njihova uloga u razvoju meduna-
rodnog prava. Jugoslovenska revija za medunarodno pravo (Beograd), 21 : 209-230, 1974, No.
1-3.

[The nature of the declarations of the General Assembly of the UN and their role in the
development of international law.]
Summary in English.

Raton, Pierre. Travaux de la Commission juridique de l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
(XXVIIIe session). In Annuaire français de droit international, v. 19, 1973. Paris, Centre
national de la recherche scientifique, 1974, p. 634-678.

Tavernier, Paul. L'année des Nations Unies (20 décembre 1972-18 décembre 1973); questions
juridiques. In Annuaire français de droit international, v. 19, 1973. Paris, Centre national de
la recherche scientifique, 1974, p. 601-633.

, H. / H. MaKapesiH. MiwHapoflHonpasoBi riHTaHHH na XXHIII ceciï FeHepajibHoï AcaMÔeï
OOH. PadxHCbKe npaeo (KHÏB), 9:92-96, 1974.

[International légal questions at the XXVIIIth session of the General Assembly of the
United Nations.]

The United Nations, 28th session. Harvard international law journal (Cambridge, Mass.), 15:437-
513, summer 1974.
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International Court of Justice
Cour internationale de Justice
MeHc^yHapoAHbiH Cya
Corte Internacional de Justicia

Anand, R. P. International courts and contemporary conflicts. Bombay, Asia Pub. House [1974]
479p.

Barile, G. Sulle misure cautelari neH'affare degli esperimenti nucleari. Rivista didiritto internazionale
(Milano), 57:17-28, 1974, No. 1.

Bartos, Milan. Statute of International Court of Justice; reform pending. Review of international
affairs (Belgrade), 25:9-10, 20 February 1974.

Bishop, Wm. W. Jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice under compromissory clause in
exchange of notes; fisheries jurisdiction case (United Kingdom v. Iceland [1973] ICJ 4).
American journal of international law (Washington, D.C.), 67:563-578, July 1973.

Cot, Jean-Pierre. Affaires des essais nucléaires (Australie c/ France et Nouvelle-Zélande c/ France);
demandes en indication des mesures conservatoires; ordonnances du 22 juin 1973. In Annuaire
français de droit international, v. 19, 1973. Paris, Centre national de la recherche scientifique,
1974, p. 252-271.

Daillier, Patrick. L'intervention du Secrétaire général des Nations Unies dans la procédure
consultative de la Cour internationale de Justice. In Annuaire français de droit international,
v. 19, 1973. Paris, Centre national de la recherche scientifique;, 1974, p. 376-410.

Dascal, J. R. Funciones reveladora y creadora de derecho de la Corte Internacional de Justicia.
Jurisprudencia Argentina (Buenos Aires), Doctrina: 420-427, 1974.

Dillard, H. C. The World Court; an inside view. In Proceedings of the American Society of
International Law at its 67th meeting, 1973, Washington, D.C., 1973, p. 296-305.

Drzewicki, Krzysztof. Indyjsko-pakistariski spôr przed MTS w sprawie kompetencji Rady ICAO.
Sprawy miedzynarodowe (Warszawa), 27:110-118, luty 1974.

[Dispute concerning the competence of the ICAO Council before the International
Court of Justice.]

Eisemann, Pierre Michel. Les effets de la non-comparution devant la Cour internationale de
Justice. In Annuaire français de droit international, v. 19, 1973. Paris, Centre national de la
recherche scientifique, 1974, p. 351-375.

Elkind, J. B. French nuclear testing and Article 41 ; another blow to the authority of the Court.
Vanderbilt journal of transnational law (Nashville, Tenn.), 8:39-84, 1974.

Favoreu, Louis. Les arrêts du 2 février 1973; l'affaire de la compétence en matière de pêcheries
(Royaume-Uni c/ Islande, Allemagne fédérale c/ Islande). In Annuaire français de droit
international, v. 19, 1973. Paris, Centre national de la recherche scientifique, 1974, p. 272-289.

Frankel, Kathie D. International Court of Justice has preliminary jurisdiction to indicate interim
measures of protection; the Nuclear Test Cases. New York University law review (New York),
7:163-176, spring 1974.

Goldie, L. F. E. The nuclear tests cases; restraints on environmental harm. Journal of maritime law
and commerce (Silver Spring, Md.), 5:491-505, April 1974.

Goldsworthy, Peter J. Interim measures of protection in the International Court of Justice.
American journal of international law (Washington, D.C.), 63:258-277, April 1974.

Goy, Raymond. La nouvelle affaire des pêcheries islandaises; la procédure devant la Cour.
Journal du droit international (Paris), 101:279-322, avril-mai-juin 1974.

Hambro, Edvard. Quelques observations sur la révision du règlement de la Cour internationale
de Justice. In La communauté internationale; mélanges offerts à Charles Rousseau. [Comité
d'honneur : R. Ago and others.] Paris, A. Pedone, 1974, p. 125-137.
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Huaraka, T. The 1971 advisory opinion on South-West Africa. Eastern Africa law review (Dar-es-
Salaam), 5:183-205, 1972.

Huntzinger, Jacques. L'affaire de l'appel concernant la compétence du Conseil de l'O.A.C.I.
devant la C.I.J. (arrêt du 18 août 1972); contribution au droit processuel en matière d'excep-
tions préliminaires. Revue générale de droit international public (Paris), 78:919-974, octobre-
décembre 1974.

International Symposium on the Judicial Settlement of International Disputes, Heidelberg, 1972.
Judicial settlement of international disputes: International Court of Justice, other courts
and tribunals, arbitration and conciliation; [proceedings and papers of] an International
Symposium [held at the Max Planck Institute for Comparative Public Law and International
Law in Heidelberg, from July 10-12, 1972]. Berlin, Springer Verlag, 1974, 572 p. (Beitràge
zum auslàndischen ôffentlichen Recht und Vôlkerrecht, 62).

McNair, Arnold D. The International Court of Justice. In McNair, A. D. Lord McNair; selected
papers and bibliography. Leiden, Sijthoff, 1974, p. 198-214.

Martin, Pierre-Marie. L'affaire de la compétence en matière de pêcheries; les arrêts de la Cour
internationale de Justice du 2 février 1973. Revue générale de droit international public (Paris),
78:435-458, avril-juin 1974.

Petrén, Sture. Quelques réflexions sur la révision du règlement de la Cour internationale de Justice.
In La communauté internationale; mélanges offerts à Charles Rousseau. [Comité d'honneur :
R. Ago and others.] Paris, A. Pedone, 1974, p. 187-198.

Polanen, Humphrey. The International Court of Justice. Harvard international law journal (Cam-
bridge, Mass.), 15:460-470, summer 1974.

Prott, Lyndel V. The role of the Judge of the International Court of Justice. Revue belge de droit
international (Bruxelles), 10:473-507, 1974, n° 2.

Reisman, Michael. Accelerating advisory opinions; critique and proposal. American journal of in-
ternational law (Washington, D.C.), 68:648-671, October 1974.

Ris, William K. Jr. French nuclear testing; a crisis for international law. Denver journal of inter-
national law and policy (Denver), 4:111-132, spring 1974.

Ruzié, David. L'avis consultatif de la Cour internationale de Justice du 12 juillet 1973 dans
l'affaire de la demande de réformation du jugement n° 158 du Tribunal administratif des
Nations Unies. In Annuaire français de droit international, v. 19, 1973. Paris, Centre national
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Desarrollo progresivo y codificaciôn del derecho internacional (en general)

Bryan, Greyson L. and Peter M. Oison. The International Law Commission. Harvard international
law journal (Cambridge, Mass.), 15:446-460, summer 1974.

Crauciuc, Olimpiu A. G. Comisia de drept international. Studii si cercetari economice (Bucuresti),
3:375-382, 1974.

[The International Law Commission.]
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Corner, Gunther and Rolf Meissner. Codification and further development of international law.
German foreign policy (Berlin), 13:604-615, 1974, No. 5.

Golsong, Heribert. Le droit international demain; des tendances qui se manifestent. In Hague.
Academy of International Law. Association of Attenders and Alumni Congress. 25th,
Neuchâtel, 1973. Le droit international demain; conférences prononcées par C. Rousseau [and
others]. Neuchâtel, Editions Ides et Calendes, 1974, p. 103-109.

Kearney, Richard D. The Twenty-Fifth Session of the International Law Commission. American
journal of international law (Washington, B.C.), 68:454-474, July 1975.

Rosenstock, Robert. Success, failure mark 1973 in international law. American Bar Association
journal (Chicago), 60:344-346, March 1974.

Ustor, E. Regional'noe pravovoe sotrudnichestvo i organizatsiia pravotvorchestva v sfere mezh-
dunarodnogo prava. Actajuridica (Budapest), 16:41-58, 1974, No. 1-2.

[Regional legal co-operation and the organization of the creation of international law.]
Summary in English.

Recognition of States
Reconnaissance d'Etats

Reconocimiento de Estados

Fall, Ibrahima. La reconnaissance de la Guinée-Bissau et le droit international. In Annales
africaines; publiées sous les auspices de l'Ecole supérieure de droit de Dakar. Paris, Société
des journaux et publications du Centre, 1973, p. 155-172.

Kuyper, P. J. Erkenning; politick in het volkenrecht en volkenrecht in de politick. Internationale
spectator ('s-Gravenhage), 28:587-594, 8 oktober 1974.

Abstract in English.

Munch, F. Die vôlkerrechtliche Grundlage des Status Deutschlands. In Internationales Recht und
Diplomatie, 1972. Kôln, Verlag Wissenschaft und Politik, 1972, p. 143-151.

Festschrift fiir Rudolf von Laun zu seinem 90. Geburtstag.

Recognition of Guinea (Bissau), by Bunyan Bryant et al. Harvard international law journal
(Cambridge, Mass.), 15:482-495, summer 1974.

Concerning resolution 3061 (XXVIII).

Schwenkel, Karl M. Recognition of the DDR; some legal aspects of West Germany's foreign
policy and the quest for German reunification. Case Western Reserve journal of international
law (Cleveland, Ohio), 7:94-120, winter 1974.

Refugees
Réfugiés
Eexcemju
Refugiados

Dale, W. UNRWA ; a subsidiary organ of the United Nations. International and comparative law
quarterly (London), 23:576-609, July 1974

Diallo, Issa ben Yacine. Les réfugiés en Afrique; de la conception à l'application d'un instrument
juridique de protection. Stuttgart, Wilhelm Braumiiller [1974], 239 p. (Fiirst Franz Josef von
Liechtenstein Stiftung, Vaduz. Abhandlungen zu Fliichtlingsfragen, 8.)

Fowler, Dulcey B. The developing jurisdiction of the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees. Revue des droits de Vhomme (Paris), 7:119-144, 1974, No. 1.

Melander, Goran. The protection of refugees. In Scandinanvian studies in law, v. 18, 1974.
Stockholm, Institute for Scandinavian law, 1974, p. 151-178.

Palestinian refugees people and their political, military and legal status in the world community.
North Carolina Central law journal (Durham, N.C.), 5:326-347, spring 1974.
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Right of asylum
Droit d'asile

ripaeo yôewHiiia
Derecho de asilo

Dascal, J. R. Derecho de asilo en la 55a. conferencia de la International Law Association. Juris-
prudencia argentina (Buenos Aires), Doctrina: 506-511, 1974.

Doehring, K. Konventionsentwurf der International Law Association iiber die Gewàhrung
territorialen Asyls. Zeitschrift fur auslândisches ôffentliches Recht und Volkerrecht (Stuttgart),
33:56-72, Màrz 1973.

Summary in English

Franz, F. Asylrecht fur Deserteure. Juristische Rundschau (Berlin), 3:94-99, 1974.

Seidl-Hohenveldern, Ignaz. Nichtanerkennung als Konventionsfliichtling wegen Handlungen
gegen die Ziele und Grundsàtze der VN. Vereinte Nationen (Bonn), 22:107-110, August 1974.

Rule of law
Primauté du droit

Imperio del derecho

Levi, Werner. International law in a multicultural world. International studies quarterly (Beverly
Hills, Calif.), 18:417-449, December 1974.

Self-determination
Libre détermination

Libre determination

Anderson, Carl A. Portuguese Africa; a brief history of United Nations involvement. Denver
journal of international law and policy (Denver, Colo.), 4:133-151, spring 1974.

Barcia Trelles, Camilo. La ONU, la descolonizaciôn y el néocolonialisme. Revista de polit ica
internacional (Madrid), 136:17-37, noviembre-diciembre 1974.

Benitez, Jaime. Self-determination in Puerto Rico. In Proceedings of the American Society of
International Law at its 67th meeting, 1973. Washington, D.C., 1974, p. 7-11.

Discussion, p. 26—28.

Berrios Martinez, Ruben. Self-determination and independence; the case of Puerto Rico. In
Proceedings of the American Society of International Law at its 67th meeting, 1973. Washing-
ton, D.C., 1974, p. 11-17.

Discussion, p. 26-28.

Cabranes, José A. The evolution of the "American empire". In Proceedings of the American
Society of International Law at its 67th meeting, 1973. Washington, D.C., 1974, p. 1-7.

The principle of self-determination as it applies to Puerto Rico and the Trust Territories
of the Pacific Islands.
Discussion, p. 26-28.

Clark, Roger. The Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands; some perspectives. In Proceedings of the
American Society of International Law at its 67th meeting, 1973. Washington, D.C., 1974,
p. 17-21.

Concerning the principle of self-determination.
Discussion, p. 26-28.

Green, D. Michael. Termination of the U.S. Pacific Islands trusteeship. Texas international law
journal (Austin, Texas), 9:175-204, summer 1974.

Gunter, Michael M. Self-determination in the recent practice of the United Nations. World affairs
(Washington, D.C.), 137:150-165, fall 1974.

Jacquier, B. L'autodétermination du Sahara espagnol. Revue générale de droit international public
(Paris), 78:683-728, juillet-septembre 1974.
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Mathy, D. L'autodétermination de petits territoires revendiqués par des États tiers. Revue belge
de droit international (Bruxelles), 10:167-205, 1974, n° 1.

Première partie.

P. A. /JeKOJioHHsauHH H BpeMCHHaa HcnojiHHTejifcHaa BJiacib OOH. B KH.: COBCT-
CKHË eHceroflHHK MOKAyHapoflHoro npasa, 1972. MocKsa, HaflaTCJibCTBO HayKa, 1974, c. 68-77.

[Decolonisation and UN temporary executive authority.]

Wedel, Henning von. Zum Status des palàstinensischen Befreiungsbewegungen im Volkerrecht.
Revue de droit international, de sciences diplomatiques et politiques (Genève), 52:185-207,
juillet-septembre 1974.

Wilson, James M. Jr. The applicability of the principle of self-determination to the Trust Territory
of the Pacific Islands. In Proceedings of the American Society of International Law at its
67th meeting, 1973. Washington, D.C., 1974, p. 21-26.

Discussion, p. 26-28.

State responsibility
Responsabilité des Etats
OTBCTCTBCHHOCTt FOCyTiapCTB
Responsabilidad de los Estados

Dixon, Walter Harbert. State responsibility regarding the protection of aliens in international
law. In Revue égyptienne de droit international, v. 29, 1973. Le Caire, Société égyptienne de
droit international, 1973. p. 271-278.

Garcia-Amador y Rodriguez, F. V. Récent codification of the law of state responsibility for
injuries to aliens, by F. V. Garcia-Amador, L. B. Sohn [and] R. R. Baxter. Dobbs Ferry, N.Y.,
Oceana Publications, 1974, 402 p.

Graefrath, B. and P. A. Steiniger. Codification of international responsibility. Law and legislation
in the German Democratic Republic (Berlin), 2:29-38, 1973.

Kypnc, FI. M. K Bonpocy 06 onpeaeneHHH OOHHTHH MOKflynapoflHoro npaBOHapyiiieHHU. B KH.:
COBCTCKHO CJKeroflHHK MOKflyHapoflHoro npaaa, 1972. MocKsa, M3flarejibCTBo HayKa, 1974,
c. 78-89.

[On the question of the definition of the concept of international offense.]

Paul, Vladimir. Odpovëdnost statu a zneuziti prava v mezinarodnim pràvu vefejném. Prâvnik
(Praha), 113:781-791, 1974, No. 8.

[Responsibility of States and abuse of law in public international law.]

Pazarci, Hiïseyin. Responsabilité internationale des Etats en matière contractuelle. [Ankara,
Sevinç, Matbaasi, 1973], 144 p. (Ankara. Université. Siyasal Bilgiler Fakiiltesi. Publications,
350.)

Przetacznik, Franciszek. International responsibility of the State for failure to afford the special
protection for foreign officials. Revue de droit international, de sciences diplomatiques et
politiques (Genève), 52:310-326, octobre-décembre 1974.

Przetacznik, Franciszek. La responsabilité internationale de l'Etat à raison des préjudices de
caractère moral et politique causés à un autre Etat. Revue générale de droit international
public (Paris), 78:919-974, octobre-décembre 1974.

State succession
Succession d'Etats
IlpaBonpeeMCTBo rocy^apCTB
Sucesiôn de los Estados

Caggiano, G. Notificazione di successione ai trattati multilatéral!. Rivista di diritto internazionale
(Milano), 57:682-707, 1974, No. 4.

Chen, Lung-Fong. State succession relating to unequal treaties. [Hamden, Conn.], Archon Books,
1974, 324 p.

Crivellaro, A. Continuité dei trattati e stati non riconosciuti. Rivista di diritto internazionale
(Milano), 57:29-73, 1974, No. 1.
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Tsutsui, Wakamizu and Yoshihiko Ogawa. Law-making activities by the United Nations; final
draft on Succession of States in respect of Treaties, adopted by International Law Commission
at its 26th session. Journal of international law and commerce (Tokyo), 73 :410-435, December
1974.

In Japanese.
Tyranowski, Jerzy. Sukcesja panstw w odniesieniu do umow granicznych. Sprawy miedzynarodowe

(Warszawa), 27:91-105, sierpien-wrzesieiî 1974.
[State succession and boundary treaties.]

, H. H. IlpaBonpeeMCTBO rocynapCTB B oTHouieHHH MHorocropoHHHx aoroBopos. B KH.:
e*eroflHHK MOKflyHapoflHoro npasa, 1972. MocKsa, Hs^aTejibCTBO Hayica, 1974,

c. 38-52.
[Legal succession of States with regard to multilateral treaties.]

Technical assistance
Assistance technique

Asistencia técnica

Dicke, Detlev Christian. Die administrative Organisation der Entwicklungshilfe durch die Vereinten
Nationen. [Frankfurt am Main], Athenaum Verlag [1972], 174 p. (Volkerrecht und inter-
nationales Wirtschaftsrecht, 3.)

Trade and development
Commerce et développement
ToproBJiH H pasBHTHe
Comercio y desarrollo

Cordovez, D. UNCTAD and development diplomacy. Journal of world trade law (London): special
supplement No. 1, 1974.

Johnson, Harry G. Mercantilism; past, present and future. Journal of world trade law (London),
8:1-16, January-February 1974.

Kramer, H. R. Changing principles governing international trade. Journal of world trade law
(London), 8:227-238, May-June 1974.

Melis, Werner. Die Bedeutung der Welthandels-konferenz der Vereinten Nationen fiir die Dritte
Welt, osterreichische Zeitschrift fur Aussenpolitik (Wien), 14:3-12, 1974, No. 1.

Steiger, H. Welt und Umwelt; zur Fortbildung des internationalen Handlungssystems und des
Vôlkerrechts. In Achterberg, N. offentliches Recht und Politik; Festschrift fur Hans Ulrich
Scupin zum 70. Geburtstag. Berlin, Duncker und Humblot, 1973, p. 343-390.

Taake, H.-H. and D. Weiss. World textile arrangement; the exporter's viewpoint. Journal of world
trade law (London), 8:624-654, November-December 1974.

Use of force
Emploi de la force
IIpHMeHeHHe CHJIbI
Uso de la fuerza

Boorman, James A. III. Economic coercion in international law; the Arab oil weapon and the
ensuing juridical issues. Journal of international law and economics (Washington, D.C.),
9:205-231, August 1974.

Brosche, Harmut. The Arab oil embargo and United States pressure against Chile; economic and
political coercion and the Charter of the United Nations. Case Western Reserve journal of
international law (Cleveland, Ohio), 7:3-35, winter 1974.

Ecobescu, N. et E. Glaser. La légitime défense individuelle; institution de base de la légalité
internationale contemporaine. Revue roumaine d'études internationales (Bucarest), 24:131-142,
1974.

Ezdi, Asif. Self defence under Article 51 of the United Nations Charier; a critical analysis. Pakistan
horizon (Karachi), 27:29-51, 1974, No. 2.
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Fernandez Flores, J. L. El uso de la fuerza y el orden internacional. Revista espanola de derecho
militar (Madrid), 28:67-84, 1974.

Jackson, William D. Controlling the use of force; the Charter regime and the summit agreements.
Case Western Reserve journal of international law (Cleveland, Ohio), 7:84-92, winter 1974.

Martin, P. M. Le conflit israélo-arabe; recherches sur l'emploi de la force en droit international
public positif. Paris, Librairie générale de droit et de jurisprudence, 1973, 347 p. (Bibliothèque
de droit international, 71.)

Muir, J. Dapray. The boycott in international law. Journal of international law and economics
(Washington, D.C.), 9:187-204, August 1974.

Concerning the curtailing of Arab oil shipments to the United States and the Nether-
lands.

Northedge, F. S. The use offeree in international relations. Edited by F. S. Northedge. N.Y., Free
Press [1974], 258 p. (Studies in international politics.)

Paust, Jordan J. and Albert P. Blaustein. The Arab oil weapon; a threat to international peace.
American journal of international law (Washington, D.C.), 68:410-439, July 1974.

Shihata, Ibrahim F. I. Destination embargo of Arab oil; its legality under international law.
American journal of international law (Washington, D.C.), 68:591-627, October 1974.

Stone, Julius. Force and the Charter in the seventies. Syracuse journal of international law and
commerce (Syracuse, N.Y.), 2:1-17, spring 1974.

The use of nonviolent coercion; a study in legality under Article 2(4) of the Charter of the United
Nations. University of Pennsylvania law review (Philadelphia), 122:983-1011, April 1974.

C. INTERGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS RELATED TO THE UNITED NATIONS
ORGANISATIONS INTERGOUVERNEMENTALES RELIEES A L'ORGANISATION
DES NATIONS UNIES
ME)KnPABHTEJlbCTBEHHbIE OPPAHMSAUMM CBfl3AHHbIE C
OPFAHH3AUHEM OEtEAHHEHHblX HAUHH
ORGANIZACIONES INTERGUBERNAMENTALES RELACIONADAS CON LAS
NACIONES UNIDAS

1. General
Ouvrages généraux
Oôtifue meMbi
Bibliografia general

Abraszewski, Andrzej. Koordynacja dzialalnosci organizacji miedzynarodowych w systemic
Narodow Zjednoczonych ; zagadnienia prawne. Warszawa, 1973, 259 p. (Polski Instytut Spraw
Miedzynarodowych. Biblioteka spraw miedzynarodowych, 43.)

[The coordination of activities of international organizations in the United Nations
system; legal aspects.]
Summary in English.

Jongbloet-Hamerlijnck, R. De contrôle- en dwan-maatregelen in de statuten van de gespecialiseerde
organisâmes. Revue belge de droit international (Bruxelles), 10:539-562, 1974, n° 2.

2. Particular organizations
Ouvrages concernant certaines organisations
Omde/ibHbie opzanu3au,uu
Organizaciones particulares

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
Organisation des Nations Unies pour l'alimentation et l'agriculture
npoaoBOJibCTBCHHaH H cejibCKoxosHHCTBCHHaH opraHH3auHH Oôie^HHeHHbix HaiiHH
Organizaciôn de las Naciones Unidas para la Agricultura y la Alimentation
Alvernga, I. Informe presentado a la Fundaciôn CIARA de Caracas, a petition del Gobierno

vénézolane, sobre actividades de capacitaciôn en Derecho Agrario para abogados del sector
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pûblico agricola. Roma, Organization de las Naciones Unidas para la Agricultura y la
Alimentaciôn, 1974, 12 p.

Conférence inter-parlementaire des pays côtiers sur la lutte contre la pollution de la mer Méditer-
ranée. Aspects juridiques nationaux, régionaux et internationaux de la lutte contre la pollution
en Méditerranée, par G. K. Moore. Rome, Organization des Nations Unies pour l'alimentation
et l'agriculture, février 1974. 12p.

Consultation on thé protection of living resources and fisheries from pollution in the Mediterranean.
Existing and proposed international conventions for the control of marine pollution and their
relevance to the Mediterranean. Rome, Food and Agriculture Organization, February 1974,
28 p.

Also available in French.
Consultation on the protection of living resources and fisheries from pollution in the Mediterranean.

Principles suggested for inclusion in a draft convention for the protection of living resources
and fisheries from pollution in the Mediterranean. Rome, Food and Agriculture Organization,
November 1973, 27 p.

Also available in French and Spanish.
Consultation on the protection of living resources and fisheries from pollution in the Mediterranean.

Report of the Consultation; protection of the marine environment against pollution in the
Mediterranean. Rome, Food and Agriculture Organization, June 1974, 28 p.

Also available in French and Spanish.
*Développement des pêches, Algérie. La législation. Rapport préparé pour le Gouvernement de

l'Algérie. Rome, Organisation des Nations Unies pour l'alimentation et l'agriculture, 1974,
73 p. (Its: Rapport technique, 1.)

"Etabli sur la base des travaux de M. J. Savini."
Food and Agriculture Organization. Control of the spread of major communicable fish diseases.

Report of the Government Consultation on an International Convention for the Control of
the Spread of Major Communicable Fish Diseases. Rome, 1974, 17 p.

Food and Agriculture Organization. European Commission on Agriculture. Joint Session of the
Working Party on Agrarian Structure (Fifth Session) and (he Working Party on Rural
Sociological Problems (Fifth Session). Review of legislation on agrarian structure in Europe
during the period 1970-1973 by I. Alvarenga and J. Masrévéry. Rome, December 1974, 47 p.

Food and Agriculture Organization. Report by M. J. Savini on international and national legisla-
tion for the conservation of marine mammals; part 1—international legislation. Rome,
June 1974. (Its: FAO Fisheries circular, 326.)

Food and Agriculture Organization. Report to the Government of Indonesia; water legislation
and administration. Rome, July 1974, 39 p.

"Based on the work of B. J. Wohlwend."
Food and Agriculture Organization. Report to the Government of Jamaica on development and

management of water resources; a proposed Water Resources Act for Jamaica. Rome, 1973,
46 p. (Working document, 2.)

"Based on the work of F. J. Trelease."
Food and Agriculture Organization. Report to the Government of Libya; land and water legisla-

tion in Libya. Rome, May 1974, 60 p.
"Based on the work of B. J. Wohlwend."

Food and Agriculture Organization. Report to the Government of the Philippines on the improve-
ment of irrigation facilities through groundwater development. Current needs for improvement
of Philippine water law with special reference to groundwater. Rome, 1974, 78 p. (Special
report, 1.).

"Based on the work of F. J. Trelease."
Food and Agriculture Organization. Report to the Government of the Sudan on Wildlife and

National Parks Legislation. Rome, 1974, 96 p.
"Based on the work of G. K. Moore."

Food and Agriculture Organization. South China Seas Fisheries Development and Coordinating

*Restricted document.
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Programme. Malaysia; legal and institutional aspects of fisheries development by J. A.
Crutchfield, D. A. Lawson and G. K. Moore. Rome, December 1974, 27 p.

Food and Agriculture Organization. South China Seas Fisheries Development and Coordinating
Programme. The South China Sea Fisheries; institutional legal aspects by F. J. Doucet,
G. K. Moore and A. Labon. Rome, June 1974, 32 p.

*Forestry development, Surinam. Forest legislation. Report prepared for the Government of
Surinam. Rome, Food and Agriculture Organization, 1974, 61 p. (FAO Technical report, 2.)

"Based on the work of F. J. Schmithusen."
Inter-Parliamentary Conference of Coastal States on the Control of Pollution in the Mediterranean

Sea. National, regional and international juridical aspects of the control of pollution in the
Mediterranean Sea by G. K. Moore. Rome, Food and Agriculture Organization, February
1974, 11 p.

*Inventario y fomento de los recursos forestales, Repûblica Dominicana. Informe preparado para
el Gobierno de la Repûblica Dominicana sobre la Politica y Legislaciôn Forestal; revision del
Proyecto de Ley Forestal. Roma, Organizaciôn de las Naciones Unidas para la Agricultura y
la Alimentation, 1974, 85 p. (Its: Informe técnico, 6.)

"Basado en la labor de Salvador Grau Fernandez."
Masrévéry, J. Derecho agrario y justicia agraria. Rorna, Organizaciôn de las Naciones Unidas para

la Agricultura y la Alimentaciôn, Marzo 1974, 76 p. (Its: Estudios législatives, 5.)

Moore, G. K. International and national legislation and regulatory institutions; Swedish Funds-in-
Trust. In Lectures presented at the First FAO/SIDA Training Course on Marine Pollution in
Relation to Protection of Living Resources. Rome, Food and Agriculture Organization, 1974.
(Supplement to the Report, p. 296-311.)

Mylonas, D. Agricultural credit legislation in selected developing countries. Rome, Food and
Agriculture Organization, May 1974, 135 p. (FAO Legislative studies, 6.)

Organisation des Nations Unies pour l'alimentation et l'agriculture. Commission européenne
d'agriculture. Session conjointe du Groupe de travail de la structure agraire (cinquième session)
et du Groupe de travail de problèmes de sociologie rurale (cinquième session). Nouvelles
formes d'organisation dans l'agriculture européenne par I. Alvarenga et J. Masrévéry. Rome,
décembre 1974, 51 p.

*Organizaciôn de distritos de riego en la cuenca del rio Itiquis, Costa Rica. Informe preparado
para el Gobierno de Costa Rica sobre problemas institucionales y légales en materia de aguas
en Costa Rica. Roma, Organizaciôn de las Naciones Unidas para la Agricultura y la Alimen-
taciôn, 1974, 85 p. (Its: Informe técnico, 1.)

"Basado en la labor de Enrique Herrero Ayllon."

*Rapport au Gouvernement de la Haute-Volta sur la planification, la politique et la législation
forestières. Rome, Organisation des Nations Unies pour l'alimentation et l'agriculture, 1974,
226 p. (Its: Rapport AT 3306.)

" Etabli sur la base des travaux de J. Reader Roitzsch et F. B. Zenny."
Rapport (n° 1) au Secrétariat général de l'Organisation pour la mise en valeur du fleuve Sénégal

(OMVS) sur le droit et l'administration internationale des eaux. Rome, Organisation des
Nations Unies pour l'alimentation et l'agriculture, mai 1974, 23 p.

"Based on the work of D. A. Caponera."
Tercera Reunion Regional de Asesores y Consultores en Derecho Agrario de FAO para America

Latina. Consideraciones sobre capacitaciôn en derecho agrario para abogados del sector
pûblico agricola. Roma, Organizaciôn de las Naciones Unidas para la Agricultura y la
Alimentaciôn, noviembre 1974, 13p. (Documente de Trabajo, 6.)

General Agreement on Tariff's and Trade
Accord général sur les tarifs douaniers et le commerce
Fenepajibuoe corjiamemie no raputpaM H roproejie
Acuerdo General sobre Aranceles Aduaneros y Comercio
Gros Espiell, H. GATT; accommodating generalized preferences. Journal of world trade law

(London). 8:341-363, July-August 1974.
*Restricted document.
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Kapteyn, Paul J. G. The "domestic" law effect of rules of international law within the European
community system of law and the question of the self-executing character of GATT rules.
International lawyer (Chicago), 8:74-82, January 1974.

Schiavone, G. GATT y los paises socialistas. Derecho de la integration (Buenos Aires), 15:47-67,
marzo 1974.

Waelbroeck, Michel. Effect of GATT within the legal order of the EEC. Journal of world trade law
(London), 8:614-623, November-December 1974.

Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization
Organisation intergouvernementale consultative de la navigation maritime
MeacnpaBHTejibCTBeHHafl MOpcKan KOHcyjibTaTHBHaa opramoauHH
Organization Consultiva Maritima Intergubernamental

Bosies, William J. and William G. Green. Liner conference convention; launching an interna-
tional regulatory regime. Law and policy in international business (Washington, D.C.), 6:533-
574, spring 1974.

Convention on the prevention of marine pollution by dumping of wastes and other matter. Law and
policy in international business (Washington, D.C.), 6:575-586, spring 1974.

De Mestral, A. L. C. La convention sur la prévention de la pollution résultant de l'immersion de
déchets. In Canadian yearbook of international law, v. 11, 1971 Vancouver, B.C., University
of British Columbia, 1974, p. 226-243.

Duncan, Rodney, N. The 1972 Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of
Wastes at Sea. Journal of maritime law and commerce (Silver Spring, Md.), 5:299-315,
January 1974.

KoTJiap, B. C. JIonaoHCKaH KOH^epenuHH MMKO 1973 r. no sonpocaM sarpasHemui Mopa. Coeem-
CKoe zocydapcmeo u npaeo (MocKaa), 8:96-99, 1974.

[London Conference of IMCO, 1973, on sea pollution.]

Mizukami, C. IMCO and marine pollution. Journal of international law and diplomacy [Kokusaiho
gaiko zasshi] (Tokyo), 72:642-662, 1974.

In Japanese.

Mensah, T. A. IMCO's work in the field of technical assistance to developing countries through
the development of uniform law on shipping. Revue de droit uniforme (Rome), : 77-82, 1973,
No. 2.

Sambrailo, Branko. New international measures for protecting the marine environment from
pollution. Review of international affairs (Belgrade), 25:28-31, 5 March 1974.

CHAOPHCHKO, B. <I>. OCOOCHHOCTH npHMeHCHHH EpioccejibCKoft KOHBCHUHH 1910 r. no cnaceHHio na
Mope. Upaeoeedenue (MocKBa), 3:111-115, 1974.

[On the peculiarities of application of the Brussels Convention of 1910 on safety at sea.]

, B. <I>. npo6jieMbi rpaxflaHCKofl oTBeTCTBCHHOCTH B Me:«cflyHapoflHOM MOPCKOM npase
sa ymep6 OT sarpjnHCHH» HC(J)Tbio. B KH.: CoseTCKHft eJKeroAHHK MeacflyHapoflHoro npasa,
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